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Preface to ”Lean Manufacturing and Industry 4.0”

Existing competitiveness between companies in the global market requires a high degree of

proactivity, with an aim of reducing costs, increasing quality, and providing the market with

innovative products that are in line with the natural evolution of customer demands. The concepts

of the Toyota Production System, which have led to the adoption of lean manufacturing, have

helped industrial managers to implement tools and practices that eliminate or substantially reduce

wastes that normally exist in conventional production lines. However, the need for successive

increase in flexibility necessitates a more favorable evolution with technological advancements in

the programming of equipment and devices, along with the use of robotics and the integration of

information throughout the product manufacturing cycle using the IoT or powerful networks. This

concept, usually referred to as Industry 4.0, is in line with the principles of lean manufacturing,

although it can only be supported by a true technological revolution involving remote programming

of machines, integration of manufacturing processes, and real-time control of the work performed

through an entire production cycle. This Special Issue showcases important contributions in the area

of lean manufacturing and Industry 4.0, with innovative concepts and applications that will certainly

enthuse and strengthen readers’ knowledge.

Luı́s Pinto Ferreira, Paulo Ávila, João Bastos, Francisco J. G. Silva, José Carlos Sá, and Marlene

Brito

Editors
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Abstract: This article aims to analyze the relationship between Lean and Industry 4.0, further
exploring the opportunities for integration with the new concept of Industry 5.0. Departing from a
literature review, it shows how the relationship between Industry 4.0 and Lean is—while unanimously
positive—clearly orientated towards the more technological aspects. In this scenario, most studies on
this relationship highlight the technological side of organizations, emphasizing the integration of
Industry 4.0 technology to augment Lean methodologies and tools. As such, most of the apparent
value of this relationship derives from the use of technology, and relatively limited inputs input
are found on issues related to the human and social factors of organizations—such as leadership,
people, integration, and training for new roles and new tasks. In the face of this reality, we evaluate
the potential for integration between Lean and Industry 5.0, arguing how Lean may offer a proper
perspective to support sustainability, resilience, and human orientation in Industrial contexts.

Keywords: lean manufacturing; quality management; Industry 4.0; Industry 5.0

1. Introduction

The move to Industry 4.0 led to a creation of context-specific variations for multiple
philosophies, tools and approaches came to carry the same neologism “X 4.0” [1]. A
few examples include Excellence 4.0 [2], Quality 4.0 [3], or Supply Chain Management
4.0 [4]). In most cases, these neologisms signify the application of technology to continuous
improvement and operational management practices, and Lean was another common
example of this trend [5,6]. As such, the relationship between Lean Management and
Industry 4.0 has been frequently explored, to a point were several hundred articles and
dozens of literature reviews are available [7]. However, a quick review of the most cited
results quickly seems to indicate a reality where the relationship is mostly analyzed from a
technological perspective [8–11].

Considering that a similar critique—the overshadowing of operational and social
aspects of continuous improvement efforts in favor of technological adoption—has been
made to, for example, Quality Management [12,13], we set out to identify if this trend is
observable also in the literature on the relationship between Lean and Industry 4.0—and if
so, to identify opportunities and risks for expanding this relation beyond its technological
facet.

In order to validate this hypothesis, we set out to analyze the most recent reviews on
this relationship. Still today, the literature shows a growing number of papers concerning
“Lean and I4.0” [14], and in the first half of 2022 alone, eight literature reviews have
been published on this relationship. In this paper, we analyze these reviews (and further
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literature), seeking to understand whether they are aligned and if their results support a
common understanding, aiming to identify gaps and future research paths.

Based on this analysis, this article aims to comprehend whether this scientific produc-
tion has converged to a single understanding, or if the debate is still active regarding the
integration between Lean and Industry 4.0, its benefits, and its limitations. Furthermore,
this work seeks to identify research gaps around this very same topic.

As a result, it is shown that most studies on this relationship highlight the technological
side of organizations, emphasizing the integration of Industry 4.0 technology to augment
Lean methodologies and tools. However, research on how Lean and Industry 4.0 contributes
to social, environmental, and business continuity and sustainability are more limited. In
the face of this finding, we then explore the opportunities for the integration of Lean
and Industry 5.0 to overcome the existing limitations and support the acceleration of
sustainability, resilience, and human-centered strategies.

This article aims to analyze the relationship between Lean and Industry 4.0, further
exploring the opportunities for integration with the new concept of Industry 5.0. To this end,
the article has five sections. To identify the necessary elements for the proper understanding
of the potential additional value Lean Manufacturing can add to Industry 4.0, Section 2
offers a conceptual introduction to the topics of Lean and Industry 4.0. After this theoretical
introduction, in Section 3, the relationship between Lean and Industry 4.0 is analyzed,
departing from the eight most recent reviews at the date of the development of this article
(September 2022). An analysis is conducted whereby the most frequent points of contact
between Industry 4.0 and Lean are summarized, and the existing gaps in the literature
about this relationship are identified. Next, Section 4 discusses the opportunities and
challenges for Lean Manufacturing in Industry 5.0. A conclusion and perspectives for
future work are presented in Section 5.

2. Conceptual Review
2.1. Industry 4.0

Industrial Revolutions are marked by a paradigm shift of the production process [15].
However, they further install themselves into society, to the point where their effects are
clearly recognized outside industrial and business forums [16]. The 4th Industrial Revolu-
tion, also called Industry (I4.0), was declared as an opportunity for the transformation of
the previous paradigm (born with the 3rd Industrial Revolution) at the Hannover Fair in
2011. This was followed by the launch of the Strategic Development Report for German
Industry, published in April 2013 with the aim of allowing it to achieve a strategic global
differential [17]. Based on the premise established in that work, the Industrie 4.0 Program
sought to give direction to companies not only on production process change but also at the
level of investment, training, and technological development necessary for those industries
to lead markets and supply products [17]. It is important to highlight that the concept “4.0”
has taken dimensions for several business areas not limited to the industrial environment
itself, and that it has become an icon (“4.0”)—an identity sometimes greater than its original
idea, even defining its evolution (“5.0”) [1].

While it can be traced back to Germany [18], the concept quickly grew beyond the
country, across the European Union, and beyond it. Each of the Union’s members have a na-
tional agency working to improve the block’s industrial competitiveness [19]. In Japan, the
term Industry 4.0 has also gained attention, and inspired even broader societal approaches
to a technologically-driven future, where the benefits of Industry 4.0 are exploited to serve
society at large and create a “technology-based, human-centered society” [20]. In America
and Asia, the terms “Smart Manufacturing” or “Smart Industry” are used frequently to
signify a similar industrial and societal transition [21–23].

Smart Factories (SF) are considered as an essential component for the expression of I4.0,
and, in them, the information transfer flows between people, machines, and resources are
key. SF have internalized the data of origin and the date of manufacture; of the processing
parameters to be applied and applied; how, where, when, and to whom they are to be

2
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delivered; and several others [17]. In this sense, interdisciplinary actions are strongly
suggested, both in terms of technologies, processes, and the development of personal
skills, and the creation of an Industry in the I4.0 paradigm requires multidimensional
work [18] and not just a selection of technologies. However, Industry 4.0 has been studied
predominantly from a technological point of view [24,25]. Earlier works in Industry 4.0
focused on understanding and framing the forces that influenced this paradigm shift,
as well as its relevance [26]. Normally, they list a wide variety of technologies that will
help improve performance and organization [27]. Nevertheless, strategies or initiatives
deployed in the context of this transition tend to have a vast focus, often showing a
disconnection between the advancements proposed by area experts and those derived from
the technological push.

Another important aspect is the fact that Industry 4.0, from the perspective of a
“revolution”, undoubtedly represents the expected lasting and comprehensive economic
impact; however, from the perspective of “innovation”, Industry 4.0 is positioned more as
a driving force of innovations than the result of innovations [28].

The transformation towards Industry 4.0 offers many opportunities in the way organi-
zations integrate their processes and their production, and how their systems evolve [13].
In the face of this reality, several organizations are on the lookout for new and innovative
approaches to help them navigate the transition towards Industry 4.0. For many, Lean is
central for mastering such a transition [29].

2.2. Lean Manufacturing

Since the 1970s, the high performance of the Japanese automobile industry has cre-
ated a standard of operations that industries should seek to maintain competitiveness
and survival [30,31]. As a result, the term “Lean” gained increased attention [32], and
the development of Lean models and tools for companies began to emerge to ensure
competitiveness. Drivers were the elimination of waste from the value chain, stakeholder
satisfaction, and continuous improvement [33–35]. The use of techniques and tools for
process improvement were key for the achievement of the objectives of Lean, allowing
performance to be maintained and improved in the long term; and a focus on the Culture
and People was reinforced as a central aspect of industrial management [30]. Lean is thus
supported by guiding principles and a strong culture aimed at innovation, permanent
development, and respect for people and society [36].

The central goals of Lean are to eliminate any activities that represent waste, to
ensure a fluid operation, to achieve minimum set-up times and eliminate downtime due to
breakage and defects, to level stocks and production quantities, or to maintain and develop
standardized operations [33,37]. From these core perspectives, there are several methods
and tools—Jidoka, Kaisen, pull system, Value Stream Mapping (VSM), Just-in-Time (JIT),
Andon, Gemba, Kanban, Hoshin Kanri, Kata, etc.—that support it, reinforced by a culture
where trust, respect, and empowerment of employees and partners is constant [38,39].

Lean Manufacturing was an adaptation to the mass production management model
advocated in the 3rd Industrial Revolution. Differently, Industry 4.0 is a set of technological
principles and tools that guides production to automation, integration, and connectivity to
their highest levels. Therefore, Lean and I4.0 are different things, but complementary to
each other—in spite of the imminent conflict between them, since in I4.0, production seems
to promote a reduction of the dependence on employees, while Lean considers the human
factor as a competitive differential and a valuable asset [30,33,37,40,41].

Because of these factors, for years major global consultancies [18,42,43] and academic
contributions [44–49] have been trying to explore the relationship between Lean and
Industry 4.0, and to understand it at both the theoretical and empirical levels—most often,
with the hope of demonstrating the capacity that Lean can add competencies to I4.0. While
there seems to be a wide agreement in relation to some aspects of this relationship, such
as the benefit of technology for improved performance, improved data collection and
analysis, and reduced human error [50], practical results are most often tied to increased

3
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automation [8]. Integration between Lean and Industry 4.0 concerning the social and
environmental aspects remains mostly at the theoretical level [11,51].

3. Literature Review
3.1. Methodology

There are many articles on the numerous aspects of the relationship between Lean
Manufacturing and Industry 4.0. A search using the Scopus database produced 764 results
on the query “Lean AND Industry 4.0”, all between 2014 and 2022. A quick analysis of the
results showed a variety of themes, with a total of 104 different keywords occurring 10 or
more times.

The purpose of this work, however, is not to dive into specific topics within the
relationships between Industry 4.0 and Lean, but rather to gain an overall perspective of
the state of the art. Our goal is to understand if, after almost a decade of research on this
topic, there is a clear, common perspective on how Lean and Industry 4.0 interact. As such,
a review of reviews methodology was followed [52,53]. 42 reviews relating to the topics
of Lean and Industry 4.0 were identified. However, after excluding those unrelated to
our research, only 12 articles remained—all ranging between 2021 and 2022. Amongst the
exclusion criteria were a focus in narrow or specific trade or industry, research agendas,
or narrow perspectives on the relationship between Lean and Industry 4.0. Exclusion
criteria removed neighboring topics such as Lean Six Sigma, or particular aspects such as
“Lean-Green” or “Sustainability”.

In order to use the most recent works as our base, we selected the literature reviews
written in 2022. From there, we moved on to older works. Departing from the most recent
literature reviews, we explored the main trends, opportunities, and limitations in this
relationship.

The following literature reviews on the subject of “Lean” and “Industry 4.0”, published
this year (2022), were identified (Table 1).

Table 1. Articles published in 2022—“Lean” and “Industry 4.0” literature review.

Authors Title

Tailise, M.M.; Mergulhão, R.C.; Mano, A.P.;
Silva, A.A.A.

The integration of technologies Industry 4.0 technology and Lean
Manufacturing: A systematic literature review.

Rajaba, S.; Afy-Shararaha, M.; Salonitisa, K. Using Industry 4.0 Capabilities for Identifying and Eliminating Lean Wastes.

Lucantoni, L.; Antomarioni, S.; Ciarapica, F.E.;
Bevilacqua, M.

Implementation of Industry 4.0 Techniques in Lean Production Technology: A
Literature Review.

Terra, J.D.R.; de Melo, C.C.; Berssaneti, F.T. Are Lean, World Class Manufacturing and Industry 4.0 are related?

Nedjwa, E.; Bertrand, R.; Boudemagh, S.S. Impacts of Industry 4.0 technologies on Lean management tools: a bibliometric
analysis.

Yürekli, S.; Schulz, C. Compatibility, opportunities and challenges in the combination of Industry 4.0
and Lean Production

Komkowski, T.; Antony, J.; Garza-Reyes, J.A.;
Tortorella, G.L.; Pongboonchai-Empl, T.

The integration of Industry 4.0 and Lean Management: a systematic review and
constituting elements perspective

Rossi, A. H. G.; Marcondes, G. B.; Pontes, J.;
Leitão, P.; Treinta, F. T.; de Resende, L. M. M.;
Mosconi, E.; Yoshino, R.T.

Lean Tools in the Context of Industry 4.0: Literature Review, Implementation
and Trends

In most articles, the results focused on the contribution of different technologies of
Industry 4.0 to Lean. Since different names were used for similar technologies, and in order
to avoid confusion, we have grouped the different technologies into seven broader techno-
logical areas: (1) Cybernetics, (2) Connectivity and Integration, (3) Big Data, (4) Industrial
Automation, (5) Administrative Process Automation, (6) Simulation and Augmented Real-
ity, and (7) Additive Manufacturing. The correlation table of the technologies presented
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in the articles in Table 1 and the “Seven broader technological areas” are indicated in
Appendix A.

3.2. The Relationship between Lean Manufacturing and Industry 4.0: Review of Reviews

From the above listed articles, it was possible to validate the connection between Lean
and I4.0 in distinct dimensions. In “The integration of Industry 4.0 technologies and Lean
Manufacturing: A systematic literature review” [54], we find an analysis of nine articles
published between 2017 and 2021, seven of which demonstrate empirical examples of the
joint use of I4.0 technologies and Lean tools. This result is presented in Table 2, adapting
the original dimensions to the dimensions of Cybernetics, Connectivity, and Integration,
Big Data, Industrial Automation, Administrative Process, Automation, Simulation and
Augmented Reality, Additive Manufacturing. The intensive use of Connectivity and
Integration, Big Data, Simulation, and Virtual and Augmented Reality are the most adopted
dimensions in the empirical cases observed in conjunction with Lean. In addition to the
integration between I4.0 technologies and Lean practices and tools, this article highlights
other important topics within its review results. Other topics are (1) the extent to which I4.0
design principles are supporting Lean Manufacturing tools and (2) environmental factors
in the integration of Industry 4.0 and Lean manufacturing.

Table 2. Analysis of the article “The integration of technologies Industry 4.0 technology and Lean
Manufacturing: A systematic literature review” [54].
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Article

Continuous Improvement
Programs and Industry 4.0:
Descriptive Bibliometric
Analysis

X X X X X

How Industry 4.0 Can Enhance
Lean Practices X X X X X X X

Impact of Industry 4.0 Concept
on the Levers of Lean
Manufacturing Approach in
Manufacturing Industries

X X X X X X X

Impacts of Industry 4.0
technologies on Lean principle X X X X X

Implementation of Industry 4.0
and lean production in Brazilian
manufacturing companies

X X X X X

Industry 4.0 and Lean
Manufacturing: A systematic
literature review and future
research directions

X X X X X X

The Relationship between Lean
and Industry 4.0: Literature
Review

X X X X X

The next review, “Using Industry 4.0 Capabilities for Identifying and Eliminating Lean
Wastes” [55], presents several examples of the integration between I4.0 technologies and
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the elimination of inherent waste from production processes, based on the 7 + 1 classical
waste perspective. Based on the literature review between 2008 and 2021, 53 articles were
analyzed, with the results showing a greater contribution to the elimination of classic Lean
waste in the Big Data dimension, followed by Administrative Process Automation and
Simulation and Augmented Reality (Table 3).

Table 3. Analysis of the article “Using Industry 4.0 Capabilities for Identifying and Eliminating Lean
Wastes” [55].
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Lean wastes and Industry 4.0
Defects X X
Overproduction X
Waiting X
Transportation X X X
Over-processing X
Inventory X
Underutilized Skills X
Motion X X

The review “Implementation of Industry 4.0 Techniques in Lean Production Technol-
ogy: A Literature Review” [56] was conducted on articles published between 2018 and
2021. This review sought to identify combinations of Lean practices and I4.0 technologies.
The result is presented in Table 4, and shows the intensive use of Lean tools in conjunction
with I4.0 technologies. In this work, the strong contribution of the I4.0 technologies to
the analyzed Lean tools is observed—including the areas of Industrial Automation and
Additive Manufacturing, which have a smaller but no less relevant contribution.

Table 4. Analysis of the article “Implementation of Industry 4.0 Techniques in Lean Production
Technology: A Literature Review” [56].
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Lean Tools
Value Stream Mapping X X X X X X X
Cellular Manufacturing X X X X X X
Kanban X X X X X
Jidoca X X X X X
5S X X X X
Total Productive Maintenance X X X X X
Just In Time X X X X
Poka Yoke X X X X

The review “Are Lean, World Class Manufacturing and Industry 4.0 related?” [14]
looked at 165 articles published between 1984 and 2021. By analyzing its results, it was
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verified that the relationship between Lean and Industry 4.0 is yet limited if looking at the
overall publishing scenario on these topics. The results (shown in Table 5) demonstrate,
among other things, high academic interest in the topics themselves, but still some limitation
when it comes to the relationship of Lean and I4.0 (15.5% of the articles reviewed show a
focus on the two concepts) (Table 5). Even focusing on a shorter time range, from 2016 to
2021, it is observed that the articles in this subset that have a focus on I4.0 and Lean still
represent less than 20% of the total. In addition to these findings, the article provided little
contribution regarding how different Industry 4.0 areas interact with Lean Manufacturing
(Table 6).

Table 5. Analysis of the article “Are Lean, World Class Manufacturing and Industry 4.0 related?” [14].

Main Themes Covered in Sample
(1984–2021) N % Ac.%

Industry 4.0 34 20.61% 20.61%
Lean and Industry 4.0 25 15.15% 35.76%
Lean 24 14.55% 50.30%
World Class Manufacturing 22 13.33% 63.64%
Structure Process 17 10.30% 73.94%
Lean and World Class Manufacturing 8 4.85% 78.79%
Manufacturing 7 4.24% 83.03%
Business Process Mapping 6 3.64% 86.67%
Lean and Manufacturing 6 3.64% 90.30%
World Class Manufacturing and Industry 4.0 5 3.03% 93.33%
Semi-structure Process 4 2.42% 95.76%
Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis 2 1.21% 96.97%
Lean and Agile 1 0.61% 97.58%
Lean and Information Technology 1 0.61% 98.18%
Lean and Six sigma 1 0.61% 98.79%
Lean and Value Stream Mapping 1 0.61% 99.39%
Process Structure 1 0.61% 100.00%

Table 6. Analysis of the article “Are Lean, World Class Manufacturing and Industry 4.0 related?” [14]—
subset 2016–2021.

Main Themes Covered in Sample
(2016–2021) N % Ac.%

Industry 4.0 34 28.10% 28.10%
Lean and Industry 4.0 23 19.01% 47.11%
Lean 21 17.36% 64.46%
Structure Process 8 6.61% 71.07%
World Class Manufacturing 8 6.61% 77.69%
Lean and World Class Manufacturing 7 5.79% 83.47%
Lean and Manufacturing 6 4.96% 88.43%
World Class Manufacturing and Industry 4.0 5 4.13% 92.56%
Business Process Mapping 2 1.65% 94.21%
Manufacturing 2 1.65% 95.87%
Lean and Agile 1 0.83% 96.69%
Lean and Information Technology 1 0.83% 97.52%
Lean and Six sigma 1 0.83% 98.35%
Lean and Value Stream Mapping 1 0.83% 99.17%
Process Structure 1 0.83% 100.00%
Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis 0 0.00% 100.00%
Semi-structure Process 0 0.00% 100.00%

In “Impacts of Industry 4.0 technologies on Lean management tools: a bibliometric
analysis” [57], a review is made considering articles from 2011 to 2020. As a result, the rela-
tionship between Lean methodologies and techniques and I4.0 technologies are presented
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in Table 7. The article is different from the results presented before, since it expands the
scope of the analysis to include other Lean tools and methodologies, and presents similar
results. As in the previous work, the dimensions that promote the greatest impact on Lean
are Big Data and Connectivity and Integration at the top, and Industrial Automation as the
one that, although impactful, has the least contribution in relation to the other dimensions.
The other tools, despite not being at the top, have a relevant contribution, being basically
equivalent to each other. In this last group, Additive Manufacturing has a slightly lower
impact than the others.

Table 7. Analysis of the article “Impacts of Industry 4.0 technologies on Lean management tools: a
bibliometric analysis” [57].
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Methodology & Tools

Continuous improvement X X X X X X X
Heijunka X X X X X
TPM (Total Productive Maintenance) X X X X X X
Communication and Information
sharing X X X X X

Jidoka X X X X X X
JIT X X X X X
5S X X X X
Andon X X X X X
Kanban X X X X X
Poka-yoke X X X X X
Pull flow X X X X X X
Standardization work X X X X
VSM X X X X
Waste reduction X X X X
CIM (Computer Integrated
Manufacturing) X X X X

Decreased operation and waiting times X X X X X
Decreased stocks and inventory
management X X X X X

Problems solving X X X X X
Quality control X X X X
Standardization X X X X
Increased flexibility X X X X
KPI X X X
Statistical control process X X X X
Cellular manufacturing X X X
Empowerment and involvement of
workers X X X

Improved human resources X X X
Set up reduction used (SMED) X X X
Supermarket X X X
WIP reduction X X
Automation X
Machine and human separation X
Production Smooth X
Supplier development X
Takt time X
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The article “Compatibility, opportunities and challenges in the combination of Industry
4.0 and Lean Production” [58] analyzed 15 articles published between 2015–2020, and
among the results, it presented a correlation between I4.0 principles with some Lean tools.
The compatibility is presented on a Likert scale from 0 to 3, with “0” being no compatibility
and “3” being high compatibility, and the result is presented in Table 8. Strong overall
compatibility is perceived, with Kanban and Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) being
present in all I4.0 principles.

Table 8. Analysis of the article “Compatibility, opportunities and challenges in the combination of
Industry 4.0 and Lean Production” [58].
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Kanban 3 3 3 2 3
TPM 3 3 3 2 1
Just-in-time-production 3 0 2 3 3
One-piece-flow 3 3 2 0 3
SMED 2 3 2 1 3
Andon 3 3 2 3 0
Kaizen 3 3 1 2 0
Poka Yoke 1 1 3 3 0

Two more literature reviews were analyzed. In line with the broader goals of this
work, their focus was less on the relationship between Industry 4.0 technologies and Lean
Manufacturing practices and methods, and more focused on the integration between the
two within an organization. These reviews provided different results. “The integration
of Industry 4.0 and Lean Management: a systematic review and constituting elements
perspective” [59] sought, through analysis of 111 articles published between 2015 and
2021, to identify the key components for the integration process between Lean and I4.0.
This article draws a link between ‘what’ elements of Lean and I4.0 organizations should
integrate and ‘how’ they may do it. The findings indicate that integrations cover the
essential constituting elements of LM. However, serious gaps were identified concerning the
operational level. The authors identify as major constraints the lack of enabling processes,
routines, and implementation pathways. It further identifies Change Management as the
key component of the integration process, given the transformational nature that both Lean
and I4.0 represent for the organization.

Finally, in “Lean Tools in the Context of Industry 4.0: Literature Review, Implemen-
tation and Trends” [51], a different analysis was identified. While still approaching the
relationship between I4.0 and Lean, this article is focused on the implementation of a lean
philosophy for the digital environment, where it may be used to tackle problems related to
inefficient digitalization within organizations. Through the analysis of 53 articles, a pro-
posed framework for the implementation of Lean to the digital environment is elaborated.
While the work presents the phases and objectives to be achieved, a strong technological
perspective is present, emphasizing automation, including at the administrative level. In
this proposition, not only does Lean become Lean 4.0, but its tools and methodologies are
also adapted to this digital environment.

3.3. Lean Manufacturing and Industry 4.0: Review, Analysis, and Discussion

The articles reviewed presented visions of Lean and I4.0 from different dimensions
and perspectives, but always demonstrating added value in the relationship between them.
Most articles are focused on the technological side of the relationship between Lean and
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Industry 4.0. Nevertheless, some connections to other factors—especially at the human and
social level—were identified.

To better understand the relationship, in this section we first dive into the contributions
of the different I4.0 technologies to Lean. Looking at these reviews, we must highlight the
relationship between specific Industry 4.0 technologies and Lean methods and tools. In
fact, these were the most frequent associations between the literature reviews analyzed,
with six of the reviews presenting this perspective. Amongst the technological areas most
prone to support Lean Manufacturing, the most frequently indicated in the literature are:
Big Data (27), Connectivity and Integration (26), Administrative Process Automation (21),
Cybernetics (18), and Augmented Reality (17). Regarding these technologies, in Appendix B
we indicate the main contributions. Although the presentation is by I4.0 technology, the
contribution is considered systemically—the more tools applied, the more iterations, the
more value.

These results show the central aspect of technology in the relationship between Lean
and Industry 4.0. They demonstrate that technology offers performance improvement
opportunities when integrated with traditional industrial control and management prac-
tices [60], often in such a way that new approaches and tools are created [61,62]. Digital
Lean Manufacturing (DLM) is one example of such “new” analytics applications where
Connectivity and Integration are central. A DLM system relies on new data acquisition,
integration, processing, and visualization capabilities to detect, fix, predict, and prevent
ambiguous parameters and avoid quality issues inside defined tolerance ranges. These
capabilities lead to fostering substantial feedback loops for quality assurance and qual-
ity management digitalization [63]—allowing the reliable functioning of several of the
technologies presented above. Highly reliable, secure, and clean data ensure quality is
guaranteed in the use of machine learning, high-performance computing, predictive mod-
eling, correlations, and pattern recognition, neural networks, and others [64–66]. Similarly,
Closed-loop Manufacturing (CLM) also allows the use of Big data, gathered during manu-
facturing in the production machine, to be shared across the different systems along the
product lifecycle [67]. This allows increased connectivity, with immediate information
sharing with product development activities, reducing variability and the risk of defects in
the process [68].

The performance and stability of processes may also be improved using increased
Administrative Process Automation—such as Robotic Process Automation (RPA). RPA
allows the elimination of operational risk and brings companies the opportunity to better
manage their resources, attaining savings in time and cost [69]. RPA will deliver a higher
quality by standardizing operations and processes and reducing human errors by dimin-
ishing or eliminating the possibility of a process being performed in the wrong way or by
an operator without proper knowledge [70,71].

Taking advantage of Cybernetics, organizations may create interconnected systems,
where technologies are integrated in a collaborative way. They allow information to be
closely monitored and synchronized between the physical factory floor and the cyber com-
putational space, allowing for enhanced equipment efficiency, reliability, and quality [72].

Another area that gains interest from a systems perspective is that of extended digital
support systems [73,74]. Technologies supporting such systems include collaborative robots
(COBOTs), Augmented Reality (AR), and Smart Human Interfaces (SHI), and a number
of smart technologies such as screens, 3D glasses, or exoskeletons. Such systems allow
companies to achieve standardization, attain superior performance, and avoid human
errors [75,76].

Despite this strong technological partiality, the relationship between Lean and Industry
4.0 is not encapsulated by the adaptation of technology to Lean, or vice versa. While results
are more limited in terms of absolute numbers, there are important takes in the Literature
about the importance of other aspects in this relationship—such as social, environmental,
and business sustainability and continuity. In fact, some authors argue that even technology
should not be regarded only to the extent of its technical applications, being instead used
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as catalysts of people, products, processes’ efficiency, performance, and innovation [77]. In
this sense, technology, processes, and people must be integrated in the I4.0 transition [78].
Looking back at our review of reviews, very little input is perceived in issues such as
leadership, people, and cultural management, integration (downstream and upstream) in
the value chain, innovation and design, and problem solving. At most, we found important
points that indicate that issues of leadership and people management and culture are keys
to the success of a Lean to I4.0 integration model. Along these lines, we selected a few
excerpts from “The integration of Industry 4.0 and Lean Management: a systematic review
and constituting elements perspective” and from “Lean Tools in the Context of Industry
4.0: Literature Review, Implementation and Trends”:

• Lean Management “maturity introduces success factors” supporting the integration
of Lean Management with I4.0: “a learning culture, senior management leadership,
cross-functional team development, change governance frameworks, and training
activities” [59];

• “Concerning elements of change” management, a series of factors were “identified
[as] essential issues to be covered in integrating I4.0: transformation strategy, design,
delivery, governance, and leadership” [59].

• “Processes only focused on digital technologies tend to be less efficient than pro-
cesses based on Lean and that are rethought by people. In this way, workers are the
center of innovation in a sustainable way, it is from them that comes the ability to
improve processes and develop specific improvements for organizations, and it is
up to them to focus on improving their skills and training them to deal with digital
technologies” [51].

• “As in the past, without thinking people there is no Lean, and without Lean, there is
no waste control, whether digital or not. This has the potential to impact the transition
from the fourth industrial revolution to a new bias of Industry 5.0 or Society 5.0, in
which, in addition to machines, employees are also a fundamental part of the industrial
process, and Lean 4.0 converges along this same line of thought. Thus, there is a need
for further research to understand what impacts Lean 4.0 has on the new way of
thinking about Society 5.0 and if they can go together and what their intersection
points are ( . . . )” [51].

Moving on to environmental sustainability, a similar scenario is observed. The relation-
ship between Lean and Sustainability has been explored from multiple perspectives [79]—
including the use of technology to improve green production [80–82]. A significant part
of these studies is focused on the supply chain [83,84]. The search for “Corporate Sustain-
ability” has led multiple frameworks and instrumental studies on the causality between
sustainability and performance, and on managerial practices and on tools to manage
them [85,86]. However, these efforts have seen mixed results. While theoretical studies
were able to pinpoint both the synergies and trade-offs between environment and per-
formance, instrumental studies failed to provide convincing evidence, either because of
inaccurate measurement systems or because they were often representative of a single
company or sector, and they failed to provide a cross-industry perspective [85,87].

However, the impact of the relationship between Lean and Industry 4.0 has been more
limited, and better integration between Industry 4.0 business models and performance man-
agement frameworks is still necessary [88]. Examples of limited approaches abound, and
include the listing of paperless organizations as a benefit of the sustainability-productivity
link, or claiming sustainability as a result of predictive analytics in production and opera-
tions management, resulting in less waste. However, these perspectives create a false sense
integration, a feeble solution instead of the larger promotion of a structural change in the
management practices and methods of organizations.

Business continuity is another topic with limited mentions across the literature, with
the topic being absent even from the most recent reviews. Nevertheless, some important
notes exist on how Lean supports long-term success and the transition to Industry 4.0.
It has been identified that organizations that have been implementing lean productions
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extensively are more likely to concurrently adopt Industry 4.0 technologies [89], demon-
strating that Lean may be critical for the resilience of organizations, including in helping
to navigate large industrial transitions [13]. However, the contribution of the relationship
between Lean and Industry 4.0 towards resilience has only had limited mention in the
literature [90,91].

4. The Path Ahead with Industry 5.0
4.1. A New Strategic Era: Industry 5.0

While Industry 4.0 is a recent technological and societal transformation—affecting
not only our industries but society at large—other more ambitious initiatives have been
proposed since its inception. In 2015, the “2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”,
adopted by UN member countries, defined 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to
improve health, education, and inequality that stimulate economic development, without
losing focus on combating climate change and preserving oceans and forests [92]. In the
same year, Michael Rada [93] posted his reflection on the lack of a man-machine perspective
in a synergistic way of Industry 4.0 and coined this evolutionary vision as “Industry 5.0”.
In 2016, Japan, in the “5th Science and Technology Basic Plan”, presented the concept of
Society 5.0 (S 5.0), which started from the hunter/gatherer evolving to the partisan/farmer,
and then to the industrial and later to the information ages [94,95]. This proposition of
S5.0 that has as its foundation the SDGs and represents a society that keeps humanity as
the central actor, promoting happiness and a sense of value to them, through the use of
technology, which is the instrument for the promotion of these actions [94]. From there, the
proposed definition of Industry 5.0 as it is known today begins [96,97].

In the unfolding of the S5.0 concept, there is the proposal of Industry 5.0 (I5.0). Pro-
posed by the European Union [98], the definition of I5.0 [99] presents industry as an
active element in the societal change process towards a more sustainable, resilient, and
human-centered perspective [99]. In this new concept, industries take an active role in
the achievement of targets beyond employment and growth, coming to consider also the
productive limits of the planet, supporting research and innovation at the service of sus-
tainability, and promoting a human-centered digitalization and a resilient society [100,101].
The key activators for I.5.0 and their relation with the SDGs are presented in Table 9 [101].

Since I5.0 is conceptually oriented towards an innovative, resilient, and human-centric
industry, new points of attention regarding problems that are reflected in the technological,
social, and governance spheres tend to arise. This is one of the areas where understanding
the relationship between I4.0 and I5.0 becomes critical, as we need to identify the key
technologies that facilitate the transition. Examples are [101]:

• Human-centric solutions and human-machine interaction technologies that connect
and combine the strengths of humans and machines.

• Bio-inspired technologies and smart materials using recyclable materials with embed-
ded sensors and enhanced features.

• Simulation and real-time digital twins for modeling systems.
• Cyber-secure data analysis, transmission, and storage technologies that can manage

the interoperability of systems and data.
• Artificial intelligence, such as the ability to find causal relationships in complicated

dynamic systems and produce useful information.

Reliable, energy-efficient autonomy technologies are also needed because key technol-
ogy enablers will use a lot of energy.

A point of attention is the fact that despite the fact that the Industry 5.0 theme is
incipient and, as a result, there is little literature on the subject, the growth of research in
this regard has grown significantly. This requires converging understanding on the subject
in order to avoid neologisms and derivations that tend to create confusion and conceptual
failure on the subject [102].
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The three dimensions of I5.0 [103]—Sustainable, Resilience, and Human-centric—need
further detailed description in order to identify the impact of their implementation. In
this regard, Table 10 [104] presents a proposed framework for I5.0. These are exactly the
characteristics that make Industry 5.0 a different type from previous Industrial Revolutions,
to the point that it prevents the consideration of it as a natural “chronological evolution”
resulting from the previous Revolution—as happened from Industry 1.0 to Industrial 4.0.
When dealing, for example, with the question of the productive process centered on the
human being, where man and machine “co-labor” and “co-exist”, it is something far out
of the context of the previous Industrial Revolutions, and there is a great opportunity for
studies and projects in the construction of this path [103,105].

Table 10. Industry 5.0 Framework.

Industry 5.0
Dimensions Society Level Network Level Plant Level Organization—Level

and Dimensions

Resilience Viability of intertwined
supply networks

Supply chain, resilience
Reconfigurable supply chain

Resilience of manufacturing
and logistics facilities
Reconfigurable plants.

Resilient Value Creation
and Usage

Sustainability
Sustainable usage of
resources and energy on
the earth

Supply chain sustainability
Life cycle assessment of
value-adding chains

Reduction of CO2 emissions
Energy-efficient
manufacturing and logistics.

Sustainable
Manufacturing and

Society

Human-Centricity
Viability of
human-centric
ecosystems

Cyber-physical supply chains
Digital supply chains

Human-machine collaboration
Health protection standard
and layouts

Human Well-Being

Table 11 presents the enablers that support the transition between I4.0 and I5.0 [101].
Although I5.0 seems to still be at a theoretical level—since its ability to deliver its

results is yet to be proved—studies have shown that it has the ability to support the devel-
opment of the proposed values to promote sustainable development [100]. An unplanned
“trial run” of the benefits that I5.0 can bring to society as a whole was the critical pandemic
scenario that plagued society between 2020 and 2021 [106]. The contingency scenario that
nations and companies required accelerated the virtualization of work activities in a way
not previously imaginable—-in the form of remote work and meetings and in virtual rooms,
intensive use of corporate networks, etc. These activities, which hitherto depended on
travel, were now performed virtually. The reduction in the use of cars in general in the
cities, the use of airplanes, etc. changed the appearance of the big centers. The reason
for this action was to ensure sanitary conditions and preserve the health of employees,
customers, and partners—a vision focused on man as the center of society. This generated
learning and developed knowledge and skills previously unused or unknown—that is,
resilience. Because of the low consumption/production promoted by the general activity
level of society, it promoted the reduction of pollution in general (air and water) [107]. Some
fruits of this transformation have altered how we work beyond the pandemic scenario.

Table 11. Key Enabling Technologies—transition from Industry 4.0 to the concept of Industry 5.0.

Authors Impact

Edge Computing

Low latency
Ensure cybersecurity
Expanded interoperability
Reduce storage cost

Artificial Intelligence

Intelligent automation
Greater efficiency
Quality control
Quick decision making

Cobots

Increased productivity
Robustness
Enhanced dexterity
More consistent and accurate
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Table 11. Cont.

Authors Impact

5G & Boyond

Knowledge discovery
Smart resource management
Low latency
Ultra-high reliability

Digital Twins

Reduce cost
Predicting future errors
Design customization
Predictive maintenance

Blockchain

Decentralized management
Operational transparency
Create digital identities
Compartmentalized approach

Internet of Everything

Asset Productivity
Cost reduction
Supply-chain and logistics
Reflect intelligence in network

Big Data Analytics

Customization
Faster, better decision making
Foster competitive pricing
Real-time forecasting

4.2. Opportunities and Challenges for Lean Manufacturing in Industry 5.0

Lean, as a set of methodologies and tools with a strong cultural basis, is a production
management model oriented to the elimination of waste, focusing on value for the customer,
honoring and respecting its employees, partners, and society [30,36]. This is different from
the I4.0 the I5.0 models, which are not a production management model and not even fully
implemented—given the high degree of “economy of scale” required for full adoption. As
such, they end up representing, at most, a vision of the future supported by actions or
processes more or less fragmented in relation to the integrated, fully-tested perspective of
Lean. Despite these differences, Lean may serve as a bridge between the I5.0 vision and the
reality of the productive system management of a company.

The number of works that integrate I5.0 to Lean is appreciably low. However, in these
few articles it is possible to see the correlation potential between both. Compared to the
scenario of I4.0, in which the focus of technology overshadows Lean and tends to integrate
it mostly in the use of methodologies and tools, Lean may find its real value I5.0, as in
the case of the analysis, which demonstrates that Lean, due to its people/partner-oriented
perspective, is a facilitator in the implementation of I5.0 [108]. In this context, the Lean
principles orbit among the “core” elements of I5.0 by cause-effect relationships.

In “Industry 4.0 and Industry 5.0 from the Lean Perspective”, of the 13 articles analyzed
regarding I5.0 and Lean, 12 of them indicate the “Human-centric” perspective as that most
related to Lean. This is in line with the principles of Lean [30,32,39,40] where people—not
only employees, but customers, partners, suppliers, and society in general—are relevant to
the success of an organization and should be strongly considered.

Regarding “Sustainability”, “Lean Green” (and its variations, such as “Sustainability
& Lean”, “Eco-Efficiency and Lean”, “Sustainability & Eco-Efficiency & Lean”), the link
between Industry 5.0 and Lean may help tackle the limitations still standing in the inte-
gration of Lean and a more ambitious sustainability policy. The literature demonstrates
the benefits related to environmental performance in several dimensions, highlighting
emissions (air), energy use, solid disposal, reduction in water pollution, reduction of toxic
chemicals, and improvement in water and material use, among others. These results are
strong opportunities for setting impactful Lean Green practices [109].

As for “Resilience”, research conducted in 2022 regarding the impact of the COVID-
19 pandemic in three different companies in the construction industry showed that the
companies that were better qualified in relation to Lean principles were also better rated in
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relation to the dimensions of “Resilience”, and, moreover, they had less impact on business
and sometimes performed better during the critical period [110]. This result corroborates
previous findings (from 2016), which demonstrated the positive synergy between Lean and
resilience, and concluded that a company with a high level in implementing the dimensions
of resilience and a high breadth in Lean implementation will be more likely to perform
better after disruption or a contingency situation [110,111].

5. Conclusions
5.1. Lean, Industry 4.0 and Industry 5.0

In this article, we set out to analyze the relationship between Lean Management and
Industry 4.0, exploring how Lean is framed within the so-called 4th Industrial Revolution,
and uncovering any remaining opportunities and limitations. As a departure point, we
analyzed the most recent reviews on the relationship between Lean and Industry 4.0. The
eight literature reviews analyzed here unanimously highlighted the positive aspects of
the relationship between Industry 4.0 and Lean. However, a clear orientation towards
the integration of Industry 4.0 technologies with Lean methods and tools was shown. A
common trend was uncovered in the different articles reviewed: the relationship between
Lean and Industry 4.0 gains most of its apparent value based on the use of technology,
and the increase oin such value is considered systemically—the more tools and technol-
ogy are integrated, the more iterations, and consequently the most value. In opposition,
very little or no input is perceived on issues related to the human and social factors of
organizations—such as leadership, people, integration, and training for new roles and new
tasks [112]. Similar gaps were observed regarding sustainability—whether in its social,
financial/operational, or environmental aspects. Concerning business sustainability and
resilience—paying special attention to the long-term success of the business—no reference
was identified. As for environmental sustainability, the single reference to the topic across
the most recent reviews is precisely the identification of the topic as a limitation of the
literature on the relationship between Lean and Industry 4.0. The social focus, as mentioned
above, is most often lacking.

These gaps became more obvious in the current zeitgeist. In fact, they have all pointed
to Industry 4.0 itself, to the point of giving rise to a new concept, Industry 5.0., which aims
to attack the limitations and missed integration opportunities in Industry 4.0 regarding
human orientation, resilience, and environmental sustainability. Unlike the three previous
Industrial Revolutions, I4.0 and I5.0 are not only the result of a disruptive reality in the
production management model but also the product of technical and/or political decisions
with the intention of adopting, in a targeted manner, larger societal strategies [103,113]. In
the case of Industry 4.0, the clear intention was that of raising the level of the automation of
industry—virtually to the limit of having a “lights out” production system, where decisions
and production stages would be integrated and autonomous, and with very limited need for
people. Naturally, this model has some particular restrictions in its integration with Lean,
as people are central in this philosophy. Furthermore, the fact that I.4.0 is not a production
management model but a technological vision creates limitations to its integration with
Lean. The so-called I4.0 implementations are also often limited to a few areas or productive
segments, a step away from the value chain perspective that is promoted in Lean.

Industry 5.0, unlike the former, has a broader perspective. It supports the vision of
a more sustainable and balanced society, where environmental, societal, and governance
challenges are further shared by all societal agents, including industrial companies. Lean
Manufacturing, when implemented in a broad and sustainable way in an organization,
yields the basic components of I5.0: Human-orientation, Resilience, and Sustainability [98].
By applying the Lean Management model, this broader vision enables the promotion of a
more sustained digital transition—one where the leadership sees people, the environment,
and society as elements that must be considered in the long term as a condition for the
business itself to prosper. Continuous improvement will promote that people and machines,
without conflicting roles, can operate in a complementary way. These synergies will
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improve the business process, developing the competence of people and creating a strong
culture to support this management model permanently [114].

Attempts to implement a I4.0 without considering Lean were a way to speed up
and automate industries [115]. However, such improvements are achieved in a way that
better integrates the social and sustainability aspects of continuous improvement. As
shown in this article, most references in the relationship between Lean and Industry 4.0
verge towards technology implementation and integration—an issue that has already been
discussed by researchers in related areas, such as Quality Management and Operational
Excellence [12,13]. As a result, the perspectives on this relationship are heavily skewed
towards the technical aspects, diminishing the comprehensiveness of Lean Management.
It is in the face of this reality that we argue for the strong potential of aligning Lean
Management with Industry 5.0. By taking the ongoing shift in attention from I4.0 to I5.0,
there is a clear opportunity to renew the role of Lean Management in today’s industries,
promoting, at the same time, an acceleration of sustainability, resilience, and human-
centered strategies.

5.2. Considerations and Future Work

This work is one of the first efforts to explore the relationship between Industry 5.0
and Lean as a way to address the limitations of the integration of Lean and Industry 4.0. In
our effort to summarize the relationship between Industry 4.0 and Lean, we have opted to
center our work on the most recent reviews around this relationship. While we understand
that this may be seen as a limitation, we would like to highlight that it is not the purpose of
this article to offer another review—even of it is a review of reviews—on this relationship,
describing in detail its many perspectives. As argued in this article, there have been many
such works, including those reviewed in this document. Instead, our goal is to efficiently
digest the different perspectives on this relationship, identifying and explaining them,
uncovering their limitations, and setting the path ahead.

We believe we were able to successfully meet our goals. We have dissected the main
trend in the relationship between Lean and Industry 4.0—that related to technological
integration—by pointing which technologies are the most cited and how they relate to
different Lean tools, methods, and practices. Furthermore, we have highlighted the uncov-
ered topics—such as social, environmental, and business sustainability—that are the most
lacking in terms of past research. Finally, this article points towards Industry 5.0 as a way
of further integrating Technology and Lean, but by assuming a broader perspective where
people are the central focus of the transition, and where the single focus on productivity is
replaced by a joint perspective of sustainability, resilience, and productivity.

In terms of future work, the next steps are to deepen the study on the integration
between Lean and Industry 5.0. Our goal is to create a framework where the triple perspec-
tive sustainability-resilience-productivity may be easily followed by organizations, helping
them set goals and anticipate tradeoffs as they seek further (sustained) development.
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Abstract: Background: Exploring the impact of combining Industry 4.0 technologies and Lean
Manufacturing tools on organizational performance has been a popular topic in recent years. De-
sign/Methodology/Approach: We propose a novel Smart and Sustainable Manufacturing System
(SSMS) to provide management insights related to social impact, economic performance, and environ-
mental impact. Some tools called Dynamic Lean 4.0 tools, such as Sustainable Value Steam Mapping
(VSM), Extended Single Minute Exchange of Die (SMED), and Digital Poka-Yoke, are presented as
outputs of synergistic relationships that optimize production processes. Originality/Research gap:
There are few studies on the application of SSMS. This work presents a case study, aiming to fill
this gap. A case study of vacuum degassing equipment fabrication is presented to demonstrate
the improvement of utilizing the Define-Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control (DMAIC) method with
Digital Poka-Yoke. Key statistical results: The implementation of this project increased the process
capability index, Cpk, from 1.278 to 2. Practical Implications: It was concluded that the company
successfully implemented a smart and sustainable manufacturing system, and created a safer working
environment and new job opportunities, while increasing production yield from 99.44% to 100%,
improving worker utilization, and directly saving NT$68,000. Limitations of the investigation: This
paper is the use of a single case study. More applications of Dynamic Lean 4.0 tools in SSMS should
be explored.

Keywords: industry 4.0; smart and sustainable manufacturing system; dynamic lean 4.0 tools

1. Introduction

Lean Manufacturing (LM) refers to a set of management techniques and principles
designed to eliminate waste and simplify activities that add value to products from a
customer perspective. By optimizing process steps and eliminating waste, only useful
value is added at each production stage. LM principles are now applied across industries,
and these tools are recognized worldwide as a successful operational framework for
reducing waste, increasing productivity, and continuously improving organizations [1].
Due to LM, waste and costs are minimized, thereby increasing productivity and profit [2].
From an economic point of view, LM reduces waste, which in turn increases market share
and profits [3]. In terms of social impact, LM improves occupational health and safety,
thereby improving the quality of life in society [4]. The LM concept has been shown to be
critical to achieving sustainability in any organization [5]. On the environmental front, LM
can lead to lower levels of pollutants and slower resource consumption due to improved
products and reduced storage materials. Lean culture has shown a significant impact on
the sustainability performance of different industries, including plastics manufacturing,
and lean culture has a moderating effect [6]. Several industries have benefited from the
implementation of LM and resulted in better organizational performance [7–9].

Industry 4.0 offers organizations the opportunity to improve their current manufactur-
ing operations and practices to a more advanced level by leveraging emerging technologies.
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As the global market continues to evolve, manufacturing systems become smarter, more
flexible, digital, agile, and are able to keep pace with market volatility [10]. Industry 4.0
drives smart manufacturing, enabling manufactures to maximize output from existing
production capacities and develop next generation production capabilities necessary to
compete in the digital economy. Manufacturers around the world are experiencing dramatic
changes by leveraging Industry 4.0 technologies, such as cloud computing, big data analyt-
ics, robotics, and the Internet of Things (IoT). Industry 4.0 technologies have a significant
impact on the sustainability performance of the manufacturing industry as they produce
better machines, enhanced communications, improved working conditions, and product
quality [11]. IoT, sensors, and big data can enhance the environmental, social, and economic
aspects of the Brazilian plastics industry [12]. Through digitalization, Industry 4.0 tech-
nologies can reduce production and transportation costs and lead times, thereby increasing
customer satisfaction and organization’s profits [13]. With respect to the environmental
aspect, data sharing among supply chain stakeholders, and the availability of real-time data
facilitate the efficient allocation of raw materials, water, energy, and labor time, thereby
reducing resource consumption and waste generation [14]. As a social concept, Industry 4.0
offers people with new technologies to improve motivation and morale by providing safe
working conditions [15].

The importance of combining LM and Industry 4.0 has become as a hot topic [16].
Integrating LM into Industry 4.0 requires more research, although it is considered an
enabler of Industry 4.0 or a pre-requisite for its introduction [17]. A systematic review
of the literature found that they have many symbioses and synergies [18]. Organizations
are expected to benefit greatly from Industry 4.0 technologies and LM together. Their
combination can also reduce waste and cost in areas where LM alone is not feasible [19].
Additionally, Industry 4.0 technologies are more expensive to implement without LM
principles, so further integration of them is expected to reduce implementation costs.
Although these two factors are important in different manufacturing industries, few studies
have examined their relationship [20]. Furthermore, there are few real case studies on
LM and Industry 4.0 applications and their impact on organizational performance [21].
Organizations can benefit from new innovative and automated manufacturing techniques,
namely lean digital transformation [22].

The work involved in LM and Industry 4.0 can be divided into two categories:
(i) conceptual and theoretical discussions [11]; and (ii) application-oriented use case
study [23]. This paper covers both categories. First, there is a lack of research on
the combined impact of Industry 4.0 and LM principles on corporate performance.
In this regard, the novelty of this study lies in the in-depth exploration of possible
relationships between Industry 4.0 technologies and useful LM tools. We propose a
Smart and Sustainable Manufacturing System (SSMS) with Dynamic Lean 4.0 tools as
the outputs of synergistic relationships for optimized production processes. Second, as
a validation of the proposed framework and integrated tools, a case study of vacuum
degassing equipment fabrication is presented. The need to improve process capability
and production yield became the background for the selection of the case study. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows: the related work on lean tools, followed
by Industry 4.0 technologies. In Section 3, we describe a SSMS framework and some
Dynamic Lean 4.0 tools. Section 4 presents the implementation of the proposed method
for a real case study. The final section draws the conclusion.

2. Related Work
2.1. Lean Manufacturing Tools

LM aims at producing products and services at the lowest cost and as fast as required
by the customer. Various lean tools effectively eliminate the organization’s waste. In
the context of Industry 4.0, Value Stream Mapping (VSM) 4.0 is recently developed as
collaborative value stream tool for lean management. By utilizing VSM 4.0, companies
can map flow components and process boundaries, and plan full-scale implementation
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digitally [24]. Single Minute Exchange of Die (SMED) describes the activities necessary to
prepare a production line for manufacturing a product, while setup time refers to the time
spent between the end of a previous process and the beginning of the next process [25].
Poka-Yoke devices prevent errors from occurring or make them apparent [26]. The Poka-
Yoke system can be used to identify any errors, prevent them from moving to the next
process, and manage the identification of the causes of any errors occurring [27].

2.2. Industry 4.0 Technologies

Industry 4.0 refers to a new stage of industrialization in which companies can achieve
greater industrial performance by integrating vertical and horizontal manufacturing pro-
cesses. A key feature of Industry 4.0 is to enable regular machines to become self-aware
and self-learning so they can perform better and monitor their maintenance more efficiently.
Industry 4.0 mainly focuses on real-time monitoring of data, tracking the status and location
of products, and controlling production processes [28]. A number of digital technologies
have become enablers of Industry 4.0. The use of autonomous robots allows for more
precise execution of autonomous production methods and operations where the work of
human workers is limited [29]. In the context of Industry 4.0, simulation reaches the next
frontier, known as the digital twin, which is a virtual representation of a physical object
using digital data. To create higher quality products, digital simulation tools can enable
faster, more flexible and efficient processes by integrating with production systems. Using
sensory data in digital simulation can improve the efficiency of production planning and
execution by increasing the credibility of production system [30]. IoT includes the dynamic
management of complex systems through the real-time interaction of people, machines,
objects, and information and communication technology systems. The growth of cyber-
physical systems within Industry 4.0 means that a cybersecurity market is emerging [31].
A key component of Industry 4.0 is additive manufacturing, as it reduces the complexity
of manufacturing and saves time and money. This allows rapid prototyping and highly
decentralized production processes [32]. In a digitalized and easily comprehensible manner,
Augmented Reality (AR) provides remote maintenance support through numerous appli-
cations for technical knowledge dissemination [33]. An important aspect of Industry 4.0
is the application of big data, which can examine enormous quantities of information to
discover hidden patterns and correlations [34].

3. Smart and Sustainable Manufacturing System

This section presents a novel SSMS framework and provides managerial insights about
organizational performance with social impact, economic performance, and environmen-
tal impact. The SSMS framework adopted the concept of the Define-Measure-Analyze-
Improve-Control (DMAIC) methodology and some tools called Dynamic Lean 4.0 tools as
the outputs of synergistic relationships for optimized production processes.

3.1. SSMS Framework

In the Industry 4.0 digital environment, smart factories play an important role in ma-
chines and devices can automate and optimize processes. Real-time data and connections
between machines support automated and analytical manufacturing. By combining power-
ful, in-depth and accurate analytics, manufacturers will be able to unlock new possibilities
and business advantages by leveraging the autonomous smart manufacturing capabilities
of Industry 4.0.

From an economic point of view, smart factories have a direct impact on production,
services, and final products. The concept of the smart factory involves the use of smart
devices, such as smart machines, robots and workpieces, that communicate in a continu-
ous manner during the production process. Integrated production optimizes operations
through self-organization and adaptation, resulting in smart products that can be easily
tracked using Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) tags. In addition, smart production
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ensures customer satisfaction by producing high-quality products, custom designs, and
short production lead times and lead times.

From a societal perspective, smart factories affect a wide range of issues, including the
job market, worker safety, and labor laws. Using the smart factory model, the company
is able to automate and optimize its operations. With the development of smart devices,
certain tasks and functions are being replaced by smart devices, thereby changing the job
market and reducing the number of low-skilled workers. Additionally, as smart devices
become more commonplace, more skilled workers are required to operate them. When
factories become smart factories, workers will face another job hazard. Therefore, it is
important to improve worker safety at work and ensure compliance with human rights
while reducing workplace risks.

Sustainable manufacturing is the responsibility of the manufacturer, both in terms of
operations and product design. As a result of industrial operations, it is clear that industry
contributes to the overuse of the earth’s resources. In addition, pollution, excessive waste,
and improper disposal can lead to further environmental damage. When the industry is
under pressure to reduce its environmental footprint, ignoring environmental concerns
represents a huge risk. As climate change and environmental concerns increase, the need
for sustainable manufacturing will increase. Manufacturers must make meaningful changes
to meet local and government needs. As a result of these changes, people are turning to
smart factories, and digital transformation is becoming more common.

Creating value in manufacturing is enabled by smart and sustainable operations that
reduce waste and improve the environment. Enabling lean techniques in Industry 4.0 helps
organizations achieve more smart and sustainable operations with data-driven decision
making and optimizing manufacturing and operations, as depicted in Figure 1.
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3.2. DMAIC Methodology on SSMS Framework

A standard improvement model, such as DMAIC, is very helpful for deploying im-
provements in a company because it provides an improvement roadmap. Project definition
leads to the identification of key process characteristics and the benchmarking of these
characteristics during the measure and analyze phase. In the improve phase, a process is
transformed for better performance, while in the control phase, gains are monitored and
maintained. Therefore, we propose a DMAIC model based on SSMS framework and Dy-
namic Lean 4.0 tools to improve organizational performance. The DMAIC model consists
of the following basic elements and key tools.

During the define phase, the goal is to identify opportunities for the project and verify
or confirm their viability. The project must have a significant impact on both the customer
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and the business. Potential uses of the project require consent from stakeholders and down-
stream customers. The define phase can also be aided by graphical aids, such as process
maps and SIPOC diagrams. A flowchart describes an overview of a company’s approach
to meeting customer requirements. The SIPOC diagram consists of Supplier, Input, Process,
Output, and Customer, and is used to refine the project scope and boundaries. It can help
visualize and understand the essential elements of a process: Supplier—an entity that
provides any information, material, or item processes in a process. Input—information
or material provided. Process—the steps required to transform an input into an output.
Output—the product or service that is sent to the customer, considering the critical quality
attributes. Customer—the next step or end customer of the business.

The measure phase evaluates and understands the current process state. It involves
gathering information on quality, cost, and timeliness from various sources. In order to
be able to analyze and understand current process performance in relation to key metrics,
sufficient data is required. Observational studies are often necessary to collect current data.
Process data can be collected over a period of time using continuous data collection or
sampling methods. The collected data is used to determine the baseline performance of the
current process. A run chart can be used to display observed data in chronological order. In
addition, the capability of the process should be assessed. This can be done using process
capability analysis, such as Process Capability Ratio (PCR), to measure the actual capability
of the process.

Data collected during the measure phase is used in the analyze phase to begin to
identify causal relationships in the process and understand the different sources of vari-
ability. Specifically, the analyze phase aims to identify potential causes of defects, quality
issues, customer issues, cycle time, and throughput issues, waste, and inefficiencies leading
to the project. Various tools are available during the analyze phase, such as Five Whys
and Quality Function Development (QFD). Five Whys is a problem-solving approach that
explores the underlying cause-and-effect relationships of a particular problem. QFD is a
structured method for defining customer requirements and translating design specifica-
tions or product control characteristics in the form of a planning matrix. The House of
Quality (HOQ) matrix involves collecting and analyzing the voice of customer to define
the relationship between customer needs and product or company capabilities.

The improve phase should identify specific opportunities and root causes for improve-
ment. As part of the improve phase, improvement strategies are developed and tested in
practice. At this phase, think creatively about what can be changed and how the perfor-
mance of the process can be improved to achieve the desired effect. Digital transformation
is essential for manufacturers to evolve into smart and sustainable businesses. We introduce
some novel tools such as an integration of lean tools and Industry 4.0 technologies, called
Dynamic Lean 4.0, including Sustainable VSM, Extended SMED, and Digital Poka-Yoke.
The three steps to apply Dynamic Lean 4.0 tools are as follows:

Step 1: Technology roadmaps describe related technologies to help organizations plan
and implement technology development. In addition, it can be used as a forecasting tool
for technical trends. By analyzing the current state of technology, customer needs, and
expected market entry strategies, technology roadmaps can be used to identify alternative
technologies, competitors, and market entry opportunities. Additionally, it can help under-
stand how organizational goals, organizational technology resources, and rapidly changing
market conditions relate to each other.

Step 2: Technology classification is conducted by evaluating the technology’s main
functions. Due to advances in operations and information technology, a well-established
sequence of layers has been established. There are four levels, including sensors, manufac-
turing data acquisition, monitoring and control, and operations management.

Step 3: As shown in Table 1, the application of Dynamic Lean 4.0 tools is expected to
help manufacturers solve certain problems. By separating the elements of production that
are actively involved in the manufacturing process from those that are passive, Lean 4.0
tools can evolve into an intelligent and adaptable Industry 4.0 production system. An active
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asset system can be viewed as a dynamic, manageable resource system for digital control,
real-time tracking, and processes transparency. Manufacturing cells are transformed into
Lean-Industry 4.0 by updating specific active physical components, corresponding digital
components and activating Lean 4.0 tools. It allows Lean 4.0 tools to interact with man-
ufacturing cloud databases, customize according to manufacturing scenarios, integrate
with applications, or implement different algorithms. The transition from lean to smart,
adaptable Industry 4.0 production systems makes Lean 4.0 tools dynamic, flexible and
intelligent. Ejsmont et al. [35] pointed out several Industry 4.0 technologies such as digital
twin, big data, IoT and how they interact with lean tools. However, not all authors agree
on which are the main Industry 4.0 technologies affecting lean [36]. Langlotz et al. [37] em-
phasized that these digital technologies, when properly integrated into a lean environment,
can improve processes of a pulled nature to increase efficiency. Thus, Dynamic Lean 4.0
tools perform the interaction of Industry 4.0 technologies with lean tools. Sustainable
VSM enables the management and control of the daily operations of the production line
facilitate the integration of the entire value stream in the organization chain and its related
dependents. Digital Poka-Yoke uses digital data from digital technologies to facilitate
error-proofing processes by integrating employees and Industry 4.0. Combining advanced
technology and lean tools, smart and autonomous production systems are possible, and
are in line with the dynamic demands of the global economy. Companies will benefit from
lower production costs, improved regulatory compliance, and long-term resilience, while
better connections to target customers will yield better growth opportunities.

Table 1. Dynamic Lean 4.0 tools and its function.

Industry 4.0 Technologies
Dynamic Lean 4.0 Tools

Sustainable VSM Extended SMED Digital Poka-Yoke

Digital twin

Provide greater visibility for all
stakeholders in a digital twin project
by generating a comparison of reliable
results for future scenarios.

Analysis of collected data and
comparison of improved process.

• Identify faults more accurately
and improve manufacturing
intelligence.

• Enhance the production quality
by effectively monitoring
equipment in workshops.

Augmented reality -

• Make simple the complicated
elements of the manual
changeover.

• Improve workers
understanding of each step of
the changeover process.

Design the parts that suggest to the
operator how to assemble the product.

Additive manufacturing Provide the overview for derivation of
improvement measures.

• Produce varying workpieces
with minimum setup time.

• Omit times for selection, search
tools, and work-pieces
adjustment.

Get the visually impaired into work
by embedding blind-friendly fixtures
for assemblies.

System integration

• Strategy development for
sustainability of production
systems or supply chains.

• Broader knowledge concerning
the manufacturing line
performance indicators.

- -

Autonomous robots - -
Ensure safety can create superior
conditions for elimination of human
errors through advanced automation.

Big data analytics

Use of operational intelligence to see
possible process improvement and
performance metrics through data
collection and analysis.

Use RFID to recognize each die and
know their storage address.

Produce enriched data sets to
optimize efficiencies in an automated
process, increase productivity and
minimize errors by connecting to the
traceability system.

Cyber security - -
• Detect breach before it occurs.
• Explain the data and IP will be

locked once a breach is detected.

Internet of things

Smart real-time monitoring IT
solution with intelligent aspects
concerning lean targets to build an
action plan with stakeholders.

Speed up the process become more
efficient, reduce human errors, and
organize complex system.

Enable immediate control of
error-proofing devices.
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The goal of the control phase is to complete all remaining work on the project, ensuring
that the benefits of the project contribute to the tracking of the process and subsequent
improvements. Before and after data on key process indicators should be provided and a
validation check after project completion is recommended. Data needs to be collected to
compare and demonstrate that improvements achieve better results. Preliminary results
must remain stable to continue to have a positive financial impact. Keeping a good list of
items is essential to keep the process improving.

4. Case Study

The case company, called Company-T, is located in Taiwan. The company manufac-
tures vacuum degassing equipment (see Figure 2), where its key function is to support in
several systems, such as vacuum, ice water, hydraulic, air pressure, and electrical system.
This company faces a problem that the storage volume in this equipment does not reach the
target, therefore causing an anomaly status. The tube with fault label judged by the machine
will be removed, and the storage volume value will be abnormal. A clear roadmap can be
achieved through the use of the DMAIC process, which provides a useful framework for
running selected projects. An explanation of the DMAIC method for problem solving and
the importance of achieving SSMS is provided in this case study. The following explains
how DMAIC works in this case study.
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4.1. Define

During the define phase, product design and development process issues are identified.
Subsequently, the results of product construction and trial operation were reviewed. As
part of this process improvement project, the project team used SIPOC-related activities
(see Table 2) to identify all relevant elements. It helps define a complex project that may
not have a good scope and provides additional detail. The operation process of heat pipe
water injection is shown in Figure 3.
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Table 2. SIPOC diagram.

Supplier Input Process Output Customer

• Customer discussion
• Processor
• Off-the-shelf

manufacturer
• Design surface
• Power distribution

drawing
• Design program
• Program test

• Designer
• Purchasing and

processing manufacturer
• Purchasing off-the-shelf

manufacturer
• Assembler
• Distribution staff
• Programmer
• Testers

• Design
• Outsourcing

manufacturer
• Procurement
• Assemble
• Power distribution
• Program
• Test

• Heat pipe filling
and vacuuming
machine

• Vacuum
degasser (yield
test and
improvement)
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4.2. Measure

At this phase, customer specifications are confirmed and current performance
is assessed. A total of 1810 samples were collected, and the production yield was
99.44%. Table 3 provides the initial state of the machine. It showed that the short-
term capability PCR-Cpk of MA whole line was 1.278. Therefore, the current process
capability is not that good compared to the guideline for minimum value, which is
1.33. Note: Cpk = min{(Process mean − LSL)/3s, (USL-process mean)/3s}, LSL = lower
specification limit, and USL = upper specification limit. The storage data for each
machine is shown in Figure 4. It shows that the amount of storage is significantly from
the target value of 0.82. Therefore, it is impossible to meet the customer’s specification
requirements for production.

Table 3. The performance of initial state of the machine.

Storage Volume Ma
Whole Line MA-1 MA-2 MA-3 MA-4

Specification limits 0.82 ± 0.03 0.82 ± 0.03 0.82 ± 0.03 0.82 ± 0.03 0.82 ± 0.03
USL 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85
LSL 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79
Process means 0.827 0.826 0.824 0.827 0.83
Standard deviation 0.006 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.005
Cpk 1.278 1.143 1.238 1.278 1.333
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Figure 4. Initial state-run chart of storage volume on machines (a) MA whole line, (b) MA-1,
(c) MA-2, (d) MA-3, and (e) MA-4.
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4.3. Analyze

At this phase, the specifications and product characteristics are analyzed. The two
steps involved in the phase are as follows:

Step 1: Identify root cause—The root cause of the vacuum system abnormal problem
is determined by using the Five Whys tool, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The root cause identification using the Five Whys tool.

Step 2: Planning process—QFD is used to define and translate customer requirements
into specific plans to produce a product that meets the voice of the customer. As shown in
Figure 6, a summary of customer requirements is described in the house of quality matrix.
Among the design factors, vacuum has the largest weight at 35.2%.
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1. Air humidity 1 0 0 5 0 0 0 5 4 5 3 4 4 1 1.2 6 21

2. Body temperature 3 0 0 3 0 1 3 5 3 4 3 3 4 1.30 1 6.67 24

3. Sintered copper powder 0 1 5 5 0 3 1 4 4 3 3 3 5 1.30 1.5 7.5 27

4. Back speed 1 1 1 5 3 3 1 3 4 3 3 3 4 1.00 1 3 11

5. Back pressure 0 3 1 3 0 3 5 4 4 4 2 3 4 1.00 1.2 4.8 17

Importance 104 89 162 418 32.2 188 195 1188 Total 28 100

% Weights 8.73 7.5 13.6 35.2 2.71 15.8 16.4

Important items 1 3 2

Company-T 4 3 4 5 3 3 5 Independent configuration

Company-A 3 4 4 3 4 3 3 Related USA Japan other

Company-B 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 Strong 9 4 5

Company-C 3 3 2 3 3 4 3 Middle 3 2 3

Design quality 13 13 13 14 12 13 13 Weak 1 1 1

Quality planning

Comparative analysis Planning Weights

Quality factor 

Com-

para-

tive

Figure 6. House of quality matrix.
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4.4. Improve

During the improve phase, we applied a Dynamic Lean 4.0 tools called Digital Poka-Yoke
to improve the process performance. The three steps involved in the phase are as follows:

Step 1: Technology roadmap, which is based on the root causes and customer needs
identified during the analysis phase, we identified five Industry 4.0 technologies that are a
foolproof match. The five technologies are autonomous robotics, digital twins, IoT, big data
analytics, and additive manufacturing to reduce process variation.

Step 2: Technology classification, which is based on technical relevance to Poka-Yoke.
The technology architecture is divided into four layers: sensor, integration, intelligence,
and response (see Figure 7). At the sensor layer, physical and environmental data are
monitored locally. Once the sensor layer collects data, it is passed to the integration
layer for processing. The intelligence layer uses data analytics and algorithms to make
predictions based on aggregated information. The response layer then develops various
applications and services on top of the other three layers.
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Step 3: Digital Poka-Yoke application—Autonomous robots make a significant con-
tribution to increasing productivity and streamlining processes by integrating automated
intelligent systems into transportation and handling operations. They facilitate continuous
flow and improve operator performance through standardized processes. The role of
worker just input the material to the machine, then the robots do all the process operations
until vacuum degassing equipment can run well. Using high-volume, interconnected, or
even integrated robots with sensors to ensure job safety can eliminate human error through
advanced automation that eliminates the need for human intervention. This means the
worker has no longer exist on the production floor.

In the context of current applications of Digital Poka-Yoke, this company realizes a
manufacturing production system based on digital twins. An innovative concept of digital
twin is introduced into equipment fault diagnosis and trend prediction as a means of
improving fault identification accuracy and increasing manufacturing intelligence. Pro-
duction quality can be effectively improved and production efficiency can be increased
through the application of the digital twin to error-proofing management. An integrated
manufacturing workshop management and control system with digital twin technology
and IT is designed to optimize manufacturing equipment monitoring so that errors do not
occur in production. In addition to the digital twin, data transmission and workshop data
collection are used to predict equipment faults. Real-time machine status data is captured
by a factory-level digital twin model that enables virtual and real-time interaction feedback.
In spite of the fact that error-proofing sensors have been existed, IoT advancements have
made them easier to install and maintain. With the advent of IoT, error-proofing relies
less on manual mechanisms and more on IoT-enabled sensors interconnected across all
devices in the shop floor (see Figure 8). In Figure 8, it indicates that the current process
is out of control because the metric is greater than the specification limit. An IoT-enabled
sensor can send this false alarm information automatically. Initially, the machine runs
under the operator’s control. By applying Digital Poka-Yoke, the machine no longer needs
to be manually controlled by the operator. The operator does not need to wait and pay
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attention to the machine status. On the other hand, the operator can do other added-value
work to improve utilization. If the measured value is greater than the nominal value, the
machine will automatically stop and an alarm will be issued to inform the operator. After
that, the operator will check and eliminate the anomaly. Using IoT, error-proofing devices
can be controlled immediately. With such immediacy, error-proofing devices are less likely
to be bypassed. As the company next improvement in the future, sensors will be able to
be adjusted remotely from any location at any time. Through the integration of sensors
directly into processes, error detection has been greatly improved. Flexible manufacturing
involves Digital Poka-Yoke devices based on specific product versions. Sensors provide
true data to the control system or offer remote programming capabilities. Traceability is
also integrated into the system, so they know exactly what version of the product is being
manufactured. By using digital and wireless industrial communication network, sensors
can capture and process enriched data. The data then is used to increase productivity,
optimize efficiency and minimize errors in automated processes.
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An autonomous inspection has also been implemented in this company. This helps
worker to do the monitoring, and in case there is a problem happened, the machine can be
shut down automatically. Additive manufacturing process involves the creation of solid
three-dimensional objects based on digital models. This company has developed various 3D
printing technologies, which the common feature is to create layers by layers of a physical
model. Making mistake-proof fixtures for the visually impaired is an innovative application
of 3D printing technologies. A Digital Poka-Yoke and 3D printing system is used for blind-
friendly fixtures that ensure the correct positioning of the assembly components. As a
result, a person with visual impairments is now able to perform jobs that before were not
available to them. Additionally, it improves the capability of autonomous inspection.

Figure 9 depicts the results of before and after the improvement of the water vapor
residue in vacuum degassing equipment using Digital Poka-Yoke.
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4.5. Control

During the control phase, the process capability index for new data is measured. After
applying Digital Poka-Yoke, project team members collect up-to-date samples to identify
new process capabilities and monitor improvements. A total of 1282 samples were collected,
and the production yield was 100%. As shown in Figure 10, the process average improved
significantly and moved closer to the specification target. The process proven to have a
higher capability to meet customer specifications. The results of the analysis showed that
the process average of the MA line decreased from 0.827 to 0.820. In addition, the process
variation is also significantly reduced, especially for the MA-3 line, from 0.007 to 0.004.
Consequently, PCR-Cpk was enhanced for all MA lines (whole and 1–4 lines) and was
greater than the recommended minimum value of 1.33 (see Table 4). This means improved
processes to meet customer requirements.

Table 4. Improved condition.

Storage Volume MA Whole
Line MA-1 MA-2 MA-3 MA-4

Specification limits 0.82 ± 0.03 0.82 ± 0.03 0.82 ± 0.03 0.82 ± 0.03 0.82 ± 0.03
USL 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85
LSL 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79
Process mean 0.82 0.822 0.818 0.818 0.822
Standard deviation 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.005 0.004
Cpk 2 1.556 2.333 1.867 2.333

Furthermore, the adaptation of the Digital Poka-Yoke tool realizes this company
achieve the SSMS that can be seen from three aspects. In relation to social impact, the
working environment become safer with the presence of autonomous robots. The worker’s
load has decreased due to autonomous inspection. Additionally, the company has suc-
cessfully created new job opportunity for visually impaired and involved them into work
through the aid of additive manufacturing technology. From the economic perspective, the
production yield rate has improved from 99.44% to 100% with the existence of IoT-enabled
error-proofing devices. The direct savings of the project amounted to NT$68,000, mainly
due to the high worker utilization rate and less rework process. Thus, it leads to high
efficiency and increase profitability of this company. Lastly, the high level of operational
efficiency has successfully reduced the excessive of material waste. This means that the
Company-T contributes to the environmental sustainability.
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5. Contribution and Practical Implications

This study offers valuable insights for scholars and practitioners. Similar to
Antony et al.’s [16] studies on the integration of Lean Six Sigma and Industry 4.0, this
paper discusses the development of lean principles in the digital environment of In-
dustry 4.0 for the interest of researchers. More research is needed to understand the
relationship of LM to Industry 4.0 technologies [17]. Therefore, this study aims to in-
troduce a possible integration between several lean tools and emerging technologies,
called Dynamic Lean 4.0 tools.

Although their relationship is still in its infancy, the literature review [18] found a
synergistic need for each other. Cost competitiveness [19] and waste reduction [20] are
expected to be the result of Industry 4.0 combined with lean. Furthermore, the impact
of LM and Industry 4.0 on organizational performance is rarely investigated in real case
studies [21]. Therefore, this paper fills the gap by introducing an SSMS framework that
employs the concept of DMAIC methodology for continuous improvement of social impact,
economic performance and environmental impact. It is worth noting that DMAIC provides
an improvement roadmap. We modified the improvement phase by applying Dynamic
Lean 4.0 tools and verify their effectiveness on organizational performance during the
Control phase.

From a practical standpoint, this study provides valuable insights for all managers
and leaders to better understand the application of lean tools in Industry 4.0. LM have been
prominent manufacturing paradigms over the past decades, with the respective aim of
reducing waste to achieve low cost in production processes. Industry 4.0 is transforming tra-
ditional manufacturing systems into smart ones. The current competitive market requires
manufacturing companies to improve cost-efficiency with the application of Industry 4.0
technologies. LM implementation integrated with Industry 4.0 adoption leads to high
operational performance improvement. Therefore, we introduce some novel tools, called
Sustainable VSM, Extended SMED, and Digital Poka-Yoke, as extensions to popular lean
tools combined with proper Industry 4.0 technologies. A case study is presented to verify
the effectiveness of Digital Poka-Yoke tool. As a result, this novel tool successfully im-
proves the process capability and production yield, resulting in a smart and sustainable
manufacturing system.

6. Conclusions

This work aims to explore the possible relationship between Industry 4.0 technologies
and useful LM tools on business performance. We propose a novel SSMS framework
and some tools called Dynamic Lean 4.0 tools as an output of synergistic relationships to
optimize production processes. In-depth exploration through project planning has been
conducted to provide management insights into organizational performance and social,
economic, and environmental impact.

In addition, this paper fills a gap in the literature on the combined impact of Industry 4.0
and LM principles on corporate performance, and the case study validating these impacts.
A conceptual and theoretical discussion about LM and Industry 4.0 has been refined in this
study to meet the research needs discussed in [11]. An application-oriented use case study is
also presented to satisfy the shortfall of work described in [23]. Therefore, this study provides
further advantages for researchers and practitioners.

We have demonstrated the improved effect of using the DMAIC method with Digital
Poka-Yoke in the fabrication of vacuum degassing equipment. This project improvement
program helped company-T successfully eliminate wasteful variations and improve busi-
ness performance, increasing the process capability index, Cpk, from 1.278 Cpk to 2 Cpk
and increasing the production yield from 99.44% to 100%. The direct savings of the project
amounted to NTD 68,000, mainly due to the higher worker utilization rate. Additionally,
safer working environments, new job opportunities, and excessive material waste are all
improved to implement smart and sustainable manufacturing systems.
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This paper is limited by the use of a single case study. More applications of Dynamic
Lean 4.0 tools in SSMS should be explored. Future research may include implementing
other Dynamic Lean 4.0 tools, such as Sustainable VSM and Extended SMED for SSMS
framework. However, our approach provides a general learning perspective. A means of
continuous improvement is demonstrated through the effective application of the DMAIC
process. Therefore, this paper can serve as a unique roadmap for practitioners and academia
to improve process capability to meet customer specifications, especially to improve social,
economic, and environmental performance.
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Abstract: In the last few years, the industrial, scientific, and technological fields have been subject
to a revolutionary process of digitalization and automation called Industry 4.0. Its implementation
has been successful mainly in the economic field of sustainability, while the environmental field has
been gaining more attention from researchers recently. However, the social scope of Industry 4.0 is
still somewhat neglected by researchers and organizations. This research aimed to study Industry
4.0 and sustainability themes using data science, by incorporating open data and open-source tools
to achieve sustainable Industry 4.0. To that end, a quantitative analysis based on open data was
developed using open-source software in order to study Industry 4.0 and sustainability trends. The
main results show that manufacturing is a relevant value-added activity in the worldwide economy;
that, foreseeing the importance of Industry 4.0, countries in America, Asia, Europe, and Oceania are
incorporating technological principles of Industry 4.0 in their cities, creating so-called smart cities;
and that the industries that invest most in technology are computers and electronics, pharmaceuticals,
transport equipment, and IT (information technology) services. Furthermore, the G7 countries have a
prevalent positive trend for the migration of technological and social skills toward sustainability, as
it relates to the social pillar, and to Industry 4.0. Finally, on the global scale, a positive correlation
between data openness and happiness was found.

Keywords: Industry 4.0; data science; sustainability; social sustainability open data; open-source tools

1. Introduction

Sustainability and Industry 4.0 are probably the most important topics in the manufac-
turing field, both in academic and industrial environments. In the context of sustainability
within Industry 4.0, as regards the triple bottom line, profit (economic) and planet (environ-
mental) are being studied extensively by the research community, while people (social) are
not receiving the same attention. The wider perspective of the social aspects of Industry 4.0
is neglected by the academic community [1]. Industry 5.0 emerged to overcome problems
with the techno-centered approach of Industry 4.0 [2], namely the absence of the human
being as the key player in an industrial digital environment and the influence on sustain-
ability as it relates to the social pillar. Nowadays, the challenges are related to the way I4.0
is implemented and managed to achieve the desired outcomes—economic, environmental,
and social [3].

Within the industrial digital environment, data act as an enabler or creator of value
in Industry 4.0 [4], and most industrial organizations should have integrated low-cost
analytical systems to collect and measure results [5] in order to stay competitive, especially
small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Industry 4.0 projects are perceived by SMEs
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as cost-driven initiatives [6], and lack of capacity to invest in advanced technologies and
the need for specialist expertise [7] to implement them are constraints SMEs face in the
adoption of Industry 4.0 and, probably as a consequence, sustainability practices.

Besides these limitations, those SMEs that are capable of incorporating technologies
are unable to access sufficiently complex data due to limitations of scale. Leveraging
data access, treatment, and analysis and creating intelligence are elements of a company’s
preparedness to improve its decision-making processes. For example, the relevance of
big data and analytics to competitive intelligence has been demonstrated [8], and for this
reason, data science is gaining relevance in contemporary society.

However, in small-scale organizations, such as SMEs, the cornerstone of data science
is data availability, and a possible solution to overcome this problem is data access via an
open approach, so-called open data. The open approach is a movement that tends to be
focused on involving communities and leveraging social elements.

Due to this framework, and based on an inductive research method, the purpose
of this work is to use the open approach to data science, by using open data, and the
open approach in terms of analytical tools, by using open-source software, in the study of
Industry 4.0 and sustainability concepts, filling a research gap in this domain. Therefore, a
meta-analysis is presented in this study, based on quantitative data that is openly available
and free of macro-indicators. The study will use induction analysis to generate conclusions
and contributions that will lead to a better understanding of these topics relevant to in
manufacturing, with a special emphasis on the technological elements of Industry 4.0 and
the social aspects of sustainability.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the literature review of the core
topics in this work (data science, open data, Industry 4.0, and sustainability); Section 3
describes the research methodology; Section 4 demonstrates the analysis and the main
results and discusses these; and, finally, the main conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

This section provides an overview of the four main themes (data science, open data, In-
dustry 4.0, and sustainability) that are explored across the research, and a brief bibliographic
review of each of those themes.

2.1. Data Science and Open Data

In a world that constantly produces and consumes data, it is essential to understand
the value that can be extracted from it. Mikalef et al. [9] consider data science and big-
data domains as the next frontier for both practitioners and researchers as they embody
significant potential in exploiting data to sustain competitive advantage. Data science
is an interdisciplinary field that supports and guides the extraction of useful patterns
from raw data by exploring advanced technologies, algorithms, and processes [10]. The
actual extraction of knowledge from data is defined as data mining, and it can be applied
to a broad set of business areas, such as marketing, customer relationship management,
supply chain management, or product optimization [11]. Data science should be seen as the
domain that originates from the merging of big-data technologies with data-management
skills and behavioral disciplines [12]. Data science and big data can be combined with co-
creation and data-sharing technologies to enable organizations to leverage creativity outside
their organizational boundaries [13]. The development and operation of software have
become increasingly dependent on data [14], and this data can be made more accessible
to organizations and individuals through data-sharing and open-source technologies.
Runeson [15] highlights the need for the adoption of co-creation and collaboration principles
to harness innovation potential and manage costs in the age of data.

Today, data volumes are exploding, and not only is the rate of data generated per
individual increasing but so also is the rate at which we share information. Lawmakers and
organizations worldwide are trying to envision the future of data ownership. Information
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remains largely centralized, but the trend is shifting toward a distributed and open model
of data sharing [16].

2.2. Open Data for Industry 4.0

As described by Tim Hall [17], one of the key drivers for the adoption of Industry
4.0 across the globe is the ability to use the power of data to revolutionize manufacturing.
Open-data platforms provide innovative services with high impact on innovation [18],
and data sources based on open data allow for the evaluation of Industry 4.0 readiness by
regions [19].

However, the manufacturing sector has been slow to benefit from Industry 4.0 drivers
evenly across different industries, enterprise sizes, and geographies. Since most Industry 4.0
technologies require substantial investment to be successfully implemented, the economic
factor is undeniably crucial if they are to be adopted. Nevertheless, while differences
in the economic situations of enterprises and countries have an obvious bearing on the
speed and rate of success of Industry 4.0 adoption, they cannot be considered the only
factor involved. Smart factories and smart cities are another relevant study theme, as
technological advancements and digitalization are changing how companies operate their
business and organizations reshape communities. All those changes and advancements
require big R&D investments and qualified researchers and workers. Since there are many
economic challenges as well as difficulties in recruiting the most qualified workers, the
adoption of those technologies might be slow and unoptimized for SMEs, which need to
adapt to technological changes in order to grow and compete.

Besides, the integration of open data is still oriented to applications, websites, and
platforms [20], whereas it is necessary for it to be oriented toward product development.
Only recently, a case-study project based on open data from academia and companies was
applied in the development of Industry 4.0 technologies in additive manufacturing [21].

2.3. Sustainability in Industry 4.0

Wee et al. [22] reiterate that there is a need for deeper research on sustainability as it
relates to Industry 4.0, since it has received little attention from academics and researchers.
In Kamble et al.’s [23] framework for Industry 4.0 sustainability, the three sustainable
outcomes that ideally should be accomplished from Industry 4.0 technologies and process
integration are economic benefit, process automation, and safety and environmental pro-
tection. The sustainability pillars in manufacturing companies have a strong relationship
with Industry 4.0 [24], and competitiveness and social and environmental advantages are
potentialized in manufacturing companies that adopt Industry 4.0 [25].

Other models include open innovation and collaboration as guiding principles for
sustainability in industry. In this research, analyzing the progress toward accomplishing
sustainability goals using the open data available is considered an overall evaluation of
sustainability across the three pillars. Since these are broad goals established not only
in countries but also in organizations and companies, successful progress toward accom-
plishing them is also progress toward accomplishing sustainability in Industry 4.0. UN
members need to collaborate across all established goals, even more so because Goal
17 itself—Partnerships for the Goals—focuses on evaluating members’ progress toward
economic, social, and environmental collaboration between them. For that reason, it is
reasonable to assume that progressing in Goal 17 is essential to accomplish successful
collaboration in the remaining goals. Social indicators are neglected within manufacturing
companies [26], and Industry 4.0 still needs to improve intra-organization mechanisms for
achieving social sustainability [1]. Within the social pillar of sustainability, one of the main
social issues relating to the digitalization and automation of industry is how employment
and skills requirements will be affected. The common understanding regarding this issue is
that automation eliminates the need for human workers, which will bring unemployment
and social dissatisfaction. However, researchers such as Shet and Pereira [27] believe that
Industry 4.0 generates new job prospects in the emerging domains of science, technology,
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and engineering. Those domains usually require a higher level of skills and specialization
than traditional jobs, leaving unskilled workers more vulnerable to the gradual increase in
demand for qualified workers.

Recently, to evolve the concept of Industry 4.0 by stressing the social and human
aspects, Industry 5.0 emerged. This approach combines the technologies of Industry 4.0,
sustainability, and the human factor [28].

3. Research Methodology

The research methodology section aims to present the researchers’ design, with all key
design choices being detailed and justified logically, according to the research theme.

The appropriate research type for this study is the inductive and quantitative approach
since the study aims to explore quantitative data relevant to the research themes and
afterward form appropriate conclusions and contributions, instead of pre-establishing
hypotheses or theories about those themes.

The research strategy was, from the starting point of the established research themes,
to collect and aggregate data from different relevant organizations that had information
relevant to the subject, namely the World Bank, Data World, Open Data Watch and Our
World in Data. However, the datasets of these organizations could only be useful if their
content was fully open for being downloaded, modified, and published, which is one of
the main characteristics of open data. During the process of cleaning and organizing the
data available within these institutions, some challenges were encountered regarding the
datasets. For instance, specific information was quite hard to find, so it was necessary to
select topics that by induction could lead us directly to the research themes and provide
insights and conclusions. Another challenge was the different time horizon between
datasets: data on the selected topics were provided by different institutions and had
different objectives, and the time period for each topic was different. As a result, this study
could not normalize a constant time period across all analyses, but instead used the longest
period of time possible for each analysis made.

The datasets gathered contained data grouped according to regions, countries, in-
dustries, and enterprise size. For the data analysis and visualization, the most prevalent
techniques across the study were frequency graphs and visualizations for inferential statis-
tics that analyze correlations between selected variables, as correlation and regression
analysis are techniques frequently used in inferential statistics [29]. In keeping with the
open-approach emphasis of this study, the open-source software tools used to analyze the
data were R and Python. R is a free open-source programming language that provides a
statistical analytics computing environment. R provides a variety of statistical and graph-
ical techniques that can be used by importing useful packages. These techniques can be
used to handle raw data and to retrieve information in order to have a sense of how the
data is distributed or whether there are patterns that are masked [30]. The R packages
used were arules and arulesViz for rule association, and RQDA for quantitative analysis.
Python is currently the fastest-growing programming language in the world, thanks to its
open accessibility, ease of use, fast learning curve, and numerous high-quality packages
for data science and machine learning. Together with R, Python is extremely useful for
identifying correlations between variables and creating powerful visualizations such as
graphs, matrixes, plots, or maps [31]. The main Python libraries used were Matplotlib,
Numpy, and Seaborn. During this stage, the graphs produced were critically analyzed for
the observations and conclusions that comprise the findings of this work.

Table 1 summarizes the research methods adopted during the present study, namely re-
search type, research strategy, sampling strategy, data collection method, and data analysis
tools.
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Table 1. Research Methodology.

Research Design Method

Research Type Inductive and Quantitative

Research Strategy

1. Establishing the research themes
2. Collecting and Aggregating Open Data
3. Cleaning and Organizing Data
4. Data Analysis and Visualization
5. Results and Discussion

Sampling Strategy Probability Sampling within groups such as regions,
countries, industries, and enterprise size

Data Collection Method Open Datasets
Data Analysis Tools Open-Source software tools such as Python and R

4. Data Analysis, Results and Discussion

This section presents the data analysis (point 4 of the research strategy), followed by the
results from the selected datasets and the discussion thereon (point 5 of the research strategy).
Each research theme identified in the previous subsection is represented by several relevant
visualizations and their respective critical analyses in the context of the research.

4.1. Open Data for Industry 4.0

The first part of the results and analysis obtained from the data treatment is the
representation of the open data that was available for Industry 4.0 themes. This subsection
deals with Industry 4.0 themes previously referred to, such as manufacturing value added
to gross domestic product (GDP), smart cities, and R&D efforts for innovation.

4.1.1. Manufacturing Value Added to GDP

Manufacturing is one of the main sectors of industry around the world and one of the
main adopters of Industry 4.0 [32]. By analyzing available open data and using it alongside
other relevant variables that measure development, such as a country’s GDP, this research
intends to give a clearer perspective on the issues examined as part of the research model.

Since GDP characterizes the economic output of a country, according to the data on
the global manufacturing value added to GDP in 2020 [33], Asia is the continent with the
most countries in which manufacturing value added to GDP is greater than 30%, followed
by Europe and America, with just one country each. In Oceania and Africa, no countries
are in this situation. By country, China is one of the countries in the world with a big
share of its GDP allocated to manufacturing—around 40%. Most countries appear to have
manufacturing value added to GDP of between 10% and 20%. The continents with a larger
share of countries that have less than 10% of their GDP value added from manufacturing
are Africa and Oceania, while in Europe, America, and Asia there are few countries with
less than 10% manufacturing value added to GDP.

With regards to the Industry 4.0 environment and the available open data, it can be
observed that Asia is the leading continent in terms of countries with a high percentage of
manufacturing value added to GDP, followed by Europe and America. China stands out as
the country with the largest share of GDP derived from manufacturing.

4.1.2. Smart Cities

A smart city uses information and technology to improve operational efficiency, share
information, and provide a better quality of life for its citizens and workers [34]. Imple-
menting smart technologies and processes within factories and services through Industry
4.0 adoption also tends to promote economic growth, social integrity, and environmental
sustainability in industrial sectors, creating new jobs in the high-tech and creative indus-
tries [17]. The dataset evaluates cities across six smart categories: mobility, environment,
government, economy, people, and living. The aggregation of those scores translates to
a city’s ranking along IMD’s Smart City Index [35]. Below, Figure 1a ranks countries by
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overall smart city scores and (b) presents a plot for correlations between all six variables
and the overall score.
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Taking into account the first 20 countries of the overall ranking, the continent with
most countries in this ranking is Europe, with 13 countries (the Netherlands, Norway,
Denmark, France, Switzerland, Finland, Sweden, Austria, Germany, Luxembourg, Iceland,
the United Kingdom, and Italy), followed by Asia, with three countries (Singapore, Japan,
and Taiwan), and America and Oceania, with two each (Canada and the United States, and
Australia and New Zealand, respectively).

The countries with the highest overall scores are Canada, the Netherlands, Norway,
Denmark, and France. The lowest-scored countries are Russia, China, Hungary, Israel, and
the United Arab Emirates. The fact that a country has a high number of smart cities does
not necessarily mean that the country itself has a high smart score.

By analyzing each category within the overall Smart City Index, it looks as if the key
factors that seem to correlate most strongly with the overall index are smart living and
smart economy. Since Industry 4.0 is such a big driver for digitalization and automation
in the global economy, it makes sense for developed and developing nations that seek to
develop their cities technologically and sustainably to accelerate the transition to a smart
economy and a smart way of living.

In terms of smart city rankings, therefore, the majority of the top 20 countries are
located in Europe, followed by Asia, with Canada having the highest score.

4.1.3. R&D Efforts for Innovation

One of the main drivers of innovation, particularly in the technological and indus-
trial fields, is the financing of research and development (R&D) by enterprises, academic
researchers, and scientists [36]. However, because of the uncertainty around the level of
return and the payback period, this kind of investment is not equally accessible to all coun-
tries, industries, and sizes of enterprises. Assessing which countries benefit the most from
R&D investments by their enterprises and which industries allocate most expenditure to
R&D from World Bank data [37] might provide a representation of the efforts to implement
Industry 4.0. Figure 2 shows the expenditure in R&D and the patent share of various
industries.
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It is possible to identify computers and electronics as the industry with the highest
R&D expenditure share (close to 25%). As expected, this is also the industry with the
highest patent share (35%). Pharmaceuticals appear as the second industry with the highest
R&D expenditure, with around 17% of the share, followed by transport equipment, IT
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services, and publishing and broadcasting, with 16.5%, 7.5%, and 6% share, respectively.
Surprisingly, the patent share does not follow the R&D expenditure distribution so closely
in these industries. The pharmaceuticals sector ranks only seventh in the patent share
even though it ranks second in the R&D expenditure share. This might be caused by other
factors, such as regulation and difficulties in innovating existing solutions. IT services
and transport equipment also reveal a much higher R&D expenditure share compared
with patent share. On the other hand, machinery is the third-ranked sector for patent
share, at almost 15%, even though it occupies sixth position in R&D expenditure. Electrical
equipment, chemicals, and basic metals are other sectors with a much larger patent share
compared with their R&D expenditure share.

4.2. Open Data for Sustainability

The second part of the results and analysis obtained from the data treatment is the
representation of the open data that was available for sustainability. This subsection deals
with sustainability themes such as skills migration and the relationship between openness
and happiness.

Although sustainability is based on three known pillars, as was evidenced in the
literature the social pillar is arguably one of the most pressing sustainability issues, and
yet it is the one that receives the least attention from researchers. One of the main issues
regarding the relationship between the adoption of Industry 4.0 and the future of work
is job shortages. The increasing digitalization and automation of business and service
tasks often leads to worries about the permanent replacement of the human labor force by
machines. However, the literature shows that that can be a misconception concerning the
future of work. Shet and Pereira [27] argue that Industry 4.0 can generate job prospects by
creating new employment opportunities in emerging domains, such as science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics. While technological advancements and automation tend to
minimize employment prospects in some sectors, they also bring about the simultaneous
emergence of new businesses and services linked with economic growth and new markets,
which leads to a rise in new job opportunities. Shet and Pereira [27] also warn that those
jobs created by digitalization and automation require high levels of skill, knowledge,
competence, and specialization that are not required by traditional jobs, leaving unskilled
workers more vulnerable to the gradual increase in the demand for a qualified workforce.

4.2.1. Skills Migration

To study sustainability from the social perspective, this work considered data on
skill migration across different countries and industries, to compare supply and demand
trends for skilled workers. Skills migration can be defined as the trends in both supply and
demand for professional skills over a number of years. As economies and labor markets
change, largely because of the evolution of consumer behavior and the adoption of new
technologies, so do the skills that are demanded from enterprises and public services. Better
education also means better qualified workers who migrate from traditional industries to
more technological and digitalized ones [38]. This dynamic is also accelerated by Industry
4.0 adoption. However, since not all countries are equal in terms of economic growth,
technology adoption, and industry digitalization, naturally skills migration varies not only
between industries but also in terms of geography.

This study, based on data from the World Bank [39] analyzed three categories of skills
migration, namely specialized industry skills, soft skills, and disruptive-tech skills. The
specialized industry skills category could indicate the overall migration of workers. The
soft skills category could provide information on perceptions of important social skills, such
as problem-solving, leadership, teamwork, communication, time management, persuasion,
and negotiation, which are essential skills for workers, independent of location or industry
sector. The disruptive-tech skills category could demonstrate trends in high-tech jobs.

For this analysis, three groups were considered in both categories: Group a), compris-
ing China and the United States (US), as these are two of the most influential economies
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in the world; Group b), the G7 (international Group of 7) countries, comprising seven
advanced economies (Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom and the
US); and Group c), BIC, comprising Brazil, China, and India due to their status as emerging
economies in the BRIC bloc, with Russia’s data not being available. The period of analysis
was from 2015 to 2019. The purpose of the analysis of the graphs was to determine whether
each skill saw an increase, a decrease, or a stabilization in demand, as plotted by their
respective values.

For the specialized industry skills component, the analyses for the three groups (China
and the US, the G7, and BIC) are represented in Figure 3a–c, respectively.

The plot in Figure 3a, which considers China and the US, presents China as having
dynamic migration in relation to specialized industry skills, whereas the US presents a
very stable graph, demonstrating that there was no migration of specialized industry skills.
The overall dynamics of China showed that the dots are more located in negative that in
positive values, suggesting an overall negative migration.

Excluding the US, which has been mentioned previously, for the G7 countries in
Figure 3b, a stable-toward-positive migration trend for specialized industry skills was
demonstrated, with very few exceptions. Among those exceptions, Germany and Japan
are highlighted in the national security, army, and navy categories as having lost skilled
workers in those categories over the years, revealing a possible antimilitaristic policy.

On the other hand, excluding China, which has been mentioned previously, the
developing BIC economies of Brazil and India demonstrated an overall negative skills
migration trend in specialized industries, which contrasts with the positive trend of the G7
countries.

For the soft skills component, the analysis for the three groups (China and the US, the
G7, and BIC) are represented in Figure 4a–c, respectively.

Concerning the findings from the graph representing Group a), the first output is that
the US was more stable as regards soft skills migration than China. For practically all skills
during the studied period, values for the US are near zero and China showed different
behavior. In China, some skills had become stable (active learning, communication, flexible
approach, leadership, negotiation, problem solving, and writing), persuasion was floating
from negative (2015, 2019) to positive (2016, 2018), social perception showed a negative
trend throughout the period, and teamwork and time management displayed a positive
trend.

Regarding the graph plotted for Group (b), besides the US, already analyzed in
Group (a), there was a weak positive trend in the other G7 countries for active learning,
communication, leadership, negotiation, social perception, and writing. In the flexible
approach skill, most of the countries during the studied period showed fluctuation between
a positive and a negative trend, but overall there was a positive trend (in 2019, most of the
countries showed a positive value). The skill of persuasion also showed a positive trend in
most of the countries, except Italy and the United Kingdom, where the trend was negative.
Problem solving, teamwork, and time management skills showed a significant positive
tendency, particularly in Germany and Japan.

For Group (c), besides China, already analyzed in Group (a), Brazil and India show
a completely negative trend in all skills during the period 2015 to 2019. This tendency
demonstrates a depreciation of the soft skills in Brazil and India, meaning a different
approach compared with China and the G7 countries.

For the disruptive-tech skills component, the analyses for the three groups are charac-
terized in Figure 5a–c.
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The overall trend for disruptive-tech skills migration is positive for China and the US
(Figure 5a). A weak positive tendency was found in aerospace engineering, data science,
fintech (only in the US, Chinese data was not available), genetic engineering, and materials
science. In the remaining skills (artificial intelligence (AI), development tools, human
computer interaction, and robotics) a countercurrent was found between these countries,
China having a negative migration trend and the US having a positive trend. For example,
in China, AI showed a negative migration trend, while, in contrast, a positive migration
trend was observed in the US.

Most of the G7 countries showed a very positive trend for migration of disruptive-
tech skills, demonstrating the importance of this skill in high-tech jobs. The leading
countries with higher values in most skills were Germany and Japan. Only Italy presented
negative migration tendency in all skills. The fintech skill was presented only in the United
Kingdom’s data.

Similar to Italy, Brazil and India tended more to the negative position. When compar-
ing the G7 countries with the BIC countries, the G7, except for Italy, had very high values
for positive migration for these high-tech skills, while the BIC countries showed mixed
results, tending more to the negative position, particularly Brazil and India, with China
showing a mixed tendency, with both positive and negative skills migration.

Focusing on the disruptive-tech skills that are directly related to Industry 4.0, namely
artificial intelligence, data science, development tools, human computer interaction, and
robotics, the US and the G7 countries, except Italy, showed positive migration trends for
these skills.

Table 2 presents a summary of the trends for the three categories of skills migration
within the three defined groups.

Table 2. Summary of the skills migration trend analysis.

Groups

China and the US G7 BIC

Sk
ill

s

Specialized Industry China
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4.2.2. Openness and Happiness 

As open data platforms are providers of innovative services, this work correlated the 

extent of available openness in data with people’s happiness. Open-data-friendly coun-

tries can establish happier sustainable societies and serve as an example of social success 

for the rest of the globe. To study this topic, the Open Data Scoring from the ODIN [40] 

dataset was used to evaluate openness across different countries, with scores from 0 to 100 

and considering the values for the year 2020. From the sustainability perspective of the 

social pillar, the World Happiness Report from 2020 [41] and its respective dataset were 

used to evaluate social happiness across different countries, with a score from 0 to 10. This 

report is a survey published by the UN that ranks 156 countries, reviewing their state of 

social happiness. To better understand how different regions of the globe experience this 

correlation, Figure 6 outlines the clusters of the openness and social happiness scores from 

different regions for 2020 and the respective trendlines. 

US
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Figure 6. Openness and social happiness clustering and correlation in different regions.

Additionally, Figure 7 shows the correlation between openness and social happiness,
for three established associations of countries: the G7 countries (Canada, France, Italy,
Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the US), the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia,
India, and China), and the Southeast Asian ASEAN countries (Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia,
Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam).
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Figure 7. Clustering for the correlation between openness and happiness in the ASEAN, BRIC, and
G7 countries.

The G7 countries have much higher openness in their data policies, as well as big-
ger indices of social happiness than the BRIC and ASEAN countries, which places the
G7 clusters in the upper-right corner of the plot. The BRIC countries have a somewhat
contradictory behavior, since the cluster with the second-highest openness score is also the
one with the lowest happiness score, while the second lowest in openness is the second
highest in happiness. Finally, ASEAN countries show clusters in the bottom-left corner, as
well as clusters closer to the upper-right corner. Like the G7, this group closely matches the
trend line, which means that countries in this group with high openness also tend to have
high social happiness.
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These visualizations allowed this study to conclude that a positive correlation exists
between openness and happiness, both relevant aspect of Industry 4.0 and sustainability,
especially the social pillar.

4.3. Relating the Open Data for Industry 4.0 and the Open Data for Sustainability

The third part of the analysis and results presentation involves establishing a connec-
tion between the findings from the results of the open data for Industry 4.0 and those from
the open data for sustainability. To this end, Table 3 was developed to elucidate some links
between the results obtained, namely the findings more relevant to the items considered in
the scope of Industry 4.0 and those relevant to sustainability for the two economic blocs G7
and BIC. This table only considers the existence of simultaneous high significant values
for both classes of parameters. This means that when G7 or BIC country(ies) appear in
a specific square of the table, this indicates that for the country(ies) in these economic
blocs significant values were verified for both entries of the table. When this apparent
relationship was not verified, this is signified in the table by use of the term “No evidence”.

Table 3. Matrix relating the Open Data for Industry 4.0 and Open Data for Sustainability.

Industry 4.0

Manufacturing Value
Added to GDP Smart City Index R&D Efforts for

Innovation

Su
st

ai
na

bi
lit

y

Specialized Skills Germany, Italy, Japan,
and the US.

Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan,
and the United Kingdom. No evidence

Soft Skills Germany, Italy, Japan,
and the US.

Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan,
and the United Kingdom. No evidence

Disruptive Tech Germany, Italy, Japan,
and the US.

Canada, France, Germany, Japan, the
United Kingdom, and the US. No evidence

Openness and
Happiness

Germany, Italy, Japan,
and the US.

Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan,
the United Kingdom, and the US. No evidence

According to Table 3, it can be seen that there are a considerable number of countries
(belonging to the G7 and BIC) that demonstrated a positive tendency for both entries
(Industry 4.0 and sustainability) of the table. However, this observation should be seen
as a possible positive correlation between the entries of the table for these countries.
At this moment, this work does not have the scope to evaluate the correlation, but the
aim is to open up ideas for future research on the scope of the relationship between
Industry 4.0 and sustainability. From the tables presented, data can be observed that seem
to suggest the existence of some positive relationships between specialized skills, soft
skills, and disruptive-tech skills, as well as openness and happiness, on the one hand and
manufacturing value added to GDP, Smart City Index, and R&D efforts for innovation on
the other hand.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the theme of Industry 4.0 and social sustainability was approached
through the lens of openness. Data Science using open data, together with analytical
open-source tools, provided the method for generating an inductive meta-analysis, with
the resultant conclusions and contributions providing a better understanding of the techno-
logical and economical elements of Industry 4.0 and the social aspect of sustainability.

A broader conclusion from this work is that society, with its computational means,
open-source tools, and data science know-how, when combined with an environment that
offers open data, could facilitate the treatment and analysis of data that would offer new
solutions for a happier knowledge society.

Manufacturing still carries significant weight in worldwide value added to GDP;
countries in Asia, particularly China with a share around 40%, as well as Europe and the
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United States, depend on this sector, and for this reason the concept of Industry 4.0 must
be considered quite relevant. Due to the technological premise upon which Industry 4.0
is based, a relevant showcase of countries’ willingness to embrace smart environments
is the smart city. When considering the 20 leading countries in the overall rankings for
2020, Europe led, with a number of its countries in the leading group, followed by Asia,
America, and Oceania, while Canada was the highest scoring smart city. Investment plays
an important role in the successful implementation of Industry 4.0, and according to the
data on industry expenditure on R&D and patent share, the industries investing most in
Industry 4.0 are computers and electronics, pharmaceuticals, transport equipment, and IT
(information technology) services.

In relation to the need for more attention to be paid to the social pillar within the
concept of sustainability, the migration of technical and social skills was examined in this
study. Most specialized industry skills revealed a positive migration tendency in most
of the G7 countries, there was a particularly stable situation in the US, and a negative
migration trend in the BIC countries. In soft skills migration, China and the G7 countries
presented a positive situation, but Brazil and India maintained a negative position. The
soft skills with the highest positive migration were problem solving, teamwork and time
management. For all disruptive-tech skills, the BIC countries showed negative migration
movement, China assumed a mix tendency depending on the skill, and almost all G7
countries revealed a moderate-to-high positive migration trend in all skills. Italy was
the only exception to this trend. Germany and Japan showed a high migration rate in
these high-technology jobs. Linking with the Industry 4.0 concept, five of these skills
were identified: artificial intelligence, data science, development tools, human computer
interaction, and robotics. A positive migration tendency was found in the US and the G7
countries, except Italy. The open approach is known as a movement that tends to become
oriented toward involvement of communities and the leveraging of social elements as
part of the concept of social sustainability, and in this study, based on two approaches in
different worldwide regions, a positive correlation between openness and happiness is
concluded to exist.

Some positive relationships might exist between specialized skills, soft skills and
disruptive-tech skills, as well as openness and happiness, on the one hand, and manufac-
turing value added to GDP, Smart City Index, and R&D efforts for innovation on the other
hand.

Regarding the Industry 4.0 and sustainability concepts, the above are the main theo-
retical contributions considering the limitations of an inductive study for this extremely
complex context and topics. Concerning the practical and managerial implications of this
study, it stresses the role of open data as used in data science for Industry 4.0, sustainabil-
ity and their relationship, identifying which industries, countries, economic blocs, and
continents provide an attractive environment for Industry 4.0, sustainability and their rela-
tionship. Researchers, policy makers, technological investors, and manufacturing industry
owners and managers could make better research and business decisions based on the
findings presented throughout this study.

In future work, the investigation of smart factories by industry, country, economic
bloc, and world region might prove important, should this data become available.
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Abstract: With the emergence of industry 4.0, several elements of the supply chain are transforming
through the adoption of smart technologies such as blockchain, the internet of things and cyber-
physical systems. Logistics is considered one of the important elements of supply chain management
and its digital transformation is crucial to the success of industry 4.0. In this circumstance, the existing
logistics system needs to be upgraded with industry 4.0 technologies and emerge as logistics 4.0.
However, the adoption/transformation of logistics 4.0 is dependent on several determinants that
need to be explored. Therefore, this study has the prime objective of investigating the determinants
of logistics 4.0 adoption in the context of a developing country, specifically, India. Initially, ten
determinants of logistics 4.0 are established after a survey of the relevant literature and the input of
industry experts. Further, a four-level structural model is developed among these determinants using
the Interpretive Structural Modelling (ISM) approach. In addition, a fuzzy Matrix of Cross-Impact
Multiplications Applied to Classification (MICMAC) analysis is also conducted for the categorization
of these determinants as per their driving and dependence power. The findings show that top
management supports, information technology infrastructure and financial investment are the most
significant determinants towards logistics 4.0 adoption. This study facilitates the supply chain
partners to focus on these high-level determinants for the effective adoption of logistics 4.0. Moreover,
the findings lead to a more in-depth insight into the determinants that influence logistics 4.0 and their
significance in logistics 4.0 adoption in emerging economies.

Keywords: determinants; industry 4.0; logistics 4.0; ISM; fuzzy MICMAC

1. Introduction

The pervasiveness of information and communication technologies provides the
opportunity to incorporate “smartness” in factories and pushes the industry towards the
next industrial revolution, i.e., the fourth industrial revolution. This industrial revolution
focuses on the adoption of smart technologies to improve the system and process efficiency
in order to achieve sustainability. In the current world, professionals, managers, and
government representatives are becoming increasingly interested in Industry 4.0 as its
implementation would boost national economies and corporate competitiveness [1–3]. To
promote higher automation, industry 4.0 was first implemented in Germany [4,5]. This
paradigm shift has been recognized by other countries, including the United States, China,
United Kingdom, and India, through the adoption of several initiatives [5,6]. Although
industry 4.0 originated in the manufacturing sector, it has significant implications for the
supply chain [7]. The goal of industry 4.0 is to develop smart factories and supply chains by
incorporating cutting-edge technologies such as analytics, big data, the Internet of Things
(IoT) and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [8,9]. These technologies are utilized to advance
the many supply chain components, including planning, sourcing, manufacturing and
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logistics. It is widely recognized that logistics 4.0 is a substantial part of industry 4.0, and
its adoption could benefit digitalization throughout the entire supply chain.

Logistics 4.0 is the logistical version of industry 4.0 and focuses on turning logistics ac-
tivities into more effective activities with improved material and information flow, resulting
in smart and intelligent logistics that are more precise, dependable, agile, and sustain-
able [10]. Some authors have recognized that logistics 4.0 is a new paradigm associated
with industry 4.0. The logistics 4.0 concept entails integrating smart technologies with
logistics subsystems, such as smart sensors, big data and IoT, and CPS. These technologies
provide data-driven ecosystems that more successfully meet the customer’s demand for
customized products. Timm and Lorig [11] define logistics 4.0 as: “ . . . a logistic system
which consists of independent subsystems and behaviour of these subsystems depend
on other surrounding subsystems”. In addition to this, Wang [12] defined logistics 4.0 as
“ . . . a collective term for technologies and concepts of value chain organization. Within the
logistics, CPS monitors physical processes creates a virtual copy of the physical world and
makes decentralized decisions. Over the IoT, CPS communicate with machines and humans
in real-time. Data mining discovers knowledge to support the decision-making process.
Both internal and cross-organizational services are offered and utilized by participants of
the value chain through the Internet of Services (IoS)”.

In light of the above definitions, the combination of smart technology and logistics
is referred to as “logistics 4.0” to address the demand for highly personalized goods
and services. To implement logistics 4.0, more initiative and financial resources must
be invested in the adoption of these cutting-edge technologies. This transformation is
challenging because of the high cost of technology and infrastructure, complicated network
of supply chains, global participation, and security and privacy issues.

The adoption of logistics 4.0 faces several challenges from the organizational, cultural
and supply chain levels [13]. Despite these challenges, some factors are also present in the
system that enable the adoption of logistics 4.0. In order to adopt logistics 4.0, these deter-
minants need to be explored and analyzed in a comprehensive manner. The determinants
of logistics 4.0 are the factors that facilitate its adoption. These determinants are the key
factors that need to be addressed for the successful adoption of logistics 4.0. In addition,
the shift from conventional logistics to logistics 4.0 is dependent on these determinates. To
ensure a seamless and effective implementation of logistics 4.0, it is vital to explore these
determinants. The adoption of logistics 4.0 is facilitated by several industry 4.0 technolo-
gies. The adoption of these technologies depends on external factors, including business
environment, technological readiness, working culture and associated uncertainties. These
factors differ between developed and developing countries. Therefore, the adoption of
logistics 4.0 will not necessarily be identical because of their differing levels of infrastructure
and economies of scale [14]. Due to this, the determinants of logistics 4.0 adoption differ
for developing and developed countries. It is found that logistics 4.0 faces a wide range
of business issues due to the lack of technological development, big data management,
and market volatility [15]. In comparison with developed countries, such as the USA,
United Kingdom and German, developing countries use relatively fewer sophisticated
technological tools and techniques in the logistics sector [15]. Therefore, the adoption of
logistics 4.0 needs to be addressed from the perspective of developed and developing
countries [16]. The literature review reveals that the majority of current research focuses on
logistics 4.0 adoption in developed countries. Only limited research has been conducted
on logistics 4.0 adoption in emerging countries [10]. It is also important to note that the
adoption of logistics 4.0 implementation has not been fully explored. Therefore, the dis-
proportionate focus on developed countries in comparison to developing countries, the
lack of guidance on the determinants of logistics 4.0 adoption, and the lack of sufficient evi-
dence regarding logistics 4.0 adoption constitute compelling gaps in the existing literature.
Hence, it is necessary to identify and analyse the determinants of logistics 4.0 in emerging
economies in order to fill these research gaps. For efficient and effective adoption, managers
also need to be aware of the structural relationships between the identified determinants in
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the context of developing countries. The structural relationship among the determinants of
logistics 4.0 is rarely explored. Therefore, this study was conducted to identify and explore
the structural relationship among determinants of logistics 4.0 adoption in the context
of developing countries, and specifically, India. This study has the following research
objectives to fill the knowledge gaps in the existing literature:

• To identify the key determinant of logistics 4.0 adoption in the context of developing countries
• To develop the structural relationship among the finalized determinant
• To categorize the determinant based on their driving and dependence power

We have identified the determinants to meet the aforementioned study objectives
through a literature review and validated this with expert feedback. After the finalization
of the logistics 4.0 adoption determinants, the structural relationship is developed between
them using the ISM method. The results of this study will assist practitioners in imple-
menting logistics 4.0 for incorporating sustainability into their supply chains. Logistics
4.0 and sustainability have a close relationship by reducing waste and carbon footprints,
and creating new job prospects. The implementation of digital technologies in logistics
improves the availability of items at the right place, time, and amount, hence reducing
waste [17]. This study will also assist policymakers in formulating policies that support the
systematic adoption of logistics 4.0. As the majority of the literature suggests, logistics 4.0 is
not well adopted in developing countries and required further exploration. Therefore, the
uniqueness of this paper lies in the identification of the determinants of logistics 4.0 in
developing countries. With the findings of this study, supply chain partners that are located
in developing countries will benefit in terms of logistics 4.0 adoption.

The remaining study is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a summary of stud-
ies relevant to logistic 4.0; the adopted solution methodology is provided in Section 3;
Section 4 provides the data analysis; Section 5 discusses the findings; Section 6 provides
the implications of the study and finally, Section 7 concludes the study and provides scope
for future research.

2. Background of the Study

Several advancements and enhancements are introduced to the logistics industry
under Industry 4.0. For instance, businesses are able to construct hyper-connected supply
chains by implementing digital technologies at every stage of the planning process [18],
to increase operational and financial limitations by capturing big data and operating at
a different level of resilience and responsiveness [19]. In the framework of Industry 4.0,
transportation and distribution networks have placed a significant focus on flexibility and
resilience [20]. Moreover, as the supply chain partners become more integrated, logistics
becomes an increasingly vital element for industry 4.0’s success [21]. A digitalized supply
chain and smart systems have enabled logistics to propose the name “logistics 4.0” as the
equivalent of industry 4.0 [22].

Logistics 4.0’s emergence from the industry 4.0 idea is crucial, not just for opera-
tional views such as sustainability, effectiveness, and customer responsiveness, but also
for allowing advances in all basic business components [23]. Since logistics ensures the
timely and appropriate availability of resources for manufacturing systems, logistics is
ideally suited to exploring practical applications and reflecting industry 4.0 [24]. Therefore,
logistics 4.0 adoption will significantly enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the entire
supply chain by optimizing the operations of logistics services. Tascón et al. [25] determine
the logistics 4.0 service quality criteria and assess the impact of developing technologies on
logistics sustainability. Their findings show that artificial intelligence, advanced robotics,
blockchain and additive manufacturing are the most significant technologies that help
in achieving logistics 4.0 sustainability. Similar to this, Parhi et al. [26] also develop a
framework for the assessment of enabling factors that are responsible for the implemen-
tation of sustainable logistics 4.0 at various digitalization levels. They focused on the
management perspective and found that technology infrastructure”, “digital solutions”,
and “top management commitment”, are the prime enablers for the adoption of logistics 4.0.
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Sun et al. [27] focused on reverse logistics 4.0 and developed an integrated framework for
smart reverse logistics by integrating Industry 4.0 enablers to achieve sustainable business
objectives. Batz et al. [28] provide an overview of the maturity model developed for the
assessment of Logistics 4.0.

The three primary characteristics of logistics 4.0 are vertical integration, horizontal
integration and end-to-end engineering integration [23]. In vertical integration, different IT
systems are integrated at different levels within a factory, whereas horizontal integration
is about collaboration between firms, and end-to-end integration is about cross-linking
stakeholders, products, and machines. In logistics 4.0, products are transported, and their
information flow is controlled systemically from source to destination. With Logistics
4.0, customers can cost-effectively access logistics services by utilizing frontends and base
technologies [29]. It primarily employs IoT, CPS, big data analytics, and cloud comput-
ing technologies [30], which help organizations to optimize their resources and provide
enhanced value. The schematic diagram of logistics 4.0 is provided in Figure 1. Based on
these technologies, advanced systems such as intelligent transportation systems, warehouse
management systems, information security, and independent order processing through
blockchain technologies and smart contracts are operated [21,24]. As a result of logistics
4.0 initiatives, organizations can reduce the costs of logistics (such as labour costs), boost
productivity, and improve customer satisfaction [31–33].
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Despite these benefits, the adoption of logistics 4.0 is limited, particularly in developing
countries. Studies pertaining to the adoption of logistics 4.0 are relatively insufficient.
Typically, most of the studies focus on the technological side of logistics 4.0 and how these
technologies facilitate adoption. For example, Atzeni et al. [34] claim that a robot is essential
to logistics 4.0, assisting with picking, operations and placing a proposed idea of Cobots, or
collaborating robots, can be used in logistics 4.0. Additionally, Markov and Vitliemov [35]
investigated how blockchain technologies were applied to automobile supply chains and
their logistics. They added that blockchain technologies have a significant positive impact
on logistics 4.0. Further, they found potential supply chain and logistics 4.0 opportunities
for creating sustainable supply chains and logistics.

From the operational perspective, some studies are available related to the adoption
of logistics 4.0. A framework for logistics 4.0 was evaluated and purposed by Winkelhaus
and Grosse [30]. They examine how this framework might be used to identify future
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logistics strategies and technological advancements that will enable sustainable logistics
operations. They also proposed new technology solutions, such as IoT, CPS, and big
data, to address current and future expectations. Kucukaltan et al. [36] observed from a
multidimensional perspective to reflect the impact of Industry 4.0 on logistics. It may be
impacted by the growth of industries when modifications are made to operational, financial,
and human resource factors.

Several studies address the impact of logistics 4.0 on business performance [37,38]. To
achieve sustainability, Torbacki and Kijewska [39] investigated the production methods
that may be employed in logistics 4.0 in association with the performance characteristics of
logistics. Additionally, it concentrated on manufacturing and logistics performance indica-
tors, both of which can be used to gauge a business’s performance. Additionally, Nantee
and Sureeyatanapas [38] analyzed the impact of logistics 4.0 projects, such as automated
warehouse systems, on sustainability performance in various industries. Kodym et al. [40]
stated that throughout the logistics and manufacturing process, the supply chain may
become more intelligent, efficient, and transparent with the help of digital transformation.
They emphasized several cutting-edge technologies, including blockchain, IoT, big data,
data mining, and machine learning, which professionals can utilize to identify the risks
associated with logistics 4.0. Bag et al. [41] highlight three specific areas in which an organi-
zations’ performance is impacted by logistics 4.0 adoption: environmental, organizational,
and technological. Planning and scheduling can help to save maintenance costs by utilizing
some of these features. Additionally, the logistics 4.0 process can enhance businesses’
manufacturing operations through sustained communication and visibility.

Some studies have evaluated the ways in which industry 4.0 technology may affect the
operation of logistics [42,43]. Through integrating the lean 4.0 idea, these technologies are
enhancing logistical processes by reducing waste. Industry 4.0 is not just a technological
term, but rather an amalgamation of social and organizational circumstances [44]. However,
Wagner et al. [43] suggested that a lean production system be utilized to estimate the first
step in industry 4.0, particularly when a CPS-based Just-in-Time (JIT) method is being
used. On the other hand, Rosin et al. [45] advise combining Jidoka and Industry4.0 for
optimal results. They claim that IoT and simulation are the two technologies that are most
frequently recommended for combining Lean 4.0 and Industry 4.0. For such integration, a
cluster with the necessary knowledge base, IT solution expertise, robotics, and automation
is required [46–49].

3. Materials and Methods

The three-stage framework is developed to fulfil the research objectives, as shown
in Figure 2. An initial literature review, along with validation from multiple experts,
has been used to identify the determinants of logistics 4.0. Further, these determinants
of logistics 4.0 adoption are modelled using the ISM approach for the exploration of
structural relationships. ISM has attracted researchers from different disciplines because it
segregates complex relationships between elements of a system into hierarchical structures.
It is widely used in the analysis of interrelationships among variables affecting a system,
for example, barriers, critical success factors, determinants and drivers. The method
has been successfully used in a variety of management studies [50,51]. For example,
Khan et al. [52] applied the factors of remanufacturing adoption in the context of emerging
economies to the model. Yadav, Luthra and Garg [53] applied the ISM to model the
barriers of IoT integration in the agri-food supply chain. In the third stage, the fuzzy
MICMAC analysis is used for the validation of the ISM model. The fuzzy MICMAC
analysis also classifies the determinants into four groups based on driving and dependence
power. The ISM–MICMAC methodology has been applied and recommended for use in
management issues such as lean manufacturing [54,55], cold supply chain [56], digital
supply chain [57], risk management [58], and industry 4.0 adoption. However, the ISM–
MICMAC methodology has not been applied to logistics 4.0. Therefore, the ISM and fuzzy
MICMAC is acknowledged by adopting it to solve the problems of logistics 4.0.
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3.1. ISM Method

The ISM approach was discovered by Warfield [59]. This approach has been fre-
quently utilized in the past to build structural relationships between identified obsta-
cles/factors/determinants. The steps to the ISM technique are as follows:
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Step 1: The first step is to determine the factors that influence the system under study.
Step 2: Analyze the contextual interactions between the elements of the system to

create a self-interaction matrix (SSIM).
Step 3: Converting the linguistic characters to binary values to establish an initial

reachability matrix.
Step 4: By checking the transitive relationships, obtain the final reachability matrix.
Step 5: To determine the levels of variables, level partitioning is carried out.
Step 6: Create the ISM model by placing each variable at its appropriate level.
Step 7: The developed ISM model is reviewed to ensure that there are no theoretical

irregularities, and modifications are made as necessary.

3.2. MICMAC Analysis

MICMAC was developed by Duperrin and Godet [60]. MICMAC enables the deter-
mination of the driving power and the dependence power of a variety of elements. The
main purpose of MICMAC analysis is to examine how variables affect each other and how
they are dependent on each other. Based on their driving and dependency power, these
variables can be classified into four groups: autonomous variables, dependent variables,
linkage variables, and driving variables. In order to evaluate the sensitivity of MICMAC,
the fuzzy theory is combined with traditional MICMAC. Using fuzzy MICMAC, it is pos-
sible to measure the direct and indirect effects of relationships between variables. The
driving power of a variable can be determined by summing the entries in its row in a fuzzy
stabilized matrix. Similarly, the importance of a variable can be calculated by summing the
entries in the columns of the fuzzy stabilized matrix.

4. Data Analysis
4.1. Stage 1: Determinants of Logistics 4.0

As a result of the literature review of relevant articles, the initial determinants of
logistics 4.0 adoption have been identified. The articles for the literature survey were
selected using the Scopus database, which is the largest collection of scientific journals
with peer review. Next, the keywords for the literature search were finalized, which
included “logistic 4.0”, “smart logistics” “digital logistics”, “supply chain 4.0”, “drivers”,
and “determinates”. The combinations (using a Boolean operator) of these keywords were
used for the appropriate article identification. Further, the identified articles were reviewed
in order to prepare the initial list of logistics 4.0 adoption determinants. An expert panel of
eight members was formed, including five members from industry, two from academia
and one policy planner. These industry professionals are well-versed in logistics 4.0 and
supply chain digitalization. All the industrial participants in the study have management
experience in the logistics industry of more than eight years. These professionals are
working in a high-repute logistics company which have a minimum staff strength of 150
and a multinational market base, located in India. Additionally, two academic experts with
specialized knowledge of logistics 4.0 operations and an understanding of industry 4.0 have
been involved with this study. These two experts are also working in the Indian university
at the professor and associate professor level. The details of the experts are provided in
Table A1. As a result of the formation of the expert panel, the identified determinants
list, which consists of twelve factors, is presented to the panel for its consideration. They
were asked to check the relevance of the determinant in the context of the contemporary
business environment of developing countries. After the discussion, the expert panel
recommended eliminating two determinants due to their irrelevance in the contemporary
business environment of developing countries. In this manner, ten determinants of logistics
4.0 adoption are finalized and depicted in Table 1.
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Table 1. Determinants of logistics 4.0 adoption.

S. No Determinants Description References

1. IT Infrastructure

Logistic 4.0 requires IT infrastructure
including IoT, big data, and CPS to
meet the technological requirement

of industry 4.0

[61–63]

2. Mutual Trust

Logistics 4.0 is a sequence of
interconnected activities with the

integration of advanced technologies
and the realization of logistics 4.0

depend on the mutual trust among
the logistics partners

[41,64]

3. Knowledge
Management

Created a training program to foster
continual learning which facilitates

knowledge transmission, encouraging
companies to adopt logistics. 4.0.

[65–67]

4. Analytical
competencies

Data is the main ingredient of Logistics 4.0
and their adoption relies on data analytics,

which requires strong analytical skills.
[30,38]

5. Digital work culture

Logistics 4.0 requires smart environments,
new job descriptions, roles, and

responsibilities that help to develop a
smart work culture.

[63,68]

6.
Organizational
strategies for
logistics 4.0

Numerous logistics 4.0 initiatives must be
integrated with organizational strategies

for greater coordination to
embrace logistics 4.0.

[69,70]

7. Top management
support

Logistics 4.0 demands several technology
integrations, skill development and policy
changes therefore, logistics 4.0 adoption

requires top management
commitment and support.

[6,71]

8. Collaboration
For logistics 4.0 to succeed, it is essential
to cultivate a collaborative relationship

with logistics partners
[72]

9. Financial
investment

It is well-known that the adoption of
innovative solutions, such as logistics 4.0,
is strongly influenced by the amount of

investment made into them.

[10,73]

10. Skill development

As part of the logistics 4.0 initiative,
seminars and workshops will be held to
assist in the development of the essential

analytical and technical
capabilities needed

[74,75]

4.2. Stage 2: ISM Modelling

ISM methodology begins with the development of an initial structural self-interaction
matrix (SSIM) showing relationships among variables. With the help of expert consulta-
tion, contextual relationships are developed between identified factors. To diagnose the
interdependencies among the identified determinants of logistics 4.0 adoption, a contextual
relationship of the type ‘leads to’ is considered. For instance, top management support
leads to skill development. In the same manner, contextual relationships among deter-
minants are developed, taking into account a determinant’s contextual relationship with
other determinants, the existence of any relation between two determinants (i and j), and
their associated direction of relationship A between determinants (i and j) can be expressed
using four symbols:

V: determinant i will lead to determinant j
A: determinant j will lead to determinant i
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X: determinant i and j will lead to each other
O: determinant i and j are unrelated.
On the basis of contextual relationships, an SSIM was developed for the determinants

of logistics 4.0 adoption and the same is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. SSIM for the determinants of logistic 4.0 adoption.

Determinants 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 V A V X V O V O O
2 V O X A A V V X
3 V A X A A V V
4 X A A A O X
5 X A A A A
6 V A V A
7 V X V
8 V A
9 V
10

By substituting V, A, X, and O with 1 and 0, the SSIM is transformed into a binary
matrix, called the initial reachability matrix.

• if the (i, j) entry in the SSIM is V, then the (i, j) entry in the reachability matrix becomes
1 and the (j, i) entry becomes 0

• if the (i, j) entry in the SSIM is A, then the (i, j) entry in the reachability matrix becomes
0 and the (j, i) entry becomes 1

• if the (i, j) entry in the SSIM is X, then the (i, j) entry in the reachability matrix becomes
1 and the (j, i) entry becomes 1

• if the (i, j) entry in the SSIM is O, then the (i, j) entry in the reachability matrix becomes
0 and the (j, i) entry becomes 0.

As a result of applying the transitivity principle to the initial reachability matrix, the
final reachability matrix can be constructed and is shown in Table 3. Furthermore, this table
also depicts the driving and dependence power of each determinant. Driving power is
defined as the number of determinants it influences, while dependence is the number of
determinants that affect it.

Table 3. Final reachability matrix.

Determinants 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1 1* 1* 1 1* 1 1 1 1* 1
2 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
3 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
4 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
5 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
6 0 1 1 1* 1 1 0 1 0 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
9 1 1* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
10 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

1* shows the transitivity.

The final reachability matrix could be partitioned into different levels with the help
of the reachability and antecedent sets for each determinant. Each determinant has a
reachability set consisting of the determinant itself and any other determinants that may
contribute to achieving it, and an antecedent set consisting of the determinant itself and any
other determinants that may support the achievement of it [60]. In other words, the reacha-
bility set consists of determinants that have one (row-wise) in the final reachability matrix.
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For example, the reachability set of determinant 2 is calculated as it has 0,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1
(refer to the second row of Table 3) and their reachability set should be 2,3,4,5,8,10 (places
where 1 exists). Similar to this, the antecedent set consists of the determinants that have
one (column-wise) in the final reachability matrix. For instance, the antecedent set of
determinants 2 can be determined as it has 1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,1,0 (refer to the second column of
Table 3) and their antecedent set should be 1,2,3,6,7,8,9 (places where 1 exists). Further,
the intersection (common elements in both sets) of reachability and the antecedent set
are identified for all the determinants. Those determinants whose intersection set and
reachability set are the same are labelled as Level I, and placed at the highest position in
the ISM model. Following this, the top-level determinants are discarded, and subsequent
iterations are repeated until all the determinants are placed. A digraph and ISM model
were constructed based on the identified levels of variables.

Table 4 present the level partition that is used to construct the structural model of
the determinants of logistics 4.0 adoption and based on the level of each determinant the
digraph that is generated by removing transitivity in accordance with the ISM methodol-
ogy. The digraph is transformed into the ISM model by labelling them appropriately, as
shown in Figure 3.

Table 4. Shows the level of each determinant of logistics 4.0 adoption.

Factors Reachability Set Antecedent Set Intersection Level

1 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 1,7,9
2 2,3,4,5,8,10 1,2,3,6,7,8,9
3 2,3,4,5,8,10 1,2,3,6,7,8,9
4 4,5,10 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 4,5,10 I
5 4,5,10 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 4,5,10 I
6 2,3,4,5,6,8,10 1,6,7,9
7 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 1,7,9
8 2,3,4,5,8,10 1,2,3,6,7,8,9
9 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 1,7,9
10 4,5,10 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 4,5,10 I

Ittiration-2
1 1,2,3,6,7,8,9, 1,7,9
2 2,3,8, 1,2,3,6,7,8,9 2,3,8, II
3 2,3,8, 1,2,3,6,7,8,9 2,3,8, II
6 2,3,6,8, 1,6,7,9
7 1,2,3,6,7,8,9, 1,7,9
8 2,3,8, 1,2,3,6,7,8,9 2,3,8, II
9 1,2,3,6,7,8,9, 1,7,9

Ittiration-3
1 1,6,7,9, 1,7,9
6 6, 1,6,7,9 6 III
7 1,6,7,9, 1,7,9
9 1,6,7,9, 1,7,9

Ittiration-4
1 1,7,9, 1,7,9 1,7,9, IV
7 1,7,9, 1,7,9 1,7,9, IV
9 1,7,9, 1,7,9 1,7,9, IV

4.3. Stage 3: Fuzzy MICMAC Analysis

We used fuzzy MICMAC analysis to examine the driving and dependence power of the
determinants of logistics 4.0. To apply fuzzy-MICMAC analysis, the final reachability matrix
is used. In the final reachability matrix, binary digits are used, meaning zero or one, so that
relationship strength is ignored. The fuzzy MICMAC analysis incorporates the relationship
strength among determinants using triangular fuzzy numbers as provided in Table 5.
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Table 5. Linguistic Scale and their associated TFNs.

Linguistic Variable TFNs Crips Value

No influence (0, 0, 0) 0
Very low influence (0, 0.1, 0.2) 0.1

Low influence (0.2, 0.3, 0.4) 0.3
Medium influence (0.4, 0.5, 0.6) 0.5

High influence (0.6, 0.7, 0.8) 0.7
Very high influence (0.8, 0.9, 1) 0.9
Complete influence (1, 1, 1) 1

The experts assessed the relationship strength among the determinant using the
linguistics scale. The influence of one determinant on the other is assessed by the experts
and their linguistic response is converted into TFNs, and the resulting matrix is called the
Fuzzy Direct Relationship Matrix (FDRM), as presented in Table 6.

Table 6. FDRM of determinants of logistics 4.0 adoption.

CSFs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.7
2 0 0 0.9 0.7 0.9 0 0 0.5 0 0.9
3 0 0.7 0 0.5 0.7 0 0 0.5 0 0.3
4 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0.5
5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0.3
6 0 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.7 0 0 0.9 0 0.7
7 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.5
8 0 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.3 0 0 0 0 0.3
9 0.7 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.5 0 0.5
10 0 0 0 0.9 0.7 0 0 0 0 0

The FDRM is multiplied repetitively until the driver and dependence power stabi-
lize [51,76]. This stabilization infers that no significant changes in the value driving and
dependence power occur if further multiplication is conducted. Through this process, the
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resultant stabilized matrix is obtained. The driving powers of each determinant are calcu-
lated by the row-wise summing of the data, whereas their dependence power is obtained
by column-wise summation. Table 7 exhibits the resultant fuzzy stabilized matrix along
with the driving and dependence power.

Table 7. Fuzzy stabilized matrix for determinants.

CSFs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Driving
Power

1 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.7 5.8
2 0 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.7 0 0 0.5 0 0.5 3.6
3 0 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.7 0 0 0.5 0 0.7 3.8
4 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0.5 1.5
5 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0.5 1.5
6 0 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0 0 0.5 0 0.7 4
7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.7 6.6
8 0 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0 0 0.5 0 0.7 3.9
9 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.7 6.6
10 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0.5 1.5

Dependence
Power 1.9 4.6 4.7 6.4 6.4 1.9 1.9 3.9 0.9 6.2

The finalized determinants are classified into four clusters based on their driving and
dependence power: autonomous, dependent, linkage, and driving. Figure 4 shows the four
clusters of identified determinants of logistics 4.0 adoption.
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Figure 4. Fuzzy MICMAC analysis of determinants of Logistics 4.0.

5. Discussion

Logistics 4.0 is a relatively new and rapidly emerging topic for both academics and
practitioners [10]. Following the literature, supply chain managers are concerned with
factors/determinants that help the adoption of logistics 4.0. In this regard, an effort has been
made to construct an integrated model for evaluating the linkages between determinants
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of logistics 4.0, which may be valuable for managers and practitioners. Through this study,
ten significant determinants that are responsible for the adoption of logistics 4.0 have been
identified. The structural relationship among these determinants is modelled through ISM.

The developed ISM model has four levels, as per their influence on each other. The ISM
model reveals that top management support, IT infrastructure and financial investment
are the most significant determinants for the adoption of logistics 4.0, asit is placed at the
bottom of the model. This could be validated by Bag [41], who stated that dedication is
required on a strategic level to implement any novel practices. These three determinants are
highly effective for the adoption of logistics 4.0 among all of the identified determinants. As
logistics 4.0 requires some strategic and operational transformation in conventional logistics
activities, top management support is essential. Logistics 4.0 requires several advanced
technological integrations such as big data analytics, IoT-enabled tracking and real-time
data transfer. This integration is not possible without a robust IT infrastructure. With the
support of top management and their financial investments, the IT infrastructure could be
developed. The bottom-level determinants help to achieve the remaining determinants,
which results in the effective adoption of logistics 4.0.

The third level of the ISM model contains one determinant: ‘organizational strategies
for logistics 4.0′. The top management’s involvement and the presence of IT infrastructure
help in the development of organizational strategies for the adoption of logistics 4.0. The
organization could assess the impact of logistics 4.0 on its performance and formulate
strategies to adopt logistics 4.0. Establishing a vision and mission to adopt logistics 4.0 help
the working personnel to channelize their effort.

The second level of the ISM model contains three determinants, including collabo-
ration, mutual trust, and knowledge management. These factors are influenced by ‘or-
ganizational strategies for logistics 4.0′. The mutual trust among the logistics partners
enables them to share the relevant data with concerned partners and resolve the initial
conflict efficiently. This led to the collaboration among logistics/supply chain partners that
help them in the long run. Knowledge management is also an essential component for
the adoption of any novel practice. Efficient knowledge management helps the logistics
partners to understand the logistics 4.0 practices and processes. This will help the orga-
nizations to effectively adopt logistics 4.0 in less time. Mutual trust, collaboration and
knowledge management depend on the organizational strategies with regard to logistics
4.0 and influence the top-level determinants.

The top level of the ISM model contains three determinants: analytical competencies,
digital work culture and skill development. These three determinants could be achieved
through the successful adoption of the influential determinants that are placed on levels
II, III and IV. The organization receives an outcome in terms of developing its analytical
capabilities, digital work culture and skill development by effectively incorporating the
above determinants. The analytical capabilities help the organizations to adopt logistics 4.0
and benefit in terms of competitive edge and sustainability. Further, skill development also
supports the adoption of logistics 4.0 practices as well as enabling the digital work culture.

Further, the fuzzy MICMAC analysis is conducted to categorize the determinants into
four clusters based on their driving and dependence power. Based on this analysis, four
clusters of determinates are identified; namely, autonomous, dependent, linkage and driving.

The first cluster of determinates, called autonomous determinants, have weak driving
and dependence power. There is not much effect of the autonomous cluster factors on the
system due to low driving and dependence power. As there are no determinants that fall
into this cluster, it explains that all determinants are related, appropriate, and in control.

In the second cluster, there are dependent determinates that are highly dependent and
weakly driven. Three determinants belong to this cluster- analytical competencies, digital
work culture and skill development. These three determinants are important because their
strong dependence points out that they need all the other determinants to adopt logistics
4.0. The organization’s management need to focus on these determinants for the effective
adoption of logistics 4.0.
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The third cluster is made up of determinates that have both high driving power and
high dependence power. These determinates are called linkage determinates and are
inherently unstable. Changes in these linkage determinants have a positive or negative
effect on the other determinates [60]. Three determinants fall into this cluster, including
collaboration, mutual trust, and knowledge management. These determinants are highly
unstable, so careful observation is required during the process of logistics 4.0 adoption. It
should be noted that, at every stage of logistics 4.0 adoption, managers should continuously
observe these determinants.

The fourth cluster is driving determinates that have strong driving power, and weak
dependence on others. Four determinants associated with this category include top man-
agement support, IT infrastructure, financial investment and organizational strategies
for logistics 4.0. Logistics 4.0 implementation relies heavily on these determinants, and
logistics partners should give these determinants the highest priority. Any changes in these
determinants may have an impact on the other determinants at all levels of the hierarchy.
As a result, the highest priority must be given to these four determinants.

6. Implications of Research

This research provided significant implications and useful insights for decision-makers
and practitioners to adopt logistics 4.0. As logistics 4.0 is an evolving practice and its adop-
tion is a challenge for the logistics partners, in order to make decisions regarding the
adoption of logistic 4.0, organizations are concerned about the factors that are responsible
for the logistics 4.0 adoption. The findings of this study show that top management sup-
port, IT infrastructure and financial investment are the major component for the adoption
of logistics 4.0. The structural changes are required for the adoption of logistics 4.0 are
not possible without top management’s involvement. Further, the findings claim that IT
infrastructure is also an essential component to operationalizing logistics 4.0 practices. The
findings of this study corroborate previous research by Khan et al. [10], which indicated that
top management involvement has a perceiving influence on the adoption of logistics 4.0. In
addition, the organizational strategies need to align with logistics 4.0 to make the adoption
process more effective. The current organizational strategies need to be revised and aligned
with logistics 4.0 through the incorporation of industry 4.0 technology adoption. Through
adopting the determinants of logistics 4.0, organizations can develop its analytical capabili-
ties, digital work culture and skill development. With these characteristics, the organization
can smoothly adopt logistics 4.0 and develop a competitive edge. Further, the fuzzy MIC-
MAC analysis also supports the contextual relationship that is established through the ISM
model. The fuzzy MICMAC analysis shows that organizations need to primarily focus on
the driving determinants that include top management support, IT infrastructure, financial
investment and organizational strategies for logistics 4.0. Moreover, it also suggests that
the management needs to keep a close look at the linkage factors, collaboration, mutual
trust, and knowledge management, at every stage of logistics 4.0 adoption. Based on the
interplay among the determinants of logistics 4.0, policy planners could formulate their
plans and strategies for the adoption of logistics 4.0.

7. Conclusions, Limitations and Future Scope

As the consequences of the fourth industrial revolution begin to emerge, the necessity
for many industries to adopt new technology becomes increasingly evident. Several supply
chain solutions are proposed to meet the consumer preferences in the present business
environment. Logistics are a crucial component of the supply chain, and supply chain man-
agers gives a lot of attention to them. The customer gains more from the implementation
of logistics 4.0 due to enhanced transparency, reduced lead times, traceability, condition
monitoring, etc. Therefore, the adoption of logistic 4.0 is the principal focus of this study
through the adoption of its determinants. An integrated approach of a literature review
and input from experts in the field of logistics is used to first identify the determinants of
the adoption of logistics 4.0. These determinants are modelled through ISM for exploring
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the structural relationships among them. The developed structural model has four levels
that show the relationship among these determinants. The structural relationship is helpful
for management to align their efforts. Further, fuzzy MICMAC analysis is also used to
categorize the determinants into four clusters based on their driving power. The finding
shows that top management support, IT infrastructure and financial investment are the
most significant determinants towards the adoption of logistics 4.0. It is important to
consider that changes to the driving factors leading to improvements in the other deter-
minants. Managers, decision-makers, and experts should instantly concentrate on these
aspects to adapt logistics 4.0. Furthermore, based on the driving and dependence power,
the MICMAC analysis shows that these three determinants, along with organizational
strategies for logistics 4.0 factors, have high driving power. Therefore, the logistics partners
should make the strategies for logistics 4.0 at the organizational and supply chain levels.

Similar to other studies, this work has some limitations. The first limitation is that,
because there has been so little research conducted on logistics 4.0, it may be possible to
overlook some determinants. Second, the expert’s input, which is based on the finalization
of the uncovered determinants, may be biased in favor of their managerial position, location,
and organization. Thirdly, the ISM method is not capable of quantifying the strength of
the relationship among the determinants of logistics 4.0. Future research could address
these limitations. For identifying the determinants in the subsequent studies, a systematic
literature review involving a larger number of documents, along with grey literature, might
be conducted. With the help of multiple case studies, the findings of this study will be
generalized. Other modelling approaches, such as structural equation modelling, system
dynamics, and modified TISM, could be employed to establish the causal link.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Details of the participated experts.

S. No Position Experience Qualification Gender Specialisation(s) Country

1. Professor 28 Years Doctorate Male Industry 4.0, Logistics
4.0, Technology transfer India

2. Logistics Manager 16 Years Postgraduate Female Logistics Solution
Provider, Logistics 4.0 India

3. Warehouse managers 12 Years Graduate Male Warehousing India

4. Technology
Transfer Head 14 Years Postgraduate Male Automation and

Industry 4.0 adoption India

5. Associate Professor 15 Years Doctorate Male Supply chain
management 4.0 India

6. Research and
Development Head 18 Years Doctorate Female Innovation and

Technology transfer, India

7. Transport Manager 12 Years Postgraduate Male Logistics Management India

8. Deputy Director 10 Years Doctorate Female Industrial infrastructure
Development India
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Abstract: The fourth industrial revolution, also referred to as Industry 4.0, has resulted in many
changes within the manufacturing industry. The purpose of the study is to demonstrate how an
Industry 4.0 project was scoped and deployed utilising Lean tools to reduce non-value add wastes
and aid regulatory compliance. A case study research approach was utilised to demonstrate how the
Lean Industry 4.0 project was implemented in a Medtech company to enhance Lean processes while
increasing digitalisation. This research demonstrates that Industry 4.0 can enhance Lean, improve
flow, reduce nonvalue add waste, and facilitate product lifecycle regulatory compliance to reduce
defects, enhance quality, improve cycle time, and minimise reworks and over-processing. Lean and
Industry 4.0 combined offer many benefits to the MedTech Industry. This research will support
organisations in demonstrating how digital technologies can synergistically affect Lean processes,
positively impact product lifecycle regulatory compliance, and support the industry in building a
business case for future implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies.

Keywords: Industry 4.0; medical device; Medtech; regulatory compliance; engineering change
management; product lifecycle management; Regulatory 4.0; Lean 4.0

1. Introduction

The Medical Device Industry is one of the largest growing industries in the world.
This growth is driven by ageing populations, advancing technologies and new innovations
to meet clinical needs [1]. In order to reduce costs, improve manufacturing productivity,
and reduce cycle times, the Medtech industry, along with other industries, has embraced
Lean [2]. However, with the advent of Industry 4.0 and increased digitalisation, the
MedTech industry can improve efficiencies, reduce operational costs, and support organi-
sational decisions through big data analytics [3,4]. Some studies have investigated Lean
4.0, the combination of Lean and Industry 4.0, and concluded that there is a synergistic
effect between Lean and Industry 4.0 [2,5]. A recent Boston Consulting Group (BCG) study
showed that states have a multiplier effect when lean and Industry 4.0 are combined. The
study found that Lean can reduce operational costs by 15–20%, and digitalisation can
reduce costs by 10–15% but combine both, and you get up to 40% cost reduction [6].

The impact of digital technologies on product lifecycle regulatory compliance has
also not been widely researched. Product lifecycle regulatory compliance or regulatory
compliance is how medical device manufacturers comply with the different statutory,
mandatory, and voluntary regulatory requirements to ensure their organisations deliver a
safe and effective product and meet various regulatory jurisdictions’ specific regulatory
requirements [7,8]. Increasingly changing regulations in Europe related to medical devices
and other jurisdictions and staying compliant with technological advances have increased
regulatory compliance complexity [9].

There have been few practical case studies of a Lean Industry 4.0 application [10], and
neither one specifically focused on the Medtech organisation nor Lean Industry 4.0’s impact
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on regulatory compliance [11,12]. This study will utilise a case study of a multinational
medical device manufacturer with several global sites. This research aims to investigate
the impact of Lean practices combined with Industry 4.0 on regulatory compliance and
enhancing Lean processes within the MedTech Industry using the case study organisation
as a reference. This research will address the following research questions:

RQ1: What impact can Lean 4.0 have on a Medical Device manufacturer’s Total Product
Lifecycle and Regulatory Compliance?

RQ2: How can Industry 4.0 enhance and enable Lean in a Medical Device manufacturer?

Section 2 reviews the published literature that is currently available on Lean Indus-
try 4.0 in Medtech and how Lean and digitalisation can support regulatory compliance.
Section 3 discusses the research methodology, while Section 4 documents the findings and
results. Finally, the discussion and conclusion are outlined in Sections 5 and 6.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Lean 4.0

According to Antony et al. [11,12], in studies on Lean and Six Sigma combined with
Industry 4.0, Lean 4.0 has emerged as a topic of researcher interest only from 2017 onwards.
A systematic literature review found that Lean and Industry 4.0 (or Lean 4.0) combined,
while still a nascent area, have many symbiotic and synergistic needs for each other [13,14].
Lean has become digitally enabled [15]. Integrating Industry 4.0 with Lean can enhance
cost-competitiveness [16] and can generate reduced waste [17]. Several Lean concepts
can be improved by integrating I4.0 technologies [13]. I4.0 can increase data availability
which will enable Lean and aid in measuring, monitoring, and improving key performance
indicators (KPI’s) in organisations [18]. Thus, the synergistic effect between Lean and
Industry 4.0 in Lean processes by improving flows and reducing bottlenecks [19].

Within a Lean value stream, integration of Industry 4.0 technologies benefits the
Lean approach by combining the simplicity and efficiency of Lean with the agility of the
I4.0 technologies [17]. Antony et al. [11] argued that there is a bidirectional relationship
between Lean and Industry 4.0. Some studies have argued that, while Lean is an enabler for
I4.0 or a pre-requisite for its introduction, there still needs to be more studies and guidance
on its integration [13,20].

2.2. How Is Lean and Industry 4.0 Impacting Medtech Regulatory Compliance?

The Medtech sector is by its very nature, highly regulated with many different regu-
latory requirements globally, from the European Medical Device Regulation (MDR) and
in vitro diagnostic medical device Regulation (IVDR) to the American Food & Drug Ad-
ministration (FDA)’s Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) in the United States of America
(USA), the Pharmaceutical and Medical Device Act (PMD Act) in Japan, the Regulation
on the Supervision and Administration of Medical Devices, Order 739 in China, and the
Therapeutic Goods (Medical Devices) Regulations 2002 in Australia, to name just a few.
Global Regulations set out the regulatory requirements, including pre and post-market
requirements, to ensure that medical devices are produced which are safe and effective [21].

Many Medical device companies have deployed Lean, with one recent study by
McDermott et al. [2] on the Irish Medtech sector highlighting that over 95% of Irish Medtech
companies had a Lean program. Lean in the medical device industry, as in other industries,
has enabled waste reduction, particularly non-value add activity and improved process
flow [22]. However, medical device regulatory compliance involves manual tracking and
surveillance of multiple databases, leading to over-processing.

While Industry 4.0, Quality 4.0, Supply Chain 4.0, and even Healthcare 4.0 are studied
in academic literature, Regulatory 4.0 or Industry 4.0’s impact on regulatory affairs digi-
talisation is not a term that has been widely used [23–25]. In particular, the Quality (QA)
function is more advanced on its digital transformation path than the Quality Assurance
and Regulatory Affairs (QARA) partner function Regulatory Affairs (RA) [26]. Industry 4.0,
in particular, can support Regulatory compliance using tools such as Regulatory informa-
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tion management systems (RIMs) [27]. RIMs provide secure access to real-time regulatory
data and visibility across regions. A challenge for device manufacturers is to remain current
with global regulations and changes in achieving regulatory compliance throughout a
product’s life cycle [28]. IMs aid the RA function in quicker regulatory submission times
and product registrations, resulting in faster access to markets in organisations across
global sites.

RA functions must access several regulatory databases; for example, the European
database on medical devices (EUDAMED) is used to access medical device-related data
to understand how a device is performing in the market, its risks and benefits, and if
post-market surveillance corrective actions are required based information that has been
inputted into the system on individual devices as required by the European Union Medical
Device Regulations (EU-MDR). To adhere to the MDR, manufacturers must register devices,
sites, unique device identification (UDI), notified bodies’ information and certificates,
clinical investigation results data, device performance studies, vigilance, and post-market
surveillance (PMS) information [29].

Many regulatory functions utilise Excel for tracking and trending, which is not Lean.
Regulatory intelligence can be obtained and managed using digital technology, remov-
ing data inventory, defects or errors, waiting, delays, and over-processing [30]. Several
types of information must be tracked, including Regulatory Impact Assessments (RIAs),
change notifications (CN), licenses, submissions, and device registrations [31]. Industry
4.0 technologies can help aid RIMs to be more efficient and Leaner. The digitalisation of an
organisation’s regulatory data is key in supporting RA moving forward on its Lean journey.
The digitalisation of RIMs will drive flow, a reduction in non-value add activities, and
ensure standardised, efficient systems. Industry 4.0 digitisation ensures RA functions know
when regulators have made changes to guidance documents, standards, and regulations,
reducing the non-value add waste of checking global regulatory websites to keep abreast
of the latest changes and other systems that can manage regulatory information [22]. It is
key that manufacturers are aware of changes to standards or regulations as they occur, as
they need to demonstrate regulatory compliance and have access to the latest revisions in
a more automated manner [32]. Much of an RA professional’s time is spent waiting and
searching for regulatory information in a non-value add manner.

Within the medical device regulatory world, several global jurisdictions have put in
place legislation to protect patient data, enhance cybersecurity in relation to smart devices,
and implement standards and guidance documents that can support their implementa-
tion [33]. Industry 4.0 can aid device manufacturers’ data security, implementation of
digital signatures, transaction time stamping and data encryption, which enhance trace-
ability and increase cybersecurity [33]. However, there are many regulators and standards
organisations, such as the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), American
National Standards Institute (ANSI), European Committee for Standardization (CEN), the
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), and European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI); there must be a more effective technological method of keeping
abreast of all relevant regulatory requirements [34,35].

2.3. Challenges to Lean Industry 4.0 Deployment

Implementing Lean 4.0 is impacted by many factors, including management sup-
port, organisational vision, and investment [36]. The difficulty in implementing Industry
4.0 systems can be off-putting due to the technical complexity and resources involved, as
well as the time required [37]. In particular, for the medical device industry, new Euro-
pean medical device regulations have provided severe resource challenges in preparing
for more stringent regulatory requirements [38]. While this EU-MDR is not precluding
Industry 4.0 deployment, it has stifled the MedTech Industry from implementing it [39].
System changes in device manufacturers need regulatory authority approvals [40]. These
regulatory approvals consume time and resources [2]. Many studies have highlighted
the importance of management support and leadership commitment in both Lean and
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Industry 4.0 deployment [41,42]. However, given the costly nature of digitalisation, it is
very important that the right technology is chosen and understood and the cost benefits
analysed [43,44]. In addition, the technology chosen needs to be aligned with the organi-
sation’s strategic vision so that the technology can be integrated across the organisation
and multisite functions [45]. The timing of when Industry 4.0 is adopted can also affect
organisations. According to Antony, Sony, and McDermott [43], late adopters benefit from
cost reductions in technology and can benchmark tried and tested solutions, while early
adopters pay more but can achieve market share through increased competitive advantages.
Table 1 summarises the Lean 4.0 opportunities from the literature.

Table 1. Lean Industry 4.0 Opportunities and Challenges.

Technology Opportunities Challenges

Cybersecurity Reduced waste
Improved flow
Available data
Accurate data
Data Analytics
Quicker decisions
Flexibility
Connectivity
Reduced errors
New markets
New products
New customers
New regulations
New standards
Flexible working
Faster
Cheaper
Innovation
Increased productivity
Revenue growth
Predictive maintenance
Regulatory Compliance

Creating automated
waste
Resources
Resistance to change
Timing of adoption
Data security
Data protection
Change Management
Lack of digital data
Costly
Time-consuming
Location
Management support
Alignment with strategy
Choosing the right technology
Cost–benefit analysis
Lack of communication of
strategy

Cloud Computing
Mobile Technologies
Machine to Machine
3D Printing
Advanced Robotics
Big Data/Analytics
Internet of Things
RFID Technologies

Cognitive Computing

3. Methodology

This research aims to demonstrate, through a case study on a Lean Industry 4.0 project,
that digitisation positively affects both Lean processes and regulatory compliance. The case
study approach allows the researcher to focus on just one instance rather than multiple
instances, supporting an in-depth review that can provide insight that may not be visible
using multiple cases. A case study can also help the reader better understand the researched
topic [46]. This study uses a single case to support the research. The case study will
concentrate on one of the organisation’s Industry 4.0 projects currently in implementation.
Using a case study is a means by which the researcher can explore the subject in-depth,
understanding how and why the subject is being implemented and how it is received by the
organisation [47]. Data for the case study was gathered using local documents and having
Microsoft Teams meetings with the case study organisations project lead to understand
how the project progressed through to implementation, what challenges there were and
why this particular Industry 4.0 project was chosen.

This research focuses solely on Company X, a medium-sized MedTech company in
the early stages of its digital transformation. The case study will review and demonstrate
how regulatory compliance has been impacted through detailed planning and execution
of one of the organisation’s Industry 4.0-type projects. Data was collected throughout the
project with data collected beforehand to justify and quantify the need for the project.

Company X has over 23,000 products in its portfolio, employs over 14,000 people
globally, generates just under $3 billion dollars in revenue, and has over 120,000 customers.
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Company X products are used in over 24,000 surgical procedures in the United States, and
its products are used in Intensive Care Units (ICU), Cardiology, Radiologists, Vascular
Surgeons, and Emergency Responders. Therefore, Company X must continue to deliver
products that meet customer and regulatory requirements. With the organisation’s growth,
its use of digital technology has also expanded. Due to how Company X has grown,
through acquisition, multiple management systems manage its data, including product
data, complaints, records, documentation, and the supply chain. Multiple systems have
led to complex, difficult-to-manage processes, inefficiencies, a lack of global processes, and
interconnectivity between IT systems, non-conformances, and recalls. Because of these
issues, Company X is currently working on having one platform, system, and data source
across all sites to enhance its production, reporting capabilities and compliance. While
company X has had a mature Lean program for many years, it is considered a late adopter
in terms of its Industry 4.0 deployment. Antony et al. [43] defined late adopters of Industry
4.0 as those organisations which delay the implementation of enhanced technology and
adopt a more cautious approach to investing in such technologies.

The project this case study will focus on is internally referred to as “Project Impact”.
Project Impact is the organisation’s Enterprise Change Management (ECM) program. ECM
is the cornerstone program that will support the organisation’s roadmap for the rollout of
future Industry 4.0 initiatives. The project is a strategic initiative that aims to deliver a best-
in-class ECM process for Company X’s product data. Managing change in organisations is a
laborious task that consumes value-added time in various segments of the product lifecycle,
including design and development, production, delivery, and product disposition [48].
ECM and Product lifecycle management play an important role in minimising the time
required for managing engineering changes [49].

4. Results
4.1. What Were The Industry 4.0 Tools Implemented?

The ECM program focuses on two key elements, Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)
and Master Data Management (MDM). PLM is the process of managing the entire lifecycle
of a product from inception, through engineering design and manufacture, to service
and disposal of manufactured products and product end of life. (“Product Life Cycle
Management System for the PLM Process”) PLM is the business activity that effectively
manages and supports Company X products throughout their lifecycle; refer to Figure 1 for
an overview of PLM. The new PLM will use Oracle Agile, cloud-based software that will
manage the following electronically: the Design History File, Registrations, Device Master
Record, Change Process and Sustaining.
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PLM impacts all aspects of Company X’s business, including people, culture, technol-
ogy, and processes, as seen in Figure 1 above.

MDM is a combination of systems and processes that link, manage and process key
product data. MDM is a comprehensive method enabling an enterprise to link all its
critical data to one file, called a master file or golden record. Refer to below Figure 2 for
an overview of MDM. MDM uses Systems Applications and Products (SAP) Master Data
Governance (MDG) software that will be the following for Company X’s master data: a
data hub, a golden Record, a Gatekeeper, and a workflow, which automates and defines
data ownership.
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MDM will provide Company X employees with clear roles and responsibilities; it
will deliver end-to-end metrics so that decisions can be made based on accurate data;
it will simplify the current complex processes using technology and implementing one
global system. The interface between PLM and MDM is a Business-to-Business (B2B)
interface; MDG, in turn, consolidates and shares data with SAP. The two systems were
chosen as both provide different functionalities. PLM will be used for managing product
design and engineering specifications, change control, product lifecycle, workflow and
task management, registrations, training, and document management. MDM will be the
central repository for consolidated and clean data containing rules for integration and
synchronisation of data that will be shared across both systems through workflow and task
management using an interface.

As well as the two systems, another important element of Project Impact is Organi-
sational Change Management (OCM) which is key in any project but even more so when
implementing such a transformational change across the organisation. Anticipating and
managing changes to people and process is critical to mitigating risk and enabling suc-
cess [45]. Effective change management is more than training and communications; it also
includes having and sharing the organisation’s vision, having leadership support, bringing
people on the journey as it happens, encouraging and enabling behavioural change, man-
aging stakeholders, and continuously analysing and assessing on a daily, weekly, monthly,
annual basis how the goals and objectives of the project and the team are progressing.
Having a governance model in place to help and support the team in their decision-making
gives the team the autonomy it needs to be successful and deliver per the agreed-upon
timelines. Having the support of the Steering Committee, Project Leaders, and Project
Team helps to ensure that decisions are made in a timely manner so that timelines are not
impacted. It is about managing the change so that the people, processes, and technology
are aligned, which ensures a successful outcome, benefiting all involved.

To deliver such a project, the team worked on obtaining buy-in from the Senior
Leadership Team, which enabled them to build the team required to plan and execute the
deliverables. The team includes a Steering Committee, Program Leadership/Advisors, and
Project Management Office (PMO) Leadership who offer knowledge and support to each
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workstream, including PLM, MDM, Transformational Change, and IT. In addition, each
workstream is supported by a core team and extended teams across the organisation.

4.2. Why Implement Industry 4.0 Tools?

The reasons for embarking on this transformational journey include product quality
and compliance, recall reduction, revenue growth, improved time to market, operational
efficiency, re-registration cost savings, effort during quality and regulatory audits, cycle time
reduction for product management, and cost of goods sold (COGS) reduction, including
scrap reduction and acceleration of cost improvement projects (CIPS). The team first built a
strong business case to obtain Senior Leadership buy-in and support to support this project.
The business case included reasons and examples of why and what could be achieved
through implementing the PLM and MDM technologies and what the benefits are including
customer, internal, and financial benefits. Table 2 gives an example of the importance of
these technologies from a customer and internal point of view, including the issue, risk,
and impact. Having an effective PLM/MDM prevents the type of error and consequences.

Table 2. Example of Internal and Customer Impact scenario that PLM/MDM can prevent.

Customer Story

Product: A medical device kit designed to support the most urgent clinical needs of the critical
care patient.

Issue: Incorrect component listed on Bill of Materials (BOM)

Risk: The issue could have resulted in patient irritation during kit use, thereby complicating an
already compromised patient during use.

Impact: Recall, Regulatory non-compliance, Business Impact

Internal Impact Story

Site to Site (Transfer issue)

Issue: Component manufactured in a new facility not cleared for release in EMEA by a regulatory
agency. Insufficient controls for containment between regulatory plans, change control process,
and product release at finished goods, semi-finished, or component level.

Risk: Finished goods/components were distributed without required regulatory clearance

Impact: Possible Recall, Regulatory non-compliance, Business Impact

The Teams vision enables Company X’s accelerated growth by driving excellence
in managing product creation and change through a unified global process. Thus the
ECM will support the organisation’s vision by standardising and deploying a global PLM
process to reduce the risk of quality-related issues and introduce an MDM system for the
management of product-related data for consistency and accuracy.

Other non-value add wastes specifically related to compliance identified by Company
X as part of project brainstorming sessions and Value Stream Mapping (VSM) demonstrated
the need to implement such technologies. The challenges included safety risks, quality
risks, compliance risks, recall risks, impact on brand equity, highly manual work, and
increased costs:

• Product changes implemented without adequate review/approval;
• Lack of verification of requirements to ensure the design meets the intended functionality;
• Discrepancies between product specifications, BOM, and commercial labels;
• Manufacturing processes not updated in coordination with product design updates;
• Inaccurate and non-compliant label information being released;
• Poor management of global label variations (language, metadata).

In addition to the above challenges, Company X has many disparate processes to
manage product master data and document changes across the organisation. These result
in very complicated workflows that can be challenging to manage and control, resulting in
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manual processes with many resources required to maintain them. Value Steam Mapping
was utilised to map the current process and identify all non-value add (NVA) wastes [50].
Figure 3 demonstrate schematics based on the high-level VSMs before and after imple-
mentation of the Industry 4.0 project (Note: a schematic has been included rather than
the original VSMs for legibility purposes). The new system creates pull and flow, adds
value and can aid continuous improvement. The new system is more “Lean” and has a less
complicated process resulting in reduced overprocessing and more streamlined processes
for change management and master data maintenance.
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Note: The diagram is intended to show visually the removal of non-value add systems
and steps (represented as differently coloured lines in the diagram) via the research project
implementation. Also the 22 types of system interactions before project versus the 8 systems
after (PLM, ERP, Lansa and Kata) are represented.

4.3. Benefits

In addition to the above, Table 3 below lists the additional benefits that were gained
post-full implementation of PLM and MDM.

The benefits directly impact the people, processes, and systems at Company X. Many
of the benefits have a positive impact on regulatory compliance, ensuring that Company
X products, processes, and services deliver a product that is safe and effective, meets
customer requirements and expectations and meets regulatory requirements by delivering
a harmonised global change management process with access to accurate and reliable
master data.
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Table 3. Benefits of the Lean 4.0 project.

Benefits Lean Non-Value Add Waste Reduction

Reduction in Recalls Defects/Transport/Over-processing

Reduced effort for compliance audits (internal and external) Over-processing/Waiting/Over-production

Cycle Time Reduction Waiting

Reduction in re-registration efforts Over-processing

Reduction in Scrap Defects/Over-processing

New Product Introductions (NPI) are delivered to the customer faster Waiting/Over-processing

Better access and visibility to manage change internally leads to a
streamlined, efficient process. Over-processing/Waiting/Defects

Scalable process to assist how Company X can grow in the integration
of future Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) Waiting/Transport/Inventory

Harmonised processes, data standards, and direct access to a source of
true information Defects/Over-processing/Inventory

Centralised, digital design documentation Over-processing/Inventory/Defects/Waiting

Globally consistent Change Management process Waiting/Inventory/Defects/Over-processing/
Over-production

Product management from conception to termination All 7 wastes

Correct decision ownership Under-utilisation of employee skillset

Process and data ownership defined with end-to-end metrics Under-utilisation of employee skillsets

Aligning documentation Inventory/Defects/Over-processing

70% Reduction in user interfaces Over-processing/Inventory/Defects/
Over-production/ Waiting

4.4. Detailed Examples of ECM Impact on Regulatory Compliance

The following section takes a more in-depth look at some of the benefits associated
with implementing ECM and how they will positively impact regulatory compliance. One
common element across all areas of the ECM is the reduction in non-value add wastes in
terms of man-hours and human interaction across each process. Reducing the number
of people involved in any process reduces the number of opportunities for human error.
Human error is one of the main sources of non-conformances across Company X; therefore,
reducing human interaction directly impacts regulatory compliance by reducing non-
conformances and defects.

4.5. Reduction in Non-Conformance Investigations and Recalls Related to ECM

Based on initial figures, 15% of Non-Conformance Reports (NCRs) were due to ECM
activities (17 out of 110). Implementing an ECM program will reduce the number of ECM-
related NCRs, positively impacting regulatory compliance and patient safety. Less NCRs
result in fewer recalls and reduced effort in processing both NCRs and recalls freeing the
ECM team up to work on other tasks, such as continuous improvement projects. ECM
will deliver a 50% improvement in the number of ECM-related NCRs and recalls. Refer to
Table 4 below for improvements relating to NCRs / recalls.

Table 4. Reduction in NCRs and Recalls related to ECM.

Reduction in Recalls

% Related to ECM 55%

% Improvement with ECM 50%

Reduction in NCR

% Improvement with ECM 50%
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4.6. Reduced Effort for Quality Audits

The introduction of an ECM program means having all the product and master data
available electronically. Having data that is readily available and easily accessed during
audits/inspections reduces the number of people involved in pulling data manually and
having to copy or scan documents to provide to an auditor/inspector. In addition, it
ensures that documents, when requested, are available to the auditor/inspector promptly
and without undue delay. This is particularly useful where there are many actors within
an organisation working across many different time zones who are required to support
audits and inspections across multiple sites depending on their actor statuses such as
manufacturer, sub-contract manufacturer, component supplier, importer, distributor, au-
thorised representative, or specification developer. As a result, ECM will deliver a 20%
improvement in the effort it takes to manage a quality audit/inspection. Refer to Table 5
below for improvements relating to quality audits/inspections.

Table 5. Reduced effort for Quality Audits.

Reduced Efforts for Quality Audits

# of audits
42 External

300 Internal

Resources 15 people over 3 days

Total Effort 123,120 h

% Improvement with ECM 20%

Total Current Effort 123,120 man-hours

20% Inefficiency due to lack of ECM 24,624 man-hours

Post-ECM deployment Effort (hours) 11,650

% man-hour reduction 60%

4.7. Reduction in Re-Registration Efforts

As stated above, introducing an ECM program means having all product and master
data available electronically. Having data that is readily available and easily accessed
supports the registration process. When it is time to re-register products, rather than
reaching out to different business units that must pull documents manually, scan them and
arrange them for submission, ECM will support this process and make it easier and less
time-consuming. As a result, ECM will deliver a 20% improvement in the effort it takes
re-register the product. Refer to Table 6 below for improvements relating to re-registration.

Table 6. Reduction in re-registration efforts (Source: Project Impact Lead).

Reduction in Re-Registration Efforts

Annual # of registrations 616

Re-Registration Effort 10.5 days/registration

Average Time to Support Each registration 51,744 h

% Improvement with ECM 20%

Risk Factor of 40% factored in

Total Current effort for Re-Registrations 51,7444 man-hours

% Improvement due to ECM (20%) 10,349 man-hours

Post ECM Deployment Effort 4140 man-hours

Man-hour reduction 6209 man-hours

% man-hour reduction 60%
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4.8. Cycle Time Reduction

Implementing an ECM will deliver a 48% reduction in the cycle time. Reducing cycle
time means faster time to market, so customers and patients will have access to devices.
Refer to Table 7 below for improvements relating to cycle time.

Table 7. Cycle Time Reduction (Source: Project Impact Lead).

Cycle Time Reduction

Total # of changes 11,344

# of changes requiring rework 10% or 1134

Average Approval and Creation Time

Approval 2 h

Creation 3.04 h

Total 5.04 h

Enterprise # of changes 7631

Average hours spent per change 16.03 h

% improvement by PLM 48%

Total No of hours 58,715 h

Total current effort 64,432 man-hours

% man-hour reduction 38,659 man-hours (60%)

4.9. Faster Time to Market

Based on the project’s complexity, the time to market based on the implementation of
ECM differs from between 5% and 15% improvement in the time it takes to get a device to
market post-implementation. Having products on the market faster means customers can
access life-changing and life-saving devices quicker, as seen below in Table 8.

Table 8. Faster Time to Market Benefits.

Device Product
Complexity

Average Time to
Market (Months)

% Improvement
by ECM

Adjusted Time to
Market (Months)

Saving in
Months

High 27 15% 22.95 4.05

Medium 16 10% 14.40 1.60

Low 9 5% 8.55 0.45

The case study was performed on Company X, a medium-sized medical technologies
(MedTech) manufacturer that provides medical devices and technologies globally. Com-
pany X has grown through acquisition resulting in its many management systems. The case
study provides an overview of Company X’s history, which includes why the organisation
has started implementing some Industry 4.0 tools to aid its Lean processes. These include
simplifying processes, improving Lean flow, realising efficiencies, and reducing the number
of errors and recalls across the organisation through implementing a global system for
managing changes and product data. In addition, as a case study, company X provides
examples of how Lean Industry 4.0 tools have a more positive than negative impact on
regulatory compliance.

5. Discussion

This research met its objectives to define the impact Lean 4.0 can have on the Total
Product Lifecycle and Regulatory Compliance in a Medical Device manufacturer (RQ1)
and to demonstrate how Industry 4.0 enhance and enable Lean (RQ2).
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Lean processes, combined with Industry 4.0 technology as an enabler, can aid in
regulatory compliance by optimising processes, reducing non-value add work and over-
processing, and enabling ease of vigilance and aces to regulatory information. Improved
Industry 4.0 technology can aid process flow and prevent errors that can result in missed
compliance deadlines and errors that could result in recalls. Lean 4.0 is an enabler for
enhanced Lean processes and reduces manual tasks [11,17]. The synergistic effects between
the two concepts ensure a more successful and symbiotic relationship and implementation
of Lean 4.0 [44].

Many studies on Lean, Industry 4.0, and Lean 4.0 combined discussed the bene-
fits of an enhanced product and process quality, improved compliance, faster time to
market and product cycle times, improved profits and revenue, and increased market
share [12,23,41]. In addition, there have been improvements in the case study organisation
in the following areas.

• Product Quality and Compliance Recall reduction: Patient safety and shrinkage in
costs related to recalls caused by product management issues. Effort for Quality Audits:
Reduction in man-hours related to searching and finding necessary data from across
Company X sites and providing documents more efficiently and timely during audits.

• Time to Market Acceleration of initial launch: Products made available to the end
user quicker and increased revenue achieved based on an acceleration of average time
to market.

• Cost of goods sold reduction Scrap reduction: Minimising scrap cost related to pre-
ventable issues based on accurate product definition. Acceleration of Cost Improve-
ment programs (CIPs): Accelerated time to adoption of cost improvement projects
leading to increased cost-saving duration.

• Operational Efficiencies Cycle Time reduction: Streamline the change approval process
to eliminate non-value add activities. Effort for re-registrations: Cutback on required
man-hours per registration based on ease of visibility to data.

Other benefits included brand equity, faster integration of Mergers and acquisitions
(M&A), procurement efficiencies and inventory optimisation. To achieve these benefits,
Company X chose two well-established technologies, Agile for PLM and SAP for MDM.
Choosing the right technology and understanding how it can be integrated into an organi-
sation is a critical success factor for Industry 4.0 [51]. These technologies are the foundation
for the organisation’s digital transformation journey. These technologies will provide the
organisation with the infrastructure needed to execute the organisation’s Strategic Vision
and what is also considered the organisation’s Industry 4.0 roadmap. A strategic plan and
map for Industry 4.0 implementation is key to the success of the initiative [52].

From the project’s initiation, Company X’s leadership team were fully invested, in-
volved and supportive of the strategic plan for Industry 4.0 deployment. While it took
some time to gain approval from the Senior Leadership Team (just under 2 years), signifi-
cant investment was approved by the organisation in terms of resources, both people and
finances. Many Industry 4.0 projects can fail without this level of management support and
involvement to understand the alignment of digitalisation with strategy [53]. The project
team had to provide the Senior Leadership Team with the evidence they needed in terms of
benefits and return on investment before committing to the project. A detailed cost–benefit
analysis and understanding of the need for such technology are key to the success of such
deployments [24].

Another key aspect of the project was driving change within the organisation and the
requirement for effective communication and training. People need to understand what is
being changed and why it is being changed so they can buy into and support the project [4].

Digital transformation involves significant effort, time, and money [54]. However, the
benefits the project could bring to make the organisation Leaner and enhance its regulatory
compliance, the project needed Senior Leadership to buy in given its significance and for it
to be successful and deliver the benefits to the organisation. The data presented in this case
study demonstrates how Industry 4.0 and Lean combined can have a synergistic effect.
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6. Conclusions

The research met its research objectives to demonstrate that Lean and Industry 4.0 can
improve and enhance Lean processes, reduce waste and improve productivity and quality
while enhancing digitalisation. Integrating Lean and Industry 4.0 can enhance regulatory
compliance to ensure that organisations adhering to global regulations and legislation
can deliver safe and effective products. A limitation of this research was that it was a
single case study. Using similar or different-sized companies (small or large) would have
provided another perspective on how and why other companies are implementing Lean
4.0 and at what stage they are in their journey so that a comparison could be made. The
case study organisation used was only in the early implementation of its strategic plan
for digitalisation to enhance Lean. Therefore, while it is possible to review the first stages
of the project’s success, further research could focus on the ongoing deployment across
company X. Further research should be taken post-implementation to gain more long-
term data on the digital technologies implemented, their effects on Lean, and their impact
on regulatory compliance. In addition, future studies should consider including other
MedTech companies to make a comparison.
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Abstract: For organizations to remain competitive, they must now adapt to sustainability require-
ments, which have become performance criteria for supplier selection for most original Equipment
manufacturers (OEMs). In this sense, environmental performance is now included as a competitive
priority throughout the supply chain. Therefore, this study aims to verify, through two case studies,
the competitive priorities of two first-tier suppliers from the automotive chain that have adopted lean
and green practices. The findings show that the quality priority is the main source of competitive
advantage and the focus of the operations that are analyzed here, while the environmental priority
is not considered the most important by the companies. However, it is still included as a priority.
Furthermore, it is demonstrated that lean practices could generate compatibility for the environmen-
tal priority, even indirectly, while trade-offs can arise between priorities. Therefore, the integration
between lean and green practices can facilitate the inclusion of the environmental priority into the
operations strategy and management systems.

Keywords: lean–green; sustainability; competitive priority; operations strategy; supplier

1. Introduction
1.1. Contextualization and Research Objective

As shown by Skinner (1969) [1] in his seminal article, manufacturing balances con-
sumer demands and production function resources. Thus, industrial operations play a
crucial role in achieving these goals. Remarkably, operations strategies that address environ-
mental issues have been adopted by organizations through the inclusion of environmental
performance as a competitive priority, referred to here as the “environmental priority” [2–4].

In this context, to be competitive, organizations have to establish long-term strategies
to achieve environmental sustainability, and all supply chain members have an essential role
in supporting this [5]. Besides managers, researchers in operations management also face a
significant challenge in including an environmental priority [6]. In this context, equalizing
the cost, quality, delivery, flexibility, and service priorities in a stable trade-off become an
urgent necessity [7]. Along these lines, organizations and researchers have sought solutions
that promote the integration and alignment of practices, enabling operational (lean) and
environmental (green) gains [8,9].

The literature discusses the integration of lean manufacturing, known as the produc-
tion management philosophy, and green manufacturing, an approach to reduce environ-
mental impacts in manufacturing. This integration is named lean–green manufacturing
and has been understood as a key to improving the competitiveness of organizations as a
way to balance the environmental priority with the other competing priorities [3,7,10,11].

The literature also points out several compatible aspects between these approaches.
Especially regarding the reductions in waste generated by lean processes that lead to the
efficient use of resources, this approach can indirectly lead to the removal of negative
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environmental impacts caused by production flows [12]. Additionally, there are studies
such as the paper by Jamali et al. (2017) [13] that argue that competitive strategies can
implement lean and green practices. However, there are studies such as the one by Suifan
(2019) [7] that point out that the competitive priorities can differ in each approach. However,
these studies still do not provide a wide understanding of the relationships between lean–
green and operations strategies.

Furthermore, a literature review [14] showing the current state of the trade-offs be-
tween the competitive priorities of lean and green processes found a few studies that have
developed and validated a conceptual framework that seeks to put into context these
practices. Additionally, there are discussions about digital innovations and their impacts on
improving environmental performance, as presented by Yin et al. (2022) and Queiroz et al.
(2022) [15,16].

Therefore, although synergies between lean and green processes and issues related
to new technologies have been presented, these studies have not provided a discussion
from a strategic perspective while presenting and understating the competitive priorities
of such integration [4]. Considering the relevance of the operations for an organization’s
global strategy and the lack of studies about the lean–green approach from the operations
strategy perspective, an analysis of the competitive priorities can provide an update about
how these practices relate to the competitive strategy.

In this fashion, the following question arises, “What are the competitive priorities in
companies that adopt lean and green practices?”.

Given this background, this paper aims to identify the competitive priorities of two
first-tier supplier companies of the automotive chain that have adopted lean and green prac-
tices, specifically to understand how these priorities are ordered and how the environmental
priority is considered. This industry is considered a reference case for lean manufactur-
ing. Consequently, most of the lean–green models are developed in organizations in the
automotive industry [17].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the fundamental
concepts about the competitive priorities of operations strategy and the lean and green
approach. Next, Section 3 describes the research method. Section 4 presents the results and
a discussion. Finally, the final considerations of this study are also given.

1.2. Theoretical Background
1.2.1. Competitive Priorities

The corporate strategy gives rise to the functional designs of a company, among them
the operations strategy, which will be the focus of this study and is considered the primary
source of competitive advantage over the last 40 years and until today, meaning it deserves
attention [18,19]. Additionally, the operations strategy seeks to define an organization’s
business operations and decisions regarding the acquisition and allocation of resources. It
is aimed at the entire organization [20].

Skinner’s (1969) [1] study was the pioneer in highlighting and conceptualizing op-
erations strategy, showing the importance of incorporating and aligning the operational
elements of the production function into the corporate strategy. According to this author,
production should be considered strategic and a source of competitive advantage. In this
way, companies must recognize and establish a relationship between corporate and opera-
tions strategies so that the production systems are competitive and collaborate to achieve
the organization’s goals [21]. Hence, the operations play a decisive role in achieving a
favorable competitive position [22].

In this sense, the operations strategy is defined as a sequence of decisions that over
time allow a business unit to achieve a structure, the desired production infrastructure, and
a set of specific resources, i.e., a consistent pattern of decision-making in the production
function, aligned to the business strategy [20].

The content of the operations strategy is related to the company’s decisions around
the corporate system’s effectiveness [23]. This is a set of competitive priorities related to
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the operations and decisions in the structural and infrastructural areas of production [24].
The competitive priorities are related to the performance objectives that the production
function adopts to align with the company’s competitive strategy [1]. In other words, as
the organization outlines a strategy to meet the market requirements, it is determined how
the operations need to be performed [25].

The competitive priorities of production, also called performance objectives, competi-
tive dimensions, and production missions, should be part of the priorities that will guide
the programs to be implemented by the production function of a company. This means
competitive priorities represent how the company will meet customer needs concerning the
production function’s performance targets. In other words, they define how the company
intends to compete in the market to meet the needs of its customers [26].

In this article, the competitive priorities proposed by Garvin (1993) [27] and Slack and
Lewis (2011) [25] are adopted, which represent the most recurrent studies on operations
strategy. Hence, the adopted priorities for this research are the cost, quality, delivery, service,
flexibility, and environment. The cost priority may be related to the objectives of reducing
the costs of acquisition, production, and distribution and the price to customers. The
quality priority involves aiming to produce goods according to specifications, aesthetics,
perceived quality, and performance. Flexibility is the ability to react to changes in the
volume and mix of products and in the production schedule. The delivery priority is
related to reductions in lead time between the beginning and the end of the operations.
Additionally, it is related to the availability and quicker delivery of the product and
meeting the agreed delivery deadline. Finally, the environmental priority is the search
to reduce the environmental impacts from energy consumption, the use of materials, gas
emissions, and waste generation from certain processes, as presented in the lean and green
literature [3,28–31].

The inclusion of the environmental priority might make operations management even
more complex, given that this impacts the company’s performance in a multidimensional
manner [32]. Thus, when the environment is considered a competitive priority, it is essential
to consider the environmental issues in the operations strategy. Consequently, modifications
or redesigns of the operations strategy are required [33].

Furthermore, it is crucial to consider that there are trade-offs between the competitive
priorities, as argued by Skinner (1969) [1]. For this author, the organization must prioritize
only one or another competitive priority, seeking to be better than its competitors. The
operations must be focused once it is not possible to obtain low cost and quality at the
same time. To this effect, Skinner (1969) [1] explains that organizations must make certain
decisions regarding the size of the manufacturing unit, whether to have high stocks or
low stocks, the types of equipment to be used, and the level of standardization. In sum-
mary, Skinner (1974) [34] introduced the concept of a focused factory, which concerns the
impossibility of a factory working well for all competing priorities.

However, Sarmiento, Thurer, and Whelan (2016) [35] consider it is possible to focus on
more than one priority. However, choices need to be made and trade-offs are inevitable,
since a production system must be excellent to meet all criteria to create a competitive
advantage. In a context where competitiveness increases and it becomes necessary to
meet more than one customer need, the trade-off model proposed by Skinner (1969) [1] is
questioned. Such questioning culminated in the proposal of a cumulative capabilities model
that simultaneously implies high performance in more than one competitive priority [36].

In one of the first studies on cumulative production capabilities, as pointed out by
Boyer and Lewis (2002) [36], Japanese organizations developed productive capabilities
based on a previously established order, and the practices adopted allowed cost reductions
and the production of quality products simultaneously. Ferdows and De Meyer (1990) [37]
propose the “sand cone model”, which establishes that the organization can achieve all
competitive priorities over time and that there is an adequate sequence for their construc-
tion, with quality being considered the basis for the implementation of other improvements.
In this way, Ferdows and De Meyer (1990) [37] also argue that it is important to focus on
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avoiding failures in the system, and that in this way the costs could be reduced by means of
other capabilities, such as via better quality in the processes. The authors also point out that
improvements obtained through good production practices are more lasting and stable.

However, Flynn and Flynn (2004) [38] noted no evidence for the sequence of priorities
presented in the sand cone model. The authors argue that the development of cumulative
capabilities is complex and not limited to a specific sequence, as several factors influence it.

Regarding the inclusion of the “environment” as a new competitive priority, the
literature emphasizes possible trade-offs that may arise between the environment and the
other priorities [4,39]. Vargas-Berrones, Sarmiento, and Whelan (2020) [39] show for small-
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that the implementation of some green initiatives
may be extraordinarily costly, and this scenario could discourage businesses from pursuing
them. However, according to Porter and Linde (1995) [40], it is possible to meet the
economic and environmental objectives of products and processes, since the preservation
of resources generates greater process efficiency.

1.2.2. Lean–Green

Lean manufacturing emerged in the 1950s. It is considered a management philosophy
and has been one of the most widely used approaches to managing operations [41]. Lean
manufacturing has been considered a great solution to improve all kinds of processes, in the
production of both goods and services [42]. Lean manufacturing is a set of principles and
practices that seek to eliminate all forms of waste from processes. The main lean practices
are 5S, Kaizen, value stream mapping, just-in-time (JIT), rapid tool change, total productive
maintenance, standardization work, visual management, 5 whys or Ishikawa diagram
(fishbone), and Kanban (pull production) [43]. In addition, the focus on the implementation
of lean systems is via delivery (lead time reductions), quality, and cost reduction [7,42,44].
Organizations from various industries around the world are adopting lean practices to
become more competitive [45].

On the other hand, green manufacturing emerged in the 1990s as an operational and
philosophical approach to reducing the adverse environmental effects of products and
processes [3]. In short, this approach aims to reduce the impacts generated by operations
and deals with the search for reduced pollution, energy consumption, and emissions of
toxic substances through the development of new processes in manufacturing [46].

Green manufacturing is composed of different practices. These practices seek to
reduce the environmental impacts generated by production processes, such as via the
environmental accreditation of suppliers and the use of product life cycle analyses, reverse
logistics, environmental management systems, waste management policies, and effluent
treatments, as well as via programs for water conservation, energy, recycling, materials
consumption, and environmental education [47].

The pioneering study on lean and green manufacturing was presented in 1996 by
Florida (1996) [11] and discussed the integration of these approaches, exploring how
organizations could include the environmental issue in manufacturing through the “lean–
green” approach, arguing that the waste reduction generated by lean manufacturing
contributes to environmental performance. Based on the previous literature, the lean–green
concept is understood as an approach that supports the search for sustainable development
in the economic, environmental, and social pillars of a production system [48] and focuses
on waste reductions and the efficient use of resources [3,12,49].

Some studies [50–52] have shown that lean manufacturing can bring environmental
benefits and that this can be attributed to the more efficient use of resources (such as water
and other inputs). In lean implementation cases, it is possible to note many improvement
efforts to reduce variation or waste from operations [53,54]. Thus, the congruent aspect of
lean and green manufacturing is waste reduction [49].

The lean–green literature [55,56] suggests that implementing lean practices can offer
significant advantages and synergy with a firm’s environmental performance, without
compromising other competing priorities. Lean and green processes are considered comple-
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mentary [29,57,58]. Moreover, according to these studies, the organizational structure and
lean culture facilitate the development of environmental management and the formation
of a “green” company. Additionally, it was demonstrated that the vital link between oper-
ational excellence and the lean–green approach enables the achievement of competitive
advantage in the sustainability era [59].

However, generally lean manufacturing does not directly cover environmental im-
pacts. In the literature, surveys about the lean implementation model [60] did not find a
framework for lean implementation that considers environmental impacts. Therefore, there
are blind spots in lean manufacturing concerning the environment, such as the environ-
mental risks of the improvements and practices [61]. Along these lines, organizations need
to use green tools to fill this gap [29] and make the “environment” a competitive priority.
Consequently, since lean and green processes have different objectives, trade-offs may arise
between competitive priorities [4,7]; it is an urgent necessity to integrate green processes
into lean manufacturing explicitly by considering the environmental aspects of lean perfor-
mance indicators and practices [55,62,63]. Some studies point out that digitalization can be
an enabler in supporting this integration and solving these trade-offs [8,16].

The lean–green literature emphasizes that the main trade-offs are between delivery
and the environment, because JIT can increase emissions [4,64,65]. Additionally, the trade-
off between the environment and quality is relevant because of the utilization of raw
materials to achieve the best product quality [66]. Other trade-offs pointed out in the
literature are related to flexibility and the environment, since small batches allow more
product variety, but they may increase the number of setups [12,67]. Additionally, the cost
can present a trade-off to green implementation [39]. Some studies point out that cost
can be a motivation for lean organizations to reduce their environmental impacts [55,68].
Additionally, environmental performance has been considered an important criterion for
supplier selection [69].

Therefore, based on the literature, the use of lean–green practices can be understood
as an approach that supports the pursuit of sustainable development in the economic,
environmental, and social pillars of a production system [48] and focuses on reducing
waste and focusing on the efficient use of resources [70,71].

The lean paradigm was created in the automotive industry. Additionally, considering
the concept of lean–green manufacturing, it is possible to find studies that sought to
understand these practices in the automotive industry. In Iran, it was identified that the
lean–green efforts are focused on packaging materials and concentrated on increasing
the useful life of recyclable materials. At the operational level, the focus is on reducing
pollution and waste. Finally, the strategy is seen as the basis for enhancing operational
and environmental efficiencies [72]. Another example of lean–green manufacturing in the
automotive chain [73], taking the concept of waste “Muda” and based on lean tools, is
another case study in Iran that concluded that the assembly body and paint rooms are the
areas, in this order, where the lean practices impact the green performance more.

The study also investigated how the integration between agility and lean manufactur-
ing led to enhanced sustainability in the Indian automotive industry. The main conclusion
of this investigation was that the legislation represents a driver for automotive companies
to improve the ecological aspects of their business operations. Ecological aspects are seen
as antagonist forces to competitiveness [74]. In another case [75] in Indonesia, it was
demonstrated that some green issues need to be improved in line with lean and green
criteria, namely the guidelines for “ISO 14000 and OHSAS Certificates”, “Collaboration
with Suppliers and Customers in Protecting the Environment”, “Carrying out Industrial
Waste Recycling”, and “Product Design that can Reduce the Consumption of Energy and
Raw Materials”.

Finally, for the consolidation of the theoretical basis of this paper, and as presented in
the research by Carvalho et al. (2014) [76], it is important to highlight that given the fact
the lean and green paradigms can lead to opposite goals depending on the focus on each
paradigm, an exploratory case study was conducted in the automotive supply chain context.
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All companies belonging to the observed supply chain required higher implementation
levels for all lean–green practices. Two separate sequences of capabilities were found, one
for the automaker and another for the first-tier supplier. According to the authors, the
first-tier supplier echelon should develop their “quality” first, then their “flexibility” and
“delivery”, and finally their “cost” and “environmental protection” aspects.

2. Materials and Methods

This article adopted the case study as a research strategy, since it is suitable when
questions such as “why?”, “what?”, and “how?” are asked, which must be answered with
a complete understanding of the nature and phenomenon studied and when the focus is on
contemporary phenomena embedded in a real context [77]. Moreover, the main trend in all
case studies is that they try to shed light on why a decision or set of decisions were made,
how they were implemented, and what results were achieved [78]. This research sought
to compare two cases of companies in the automotive chain, specifically two first-tier
suppliers. In Figure 1, it is possible to see a summary of the research steps based on the
case study method proposed by Yin (2017) [78].
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Figure 1. The followed research steps.

The first step of this research consisted of elaborating a theoretical background about
the competitive priorities of the operations strategy and lean–green approach. Subsequently,
the protocol for the case studies was elaborated and experts validated it. The next step
was the pilot case study, followed by adjustments to the protocol and conducting the
case studies.
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The first step of the data collection consisted of a structured questionnaire that helped
identify the main characteristics of the companies, the strategies adopted, the ranking
priorities, and the practices adopted. The second part was a semi-structured interview
to understand the major complementarities and conflicts generated between competitive
priorities by the lean and green practices. The section about competitive priorities was
based on the study by Ward et al. (1998) [79], the lean questions were based on the study
by Shah and Ward (2003) [43], and the green section was based on practices presented by
Thanki, Govindan, and Thakkar (2016) [80].

The criterion for selecting the companies was a search for two companies that acted
as first-tier supplier companies of the automotive chain that had implemented lean and
green practices in their operations. The study on these companies was conducted in May
of 2021. Thus, the two selected companies will be referred to in this study as company
X and company Y. They are in southern and southeastern Brazil. The interviewees were
the production manager and the environmental manager of each company using the
questionnaire in Appendix A. The questionnaire was sent to the interviewees in advance,
and the interviews were recorded.

The reason for choosing companies from the automotive industry was attributed to
the origins of lean manufacturing, as the lean management approach was created in this
industry. Womack, Jones, and Roos (1991) [81] explained that the origin of lean manufac-
turing lies in the Toyota Production System. Moreover, as shown in the study by Caldera
and Dawes (2017) [17], most of the lean and green models were developed in compa-
nies in the automotive industry. Additionally, this industrial segment is representative
in terms of benchmarking for lean implementation [41,82–84]. Thus, companies in the
automotive sector chain were the focus of this investigation, since it is a sector that can
provide more empirical data on operations strategies regarding the adoption of lean and
green approaches.

3. Results
3.1. Company Overview

Brazil produces passenger vehicles, trucks, and agricultural machinery. In 2020,
27 vehicle manufacturers and 446 auto parts companies were in operation in the country.
In 2019, 2.94 million vehicles were produced [85]. Both of the studied companies are
multinational automotive tier-one suppliers. Company X has over one thousand employees.
Its operations are in southern Brazil, and it is headquartered in Germany. The products
manufactured by company X are considered strategic components in the vehicle’s final
assembly, such as tires and mechanical belts. Company Y is also large and has over one
thousand employees in southeastern Brazil. However, it is headquartered in the United
States. Company Y produces components for assembly in its product portfolio, such as
coatings, adhesives, and safety products. The products manufactured by Company Y are
considered less strategic than those manufactured by company X.

3.2. Competitive Priorities of the Companies

Firstly, it is vital to highlight the aspects related to the companies’ competitive strate-
gies. They are mainly directed toward quality. In other words, quality is the main posi-
tioning factor for both companies in the market. According to the results, company X’s
main competitiveness factor is only quality. On the other hand, company Y also considers
innovation capacity and flexibility. Regarding the main competitive advantages vis-à-vis
competitors, company X competes on quality and price, while company Y competes only
on quality. Figure 2 summarizes in a graphic main factors and their respective levels of
importance for the competitiveness of these companies, according to the interviewees, with
1 being the least important and 5 being the most important.
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Figure 2. Factors for competitiveness.

In addition to quality, as already highlighted, it was observed that company X at-
tributes a high degree of importance to price, and in a less critical manner to innovation,
delivery, and flexibility, while considering the others not important at all. On the other
hand, company Y considers other criteria important to ensure its competitiveness in the
market. For example, flexibility in the production mix, product design process, and innova-
tion capacity is considered very important, followed by the reliability and speed of delivery
and finally the price and environmental sustainability.

Regarding the overall objective of the operations strategies, both companies consider
cost reductions very important via defect reductions. In the case of defect reductions, these
are convergent with the competitive strategy being driven by quality. Table 1 shows the
order of competitive priorities as adopted by each company.

Table 1. Ranking of the companies’ competitive priorities.

Company 1st Priority 2nd Priority 3rd Priority 4th Priority 5th Priority

X Quality Cost Flexibility Service and
Delivery Environment

Y Quality Cost and
Delivery

Environment
and Flexibility Service -

The results show that the quality priority is considered very important in all its aspects,
being scored as the first priority, converging with corporate strategy, and demonstrating
alignment between corporate strategic and operational objectives. On the other hand,
cost comes in second place. Another observation point is the similarity in the ordering of
priorities, differing in the prioritization of delivery and the environment. In the case of
delivery, company X ranks it as the fourth most crucial priority, whereas company Y ranks it
as the second, followed by cost. The environmental priority is considered the least essential
priority by company X, while company Y considers it the third most important priority.
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3.3. Lean–Green Practices

This topic highlights the main aspects of the lean–green practices in the studied com-
panies. Tables 2 and 3 present the implemented practices and the stages of implementation.

Table 2. The companies’ lean practices.

Lean Practices
Implementation Level

Company X Company Y

Visual Management Fully deployed and tracked Partially deployed

Just-in-Time (JIT) Nothing done Partially deployed

Kaizen Fully deployed and tracked Fully deployed and tracked

Kanban (Pull Production) Currently at “project” level but not yet
implemented Partially deployed

Cellular Manufacturing Partially deployed Fully deployed and tracked

Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) Partially deployed Fully deployed and tracked

Value Stream Mapping (VSM) Fully deployed and tracked Partially deployed

Poka-Yoke (mistake-proofing system) Fully deployed and tracked Partially deployed

Standardized work Partially deployed Fully deployed and tracked

5 whys/Ishikawa diagram (fishbone) Fully deployed and tracked Fully deployed and tracked

5s (five S’s) Fully deployed and tracked Fully deployed and tracked

Other Lean practices Tier Meetings—daily leadership briefings.

Table 3. The companies’ green practices.

Green Practice
Implementation Level

Company X Company Y

Environmental accreditation of suppliers Early Implementation Partially deployed

Product life cycle analysis Early Implementation Partially deployed

Reverse logistics Early implementation Incipiently implemented

Environmental Management
Plan/System Fully implemented and controlled Fully deployed and controlled

Waste management policy Fully implemented and controlled Fully deployed and controlled

Water consumption reduction program Early implementation Partially implemented

Energy conservation program Incipient implementation Partially implemented

Recycling program Fully implemented and controlled Incipient implementation

Environmental education programs for
the community Incipient implementation Incipiently implemented

Program to reduce material consumption Fully implemented and controlled Currently at “project” level but not yet
implemented

Cross-process resource sharing programs Early implementation Currently at “project” level but not yet
implemented

Cleaner production program Incipient implementation Nothing done

Publication of reports with
environmental information Fully deployed and controlled Fully implemented and controlled

Effluent treatment Fully implemented and controlled Fully deployed and controlled
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Company X has implemented lean processes since 2006, but only in 2010 did the
program became part of the company’s management system. As for their green practices,
they have been implemented since 2002, since these practices were adopted to meet the
environmental laws required at the time. According to the production manager, their lean
approach focuses on quality improvements, and in as much as their green practices are
concerned, according to the environmental manager, these are focused on meeting the
current standards and legislation.

Currently, company X integrates lean and green issues through their strategy, whereby
the company needs to comply with international corporate targets for reducing carbon
emissions. To this effect, in addition to the practices taken to comply with environmental
regulations, environmental indicators are being deployed utilizing the Hoshin–Kanri ap-
proach, a practice widely used in lean manufacturing to deploy the strategy for operations.
Still, in the interviewees’ view, this integration is very incipient, but it was emphasized
that lean manufacturing reduces waste and that this leads to improvements of some envi-
ronmental aspects, especially in terms of energy and material consumption. Furthermore,
lean manufacturing is a facilitator for the inclusion of green practices and environmental
improvements, since the environmental management system is based on its philosophy
and practices.

Regarding company Y, the person responsible for managing their operations pointed
out that the program made its first attempt to implement lean practices in 2013, but only
in 2015 did the program become part of the management system to improve quality
and achieve process standardization. Regarding green manufacturing, the company first
implemented their practices in the 1990s, with their specific cleaner production initiatives
being some of the forerunners in implementing this program. However, despite being
a pioneer, the company operates these practices as an isolated program that seeks to
encourage isolated projects to achieve environmental impact reductions for products or
processes. The integration of green processes into lean procresses, as at company X, is still
very nascent. Tables 2 and 3 present, respectively, the lean and green practices and their
implementation levels.

It was possible to observe that only the safety indicator is addressed in the daily
management of lean practices, and occasionally projects to improve environmental per-
formance occur within the lean system. Additionally, according to the interviewees from
company X, it is believed that the organizational structure and lean culture can contribute
to an improvement of the environmental priority. Similarly, they exemplify lean projects in
which reductions in energy and material consumption were achieved. However, despite
the green gains being measured in some lean projects, there are still no environmental
performance indicators in the lean management system.

What can be observed is that the companies are very close when it comes to the level of
implementation of their practices, both lean and green. Regarding lean practices, company
Y uses two practices, just-in-time and pulled production, which are in the preliminary
stages. Still, it was possible to identify a similar implementation level or with a small
difference between being partially implemented and totally implemented in the remaining
lean practices. In the same way, company X presents a slightly lower level of green
practices. However, it uses the practice of environmental accreditation of suppliers that is
not implemented at company Y. On the other hand, company Y uses cleaner production
and life cycle analysis practices at advanced levels.

A point of convergence between all interviewees is that lean practices, which help
reduce waste, indirectly lead to the improvement of environmental aspects, especially
concerning reductions in material and energy consumption. Furthermore, both companies
mentioned that there is still a trade-off between cost and the environment. Projects that
seek to reduce their environmental impact beyond what is required by law must bring
some financial return to the company—regardless of the positive environmental impact. At
the same time, cost reduction projects that generate environmental effects within the limits
of the legislation and carbon reduction targets are not usually implemented.
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4. Discussion

The main point to be discussed is the difference regarding the ordering of the competi-
tiveness priorities. The environmental priority is positioned fifth and third. This may be
attributed to the fact that only company Y considers environmental sustainability as a factor
in competitiveness. In addition to practices for the compliance of environmental aspects, it
also has the cleaner production program, which is a proactive strategy for the eco-efficiency
of its processes, although it is still an isolated initiative from the lean program. Similarly,
it is essential to note that despite the order of prioritization, this confirms what is shown
in the literature, namely that environmental priority becomes included as a competitive
priority in both companies [62].

Another point to be observed is that although the environmental priority is not
considered the most important priority and is not a focus priority in lean manufacturing,
the interviewees agreed with the literature [62]. They stated that the reduction in lean
waste also impacts the environmental priority. Furthermore, the results confirm that
lean manufacturing assists in achieving the main quality priority, as suggested by Ball
(2015) and Suifan, Alazab, and Alhyari (2019) [7,44]. Moreover, the interviewees’ account
illustrates what is proposed in [29,57,58] when reporting that lean manufacturing can be a
complementary facilitator for implementing green practices in management systems.

These results converge with the cumulative capabilities theory of the sandal cone
approach presented by Ferdows and De Meyer (1990) [37] regarding competitive priorities
when there are improvements in lean waste reductions; consequently, the companies
achieve better environmental performance. Lastly, the results show that the lean and green
level of company Y is higher than in company X. At the same time, the trade-offs between
the environment and another competitive priority in company Y are less frequent. The
environment is considered more important in company Y than in company X.

In the two cases, it was also observed that the investments in green initiatives de-
pended on the investment level. The results showed that the trade-offs lens could be
viewed from the perspective of Skinner (1969) [1] when companies do not adopt costly
green initiatives. In addition, the trade-off between the cost and environment was ex-
posed, as punctuated by Longoni and Cagliano (2015) and Vargas- Berrones, Sarmiento,
and Whelan (2020) [4,39]. However, the question related to legislation pointed out by
Mathiyazhagan et al. (2021) [74] was not clear, regarding how ecological aspects are seen as
antagonist forces to competitiveness.

Given this background, based on the theory of cumulative capabilities, it is clear that
by developing good practices that seek to improve the environmental priority, one also has
the ability to reduce costs. Thus, integrated practices that make the environment a priority
become essential. Additionally, compared with a study done in 2014 [76], it is possible to
observe that environmental protection will become more important for first-tier suppliers.
Finally, it is important to emphasize that previous studies [72,73,86] from the automotive
industry also show that lean manufacturing can support the environmental priority.

5. Conclusions

This study indicated that the environmental priority has become a factor of com-
petitiveness, whether incipient or behind other priorities, from the corporate strategy to
the operations strategy. However, the priorities of quality, cost, and delivery in the cases
presented here are still considered more important.

In the cases of the companies analyzed here, it was demonstrated that the integra-
tion between lean and green practices could facilitate the inclusion of the environmental
priority in the operations strategy and in the management systems, as presented in the liter-
ature. Furthermore, as demonstrated in company X, this integration can help in unfolding
long-term environmental and operational goals. In company Y, lean manufacturing is a
facilitating factor, by means of the organizational structure and culture of this approach, for
the implementation of green practices.
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Additionally, it is essential to reinforce that the results show what the lean–green
literature proposes, and most of the results are from cases in the same industry. Furthermore,
the results show that the environment has become more important. They also show that
legislation can be an influencing factor for strategic decisions regarding the adoption of
greener practices.

Like all research, our study is not without its limitations. Consequently, these limi-
tations can serve as the basis for further investigations. Although the results presented
here can highlight relevant aspects regarding the integration of lean and green practices
and their role in operations strategies, this is still a preliminary discussion. Only two cases
were analyzed, and the choice of the sample was intentional due to the limited number of
companies that already operate lean–green practices in the Brazilian context. This limitation
prevents generalizations. Thus, the development of further research on this theme is neces-
sary, especially in other relevant markets that have not yet been investigated. As a future
research direction, empirical studies in other industries for comparative purposes are also
recommended, as well as quantitative studies in larger samples, seeking to analyze in depth
how much each practice contributes to each competitive priority when implementing lean
and green practices. Finally, standardization in data collection can enable cross-country
and cross-temporal analyses.
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Appendix A. Case Study Questionnaire

A. Company description

1. Number of employees
Less than 50
50 to 100 employees
100 to 500 employees
500 to 1000 employees

2. Main products manufactured
__________________________

3. Position in the supply chain (Nominal level ranging from Original Equipment Manufacturer
to n-tier supplier)
First tier
Second tier
Third Tier
Fourth Tier
Fifth tier or more

B. Operations strategy

1. Who is the main clientele of your products?
Final user
Original equipment manufacturers
Replacement market (aftermarket)

2. Which of the options below is your organization’s main competitive advantage?
Price
Delivery
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Customization
Less environmental impact
Service Level
Another:

3. Concerning your competitive strategy, please rank in order of importance the 5 main factors
for your company’s competitiveness (5 being the most important, 1 being the less important).
5 4 3 2 1
Price
Design (product characteristics, technology)
Quality
Volume flexibility
Flexibility of production mix (product variety)
Delivery reliability
Delivery speed
Environmental sustainability
Innovation capacity
Another (Example: Location, aggregate services, etc.)

4. Competitive Priorities (Please use this scale to signal the degree of importance for each
competitive priority for your operations).
5 4 3 2 1
Cost of production (total cost of products sold)
Direct costs (labor and material)
Overhead costs (administration, maintenance)
Design quality (projected performance of main product characteristics)
Conformance (a product manufactured according to design specifications)
Reliability (probability of the product not failing)
Product Flexibility (ability to adapt products to customer’s needs)
Volume Flexibility (ability to respond to variations in required quantities)
Process Flexibility (includes production mix flexibility, sequencing flexibility, and
routing flexibility)
Reliability (probability of delivering the right product in the right quantity and on
time)
Speed of service (time elapsed between order and delivery of the product to the
customer)
Customer problem solving
Supplier support (in-product development, process planning, and component pro-
duction)
Actions to reduce material waste, energy consumption, water consumption, and
emissions.
3R—Remanufacturing, reuse, and recycling.

C. Lean Manufacturing

1. Indicate the year bracket in which Lean Manufacturing practices were implemented in your
organization.
Before 1990
Between 1990 and 2000
Between 2001 and 2005
Between 2006 and 2010
Between 2011 and 2015
From 2016 onwards

2. To your knowledge, which of the following factors motivated the implementation of Lean
Manufacturing practices in your organization? (You can choose several options if needed.)
Cost reduction
Quality improvement
Customer’s requirement
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Market competition
Corporate strategy
Another:

3. Lean Manufacturing Practices. Please use this scale to signal the level of implementation of
Lean Manufacturing in your current operations.

Nothing has been done
Currently at the “project” level but not yet implemented
Incipient implementation
Partially deployed
Fully deployed and tracked

Lean Manufacturing Practices:

Kanban (pull production)
Just-in-Time (JIT)
Just-in-Sequence (JIS)
Total Productive Maintenance (TPM)
5S (five S)
Value Stream Mapping (VSM)
Poka-Yoke (error-proofing system)
Cellular Manufacturing
Visual Management
5 why/Ishikawa (fishbone) diagram
Kaizen
Standardized work

D. Green Manufacturing

1. Indicate the year bracket in which Green Manufacturing practices were implemented in your
organization.
Before 1990
Between 1990 and 2000
Between 2001 and 2005
Between 2006 and 2010
Between 2011 and 2015
From 2016 onwards

2. To your knowledge, what factors motivated the implementation of Green Manufacturing
practices in your organization? You can choose several options if needed.
Cost reduction
Quality improvement
Customer’s requirement
Market competition
Corporate strategy
Legislation
Another:

3. Green Manufacturing Practices. Please use this scale to signal the level of implementation of
Green Manufacturing in your current operations.

Nothing has been done
Currently at the “project” level but not yet implemented
Incipient implementation
Partially deployed
Fully deployed and tracked

Green Manufacturing Practices:

Environmental Management Plan
Waste Management Policy
Effluent Treatment
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Water consumption reduction program
Energy conservation program
Recycling program
Program to reduce material consumption
Publication of reports with environmental information
Product life cycle analysis
Environmental accreditation of suppliers
Environmental education programs for the community
Inter-process resource-sharing programs
Cleaner production program
Reverse logistics
Another (please, specify)

E. Understanding Lean–Green and Competitive priorities

1. What is your opinion of the implementation of Lean and Green manufacturing practices in
relation to the competitive priorities of your current operations?

2. In your opinion, what is the contribution of Lean manufacturing to Green manufacturing
practices?

3. Do you consider that Lean manufacturing practices contribute to environmental performance?
If so, in what way?
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Abstract: Market positioning, i.e., the competitiveness of European shipyards, depends a lot on
the measures of continuously improving the business processes, therefore meeting the criteria of
environmental protection and sustainable energy. Lean management enables ongoing improvements
of all system processes by recognizing and removing the unnecessary costs of the same, i.e., those
activities which do not contribute to the added value for the customer. In this paper, the authors
research the magnitude of improvements in the shipbuilding sales process achieved by applying the
Lean tool “Value Stream Mapping” (VSM). The example of analysing the informational stream of the
studied European shipyard’s existing sales process, performed by implementing the VSM, has defined
the measures to decrease the losses in the process, with an emphasis on waiting time in internal
and external communication. Upon VSM of the future state, measuring improvements realised by
applying key performance indicators began. Significant cost savings in the sales process and the
simultaneous increase of productivity of the employees participating in those process activities have
been noted, as well as the substantial growth in sales and the shipyard’s income.

Keywords: shipbuilding; sales; lean management; value stream mapping; improvement

1. Introduction

The European shipbuilding industry is increasingly facing Asian competition in the
construction of cruise ships, passenger ships, ferries, and even vessels of special purpose,
and for decades it has almost entirely lost its market position in niches of cargo ship
containers, bulk cargo, and oil. According to [1], at the beginning of the 21st century, Asian
countries dominate in large shipbuilding, with a greater world share in shipbuilding than
European countries had 100 years ago, whose strong decline in large shipbuilding volume
started in 1955. The first reason for that was the great rise of Japan in delivered gross
registered tonnage, and then the remaining Asian countries—South Korea, then China.

The strengthening of Asian industrial conglomerates was mostly supported by indirect
or even, in the case of China and South Korea, direct government subsidies. The Asian
conglomerates also benefited from lower labour costs compared to Europe. European
shipyards, with strong trade union activity and set fees in accordance with the extremely
cyclical changes in freight rates on the shipping market [2], could not compete on price [1],
thus leaving Asian countries with complete primacy in cargo shipbuilding. As quoted
in [2], in 2019, the main Asian countries accounted for as much as 95.5% of the deadweight
tonnage in the global newbuilding orderbook, of which the share of China was 45.4%,
South Korea 28.1%, and Japan 22%, while Europe accounted for only 1.9% of the world’s
total ordered deadweight tonnage. Due to the lack of competitiveness in cargo shipbuilding
in the last two decades, the European shipbuilding sector has been oriented primarily in
building technologically sophisticated ships—cruise ships, vessels for oil and gas industry,
suppliers for offshore wind farms, and others.
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However, due to a decline in their share of the global shipbuilding orderbook in
favour of China, Japan [2,3] and South Korea [4] enlarged their portfolio of newbuilds
to capture a market niche of big cruise ships at the beginning of the 21st century. The
aforementioned strategies were additionally strengthened by the consequences of the
financial crisis from 2008 to 2012, which saw a decline in cargo vessel [3]. The ultimate and
greatest challenge to European shipbuilding is the increasingly strong inclusion of China in
the aforementioned market niche in the last decade, driven by the government-led policy
of low selling prices [3], with the aim of adopting the necessary technologies as quickly
as possible.

Therefore, European shipbuilding faces a great challenge to continuously improve
business processes to at least maintain but also increase its competitiveness while meeting
high environmental protection and energy efficiency criteria. The current market demands
for highly complex and technologically advanced vessels affects all stages of shipbuilding—
design, construction, operation, and maintenance—creates new challenges for the R&D
sector, and enhances the growth and development of various support industries, such as IT,
design, specialised outfit production, and similar. The importance of such a chain of added
value, originated and led by the shipbuilding industry and having a major economic impact
on the overall economy, has to be acknowledged by European countries so that shipbuilding
will be considered as long-term economic strategies are instituted. Development and
research activities must be the backbone of modern European shipbuilding so that the
industry can be a leader of current trends in energy-efficient design and environmentally
friendly vessels, so-called “smart ships”.

Improving business processes to maintain or increase competitiveness is possibly
approached from at least three intertwined aspects:

• Using funds from the European Union to encourage development activities, research,
and innovation, as well as investment in digital technologies, infrastructure, and
production resources;

• Implementing Industry 4.0 trends and technologies;
• Organizational changes in terms of transforming the shipyard into a “smart” (digital

transformation) and “green factory”, respectively.

Through “A New Industrial Strategy for Europe” adopted in 2020 [5], which is based
on the “European Green Deal” strategy adopted a year earlier [6] on reaching the climate
neutrality of Europe by 2050, the European Commission emphasises the primary signifi-
cance of digital, i.e., the green transformation of European industry (dual transition), as a
contributor to the process of achieving a climate-neutral European economy, defining the
grant schemes to SMEs focused on development and research projects. Most of the leading
countries in the maritime sector, not only in Europe but also globally, have recognised the
importance of applying digital technologies to achieve an increase in the competitiveness
of their industries in the sphere of sustainable growth and development [7,8]. They have
also implemented new operational processes in shipbuilding [9] (e.g., Germany issued
“Industrie 4.0”, Spain adopted an agenda for Industrial Competitiveness, South Korea
issued “Manufacturing Innovation 3.0 Strategy”, China issued strategic declaration “Made
in China 2025”, etc.). Nevertheless, research work on applying digital technologies, i.e., the
results achieved by implementing Industry 4.0 doctrines and trends in the shipbuilding
sector, are still in the early stages.

The analysed research evaluates the importance of certain technological achievements
of Industry 4.0 to the transformation of traditional business systems into smart ones differ-
ently. Therefore, some of the research [10] recognises Cloud, Big Data Analytics, Internet
of Things, and Artificial Intelligence as technologies of primary importance in improving
shipbuilding processes followed by other digital trends and technologies such as Digitisa-
tion (of all workshops’ machinery), Additive Manufacturing (3D printing), Cybersecurity,
Autonomous Guided Vehicles, Virtual and Augmented Reality, Collaborative Robotics,
Blockchain, and Internet of Services. Other research [11–13] emphasises the importance of
the Cyber–Physical System (CPS) platform in creating Shipyard 4.0, whereas Digital Twin
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has been defined as the leading technology for realising the CPS platform [14]. Moreover, a
case study of Shipyard 4.0 [11] assumes all other digital technologies as secondary and is
built upon Digital Twin technology.

Digital Twin represents a virtual replica of a physical entity (product, machine, pro-
cess, and the like) and is related to it by selected smart sensors and reference software
applications that monitor the parameters in real-time by analysing the collected data [14,15].
As such, Digital Twin can be utilised as the basis for a smart manufacturing system (SMS)
configuration, recognising and preventing misconceptions in the early stage of the SMS
design process [16]. Digital Twin technology, on the other hand, implies the comingling
of three entities—the physical object, its virtual replica, and their mutual digital link/IT
component [17,18]. Considering the specifics of the European shipyard studied in this
paper related to constructing prototype vessels according to the client’s preferences, the
shipyard has recognised Digital Twin as the core technology for the transformation into
Shipyard 4.0. In relation to the already performed research [19] regarding the importance of
applying Digital Twin to sales and marketing activities, the studied shipyard recognises the
advantages of applying 3D modelling with software tools in the earliest, pre-contractual,
and sales phases. The ship’s development in its virtual equivalent enables the client and
the shipyard to improve the ship’s parameters (e.g., the shape and the stability of the ship)
which results in lower costs, i.e., better project profitability for the client. Furthermore,
design activities in the digital twin ship enable the client, shipyard, and key suppliers to
define the optimal technical and technological solutions with the aim of simplifying and
thereby reducing the cost, resulting in an additional increase in added value for the client.

The complexity of financing the shipbuilding process [20,21] includes a large num-
ber of stakeholders [22], and after the financing is approved, an entire supply chain is
involved in the transaction processes. With the aim of maintaining but also improving
competitiveness, the studied European shipyard gives priority, along with Digital Twin
technology, to the implementation of the digital achievements of Industry 4.0, to blockchain
technology, and its software application of smart contracts [23–26]. It also takes into ac-
count the high potential of its applicability in the shipbuilding industry [27–29]. Blockchain
technology represents the distributed database [28] which enables the execution of direct
transactions between networked users without the need for verification. Once adopted by
consensus of the users, transactions remain unchangeable, which ensures transparency and
trust. Adopting blockchain technology by eliminating the need for third-party mediation
not only allows for a significant reduction in the duration of transaction approval proce-
dures, but also eliminates the high financing costs, thus increasing the competitiveness of
the shipyard.

By implementing the applicable trends and technologies of Industry 4.0, the main
directions of the integration of shipyard business processes are realised [10], namely:

• Vertical, by integrating the business processes from workshops, through departments
and up to management, by transmitting data between virtual reality and sensors, i.e.,
actuators installed on work equipment (automatic machines, production lines, etc.) in
real-time (CPS environment), thus achieving significant savings in processes;

• Horizontal, by integrating all the supply chain stakeholders in order to create possible
new networks among the same, adjusted to the potential new projects;

• End-to-End engineering, by connecting the supply chain stakeholders with the process
functions (design, supply, production, maintenance) to monitor the product lifecycle
by analysing data assigned to the product, i.e., real data from construction and use
of the product to optimise the shipbuilding process and improve the efficiency of
product maintenance.

However, a prerequisite for access to a digital shipyard transformation is the Lean
transformation of business processes, necessary from the aspect of achieving business
competitiveness by eliminating or reducing unnecessary costs, while increasing company
profits, productivity, and employee motivation, ultimately increasing customer satisfaction.
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In the past decades, Lean management has been popular because of its potential
to improve not just discrete manufacturing processes, where it had emerged, but also in
industrial processes, as well as service processes, such as healthcare, banks, and universities.
The major point of interest of Lean management in the shipbuilding industry, as the
literature reveals, was the manufacturing process itself. Since premanufacturing processes
play a huge role and have a huge influence on the actual manufacturing process, the
motivation of this research was to study the possibility of improving the premanufacturing
phase, which in turn would improve the manufacturing phase.

This paper demonstrates the importance of improving the sales process of the studied
European shipyard by using Value Stream Mapping (VSM) as the chosen Lean manage-
ment tool. After introducing and reviewing the literature in the first two sections, the third
section highlights the features of the Lean management method and describes Value Stream
Mapping as the selected Lean tool for improving the sales process. The fourth section
describes the applied research methodology for this work. In the fifth section, the current
phases and subphases of the sales process are determined, upon which in the sixth section
a map of the current situation will be described and a map of the future state of the sales
process is presented and its implementation is planned. The sales process improvement
theoretical results are presented in the seventh section. In the eight section accomplish-
ments of the experimental application of improvement measures are first presented and
recommendations for further research are discussed. Finally, the ninth section gives a
conclusion and argues the significance of the achieved sales process improvement results
in the shipyard’s business.

2. Literature Review

The following paragraphs review the available literature and scientific research on
Lean management and manufacturing, respectively, in shipbuilding.

Unlike scientific research on the development and application of Lean principles in
other manufacturing industries, there are not so many publications in the field of Lean
shipbuilding. The authors Sullivan et al., as well as Suresh et al., claim that the reason is
the novelty and restrictions of such an approach in this type of industry [30,31]. However,
in their study, Suresh and other authors give an overview of lean shipbuilding in countries
such as Japan, the US, and Norway and show that it is possible to achieve significant
improvements in productivity with some of the Lean tools such as multi-skill training and
five ‘S’ Value Stream Mapping and standardized work [31]. Sullivan et al. claim that in
lean transformation in maritime design, it is necessary for three aspects to be considered:
process, people, and technology, and their study is focused on the design process of vessels
and improving that process with Lean principles [30]. Applying lean manufacturing
principles in US shipyards was described in the article [32]. The authors claimed that there
is the potential for significant productivity improvements in shipyards by implementing
Lean principles. The development of the Lean shipbuilding MES system is described in
an article by Song and Zhou [33]. They studied the case of a shipbuilding company’s
production process that had problems with a long manufacturing cycle, a low utilization
rate of personnel, and an unbalanced production line which were addressed using the Lean
shipbuilding MES system. Two studies dealing with the panel line assembly process in
shipbuilding show significant improvements by introducing Lean principles in this part
of the shipbuilding process. In the first of these two mentioned papers, only by analysing
the time chart and current Value Stream Mapping are possibilities for improvements
detected in the manner of the sequence modification of the manufacturing flow. The
Value Stream Mapping of the manufacturing process was a key element in analysing and
improving production efficiency [34]. The second mentioned paper also applied Value
Stream Mapping to analyse the production process. The results were significant regarding
man-hour and lead time savings of about 60 and 80%, respectively [35]. Another work
by Kolich et al. describes applying Value Stream Mapping in shipyard panel assembly
lines. They suggested that by implementing Kanban and pull principles, as well as group
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technology and production configurations, significant improvements in terms of man-hours
and production time can be seen [36]. The case study of applying Lean principles in the
European shipbuilding industry by Value Stream Mapping is presented in the paper [37].
The authors described the case study of applying VSM and simulation of pylon production
in the shipbuilding process, which have resulted in a future state map of the process. They
showed possibilities for reducing lead time and local inventory levels compared to the
current state. Another interesting study was given by Niansheng et al. [38]. The authors
give a systematic approach for the Lean supply chain in the shipbuilding industry by
analysing specific characteristics of the shipbuilding processes to improve productivity and
lower costs. The approach is established with procedures on three basic levels, and these
are: foundation, execution, and index level. The first level incorporates the foundation
of the management principles, the second level includes the operation directions, and
the index level represents the performance measurement. Another study of Value Stream
Mapping application in the shipbuilding industry, specifically in micro panel assembly,
was given by Kolich et al. [39]. The authors describe the case study of flow improvement in
this specific part of the production process.

The ship production process from the point of purchasing to the point of delivering
the final product can be as long as two years. This is a very long and complex process that
consists of many complex and interdependent steps, and focusing only on the production
process itself in terms of applying Lean principles and improving the process can lead to
improvements. However, the significant results in reducing the lead time and increasing
productivity and production efficiency could only lead if the whole process, including the
contracting phase, is taken into account for improvements. Implementing Lean principles
in the sales process, specifically in the contracting phase, must be one of the key strategic
decisions of the shipyard’s management, given the effect achieved by improving the process
in terms of revenue growth or production capacity employment. The reviewed literature
showed the gap in this field, and this study aimed to research the possibility of Lean
implementation in this specific area of the shipbuilding process, thereby detecting the
losses in the sales process and accordingly defining the improvement measures to enhance
the shipbuilding sales performance and competitiveness of the shipyard, respectively. Thus,
the research questions aimed to be addressed in this case study were:

• Q1: What are the wastes in the sales process in shipbuilding according to the
Lean principles?

• Q2: Is the Value Stream Mapping tool applicable in the sales department processes in
the shipbuilding industry?

3. Lean Methodology

Since it was used to describe the specificity of Toyota Motor Company’s production
system [40], comparing it with other automotive industries, particularly Western ones,
Lean management has become one of the widely used methodologies to improve, at first,
production processes, but later also service companies as well hospitals and universities.
As the method emerged, it was recognized as an improvement philosophy that can be
applied in many industries.

The main goal of Lean manufacturing is to continuously improve the processes by
eliminating all waste from the process, which Taiichi Ohno has classified into six categories:
overproduction, transport, waiting, inventory, over-processing, unnecessary movement,
and rework [41]. In the Lean approach, waste is everything that does not add value to
the customer [42]. In addition, one of the definitions of Lean manufacturing is that Lean
manufacturing, when implemented, reduces the time between the customer order and
delivery of the final product by eliminating non-value-added activities. The goal is to
achieve a short and agile process that can easily respond to customer demands [43].

In their book Lean Thinking, Womack and Jones define five basic principles of Lean
manufacturing: value, value chain, flow, pull, and perfection [42]. The principle of value
means that the process has to be organized from the perspective of the customer and the
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premise of what brings value to the customer. Value chain principles summarized the
approach that the process is the sum of all activities necessary for bringing that value to the
customer. The flow principles define the idea that the process has to flow smoothly, without
interactions and interruptions, and the ideal state is to have a one-piece flow. The pull
principle is the most important principle of Lean management and is very often associated
with Kanban, a signal card system that is developed and used in Toyota for pulling products
to the customer instead of pushing products to the customer. Basically, every activity in
the process is an internal customer, and the previous activity does not produce until
the upstream activity does not demand, and that way, the product is pulled towards
the end customer. The principle of perfection represents the philosophy of continuous
improvement, which never ends.

The principles of value, value-chain, and the flow, through one of the tools of Lean
management, which is Value Stream Mapping (VSM), are the subject of this research.

Value Stream Mapping is the tool for identifying and analysing the value chain, thus
analysing all activities which bring the product to the customer. It utilizes some common
graphical icons and symbols to represent the process and, in that way, becomes a common
language about processes [44]. As supposed from Western production thinking, which was
concentrated mainly on the flow of the material, in the Toyota production system, many
decades ago, the different value flows were identified, and those are: the flow of material,
the flow of information, which is as important as material flow and even more significant
because it dictates how the material will move through the production process. Thus, the
flow of information directly influences the flow of material. The third flow recognized in
Toyota is the flow of people.

Value Stream Mapping allows one to identify all activities, all flows, both the flow of
material and information and the flow of people, with the primary purpose of analysing
and eliminating all wastes from the process. Previously, researchers have developed many
techniques for optimizing individual operations, but most of these techniques and tools
cannot comprehend and visualize the whole picture of the entire production process. That
way, the operations are analysed separately, which can bring isolated improvements which
do not necessarily lead to improving the whole production process. Value Stream Mapping
is the primary tool used to identify the opportunities for Lean tools to improve the entire
process [45–48]. The Value Stream Mapping process is shown in Figure 1.
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the current state in the field to collect reliable data. The current map is then analysed, and
ideas for improvements are generated which are then presented in the future state map.
According to the future state, an action plan for implementation is made. These steps were
implemented in this case study, and details are given in section four.

4. Research Methodology

The purpose of this study was to research the adoption of Value Stream Mapping
for analysing and improving the sales process in the shipbuilding industry, an event over
which research does not have control. As Leonardo et al. suggest, in this situation the
methodology applicable is a case study [49]. In addition, Rashid et al. suggest that for
in-depth phenomena research, a qualitative case study methodology is a good choice [50].

In his work, Yin explains that there are three types of case studies, and those are
exploratory, descriptive, and explanatory. Since the explanatory study is applicable for
studies of the processes of the companies, this type of case study is chosen in this research.
In addition, according to Yin, a case study can be a single-case case study or a multiple-case
case study. Since in this research there were no other available cases for replication, a single-
case case study was adopted [51]. Before conducting the case study, good preparation was
necessary and as Rashid et al. in their work point out, issues such as clarity, selection,
and operationalization of the case study can lead to wasting time, confusion, and wrong
decisions. Thus, they suggest four phases of the case study and those are: step 1—the
foundation phase, step 2—the pre-field phase, step 3—the field phase, and step 4—the
reporting phase. The steps of this case study are given in Figure 2.
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The foundation phase begins with a selection of the unit study and the case. The
unit selected was a European shipbuilding factory whose strategic investment plans were
oriented toward implementing Industry 4.0 doctrines in technological and production
processes and business systems using the available digital technology tools to transform
the shipyard into a Smart factory.

According to the size of its infrastructure and number of employees, it belongs to the
group of large European shipyard plants, organizationally including all business functions—
administrative (sales, marketing, project management, purchasing, finances, and human
resources), as well as all those technical and technological (planning, technology, design,
engineering) and production (maintenance and transport included), with the possibility of
project realisation exclusively or primarily by its own human resources.
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The shipyard provides the services of developing/initial designing, designing, and
constructing the most complex ships, with demanding special infrastructure constructions
(e.g., bridges), offshore objects for the oil and gas industry, as well as components for
offshore wind farms. It is present in the entire international market.

The shipyard currently employs a couple of thousand workers, of which more than
100 are designers who develop and optimise different types of the most technologically
advanced ships. By using the most modern software tools, they virtually model and design
a “digital prototype” (Eng. “digital twin” or “ship 0”) [52,53] to define the optimal technical
and technological solutions before the object/vessel construction launches (begins).

Since the Sales and Marketing Sector and the Project Management Office are the
backbones of the company, the selected case was the company’s sales sector. Implementing
the Lean system in the sales process was one of the key strategic decisions of the shipyard’s
management to improve the process in terms of revenue growth, i.e., employment of
production capacities.

The pre-field phase included planning the case study. Interviewing managers and
designated personnel from the Sales and Marketing Sector, Initial Design Department,
Planning and Technology Sector, Project Management Office, Key Material Sourcing De-
partment, Legal Department and Financial Sector, was planned, all together in average
12 employees involved, within the period of about 3 months, mostly as a part of the regular
(weekly) operational meetings. Additionally, the field walk with personnel to gather all the
necessary data for the current Value Stream Map was planned.

The field phase, consisting of steps four and five of the case study, included the field
walk, gathering the historical and present data, and constructing the current Value Stream
Map. Data were collected from the archive (IT, server) of each and every involved sector
and department detailing the time their employees’ had engaged in the sales process during
the past 2 years. Brainstorming meetings attended by at least three representatives from the
Sales and Marketing Sector representatives along with directors, managers, and personnel,
in various compositions were held on bi-weekly basis through approximately a nine-month
period The purpose of these meetings was to analyse the current state and gain solutions
for the future state map. The future state map was the result of this phase of the case study,
and the pilot project was carried according to the future VSM.

The reporting phase included creating and structuring the results achieved with the
VSM tool.

In the next section, the field and reporting phase will be thoroughly described.

5. Shipbuilding Sales Process in the Selected Unit

The Sales and Marketing Sector, with the associated Project Management Office, is the
backbone of the shipbuilding system organisation; the sector is divided into the shipbuild-
ing department, represented by three employees, and the off-shipbuilding department with
up to eight employees, including technical and technological support.

The Initial Design Department also makes up part of this sector (the development/initial
design of the ship), which is actively involved in the data processing of inquiries (for new-
builds), i.e., in offer preparation and project contracting.

The shipbuilding department of the Sales and Marketing Sector receives inquiries
directly from the customers or gains them via agents (“brokers”) based on the following:

• The shipyard’s references, i.e., its market position (word of mouth, marketing activities—
fairs, interviews, and advertising in specialised publications/editions);

• Direct approach to potential customers by the sales representatives regarding long-
term business strategy (opening new market niches such as ship repairs and refits,
constructing offshore objects, conversions and constructing megayachts);

• The ongoing projects and previous deliveries—re-ordering of “sister” or similar new
vessels by the former and actual clients.

The value created by the shipbuilding sales process is the shipbuilding contract for
the vessel optimised so that the ship parameters are improved during the development
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and design phase. This is accomplished by implementing the shipyard’s available software
tools to reach the best possible indicators of the feasibility study of the customer’s project.

Processing inquiries for new construction, i.e., preparing the offer for the initial design
of the ship, and designing and constructing the ship up to contracting the specific project,
evolves in four phases: the inquiry selection phase, the Preliminary offer preparation phase,
the Letter of Intent defining phase, and the contracting phase.

5.1. Inquiry Selection Phase

The selection of inquiries sent by the customer or agent is performed according to the
following criteria:

1. Conformity with the market niches which are the shipyard’s strategical mid-term
and long-term orientation (passenger ships, ferries, cruise ships, special purpose
vessels—oil industry, offshore wind farms), as well as the acceptable volume of the
ships to be constructed (preferred gross tonnage depending on the shipyard’s profile).
Smaller ships are acceptable if they are from the mega-yacht or navy program niche,
if they are contracted as a large serial of vessels by the basic shipbuilding contract
and not as optional vessels, and if the customer is recognized as a long-term strategic
partner in the shipbuilding or shipping sector;

2. Shipbuilding capacities regarding the available and short-term planned shipyard
infrastructure (lifting capacity of cranes, the shipyard’s hall size, slipway size, maximal
depths of the shipyard’s port, and the like);

3. The project realization capacity within the planned delivery date according to the
shipyard’s standard and usual delivery deadlines for of design and building a ship of
similar parameters and, if required by the inquiry, according to the obligated class
notations and requirements for its seaworthiness.

Inquiry analysis is performed by the Sales and Marketing Sector according to the se-
lection criteria mentioned above and with the possible assistance of the Planning and Tech-
nology Sector relating to project realisation capacities. The inquiry selection phase usually
lasts for 3 to 4 days (in average some 84 h), mostly conditioned by communication with the
customer or its agent to clarify certain inquiry details. Here, the mentioned duration of this
phase includes internal communication with the Planning and Technology Department.

5.2. Preliminary Offer Preparation Phase

The Preliminary offer preparation phase consists of two subphases: the Non-Disclosure
Agreement defining the subphase and the Preliminary offer budgeting subphase. Prepa-
ration of the data framework for initial calculation is based on input documents sent by
the potential client/agent, whereas the shipyard defines the minimum requirement for the
potential client’s documentation—conceptual design/preliminary general arrangement
plan and the ship’s outline specification. Before submitting the relevant documents, the
potential client delivers the Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) proposal no more than
three days from when the shipyard Sales Sector has confirmed its interest in processing
the inquiry. The Sales and Marketing Sector contacts the company’s Legal Department to
prepare the Non-Disclosure Agreement proposal for each future revision after the potential
client sends the answer regarding the company’s comments. To review the initial Non-
Disclosure Agreement proposal, the Legal Department takes 4 days. Every other future
revision is generally exchanged within 3 days, which usually includes four revisions from
the initial document. Once the Non-Disclosure Agreement is approved, it is delivered to
the Management Board Office for signature. After that, and usually within 3 days, it is
re-sent to the Sales Sector and electronically to the potential client.

Preparing a preliminary data framework for initial calculation is performed by the
Sales representative based on the ship’s technical parameters (gross tonnage, deadweight,
number of passengers, number of crew members, vessel dimensions, and other relevant in-
formation), requirements for the ship’s seaworthiness, requests according to required class
notations (regulations of the ship classification societies), applicable international rules and
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regulations, and comparing it with ships of reference (assigning the coefficients regarding
the complexity of the ship’s requirements). The Sales and Marketing Sector contacts the
Initial Design Department to analyse the applicable launching technology and the Planning
and Technology Sector regarding the preliminary analysis of the possible shipbuilding
technological methods, all to estimate project realisation possibilities regarding the avail-
able infrastructure and the shipyard’s current technological achievements. Furthermore,
depending on the inquiry, the Sales representative asks the Planning and Technology Sector
to estimate the working hours for the ship’s hull construction and outfitting, and from
the (related) engineering company, the cost estimation for the anti-corrosion protection
of the ship. In addition, the Planning and Technology Sector delivers the Sales Sector a
detailed estimation of the project realisation period (elaborated in phases: effectiveness of
the shipbuilding contract, the start of steel cutting, keel laying, launching, and delivery), all
under the assumption that the relevant project is contracted within up to 8 months from
receiving the inquiry. The average time to prepare the preliminary data framework for
calculation is 7 to 10 working days, depending on the intensity of the involvement of the
pre-listed departments, i.e., the related company. The preliminary data framework for the
initial calculation, outlined in the table form, is delivered to the Management Board Office
for the approximate estimation of the ship’s cost. Within 5 days, the Management Board
member gives information on the initial sales price with comments related to the ship’s
estimated construction/delivery deadline along with the suggested dynamics for paying
based on which the Sales Sector prepares the Preliminary offer and delivers the same to the
client within 1 day. The client usually takes 14 days to comment on the Preliminary offer.
In total, the Preliminary offer preparation phase on average takes 44.5 days (1068 h).

5.3. Letter of Intent Defining Phase

If the potential client should find the Preliminary offer sufficient for continuing negoti-
ations, the Financial Sector gets involved in the sales process by submitting the insurance
instruments available for monitoring the relevant project within 3 days. Upon receiving the
relevant information, the potential client usually asks the shipyard for a statement on the
capacities of the financial support of the project, which means that within approximately
10 days, the Financial Sector, accompanying banks of the company and insurance compa-
nies, analyses the financial reports of the potential client, its business plan, and feasibility
indicators of the project, and the statement on conclusions regarding the possibility of
the company’s participation in financing the project is delivered to the potential client. If
all parties—the potential client, shipbuilder, and financial institutions—agree on options
related to financing and payment dynamics, defining the Letter of Intent can begin. The
period of mutual consent, starting from the shipyard’s statement on the possibilities of
financial participation in the project to the eventual agreement with the potential client
about the acceptable financial arrangements to follow the newbuild’s construction (or its
series), usually takes 10 days. A Letter of Intent proposal is generally prepared by the
company’s Legal Department according to commercial instructions delivered by the Sales
Sector within 2 days after agreeing with the potential client that the Letter of Intent will
be prepared. Regarding the commercial–legal specificities of the project, preparing the
Letter of Intent proposal usually lasts 4 days, after which it is delivered to the potential
client for analysis. Generally, until the Letter of Intent is adopted, contracting parties
exchange four revisions of the relevant documents, with an average period of three days to
prepare comments between revisions. The agreed Letter of Intent is submitted by the Legal
Department to the Management Board Office with a summary of the legal interpretation
of the document and upon adoption and signing, is electronically sent to the Sales Sector,
usually within 3 days. Hence, the average duration of the Letter of Intent defining phase is
around 41 days (984 h).
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5.4. Contracting Phase

The contracting phase comprises two simultaneously running subphases: the con-
tractual ship price calculation subphase and the shipbuilding contract review subphase.
Upon signing the Letter of Intent (LOI), the Initial Design Department begins with the
development, i.e., the ship’s initial design, and with defining/elaborating the technical spec-
ifications of the same to prepare contractual technical documentation within 120 days. The
ship’s initial design process implies the much-needed constant cooperation with the client’s
technical–commercial team on the shipbuilder’s site to optimise the ship according to the
client’s wishes, so the best solutions are achieved with minimal expenses. This ensures
that the ship’s top quality and the fastest return on the client’s investment are met. At the
same time and during the first 45 days, the Initial Design Department prepares the ship’s
technical basis and submits them to the Key Material Sourcing Department to prepare the
final calculation and the final contractual ship price, respectively. The ship’s technical basis
is delivered simultaneously by each profession (propulsion systems, electro components,
navigation and communication equipment, and others) to relevant subdivisions of the
Key Material Sourcing Department. Within 15 days from the last received technical basis,
the Key Material Sourcing Department, based on market processing results and the best
pre-contracted supply prices for the defined equipment and systems, delivers the detailed
cost sheet to the Management Board Office, elaborated according to the functional division
of the ship, for analysis and defining the ship’s final cost.

Usually within 7 days, the Management Board sets the contractual ship price, which is
further negotiated with the client by the Sales Sector. Approaching the final contractual
ship price agreement is completed within 30 days. Then, the Legal Department intensifies
the proposal review for the Shipbuilding contract—the same is delivered to the client by
the Legal Department immediately after signing the LOI. After approximately 150 days
(3600 h) of total average duration of the contracting phase and from signing the LOI,
respectively, the final version of the Shipbuilding contract, along with the contractual
technical documentation previously agreed upon and verified by the client, is given to each
contracting party to be signed. To finalize the Shipbuilding contract and fulfil all financial
prerequisites (issuing the advance payment guarantees, advance payment executed) takes
around 90 days. Upon signing the Shipbuilding contract, the Project Management Office
names the project manager of the relevant project.

6. Value Stream Mapping of the Shipbuilding Sales Process
6.1. Lean Metrics

The Management Board has to be provided with the metrics for measuring the perfor-
mance and effectiveness of the shipbuilding system processes over a defined period of time,
among which the Sales and Marketing Sector secures the measures monitoring sales and
revenue growth, respectively, sales process cycle average duration, inquiry-to-shipowner
conversion effectiveness, and average sales process cost.

The sales growth performance indicator measures the accomplishments of sales goals
considering the company’s turnover growth over a determined period, comparing the
actual revenue with the forecasted one [54]. The average sales cycle length performance
indicator, initially aligned with the duration of the actual state of the process, measures
success in optimisation of the sales cycle: the shorter the cycle is, the more sales will be
achieved [54]. The inquiry-to-shipowner ratio measures success in converting inquiries into
shipbuilding contracts; a higher ratio indicates higher effectiveness of employees engaged
in the sales process, particularly in the later phases [54,55]. The cost per client acquisition
(CCA) performance indicator refers to all sales process costs generated in reaching the
shipbuilding contract, including but not limited to marketing, travel and lodging, and
research and development costs [54,55]. The CCA compares and analyses accrued costs per
client acquisition, thereby enabling determination of sales priorities; furthermore, it helps
achieve cost savings by identifying waste in the process that needs to be eliminated.
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Key performance indicators to be applied to measure the sales process improvement
by applying Value Stream Mapping as the chosen Lean tool, refer to:

1. Monitoring the transformation of the contacts into the clients, on annual average with
the indicators as follows:

• Conversion rate (C1) of the Contact (CO) of the Potential Client (PC), as the result
of accepting the Inquiry from the Customer (inquiry selection phase);

• Conversion rate (C2) of the Potential Client (PC) into the Apparent Client (AC),
completed once the Preliminary offer is accepted by the Potential Client;

• Conversion rate (C3) of the Apparent Client (AC) into the Client (CL), completed
by signing the LOI;

• Conversion rate (C4) of the Client (CL) into the Shipowner (SO)—the ultimate
conversion completed by signing the Shipbuilding contract,

2. Removal, i.e., decreasing losses in the sales process, and realising the sales results by
applying the following Lean metrics:

• Average length of the sales process by each realised shipbuilding contract;
• Costs of the sales process, annual average;
• Number of the contracted man-hours in production, annual average.

6.2. Value Stream Mapping of the Current State

The average duration length of the shipbuilding sales process is defined by:

1. The average number of the “shipyard–customer” phase interactions (as presented in
Appendix A, Table A1, based on the average historical data of the Sales and Marketing
Sector archive, observed within the last two-year period);

2. the average phase times of:

• Sales process activities that make added value;
• Activities necessary for the sales process but do not contribute any value to

the customer.

The average durations of the inquiry selection phase activities are shown in Table A2,
the Preliminary offer preparation phase in Table A3, the LOI defining phase in Table A4,
and the contracting phase in Table A5; considering value added and non-value added
sales process activities durations, whereby non-value-added activities relate at most to
the waiting time in internal and external communication, day time unit expressed in
Tables A2–A5 spreads to the 24 h time span.

The Value Stream Map of the current state of the shipbuilding sales process is shown
in Figure 3.

Value-added time of, for example, the Letter of Intent defining phase, equals the
number of entries (32 Apparent Clients, AC, as shown in Table A1) into the subject phase,
multiplied by the total average time (expressed by day time unit) of value-added activities
of the subject phase, as presented in Table A4.

By analysing the current Value Stream Map of the sales process, it is noted that a large
number of inquiries is transferred into Phase 2 of the sales process, and accordingly, a large
quantity of (simultaneous) interactions with customers even into the next phases, which
makes it drastically harder to recognize the buyers who ask for a stronger involvement in
the offer-making process, to understand their requests better and to communicate with them
constantly during the value creation. Due to processing several simultaneous inquiries, i.e.,
making the offer, legal analysis, and defining the contractual and technical documentation
within the minimum or negligibly partial phase shifts, the average length of the individual
sales process from receiving the inquiry to realising the shipbuilding contract usually takes
8 months, whereas activities which do not contribute to the added value of the sales process
last an average of 6 months, which is 75% of the overall process duration time. Insufficient
involvement with the customers regarding the analysis of their potential as clients, the
common impossibility of not recognizing the customer’s key representatives with decision
power, and insufficiently monitored communication with the customer during the higher
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phases of the sales process, all due to the overload of the stakeholders in the sales process
by the (over)sized quantity of inquiries “downloaded” into the sales process, eventually
results in the opposite of what was expected, i.e., fewer realised shipbuilding contracts
(average is 2.33 per year) versus the planned (average of 2.7 annually). Consequently
and due to the available production capacity average of the shipyard (that matches the
construction of about 2.5 newbuilds), for part of its capacities (around 120,000 production
man-hours annually), the shipyard has to subcontract (most commonly other shipyards) or
apply other labour law instruments (rescheduling the working hours, etc.).
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To perform the shipbuilding sales process according to the current state, 37 employees
from the seven organisational units of the shipyard required, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The necessary number of employees in the sales process—annual average—existing state.

Average
Number of the

Phase
Interactions,

Yearly

Sales and
Marketing
Sector (h)

Initial
Design

Dept. (h)

Key
Material
Sourcing
Dept. (h)

PMO (h)
Mgmt.
Board

Office (h)

Planning
and

Technology
Sector (h)

Legal
Dept. (h)

Financial
Sector (h)

Number of working hours, average

1st
phase/Inquiries
(Contacts, CO)

120 720 0 0 0 0 360 0 0

2nd
phase/Potential

Clients, PC
96 3072 4608 0 0 384 3072 1152 0

3rd
phase/Apparent

Clients, AC
32 960 0 0 0 128 0 1088 1088

4th
phase/Clients,

CL
8 1536 41,200 5760 0 416 384 1728 304

Total number of
working hours,

per year
6288 45,808 5760 0 928 3816 3968 1392

Number of
employees

engaged per
dept./sector,

yearly

3.4 24.79 3.12 0 0.5 2.06 2.15 0.75
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To conclude, the large number of phase interactions with the customers as a conse-
quence of the high percentage of accepted inquiries compared to the received ones (80%
of the “approved” inquiries), results in a 2.7% share of the average annual expense of the
shipbuilding sales process (EUR 3,112,000, as shown in Table 2,) in the shipyard’s overall
annual revenue (nearly EUR 116,500,000), which is approximately 34% more than the
expenditure plan of the planned annual cost of the sales process (nearly EUR 2,330,000,
which is 2% of the average annual revenue, excluding the marketing costs).

Table 2. Average annual sales process cost—current state.

Current State

Phases/Cost PI 1 Phase Cost, Average (€) Annual Phase Cost, (€)

Inquiries
(Contacts, CO) 120 360 43,200

Potential Clients, PC 96 6520 625,920

Apparent Clients, AC 32 8580 274,560

Clients, CL 8 271,040 2,168,320

Total cost of the sales
process, annual average (€) 3,112,000

1 Average number of phase interactions, annually.

6.3. Value Stream Mapping of the Future State

Value Stream Mapping of the future state of the shipbuilding sales process is antici-
pated by defining the measures which could realise changes in the sales process.

Improvements in the sales process will be achieved firstly by strict selection of the
inquiries received, i.e., by detailed analysis and consequently with a lower number of phase
interactions with the customers and therefore more effective engagement of the shipyard
workers when communicating during the higher phases of the sales process, eventually
resulting in high added value for the customer.

Decreasing the number of phase interactions with the customers will be achieved by
improving the sales process according to the following:

1. The Sales Sector will engage a renowned, international consulting service agency
specialising in the maritime sector to complete the study analysis of the actual, mid-
term, and long-term expected competitiveness of the shipyard within specific market
niches (passenger ships, ferries, special purpose vessels, cruise ships, cargo ships,
yachts, naval vessels) and their mid-term and long-term prospective growth potential,
risks, new markets, etc. The analysis will contain the review of current and forecast
trends in the shipbuilding and shipping industry. The study analysis will be ordered in
six month intervals and used by the Sales Sector as the tool during the inquiry selection
phase. It will be the base according to which, with additional time engagement of
the Sales Sector employees, the inquiries will be analysed in further detail, i.e., to be
selected more rigorously. If the inquiry should define specific requests for maritime
features of the ship and the scope of required class notations, the Sales Sector will
include the Initial Design Department in Phase 1 of the sales process to receive
an opinion about the complexity of the criteria and parameters set by the inquiry,
i.e., their implication to the aimed delivery deadline, all from the beginning due to
the more rigorous choice of the inquiry to transfer it to the next phase of the sales
process. Furthermore, because of the same reason and regarding the same criteria,
i.e., the possibility of realising the project within the aimed delivery deadline, the
Planning and Technology Sector will be included in the inquiry selection phase,
with its additional engagement power, for a more detailed analysis of the project’s
realisation and actual mid-term planning, i.e., the shipyard’s capacities which, besides
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the already contracted projects, also includes projects from the 3rd and 4th phase of
the sales process.

2. The Sales and Marketing Sector will join the legal specialist as the permanent em-
ployee of the sector for faster internal communication with the shipyard’s employees,
therefore inciting the customers to more agile interaction, with an emphasis on review-
ing the pre-contractual and contractual documentation (Non-Disclosure Agreement,
LOI, and Shipbuilding contract). When defining the Non-Disclosure Agreement, to
make a better choice amongst potential clients to continue with the negotiations, the
Sales Sector, i.e., its legal specialist, will ask for the legal/organisational structure of
the customer, and based on the same, along with available network data, will per-
form a preliminary legal due diligence in a reduced and narrow scope. Furthermore,
most commonly, the customer’s request to pay for an indefinite indemnity charge if
the NDA provisions would be breached will not be accepted, but the shipyard will
insist on limiting the damages to a certain amount; only if the potential client was
recognised as a possible strategic or a long-term partner, and/or the shipyard is a
major source of the disclosed information, can the shipyard accept the initial, common
request of the customer. When the NDA is signed, and as the additional criterion
for selecting potential clients, the Financial Sector will conduct one “mini” financial
due diligence of the customer, based on data available on the Internet and possible
financial statements delivered by the customer. The Preliminary offer will include
two additional “conditions” for the customer:

• Approximate deadlines to realise further sales process phases—accepting the
Preliminary offer, signing the LOI, defining and accepting the contractual ship
price as well as signing the Shipbuilding contract—all as the prerequisites for
handing over the ship within the deadline desired by the client, or within the first
next possible deadline and according to the production plan, i.e., the availability
of the shipyard’s capacities;

• The preliminary price of the Initial design, i.e., contractual technical documen-
tation (defining the general arrangement plan and technical specification of the
ship, developed from the ship’s initial design activities), along with the payment
conditions of the same: in installments during the contracting phase or at once
if the shipyard and the customer do not sign the shipbuilding contract or the
same has not become effective. Accepting the aforementioned will be consid-
ered the main prerequisite for signing the LOI. Only if the client is recognized
as a strategic one, with the possibility of building more ships in a serial, and
whose models of financing depend on developing and contracting the (first) ship,
will the shipyard estimate the possibilities for acknowledging to take over 50%
maximum of the Initial design expenses. To conclude, the validity deadline of
the Preliminary offer will be shortened, i.e., defined as not longer than 30 days,
depending on the characteristics of the project and current plans of the shipyard.

1. The Finance Sector will additionally ask the customer for evidence of their existing
funds or to reserve funds to finance the construction or pay for the ship upon its
delivery. It will be performed in the form of deposited funds or with the confirmation
that the customer’s financial institution guarantees that the payment is ready to be
issued. Depending on the customer’s compliance with these additional criteria, the
shipyard will estimate if the negotiations with the customer should continue and
should the LOI, previously agreed upon, be signed. These criteria will not be applied
in the event that the customer should be a Public Administration Authority (ministries
and the like).

2. Upon signing the LOI, the Project Management Office will nominate the manager of
the relevant project, who will, as a coordinator of the Client’s commercial–technical
teams and the shipbuilder, will participate in the initial design of the ship, i.e., defining
and elaborating the technical specification of the same, for the extra evaluation of
the project requirements, to contribute to the optimal implementation of the same
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during the ship’s development, and amongst all due to managing the dynamics
of the communication between the teams pursuant to the Preliminary offer and
“conditioned” deadlines for defining the ship’s price and agreeing on the Shipbuilding
contract. The Project Manager will actively be involved in the work of legal teams
during the revision process of the Shipbuilding contract and will initialise the final,
executed contract version.

A Value Stream Map of the future state of the shipbuilding sales process is shown in
Figure 4.
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6.4. Implementing the Improvements—Theoretical Model

Applying the aforementioned improvement measures does not necessarily impact the
change in the average phase time—except for doubling the duration length of the inquiry
selection phase activities (Table A6), but it changes the relationship of the average time of
the activities. Namely, within the Preliminary offer preparation phase, and especially in the
contracting phase, it decreases the average duration time of the activities, which does not
create added value (Table A7, i.e., Table A9). When defining the LOI for the average length
of the activity, which does not create added value for the customer, the time is shortened,
while the duration of the activities which develop the added value remains unchanged
(Table A8). The stated decreases of losses in the process, with an emphasis on those referring
to the waiting time to receive the answer from the customer, are predominantly realised
by introducing the conditions for defining the approximate realisation deadlines of the
higher phases of the sales process, starting from the deadline for accepting the Preliminary
offer, which “assigns” the expected dynamics of the communication with the shipyard
(defining the approximate reaction time of the customer to technical–commercial and legal
questions of the shipyard’s teams—the customer’s ”response time“ within the process) to
achieve the possible project realisation at least close to the client’s desired deadline for the
ship’s delivery. If the customer should significantly step out of the approximately defined
dynamics of interacting with the shipyard’s teams, the new dates to realise higher sales
process phases will depend on the engagement possibilities of the shipyard’s employees in
the involved sectors/departments on the relevant project and according to their availability
concerning other actual projects, i.e., customers.
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A big contribution to the reduction in losses and shortening the duration of the
activities which do not create added value in the contracting phase is performed by naming
the manager of the relevant project, knowing that they are in charge of monitoring the
compatibility of the activities performance dynamic with approximately defined dates to
realise the key points of the phase (process “follow up“) by managing the cross-teams
communication in a way that the same is kept within the assigned time intervals (optimal
“response time“ of the shipyard as well as the customer to their mutual questions regarding,
for example, the initial design and optimisation of the ship, defining the ship’s price,
Shipbuilding contract revisions, etc.).

In addition to the Inquiry selection phase, introducing the improvements has a neutral
effect on the average costs of the sales process phases.

A significant decrease in the average number of phase interactions regarding the
“shipyard–customer” (Table A10) is primarily achieved by rigorous inquiry selection,
and in later phases by all other process improvement measures, with an emphasis on
efficacy selection of the Potential Clients by introducing the additional requirements for
the customer in the Preliminary offer. The reduction mentioned above in the average
number of phase interactions with the customers, significant reduction of the losses is
achieved in the sales process and concerning working hours spent, and the representation
and travel expenditures for the inquiries, i.e., customers of the lower and low potential
of conversion to the next, higher process phases, which in the end results in a decrease in
the average annual cost of the sales process according to the facts presented in the next
section. Implementing the improvement measures for the sales process results in a nearly
38% decrease in the average number of employees necessary annually to perform the sales
activities. The average number of employees in departments/sectors engaged in the sales
process after improving the same is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The necessary number of employees in the sales process—annual average—future state.

Average
Number of the

Phase
Interactions,

Yearly

Sales and
Marketing
Sector (h)

Initial
Design

Dept. (h)

Key
Material
Sourcing
Dept. (h)

PMO
(h)

Mgmt.
Board

Office (h)

Planning
and

Technology
Sector (h)

Legal
Dept. (h)

Financial
Sector (h)

Number of working hours, average

1st phase/Inquiries
(Contacts, CO) 120 1140 720 0 0 0 840 0 0

2nd phase/Potential
Clients, PC 36 1728 1728 0 0 144 1152 0 324

3rd phase/Apparent
Clients, AC 16 896 0 0 0 64 0 0 640

4th phase/Clients, CL 5 1915 25,750 3600 880 260 240 0 190

Total number of
working hours, per

year
5679 28,198 3600 880 468 2232 0 1154

Number of employees
engaged per

dept./sector, yearly
3.07 15.26 1.95 0.48 0.25 1.21 0 0.62

7. Theoretical Results

Introducing improvement measures within the sales process, and with the primarily
realised decrease in the average number of phase interactions, has relieved the employees
engaged in the sales process of the most common comparative analysis of too many
customers by, therefore, providing them with the possibility of a quality “follow-up“ of high-
prospect ones, with an emphasis on the faster recognition of the customers’ representatives
who have the decision-making power and an on-time “response time“ in communicating
with the same, which has resulted in a far better, i.e., higher rate of contact conversion into
clients and eventually into shipowners. As shown in Table 4, besides the conversion rate of
the Contacts into the Potential Client, which, as the consequence of the rigorous inquiry
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selection, has decreased by 62% compared to the sales process state before introducing
improvement measures, all other conversion indicators have improved significantly, i.e., the
conversion rate of the Potential Client into the Apparent Client has increased by 33%, of the
Apparent Client into the Client by 25%, and eventually the Customer into the Shipowner
by a high 106%.

Table 4. Key performance indicators—conversion rates.

Average Number of the Phase Interactions, Yearly

Current state Future state

Inquiries (Contacts, CO) 120 120

Potential Clients, PC 96 36

Apparent Clients, AC 32 16

Clients, CL 8 5

Shipbuilding contracts
(Shipowners, SO) 2.33 3

Key Performance Indicators—Conversion Rates

Current state Future state Change Change
(%)

Conversion rate C1, C1 = PC/CO 0.8 0.3 0.38 −62

Conversion rate C2, C2 = AC/PC 0.33 0.44 1.33 33

Conversion rate C3, C3 = CL/AC 0.25 0.31 1.25 25

Conversion rate C4, C4 = SO/CL 0.29 0.6 2.06 106

Better identifying those customers that should be focused on and communicated with
was achieved by better understanding the customer’s requests in the project, more efficient
team cooperation when defining the contractual technical documentation, and generally
improving the parameters of the ship in its initial design/development phase, which at the
end of the process results in the high added value for the customer, i.e., with a project/ship
of optimal feasibility. At the same time, by decreasing the average number of phase
interactions with customers, the sales process is shortened, i.e., the average duration of each
sales process is decreased by 15 days. In such an improved state, the individual process,
from receiving the inquiry to realising the shipbuilding contract, is performed during
an average of 7.5 months, while during one realised shipbuilding contract, the average
sales process duration after introducing improvement measures decreases by 60%. The
achievements in decreasing the average time of the sales process, i.e., the activities which
do not create the added value and those which do after improvements are implemented,
are shown in Table 5, whereby the number of phase interactions per realised shipbuilding
contract (PIS) equals the average yearly number of phase interactions divided by the
average number of realised shipbuilding contracts (2.33 in the existing state and 3 in the
future one, annually).

Furthermore, improving the shipbuilding sales process using Value Stream Mapping
as the chosen Lean tool has created a decrease in the average annual sales process cost by
38%, with the simultaneous higher number of realised shipbuilding contracts (average of
3 per year) in comparison to the one assigned by the plan (2.7 per year). Comparing the
average annual cost of the sales process before and after implementing improvements is
shown in Table 6.
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Table 5. Key performance indicator—average sales process duration.

Current State Future State

Phase Times
Duration, Total

By Each
Realised

Shipbuilding
Contract

Phase Times
Duration, Total

By Each
Realised

Shipbuilding
Contract

Change (%)

Phases/Duration PIS
1 VAT 2 NVAT 3 VAT NVAT PIS VAT NVAT VAT NVAT VAT NVAT

Inquiries
(Contacts, CO) 51.5 6 78 309 4017.2 40 13 155 520 6200 68.3 54.3

Potential Clients, PC 41.2 67 1001 2760.5 41,242.9 12 80 988 960 11,856 −65.2 −71.3

Apparent Clients, AC 13.7 74 910 1016.3 12,497.9 5.3 74 814 394.7 4341.3 −61.2 −65.3

Clients, CL 3.4 1278 2322 4388 7972.5 1.7 1412 1828 2353.3 3046.7 −46.4 −61.8

Total per sales process (h) 1425 4311 1579 3785 10.8 −12.2

Total per sales process (days) 59.4 179.6 65.8 157.7 10.8 −12.2

Total per shipbuilding contract (h) 8473.8 65,730.5 4228 25,444 −50.1 −61.3

Total per shipbuilding contract
(days) 353.1 2738.8 176.2 1060.2 −50.1 −61.3

1 Average number of phase interactions, annually per realised shipbuilding contract; 2 value added activities
average duration (h); 3 non-value-added activities average duration (h).

Table 6. Key performance indicator—average annual sales process cost.

Current State Future State

Phases/Cost PI 1 Phase Cost,
Average (€)

Annual
Phase Cost,

(€)
PI Phase Cost,

Average (€)

Annual
Phase Cost,

(€)
Change Change

(%)

Inquiries
(Contacts, CO) 120 360 43,200 120 1300 156,000 3.61 261.11

Potential Clients,
PC 96 6520 625,920 36 7040 253,440 0.4 −59.51

Apparent Clients,
AC 32 8580 274,560 16 8500 136,000 0.49 −50.47

Clients, CL 8 271,040 2,168,320 5 277,080 1,385,400 0.64 −36.11

Total cost of the
sales process,

annual average (€)
3,112,000 1,930,840 0.62 −37.96

1 Average number of phase interactions, annually.

To emphasise, by improving the sales process, the average annual cost of the same was
17% lower than the one assigned by the expenditure plan, defined for the observed financial
year—the one during which the improvements of the sales process were introduced.

In conclusion, the most noted result of process improvement is seen in the average
number of contracted production man-hours per year, which stands for almost 30% growth
in realising sales in comparison to the average number of production hours contracted
before implementing the improvement measures within the sales process. Knowing that
work has an almost 30% share within the ship’s price, better sales realisation (average of
3 contracts per year, in comparison to the previous 2.33 before implementing the improve-
ment measures into the sales process) has raised the annual revenue of the shipyard by
20%, i.e., nearly EUR 140,000,000 in comparison to EUR 116,500,000 realised before the
improvement measures were introduced. Consequently, the average annual cost of the
sales process has significantly decreased (EUR 1,930,840, as shown in Table 6,) in the total
annual revenue of the shipyard (EUR 140,000,000, in conditions of the improved state of
the process) from 2.7% to only 1.4%.

The shortage in the annual production capacity (for the difference between available
capacity sufficient for construction of around 2.5 newbuilds, and required one for reali-
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sation of 3 newbuilds on average, contracted in the improved state of the sales process),
the shipyard may substitute by employing or subcontracting additional workers of the
required specialties.

8. Pilot Project and Discussion

An experimental application of the measures for improving the shipbuilding sales
process begins in the Preliminary offer preparation phase by indicating the preliminary
price of the Initial design and the payment method of the same. By accepting a Preliminary
offer supplemented in this way by the Potential Client, which is the main prerequisite for
signing the LOI, the conversion rate C2 has increased by 103% compared to the existing
sales process in the observed six-month period, which is three times more than expected
from the theoretical model of implementing the improvement measures. Namely, in the
observed six-month period, the relevant improvement measure was implemented to all
12 Potential Clients (2. sales process phase—Preliminary offer preparation phase) from the
market niches and according to the following:

• 4 mega-yachts, average project value above EUR 100 mil;
• 2 series of naval vessel newbuilds, an average project value above EUR 100 mil;
• 4 cruise ships, average project value above EUR 300 mil;
• 2 ferries, average project value above EUR 50 mil

Seven of the abovementioned Potential Clients have accepted the obligation to pay
the cost of preparing the Initial design, i.e., contractual technical documentation, as a new
prerequisite for signing the LOI and paying the same during or after the last phase of
the sales process—the contracting phase. Before introducing the relevant improvement
measure, the costs of providing services by the Initial Design Department, as an integral
part of the Sales and Marketing Sector, have been calculated in full as the expenditure
within the planned (annual) cost of the shipbuilding sales process. As the eighth Apparent
Client, one of the buyers of the cruise ships has been accepted, recognised as the strategic
one, with the potential of constructing one more ship from the serial.

Furthermore, within the previous six months, the measure of entitling the project
manager is implemented for four Clients (all from the mega-yachts niche). The Project
Management Office has nominated one project manager for two projects. In three projects,
during their contracting phase, a significant reduction in the duration of activities that do
not create additional value was noticed thanks to the continuous monitoring of how the
communication is led, especially the communication among the commercial–technical and
legal teams of the Clients and shipyard, i.e., thanks to maintaining the dynamics according
to the planned time for realising the key points of the relevant phase. By reducing the
waiting time within the internal communication, and especially within the communication
with the Clients’ teams, the duration of the contracting phase time is reduced by 10 to
30 days in relation to the shipbuilding sales process state before implementing relevant
improvement measure. Yet, the duration time of the contracting phase related to the fourth
mega-yacht project is prolonged significantly due to the great increase of waiting time
in external communication, exclusively due to the inadequate “response-time” by the
commercial-technical Client’s teams, and by nearly 50 days in relation to the theoretical
model of the future process state.

This research needs to be continued with the periodical analyses of realised improve-
ments in the sales process according to further dynamics and the schedule of implementing
suggested measures of the improvements into the process, along with the verification
of the theoretical results of improvement. By continuously comparing the shipbuilding
sales process improvements resulting from the experiment with the value stream of the
theoretical model of the future state, the reflection possibilities on new measures for the
process improvement are enlarged, with the continuous increase of added value for the
buyer accordingly.

Results achieved, as well as the future improvement results, can additionally be
improved by introducing the Kaizen Lean tool in a way that the shipyard employees
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should be encouraged, especially those involved in the sales process, including them in
“workshops” to make them continuously think about further measures of improvement to
result in the additional cost reduction in the process.

Regarding the extreme contribution of the Initial Design Department’s activities in
creating the added value and optimisation of the ship, it is suggested that the future
research topic analyses the justification of the business strategy of integrating initial design
activities (Initial or Conceptual design) into the business system of the shipyard in relation
to the approach of engaging the “outsourced” design offices to perform the same. Indeed
the analysis calls for a distinction of a prototype shipyard or shipyards for smaller serials,
such as European ones, from those oriented to larger series of new constructions (such as
Asian shipyards), regarding the differences in the requirements for the Initial design.

Furthermore, it is necessary to presume that the conversion rates, as part of the
Lean metrics defined by this paper, are not key performance indicators applicable for the
shipyards of larger series of new constructions. Therefore, all stated here has to be analysed
additionally. If the presumptions appear to be correct, research must be performed on the
possibility of adjusting the relevant performance indicators to such systems or the need to
define the alternative ones.

9. Conclusions

Under conditions of the actual customers’ requirements in the international shipbuild-
ing market for energy-efficient and ecologically acceptable vessels, shipbuilders need to
implement the digital transformation from traditional into “smart” and eventually into
“green”, At the same time, according to the European Commission strategies adopted
(“European Green Deal”, then attached to it “A New Industrial Strategy for Europe”, and
others) on achieving climate neutrality by 2050 at the latest, European shipyards aim to
adopt the applicable Industry 4.0 doctrines and technologies also from that aspect, there-
fore realising the prerequisites for sustainable growth and development of their business
systems. Implementing the Lean method for managing business processes is generally the
basic prerequisite to approach the shipyard’s digital transformation to maintain, i.e., to
enlarge the competitiveness, and grow its value.

The authors of this paper recognise the (sub)process of sales and its flow of value,
i.e., information in the process of realising shipbuilding projects in the studied European
shipyard as the basis for structuring the assumptions of the overall improvement of business
results, from the growth of employment and profitability to increasing client satisfaction
and employee motivation.

Therefore, Lean transformation of the studied shipyard starts from the shipyard’s
Sales and Marketing Sector, as the leading functional units of the sales process, whereas
Value Stream Mapping (VMS) has been chosen as the Lean tool for identifying and decreas-
ing/removing the losses from the process. After analysing the current sales process, the
value it creates was confirmed and the applicable key performance indicators were defined.
The shipbuilding contract for the vessel additionally improved in parameters compared to
the initial requirements of the customer.

After mapping the existing state of the sales process and analysing the value stream
through its four phases—from the selection of the inquiry, preparation of the Prelimi-
nary offer, then defining the Letter of Intent, and finally, the contracting phase—the key
shortcomings were identified as (i) an extremely lengthy sales process, (ii) smaller num-
ber of realised shipbuilding contracts compared to the one defined by the business plan,
(iii) higher average yearly expenditures of the shipbuilding sales process than planned, and
(iv) all as the consequence of a large number of simultaneous interactions with customers
as they were not properly selected during the sales process interphases. In accordance with
what was seen, the improvement measures were defined, primarily in order to decrease
the number of phase interactions between shipyard employees involved in the sales pro-
cess with customers. Improvements in the sales processes were planned to be achieved,
among other things, by (i) hiring a renowned international consulting firm specialised in
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the maritime sector in order to better understand the situation of certain market niches,
(ii) adding a legal specialist in the Sales and Marketing Sector as permanently employed
staff, (iii) requiring customers to follow the deadlines for realising the sales process phases
as well as for covering the expenses of the initial design, all as the prerequisite for signing
the Letter of Intent, and (iv) appointing a project manager by the shipyard already in the
contracting phase. According to the same, a diagram was created of the future state of the
theoretical model of shipbuilding sales process. The value stream of the improved state
resulted in a more than significant sales process improvement, measured as follows:

• Shortening the average duration of the sales process of one realised shipbuilding
contract by 60%;

• Decreasing the average annual cost of the sales process by 38%;
• Increasing annual sales by almost 30%, followed by an increase in the productivity of

employees involved in the sales process by a high 93%.

Implementing the improvement measures significantly decreases the average number
of sales employees needed—from the current 37 to 23 annually. Eventually, the improved
state of the sales process results in a 20% increase in the average annual turnover of the
shipyard compared to its realisation in the current state.

The authors of this paper foresee further opportunities to improve the shipbuilding
sales process, not only by continuously monitoring it by implementing the VSM tool, but
also by presenting the Kaizen Lean tool to shipyard employees, i.e., the philosophy of its
contribution to achieving (further) savings in the process.
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Appendix A

Table A1. The average number of the “shipyard—customer” interactions by conversion phases—the
current state.

Phases Monthly Quarterly Yearly Three-
Yearly SC 1

Inquiries (Contacts,
CO) 10 30 120 360 51.5

Potential Clients, PC 8 24 96 288 41.2

Apparent Clients, AC 2.67 8 32 96 13.73

Clients, CL 0.67 2 8 24 3.43

Shipbuilding contracts
(Shipowners, SO) 0.19 0.58 2.33 7 1

1 Average number of phase interactions, annually per realised shipbuilding contract.
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Table A2. The average durations of the inquiry selection phase activities—the current state.

Inquiry Selection
Phase, Total

(Days) (h) VAT 1 NVAT 2 Total (h)

3.5 84

Customer 24 24

Sales and Marketing Sector 4.5 32 36.5

Planning and Technology Sector 1.5 22 23.5

Total 6 78 84
1 Value added activities average duration (h); 2 non-value-added activities average duration (h).

Table A3. The average durations of the Preliminary offer preparation phase activities—the
current state.

Non-Disclosure Agreement
Defining Subphase

Preliminary Offer Budgeting
Subphase

Phase Activities
Duration, Total

Total Total

(Days) (h) VAT 1 NVAT 2 (Days) (h) VAT NVAT VAT NVAT (h)

16 384 28.5 684

Customer 144 336 480 480

Sales and Marketing Sector 4 40 20 28 24 68 92

Initial Design Dept. 14 36 14 36 50

Mgmt. Board Office 1 71 3 117 4 188 192

Planning and Technology Sector 18 112 18 112 130

Legal Department 7 117 7 117 124

Total 12 372 55 629 67 1001 1068
1 Value added activities average duration (h); 2 non-value-added activities average duration (h).

Table A4. The average durations of the Letter of Intent defining phase activities—the current state.

Letter of Intent
Defining Phase, Total

(Days) (h) VAT 1 NVAT 2 Total (h)

41 984

Customer 384 384

Sales and Marketing Sector 24 56 80

Management Board Office 4 68 72

Legal Department 22 142 164

Financial Sector 24 260 284

Total 74 910 984
1 Value added activities average duration (h); 2 non-value-added activities average duration (h).
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Table A5. The average durations of the contracting phase activities—the current state.

Contractual Ship Price
Calculation Subphase

Shipbuilding Contract Review
Subphase

Phase Activities
Duration, Total

Total Total

(Days) (h) VAT 1 NVAT 2 (Days) (h) VAT NVAT VAT NVAT (h)

97 2328 150 3600

Customer 744 744 744

Sales and Marketing Sector 84 92 192 176 192 368

Initial Design Dept. 480 104 360 584 360 944

Key Material Sourcing Dept. 160 80 240 240 240 480

Mgmt. Board Office 18 24 264 42 264 306

Planning and Technology Sector 24 8 72 32 72 104

Legal Department 176 330 176 330 506

Financial Sector 28 120 28 120 148

Total 766 512 2322 1278 2322 3600
1 Value added activities average duration (h); 2 non-value-added activities average duration (h).

Table A6. The average durations of the inquiry selection phase activities—the future state.

Inquiry Selection
Phase, Total

(Days) (h) VAT 1 NVAT 2 Total (h)

7 168

Customer 24 24

Sales and Marketing Sector 6 54.5 60.5

Initial Design Department 3 33 36

Planning and Technology Sector 4 43.5 47.5

Total 13 155 168
1 Value added activities average duration (h); 2 non-value-added activities average duration (h).

Table A7. The average durations of the Preliminary offer preparation phase activities—the
future state.

Non-Disclosure Agreement
Defining Subphase

Preliminary Offer Budgeting
Subphase

Phase Activities
Duration, Total

Total Total

(Days) (h) VAT 1 NVAT 2 (Days) (h) VAT NVAT VAT NVAT (h)

14 336 30.5 732

Customer 168 336 504 504

Sales and Marketing Sector 17 79 20 28 37 107 144

Initial Design Dept. 14 36 14 36 50

Mgmt. Board Office 1 71 3 117 4 188 192

Planning and Technology Sector 18 112 18 112 130

Financial Sector 7 41 7 41 48

Total 18 318 62 670 80 988 1068
1 Value added activities average duration (h); 2 non-value-added activities average duration (h).
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Table A8. The average durations of the Letter of Intent defining phase activities—the future state.

Letter of Intent
Defining Phase, Total

(Days) (h) VAT 1 NVAT 2 Total (h)

37 888

Customer 360 360

Sales and Marketing Sector 42 106 148

Management Board Office 4 68 72

Financial Sector 28 280 308

Total 74 814 888
1 Value added activities average duration (h). 2 Non-value-added activities average duration (h).

Table A9. The average durations of the contracting phase activities—the future state.

Contractual Ship Price
Calculation Subphase

Shipbuilding Contract Review
Subphase 3

Phase Activities
Duration, Total

Total Total

(Days) (h) VAT 1 NVAT 2 (Days) (h) VAT NVAT VAT NVAT (h)

100 2400 135 3240

Customer 520 520 520

Sales and Marketing Sector 84 248 340 332 340 672

Initial Design Dept. 480 104 330 584 330 914

Key Material Sourcing Dept. 160 80 190 240 190 430

Project Mgmt. Office 98 56 48 154 48 202

Mgmt. Board Office 18 24 230 42 230 272

Planning and Technology Sector 24 8 60 32 60 92

Financial Sector 28 110 28 110 138

Total 864 548 1828 1412 1828 3240
1 Value added activities average duration (h). 2 Non-value-added activities average duration (h). 3 Subphases
are running simultaneously, therefore only NVAT of the subphase that starts and ends same as the subject
phase, applies.

Table A10. The average number of the “shipyard—customer” interactions by conversion phases—the
future state.

Phases Monthly Quarterly Yearly Three-
Yearly SC 1

Inquiries (Contacts, CO) 10 30 120 360 40

Potential Clients, PC 3 9 36 108 12

Apparent Clients, AC 1.33 4 16 48 5.33

Clients, CL 0.42 1.25 5 15 1.67

Shipbuilding contracts
(Shipowners, SO) 0.25 0.75 3 9 1

1 Average number of phase interactions, annually per realised shipbuilding contract.
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to build up and implement a framework of a lean performance
indicator with collaborative participation. A new indicator derived from OEE is presented, overall
process effectiveness (OPE), which measures the effectiveness of an operation process. The action
research (AR) methodology was used; collaborative work was done between researchers and man-
agement team participation. The framework was developed with the researchers’ and practitioners’
experiences, and the data was collected and analyzed; some improvements were applied and finally,
a critical reflection of the process was done. This new metric contributes to measuring the unloading
process, identifying losses, and generating continuous improvement plans tailored to organizational
needs, increasing their market competitiveness and reducing the non-value-add activities. The OEE
framework is implemented in a new domain, opening a new line of research applied to logistic
process performance. This framework contributes to recording and measuring the data of one un-
loading area and could be extrapolated to other domains for lean performance. It was possible to
generate and validate knowledge applied in the field. This study makes collaborative participation
providing an effectiveness indicator that helps the managerial team to make better decisions through
AR methodology.

Keywords: OEE; KPIs; action research; lean; operation process; performance

1. Introduction

To remain competitive, companies must constantly review the performance of their
operations and production processes. To improve the operation process, it is not always
necessary for investments in technology, equipment, and facilities, but instead, the increase
of the efficiency could be made with small improvements associated with process sustain-
ability [1]. It is useful for the company to find the appropriate tools to measure the efficiency
and productivity of a transport process to eliminate or reduce non-value-added activities [2].
Previous research in transport value has established through interviews with practitioners
that there are two types of value-added activities, transportation, and unloading/loading
activities [3]. This study’s novelty is that it develops and implements an adaptation of the
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) indicator to measure the effectiveness of a loading
or unloading process. In this research, this indicator is adapted and implemented in a
logistic process to evaluate and measure every step of the selected process. The OEE has
been used as a lean metric to identify and eliminate process losses [4,5].
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OEE indicator is used to measure the effectiveness level, identifying losses and allow-
ing with a later analysis to identify the non-value-adding activities. OEE is an indicator of
effectiveness, although it is often confused with efficiency. However, effectiveness indicates
the objectives achieved and efficiency relates to the use of resources and the achievements
attained [6]. A considerable amount of research has been published in recent years [7]
concerning the OEE, such as case studies, implementations, original OEE slightly modified,
and new adaptations to other areas. The OEE has been adapted to various domains depend-
ing on industry need, such as line manufacturing [8], transport [9], mining equipment [10],
and assembly tasks [11]. Authors proposed areas in which OEE could be applicable, in the
service sector and logistics processes, such as goods reception or performing selection in
a warehouse [1,12,13]. This indicator is appreciated by managers because it is an overall
metric, simple and clear, which identifies areas of potential improvement.

The purpose of this paper is to build up and implement a framework of a lean perfor-
mance indicator with collaborative participation. The implementation of this framework
makes it possible to establish a procedure to record, measure, and study the process of
lateral unloading trucks. An OEE framework adapted to the logistic field will be imple-
mented and the identification of the losses that reduce the effectiveness of the process is
intended. To achieve this objective, the OEE indicator traditionally used in production
will be adapted to the logistic area to measure the effectiveness of the unloading truck
process. A new metric, named Overall Process Effectiveness (OPE), is developed to quantify
the effectiveness of the logistic process, identifying the hidden losses that most affect the
unloading truck process.

To fulfill the goal of this study, action research (AR) methodology was selected. The
AR used in this study seeks to solve an organizational issue while building up scientific
knowledge. AR is a collaborative work of research with participation in the field. The term
was used in works of the German psychologist Kurt Lewis [14] that considers the impact
linked between research and action to create change in the organizational process. The AR
must be researched in action, participative, a sequence of events, concurrent with action,
and provide an approach to problem-solving [15].

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 described and explained the per-
formance measurement systems, the origin of the OEE concept, and the six big losses.
Section 3 the proposed methodology and case description are displayed. The framework to
be implemented is developed in Section 4 and in the next section, the analysis of the results
is presented. Finally, Sections 6 and 7 show the discussion and conclusion of the research,
respectively.

2. Theoretical Underpinning
2.1. Performance Measurement System

Companies have a great interest in performance measurement systems as they provide
insight into the performance of a specific activity. Proper implementation and use of the
performance measurement systems provide a clearer picture of the performance of the
company’s operational processes.

A performance measurement system can guide and influence the decision-making
process. Since the end of the 1980s, performance measurement systems have become a
relevant issue for scholars and practitioners [16]. Over the last years, companies increase
their competitiveness by implementing performance measurement systems as platforms of
continuous improvements in organizational processes [17]. The performance measurement
systems can be defined as the process of quantifying the efficiency and effectiveness of a
certain activity with a set of metrics. It can be examined at three different levels: individual
performance measures, set of performance measures, and environment within which the
performances measurement system operates [18].

Over the years, companies have implemented performance measurement systems
in different areas and sectors such as finance, process, human resources, and service.
These systems facilitate monitoring the efficiency of time and resources, helping to set
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realistic goals, objectives, and improvements. A good performance measurement system
provides the company feedback on job performance, a guide for defining new and clear
goals, and generating increases in the profit margins. Caplice and Sheffi in 1995 [19]
state that a good logistics performance measurement system should be comprehensive,
causally oriented, vertically integrated, horizontally integrated, internally comparable, and
useful. From a strategic point of view, performance measurement is not only the manager’s
responsibility, but field operators must also be involved in the implementation. A logistics
performance measurement system must include multiple goals to be viewed within the
organizational performance. Caplice and Sheffi [20] argued that must be considered in
a logistics performance indicator, validity, robustness, usefulness, integration, economy,
compatibility, level of detail, and behavior soundness.

According to the literature [21,22], the three steps to develop a performance measure-
ment system are:

a. Design: this phase involves planning what and how to measure. It also identifies the
key objectives to be achieved and the areas involved in the data collection.

b. Implementation: the systems and procedures are put into action. In this phase, the
output of the results is verified, and the system is refined if necessary.

c. Use: the results are reviewed. The process or resource understudy is checked to see
if it is being effective and under the company’s goals.

To quantify organizational and individual performance, Key Performance Indica-
tor (KPI) can enable an objective measurement, based on organizational goals. KPIs
monitor critical business activities and provide information to increase organizational
performance [23]. Industry 4.0 has encouraged digital transformation in the organization.
Digital transformation allows having reliable, truthful, and real-time information to feed
the management information system to make better decisions [7,24], though digital data is
possible to enhance a data-driven and more intelligent approach toward the continuous
improvement process [25]. OEE is a KPI widely accepted as a tool well implemented in
lean manufacturing to monitor the performance of a process.

Traditionally in general practice, individual performance was measured from utiliza-
tion, productivity, and effectiveness metrics [20]. For this research, a multi-dimensional
perspective is considered for a new metric [26]. The proposed indicator is the OEE, a
key performance indicator used to measure the availability, performance, and quality in
a process. Moreover, the indicator allowed us to identify productivity losses during the
process for continuous improvements.

2.2. Overall Equipment Effectiveness

Initially, the OEE was a quantitative metric of the total productive maintenance
launched by Nakajima in 1988. Muchiri and Pintelon in 2008 [6] defined OEE as a tool of
performance that measures any losses in production and identifies the areas of process
improvement. This metric measures the availability, performance, and quality of individual
equipment showing the productivity in the manufacturing operations. OEE is the results
in a percentage of the multiplication of these three parameters:

OEE (%) = Availability × Performance × Quality

Availability measures the productive time of the machine or equipment when sched-
uled or available. This parameter is affected when there are losses due to equipment failure
or setup and adjustment. Some activities are not included in the available time like the
planned downtime such as planned maintenance, labor meeting, among others. If the
planned downtime is considered in the production time, the result would be lower, but the
true availability would be shown [27].

Performance refers to the real production versus the productive capacity of the ma-
chine. It can be also measured by the actual time cycle time against the ideal cycle time.
Performance is affected by speed losses due to idling and minor stoppage or reduced speed.
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Quality focuses on the quantity of product that meets the standards versus the total
production. Quality may be affected by-products that do not meet established standards,
damaged products, or scrap.

The OEE range has been the subject of discussion over the years by different authors.
Ref. [28] considers that there is no optimal number of the indicator since different criteria
depend on the industry where it is applied. Ref. [29] proposes 85% as the ideal OEE value.
Worldwide studies indicate that the average OEE rate in manufacturing plants is 60% [30].
Other authors differ in the indicator range between 30 to 80%, with being the 50% the more
realistic value [27].

Several authors define the OEE depending on the application and situation. Table 1
presents a comparison between [29,31] variables definition. Nakajima defined the variables
depending on equipment performance on the other hand Braglia established the variable
based on the labor performance.

Table 1. Variable definition OEE from Nakajima and OEE adaptation from Braglia.

Variable [29] Variable [31]

Quality (Q) input − volume o f quality de f ects
input

Overall workplace
effectiveness (OWE)

value time
operating time

Performance (P) ideal cycle time ∗ output
operating time

Management
effectiveness (ME)

operating time
e f f ective available time

Availability (A) loading time − downtime
loading time

Worker availability
(WA)

e f f ective available time
net available time

OEE A × P × Q ROLE OWE × ME × WA

Authors like [32] consider that the gains in OEE, while important and ongoing, are
insufficient because no machine is isolated. OEE is widely accepted as a quantitative tool,
but it is limited to the productivity behavior of individual equipment [33]. Due to the needs
presented in the industry, the OEE has led to modification and enlargement of the original
OEE tool to fit a broader perspective [6]. OEE is an effective management metric that has
adapted and gained importance in different industries becoming one of the most important
measures in the modern industry [34,35].

OEE is traditionally used to monitor production performances, but it can also be used
as a metric for process improvement activities in other contexts [36]. In the production
context, OEE has been used to measure the productivity and performance of a line man-
ufacturing system by detecting and quantifying the line’s critical points [8,37,38]. It has
also been possible to measure losses of resources associated with human, material, and
machine factors [39–41]. In the mining sector, the OEE has been modified to measure the
effectiveness of mining equipment such as draglines, shovels, and trucks [10,42]. Garcia-
Arca et al. [1] improved efficiency in road transport and Ref. [9] optimized the effectiveness
of urban freight transportation by adapting OEE. Concerned about the environment and
raising awareness to contribute to a more sustainable world, Refs. [4,43] proposed mod-
ifications to the OEE, including measurement of sustainability and performance in the
production system.

2.3. Six Big Losses

The OEE indicator is designed to identify losses that reduce the effectiveness, Ref. [29]
define six large losses that affect the availability (downtime losses), performance (speed
losses), and quality (quality losses) factors:

Losses that affect the availability:

• Equipment failure or breakdown of these losses are caused by major shutdowns
producing losses time and quality losses.

• Setup and adjustment of these losses of time are caused by the change of requirements
in production at the end of one item to another item.

Losses that affect the performance:
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• Idling and minor stoppage losses when production is interrupted by a temporary
malfunction or when a machine is idling

• Reduced speed losses refer to the difference between the equipment design speed and
the actual operating speed.

Losses that affect the quality

• Reduced yield occurring from the start-up to stabilization
• Quality defects and reworks losses

Losses or disturbances could also be classified depending on how often they occur as
chronic or sporadic [27,44]. Chronic disturbances are usually small, hidden, and compli-
cated to identify because they appear as normal, whereas the sporadic are obvious, occur
quickly, irregularly, and with dramatic effects.

3. Methodology and Unloading Process Description

For this study, AR methodology was followed to encourage the study in a logistics
process. One of the aspects that have motivated the application of this methodology is to
contribute with qualitative studies in the logistics sector [45]. Another advantage of using
AR is that it allows addressing a gap in theory with an explorative approach [46]. AR is one
form of a case of study in which a sequence of activities and an approach is used to solve a
problem. These practices involve data gathering, reflection on the action as it is presented
through the data, generating evidence from the data, and making claims to knowledge
based on conclusions drawn from validated evidence [47].

This paper attempts to solve an organizational issue and validate the application of
OEE in a logistic process by applying AR to enrich the field’s body of knowledge. We based
our study on the AR cycle, and the phases of planning, acting, observing, and reflecting
were included. Figure 1 presents the action research model and the phases applied in
this study.
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According to the literature, three major categories, design, data collection, and data
analysis aspects [48], make up a rigorous and relevant research approach. In the first
category, research question, contribution in the practice and the science, motivation of the
research, and the case description are reported subsequently. Although all the aspects
require accompaniment by the company, this first required the experience of the researchers,
since it was necessary to define the research questions, to know and understand the needs
of the company and how the theoretical aspects of the indicator were going to be adapted
and implemented in the chosen process. In the second category, the description, method,
and access for data collection, the role of the team in charge, and the triangulation of
experiences were considered during the action process. In team meetings (researchers and
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practitioners) of reflection and discussion, the roles of each team member were defined and
reliable systematic methods for data collection were implemented. Finally, the data were
categorized and validated through the proposed indicator, the results were presented and
after reflection, meetings with the whole team, the model was updated.

As established in the literature for the development of rigorous research, research
questions are established, which we will answer using the AR methodology. This paper
attended to answer these research questions:

RQ1. Can the new indicator measure the effectiveness of the lateral unloading truck
process?

RQ2. Does the AR methodology provide solutions to the organizational issue?
RQ3. Has this study identified opportunities for improvements in the unloading

process?
This methodology helps to create knowledge with collaborative participation, com-

monly in a specific and practical context to improve conditions and practices in the domain.
This research is carried out in one of the assembly plants of a multinational company

in the automotive sector in Spain. The sub-department of material handling that belongs to
the supply chain department, in search of improving the efficiency of its processes wants
to implement a procedure to record, measure, and study the process of lateral unloading
trucks. The project team is comprised of a researcher team, hereinafter researchers, and
a management team. The researchers are the authors of this study specialized in the
following areas:

• Experts in logistics processes;
• Experts in the OEE indicator applied in other engineering fields.

The management team is the practitioners been part of the company and consists of:

• Head of material handling department;
• Shifts supervisors;
• Shifts operators.

Through a reflection phase, with the professional experience and the theoretical knowl-
edge of the researchers, the variables that influence the unloading process were defined
and characterized. To broaden the theoretical knowledge of the performance measurement
system, an indicator based on OEE was proposed for the logistics process.

This work was developed in four phases, where the researchers were presented and
participated together with the company for the development and implementation of the
indicator. Firstly, in the planning phase, the problem presented in the material handling sub-
department was identified, a variation in unloading effectiveness was observed according
to the work shift based on the number of trucks unloaded per shift. This phase had
a duration of one month in which the researchers gained knowledge from the process
at the company. During this phase, the researchers met with the management team to
understand and define the scope and parameters of the research. Subsequently, to define
an indicator to measure and improve the process of unloading material from different
suppliers, an effectiveness indicator named OPE will be developed to implement it in the
following phases.

In the second phase, the data is obtained from two sources of information: the routes
registration system (LST) and the unloading operator. New data collection forms were
created to obtain additional information from the unloading operator. The data were
collected for five months. For data reliability, the company provided access to the LST
system and proposed data collection from field operators. Meetings and training on the
new measuring instruments were held with the operators, in this phase, the researchers
actively participated.

Once the data is collected, in a third phase the indicator is calculated, and the results
were analyzed. The results were analyzed through different perspectives for the support
and implementation of improvements. Several meetings were held between the researchers
and the management team, in which feedback on the results was given, changes on data
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acquisition were proposed, and process improvements were suggested. This research
involved the collaborative participation of the company and the researchers to reach
reflections from different points of view. Through these reflections we gain a wider scope,
reducing bias, and by validating the analysis to increased scientific rigor, achieving the
triangulation mentioned by some authors [48,49].

In the last phase, there is a further clarification of the initial situation, a meeting for
self-reflecting takes place among researchers, and the management team considers defining
the improvements in the process. Despite reflection being placed as the last phase of the
RA, it was carried out in each of the phases of the development and implementation of the
new indicator in the company.

Unloading Process Description

The area chosen for the study is the unloading area with the highest flow of trucks,
where the material is received from approximately 150 suppliers, and in 1780 different
references are handled. The company works 24 h a day divided into three shifts: morning
shift (6:00–14:00), afternoon shift (14:00–22:00), and night shift (22:00–6:00). All shifts
have four breaks (one 8-min break and three 9-min breaks) and an 18-min snack break.
Depending on the circumstances and the number of work breaks that can be worked on,
but by law, it is not possible to work during the snack break. The unloading area has a
reception area (temporary storage) and two unloading tracks, allowing two trucks to be
parked in the unloading position (Figure 2). The unloading process is performed by a
single operator, which could increase the waiting time between trucks.
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The process begins with the arrival of the truck at the external part of the unloading
area, the driver gets off with the documentation corresponding to the transported material
he is transporting. Then, the driver enters the warehouse, hands over the documents to the
unloading operator who checks if the material belongs to that unloading section. If it does,
he tells the driver to park the truck in the unloading track, otherwise, he is shown where to
go. The operator records the following data in the document: route, time window, time of
entry, time of exit, supplier, and registration.

Once the truck is on the unloading track, the driver gets off, puts on helmets and boots
to start the process of preparing the truck to unload the material. The driver opens the side
tarp of the truck, removes the side safety boards, and waits for the unloading operation.
The operator begins the process by verifying that the material inside the truck is in good
condition, if so, he proceeds to unload the containers. Otherwise, if the products contained
are disordered in the truck, not loaded sideways, or in poor condition (wet, damaged,
dumped, etc.), he calls the supervisor to verify the integrity of the container to proceed with
the unloading process or asks the truck to leave. The operator uses a long-shovel forklift to
unload the material and place it in the reception area, where it is temporarily stored and
then placed in the warehouse. The material is stored in containers, the containers of the
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same type are placed together. It is also considered that all the material transported in the
same truck must be placed in the reception area as close as possible.

Once the unloading process is finished, the operator signs the document confirming,
the driver proceeds to place the lateral safety boards, close the tarp, and leave the premises,
leaving the unloading track for the next truck. Before continuing with the next truck, the
operator must perform a verification of the products in the containers. The list of materials
detailed in the documentation provided by the driver upon arrival must coincide with the
material that was unloaded from the truck. If there is a difference, the operator takes note
of it and notifies the supervisor to report the discrepancy. Figure 3 presents a flowchart of
the unloading process.
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The company has a delivery truck that travels within the manufacturing plant. This
truck is used to transport the materials that were unloaded in another zone that does not
correspond to it. The delivery truck has priority when it arrives at an unloading area and
must be attended, once the operator has finished with the in-process truck unloading.

Once the researchers understood the unloading process, a framework was proposed
that would meet the objective of this study. Through the framework, it was possible to find
activities that do not add value and establish actions for continuous improvement. The
OEE is an indicator widely used in manufacturing that looks forward to the effectiveness
of the process [1]. The reason to choose this indicator is to adapt it to this research.

4. Developing the Framework

Through this framework, the company is oriented to reach a strategic objective to
increase the overall efficiency in the production support activities. Based on the review of
the existing OEE approaches, researchers proposed to the management team a new indicator
OPE. The aim of this new indicator OPE is to measure the effectiveness of a logistic process.
This framework considers that the effectiveness of the process is affected by internal
and external factors. Internal factors are those situations that occur within the company
and are managed and controlled internally in the organization. In contrast, external
factors originated outside the company, depending on the participation or collaboration of
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external agents to manage and control them. Both factors influence and affect positively or
negatively the performance of the company.

The factors that were analyzed for the development of the indicator are availability,
performance, quality, and punctuality. The availability measures the real total time the
system is operating without time losses due to the lack of resources that prevent the process
from running smoothly. The resources that affect the availability are the lack or failure of
the forklift, lack of operator, among others.

Availability (A) =
operating time

total time
× 100% (1)

Operating time = total time − downtime

Total time = workday − planned downtime

The workday can be calculated for the entire day or the work shift.
The performance measures the ratio of the ideal speed of the unloading and actual

unloading speed. The performance is affected by losses that slow down the process.

Per f ormance (P) =
Ideal time
Real time

× 100% (2)

The ideal time is the historical average of the unloading time multiplied by the number
of downloads made in the workday.

The quality rate measures the number of trucks that arrive with the material in
satisfactory order so the process of lateral unloading can be carried out without delay.

Quality (Q) =
Number o f trucks as requested

Total number o f trucks
(3)

Besides, the availability, performance, and quality, a new factor is added, related to
the timely arrival of the truck. Punctuality is a ratio that indicates the portion of trucks that
arrive in the assigned time window.

Punctuality (U) =
Number o f trucks arrive on time

Total number o f trucks
(4)

The quality and punctuality factors are affected by internal and external situations,
whereas the availability and performance factors are affected by situations entirely internal
to the company. Table 2 shows a detailed list of losses classified by availability, performance,
quality, and punctuality.

Table 2. Breakdown of losses by availability, performance, quality, and punctuality.

Category Losses

Availability Internal
Damage to the access door

Forklift discharge or breakdown
Lack of forklift

Performance Internal

Occupational accident
The material drop during the unloading

Documentation check
Loading or unloading of the internal truck

Temporary storage area full

Quality

Internal Truck for another uploading point

External
Disordered material in the truck

Material not loaded sideways
The material is in poor condition (wet, damaged, dumped, etc.)

Punctuality External The truck does not arrive at the assigned time window
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This framework goes in pursuit to integrate important aspects of the process in a single
measure of effectiveness (Figure 4). The perspectives to be measured with this framework
are the availability of resources, the performance of resources, the quality of the process,
and the added factor of punctuality. This last factor seeks to include a broader picture that
affects the development of the process.
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This new metric measures the effectiveness of the unloading process considering
the four factors described above (see Equation (5)). It will be possible to identify and
measure the losses that help to implement corrective actions to improve the effectiveness of
the process.

OPE = A × P × Q × U (5)

The application of this integrated indicator can reveal through global OPE monitoring
which of the four factors (availability, performance, quality, and punctuality) could be
improved to increase the productivity of the process.

5. Results of the Framework Implementation

The results presented below are the product of several meetings between the re-
searchers and the management team. The development of the research results is based
on the acting and observing phases where the information is collected and analyzed. The
proposed framework for measuring the performance of the unloading process through the
OPE was presented to the management team. Meetings were held with the operators to
indicate the process for template records to collect the data.

The information was worked through a spreadsheet that collects the data for later pro-
cessing. The data is obtained by the operator and the LST system that provides information
about the routes.

The operator is responsible to record the following information:

1. Route: route of a truck that comes from a supplier and periodically supplies the same
material.

2. Entry time: the time the truck enters the unloading tracks.
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3. Exit time: the time the truck leaves the unloading tracks.
4. Incidents: the record of any incident that involves a loss of time during the download

process.

The LST system will provide the following information:

1. Time window: the planned time interval of one hour during which the truck must
arrive.

2. Unloading points: different areas of the plant where the truck must be unloaded,
depending on the material being transported.

3. Supplier: the company that supplies the material.

Once the data is recorded in the spreadsheet, the following information is calculated:

1. Gross time: total time that the unloading track has been occupied by a truck.
2. Net time: time that the unloading track has been occupied by a truck without consid-

ering the break time and the snack break.
3. Unloading time: actual time spent unloading the truck.
4. Punctuality: it is considered punctual if the truck enters the unloading track in the

planned time window.

In addition to the data described above, the following information must be recorded:

1. Shift: For night shift TN, TA, and TB for morning and afternoon shifts, respectively,
which are rotated.

2. Day: the day the download is made.
3. Week: number of the week according to the calendar.

Table 3 presents a sample of the information collected from the process. It shows an
abstract of the three shifts, the day of the week, week number, route code, time window, un-
loading points, entry time, exit time, gross time, net time, unloading time, and punctuality.
Some of the information was modified for company confidentiality.

Table 3. The collected information from the unloading process to calculate the indicator.

N◦ 86 87 88 107 108 109 117 118 119
Shift TN TN TN TA TA TA TB TB TB
Date 2/13/2020 2/13/2020 2/13/2020 2/13/2020 2/13/2020 2/13/2020 2/13/2020 2/13/2020 2/13/2020
Week 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

Route MB23X PTC3X PT63Y MB14H SK14M PT24L E624R Delivery E334N
Time

window 1 21:00 21:00 22:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 15:00 - 14:00
Time

window 2 22:00 22:00 23:00 11:00 11:00 11:00 16:00 - 15:00
Unloading

points D51E D51E D51E RHE D51E D51E D51E D51E

Unloading
points D51E

Entry time 22:50 23:15 23:40 10:40 11:05 11:30 15:25 16:00 16:15
Exit time 23:10 23:30 23:55 11:10 11:30 12:25 16:00 16:15 16:35

Gross time 0:20:00 0:15:00 0:15:00 0:30:00 0:25:00 0:55:00 0:35:00 0:15:00 0:20:00
Net time 0:20:00 0:15:00 0:15:00 0:30:00 0:25:00 0:55:00 0:35:00 0:15:00 0:20:00

Unloading
time 0:20:00 0:15:00 0:15:00 0:15:00 0:20:00 0:55:00 0:35:00 0:15:00 0:20:00

Supplier ABC DEF GHI JKL MNO PQR STU WVX
Punctuality NOK NOK NOK OK NOK NOK OK NOK

Time spent in the data collection phase was five months. During this period, approx-
imately 2135 trucks unloading were recorded. In some periods and shifts, no data were
reflected because the company was closed due to the health crisis caused by COVID-19.

The OPE indicator was calculated daily by shift and each factor was studied separately.
Each factor was calculated with the equations indicated above and considering the losses
established for each one of them. The total time of the shift for the availability calculation
was 7 h and 42 min, and only 18 min break for the snack was considered. The ideal time for
the performance calculation was considered as the average unloading time multiplied by
the number of trucks served during the shift. Figure 5 shows the average rate of the four
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factors per shift and week. The shifts are divided into morning (MO), afternoon (AF), and
night (TN).
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(c) quality; (d) punctuality.

The factors with the lowest averages that affect process performances are punctuality
and availability. These two factors are the most influential in decreasing the final OPE
result regardless of the shift. Availability is around 50 to 70%, being higher in the afternoon
shift most of the time. The results indicated that the greatest loss of time is due to the
lack of trucks to attend. The punctuality factor was added as an important part of the
indicator, values between 25 and 35% were presented. Analyzing this result in-depth, the
company detected that more than 50% of the trucks arrive outside their assigned time
window. Most of the time, the delay is due to traffic jams, carrier outsourcing, and supplier
material availability. The performance and quality factors are very close to the desired
value. The performance on certain occasions provided values above 100%. After some
meetings with the management team, it is notable that the average ideal time may be the
cause of performance results, which will be evaluated in the future.

Figure 6a shows the OEE calculation (availability * performance * quality) and Figure 6b
shows the OPE (availability * performance * quality * punctuality) during June 2020. In the
OEE the morning and afternoon shifts maintain a similar behavior, the average is around 58%,
whereas the night shift maintains a lower performance. The OPE presents great variations
in its results attributed mainly to the punctuality factor. Results demonstrate that with
the punctuality factor from morning and afternoon shifts, OPE varies on average around
23%. During this month, the night shift was irregular and was only worked from Monday
to Friday, due to the restrictions of the health crisis for both cases. Figure 6c presents a
comparison between the OEE and OPE of the different work shifts. It can be highlighted how
the punctuality factor decreases the performance of the unloading process.
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All these results were analyzed in multiple meetings with the management team,
originating initiatives of improvements in the unloading process. The successful imple-
mentation of the OPE was due to a critical collaborative inquiry, where there was learning
through action and reflection.

The proposed framework enables collaborative participation within the AR method-
ology used in this study, motivating a cultural change. Moreover, it was favorable for
the company because it promotes participation from different organizational levels that
conformed the management team in all the AR phases. The continuous improvement cycle
that our framework focuses on is the result of the cohesion and synergy of the teamwork.

6. Discussion

This framework contributed to data digitization to encourage faster and more trans-
parent results. Industry 4.0 and its pillars are tools that help the evolution of management
systems [24]. This framework can lay the bases for other organizations to digitally tran-
sition their processes as part of a continuous improvement cycle [50]. The continuous
improvement cycle is fed by KPIs information to eliminate activities that do not add value
to a process. The constant evolution of production processes forces the organization to look
for data management options to make data-driven decisions rather than intuition.

Through the framework proposed it can be possible to record and measure the process
to obtain data for continuous improvement. Besides, the OPE allows the losses identification
to take action and generate continuous improvement for lean performance.

The success of this collaborative research provides a practical contribution to the
company that will improve the unloading process with the OPE implementation. Besides,
it generates theoretical knowledge that can be applied to other departments or companies.

Once the AR cycle ended, we can provide answers to the three initial research questions.

1. OPE indicator results do measure the effectiveness of the lateral unloading process.
The results indicated that the categorized variables with the project team provided in-
formation on the four factors of the OPE and their influence on the unloading process.

2. The AR methodology provided solutions related to the unloading process proce-
dure and documentation. It was possible to record and organize the information
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to calculate the performance indicator. Moreover, through the synergy between the
researchers and the management team, it was possible to reduce bias in data collection
and analysis of the results. Bias is reduced by the participation of external and inter-
nal personnel, improving the objectivity of the information analyzed. Through the
collaborative participation of the researchers and the practitioners during the study,
the new OEE adaptation could be measured and validated.

3. The study identified several opportunities for improvement, which are detailed in the
theoretical and practical contributions.

6.1. Theoretical Contributions

Some authors consider the original OEE insufficient [28], as it was only used to measure
the effectiveness of particular equipment. Many manufacturers have customized OEE to
fit their particular industrial requirements [8]. This study makes two strong contributions.
The first contribution is the adaptation of the OEE indicator to other domains, in this
case to a logistic process. The modification contributes to the identification of the three
OEE parameters (availability, performance, and quality) and punctuality as an external
factor that is considered important in the process. It was possible to measure the actual
operating time during the unloading process with the availability factor. The performance
allowed us to calculate the ratio of the standard time vs. the real-time of the unloading
process. The quality factor was measured based on the number of trucks that fulfill cargo
requirements for unloading conditions among the total number of trucks unloaded in the
shift. Finally, with the punctuality factor, we can identify the number of trucks that arrive
within their time window. The punctuality factor measures the goods on-time delivery from
the suppliers, one of the most important performance variables in a logistic process. [47].

The second contribution is to increase scientific knowledge in the logistics sector
through the AR methodology [15]. Closing the gap between theory and practice [16]
by the synergy between the company and the researchers in developing AR to solve an
organizational issue. Through this AR, self-reflection of the team members was achieved
to obtain improvements in the unloading process. The collaboration among members for
problem-posing and answering questions for decision-making was crucial. The use of the
AR methodology during the research contributed to a practical transformation within the
company and the advancement of theoretical knowledge. Data gathering and analysis
were accomplished by the active participation of the researchers during approximately
seven months and the involvement of the management team in the implementation of
the framework.

The collaboration between researchers and practitioners was valuable. It was possible
to generate knowledge for the creation of the new indicator by the researchers, which
was then validated by the management team of the company. This new metric allows to
measure the unloading process and generate continuous improvement plans tailored to
organizational needs, increasing their market competitiveness.

The ability to reach a high level of practical relevance of business research is one of the
major advantages of this method [14]. The effectiveness of the proposed method has been
substantiated here. To increase the scientific rigor of these results, different points of view
with the triangulation were achieved, reducing the bias during the study, and through the
collaboration with the management team, we had access to reliable information.

6.2. Practical Contributions

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the OEE has been adapted to
measure the effectiveness of an unloading process. We believe that this framework can be
replicated in other companies that perform loading or unloading of goods. This new metric
for measuring process effectiveness provided a breakdown of losses that occur during
truck unloading. It was possible to identify the factors that affect the process, many of
which were attributed to the internal situation, but others were noted to be external to the
company, these external factors unsetting the planning and unloading time of a truck.
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Through the AR methodology applied in this research, it was possible firstly, to
strengthen the relationship between the practitioners and researchers providing scientific
knowledge to the field and practical knowledge for an organizational issue. This practical
knowledge allowed for the identification of a set of best practices to increase market com-
petitiveness. Secondly, the OPE became one of the performance measurement indicators of
the organization, and the reflection meetings that were held to validate it were adopted by
the organization.

At the organizational level were identified several improvements starting with the
developed framework that can guide the application in other processes. Moreover, data
collection that was held with several templates and registered in specialized spreadsheets
improves the way organizations analyze process information. The framework allows the
company to build up a transition to a data-driven management approach.

With the OPE results, the company identified two improvements that help resource
efficiency. First, it was noticed that more than 50% of trucks do not arrive in the planned
time window, affecting the unloading schedule by shifts. Improvements are being made
in the planning of truck arrivals, and meetings have also been held with suppliers to take
joint action. Establishing a collaborative process with the supplier will strengthen the
process flow between them [48]. The second improvement is the time redistribution of the
operator to the unloading process. It was identified that the operator has a lot of leisure
time with the availability parameter, so it was decided that the operator would attend two
unloading areas.

Also, as a consequence of the self-reflections, a reevaluation of the calculation of
the theoretical or ideal unloading time was being considered. This seeks to improve the
presented results of the performance parameter above 100% on some occasions. A more
accurate result could be obtained by calculating the average unloading time per route.

After a critical discussion with the management team, we defined the ideal OPE range
for the company in the unloading process as between 40 and 50%. We want to highlight that
this range considers that OPE results are influenced by external and internal factors. Some
factors are not directly controlled by the company and cannot be compared with the OEE
ranges obtained in production. Few authors proposed ideal ranges of OEE, establishing
between 30 to 80% [29] and worldwide studies in manufacturing plants estimate an average
of 60% [32]. The company continues evaluating improvement options with the OPE results.
A permanent committee was established after the first OPE results to reflect on the necessary
improvements to the unloading process, to achieve a higher percentage of the indicator.

This proposed framework is the first approximation to be developed for other logistics
processes or equipment.

7. Conclusions

The OEE has been used as an indicator to control and monitor productivity and
improve performance [49]. In this paper, a new indicator OPE has been introduced as a
measure of a logistic process. Besides, the availability, performance, and quality factors
considered in the original OEE, the punctuality factor is included. Punctuality was con-
sidered a determining factor to avoid bottlenecks in the process. The indicator helps to
identify losses that occur during the process, intending to implement improvements that
help the company’s competitiveness.

This study was done with a collaboration between researchers and practitioners. AR
methodology used considers the spiral cycle of plan, act, observe, reflect, and then reviews
the process again.

First, the problem was established as the parameters and scope of the project were
identified. Data from different sources were collected, and the indicator was calculated
and analyzed.

Finally, theoretical and practical contributions could be evidenced in the process. OEE
was implemented in a different domain than production. Losses identification that occurs
during the lateral unloading truck process was imperative for the adapted OEE. Improve-
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ments in the process were identified to increase work efficiencies, such as action plans to
regulate the timing of the truck’s arrival and distribution of the operator availability in the
unloading areas. The AR methodology is flexible, and it can be applied in various industry
domains since it involves the participation of multidisciplinary teams and promotes orga-
nizational changes. With this collaboration in action between researchers and practitioners,
it was possible to generate and validate theoretical knowledge applied in the field. The
AR provides a practical transformation and contributed to the advancement of scientific
knowledge. It also encourages active and collaborative participation where a systematic
learning and reflective process is developed throughout the action research cycle.

The study is not devoid of limitations. Some of the limitations that emerged in
the application of the OPE were the global health crisis, which affected the company’s
operations and data collection. Other limitations were the study of only one unloading
area. The company has several unloading areas, but for this research, the largest one was
taken, which has two unloading tracks. Finally, for further research, the authors consider
this indicator can be applied to the loading process with slight modifications. Moreover, it
could be applied to other types of organization and cargo.
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Abstract: This work aims to implement and analyze the effect of the Single Minute Exchange of Die
(SMED) implementation in the bean packaging operation in a company in east Minas Gerais, Brazil.
Design/Methodology/Approach: The research methodology used was action research. Two cycles of
action research were conducted; the first to carry out phase one of SMED, and the second to execute
phases two and three. Originality/Research gap: There are few studies on the application of Lean
Manufacturing tools in agroindustry. Some works present case studies, mainly in the food supply
chain aiming to fill this gap. Regarding SMED applied in agribusiness, no work was found. Key
statistical results: The implementation of this methodology allowed the reduction of setup time by
around 58%, the distance travelled by operators in the process by approximately 50%, in addition to
gains in a production capacity of 14%. Practical Implications: It is concluded that the application of
the methodology caused an increase in the company’s productivity, as it was possible to obtain gains
in productive capacity without changing the amount of hours worked or the number of employees
involved in the production process. Limitations of the investigation: This methodology was applied
only once and the challenges encountered were not documented.

Keywords: agroindustry; lean manufacturing; single minute exchange of die; action research; reduce
setup time; productivity gain

1. Introduction

The global market for dried beans (beans, peas, chickpeas, etc.) has been increasing,
due to the awareness of their health benefits. In addition, as they are foods rich in micro nu-
trients, such as potassium, magnesium, folate, iron and zinc, they are considered important
sources of protein in vegetarian diets [1].

Regarding the largest bean producers in the world, a survey carried out by The Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) [2] between 2018 and 2020 indicates that Brazil, with
13% of world production, corresponds to the second-largest producer of this type of grain,
behind only India [2], as shown in Table 1.

The high national potential for bean production, in addition to the recent rise in the
domestic market, highlights the need to increase the productivity of industries related to
this market.

Lean Manufacturing (LM) or Toyota Production System (TPS), according to [3], consists
of a production system that aims at productivity gains and waste reduction. In the 90s,
the LM principles were analyzed in more detail in the book “Lean Thinking” and, since
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then, its essence has been transferred from the efficiency of production to a certain type
of organizational intervention and management focused on best practices and process
improvement methodologies. In this way, efforts began to focus on increasing added
value within the entire flow (from suppliers to end customers) and reducing waste in their
processes [4].

Table 1. World bean production in tons from 2018 to 2020 [2].

Countries 2018 2019 2020 Average Average %

India 6,220,000 5,310,000 5,460,000 5,663,333 25.46%

Brazil 2,916,365 2,908,075 3,053,012 2,953,243 13.28%

Myanmar 2,721,079 3,030,000 3,035,290 2,934,697 13.19%

China 1,324,407 1,322,508 1,281,586 1,309,500 5.89%

Tanzania 1,096,930 1,197,489 1,267,684 1,187,368 5.34%

U.S.A. 1,108,120 932,220 1,495,180 1,178,507 5.30%

Mexico 1,196,156 879,404 1,056,071 1,043,877 4.69%

Others 3,872,843 3,928,618 4,003,239 3,934,900 17.69%

Total 22,706,612 21,461,027 22,669,231 22,278,957 100

The number of LM implementations has grown and these have been found beyond
the automotive sector (such as healthcare, construction, food processing) and various
manufacturing processes (such as Product Development (PD), Supply Chain Management
(SCM), accounting) [5]. Although agroindustry operates in a different context from small
and medium-sized companies in which lean thinking is already applied, since 2010 there
have been initiatives in countries such as Sweden, New Zealand and Japan to implement
lean thinking in companies of this type of sector [6–8].

For LM to be fully introduced, the implementation of several tools is necessary, in-
cluding the Single Minute Exchange of Die (SMED). SMED Setup is a set of activities that
prepares a system for manufacturing a product, while setup time is the preparation period
between the end of the last product made and the first product manufactured in the next
process. Single-minute exchange of die (SMED) involves an installation performed in
single-digit minutes (i.e., 9 min or less) [9]. References [9,10] states that the implementation
of this tool allows for a series of improvements in the production system, such as productiv-
ity gains, reduction of stocks, gains in the flexibility of the production system and reduced
lead time.

Shorter life cycles and highly customized products restrict the reach of the LM princi-
ples since they need changeability in production lines and laborious adjustments, buffer
stocks and cycle times. However, the digital transformation and affordable hardware and
software solutions promoted by the Industry 4.0 (I4.0) are allowing the boosting of LM
tools using technologies such as RFID, cloud computing and sensors/actuators [11,12]. The
systematic review in [13] contributes to the understanding of the junction between LM, I4.0
and manufacturing sustainability. The relationship between LP and I4.0 is explored by [14].
The proposed framework summarizes I4.0 technologies and LM practices in both directions.
It helps understanding the requirements and effects of the application of I4.0/LM in a
productive process. This allows the extension of concepts and practices to the agroindustry.

Therefore, considering LM and I4.0, there are two categories of work: (i) most of then
are interested in a conceptual and theoretical discussion [13]; and (ii) those that focus on
applications and case studies [14,15]. This work falls into the second category.

Additionally, the application of LM in the agroindustry has a literature gap. Some
works such as [16–18] present case studies, aiming to fill this gap. Some research can be
found in the food supply chain such as [19–22]. However, as discussed in [23], there is a
lack of studies in this area, mainly in LM/SMED. The review presented in [9] points to
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action research methodology in various companies, improving sustainability and revisiting
Shingo stages by monitoring and employee training [24].

This study addresses the implementation of the SMED tool in a company in eastern
Minas Gerais, Brazil, that works with the processing, packaging, and distribution of beans.
The packaging operation is the bottleneck in the process. It is what limits the company’s
production capacity. Therefore, this work aims to answer the following research problem:
What is the effect of implementing SMED on the bean packaging operation in a company in
east Minas Gerais, Brazil? Moreover, this work also try to answer: “can the LM/SMED tool
be applied in a bean industry?” and, in a broader context, “can the use of LM empower
agroindustry to Agro4.0?”. A few studies have since been carried out in this context,
our manuscript tries to fill these gaps by conducting an SMED in agroindustry through
action research.

Thus, in terms of theoretical contribution, the relevance of this study is because
although the international literature presents some work on the benefits of implementing
SMED, there are few studies on its application in this type of company that consider the
setup of a set of grain processing and packaging machines [9]. According to [25,26], sectors
related to agriculture lack studies on the application of Lean Manufacturing and have the
potential for developing the philosophy. In addition, this work also contributes with an
empirical study on SMED in grain processing and packaging.

From the point of view of practical and managerial implications, all organizations
that intend to implement SMED in a production line can benefit from this work, as the
various aspects of SMED in operations management will be identified. Thus, knowledge of
this information and encouragement to implement SMED in companies can help identify
waste and consequently improve flexibility and add value to their production processes.
The study of LM in this context also contributes to the dissemination of knowledge on the
subject to current managers and professionals linked to the area of operation.

Concerning its relevance, the results of this research may contribute to the implemen-
tation of Lean in the Operation and thus create more opportunities for improvement so that
companies can reach the status of excellence in operations. This work also contributes to
the improvement of meeting the requirements of the market for bean packers and business
strategies, as well as reducing costs and increasing the competitiveness in the market.

In addition to this Introduction, this manuscript is structured as follows. Section 2
provides the theoretical framework. Sections 3 and 4 describe the methodology and
development, respectively. The results and discussions are carried out in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 presents the conclusion.

2. Theoretical Framework
2.1. Lean Manufacturing

Lean Manufacturing is a production system that emerged in Japan between the late
1940s and early 1950s, in the post-war period. Its birthplace was the Japanese company
Toyota Motor Company and for this reason, it was first known as TPS—Toyota Production
System [3,27,28]. TPS was developed exclusively by the Japanese, who wanted to create
their own style of production, which would better suit their culture and surpass the
conventional large-scale production system, producing a small amount of many different
types of cars [3].

The production style was mainly due to two reasons: the first reason was the fact
that the Japanese market, due to the context of the war in the 1930s, had a demand
for small quantities of different types of cars and trucks, making large-scale production
unfeasible [28].

The second reason was stated by the then president of Toyota, Kiichiro Toyoda, who
in 1945 said that the Japanese auto industry had three years to reach the productivity of the
US auto industry; otherwise, this branch of the Japanese industry would not survive [3].
Consequently, Toyota executives Eiji Toyoda and Taiichi Ohno, with the collaboration
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of Shingo Shingeo through consultancies, created a new production system in order to
overcome the difficulties encountered in Japanese industry [28,29].

Ohno in [3] defines STP as “[...] a method to fully eliminate waste and increase
productivity”. In a production system, waste is related to every activity that generates costs
without adding value to the product. In addition, the efforts to reduce waste also motivate
the deployment of smart production systems by utilizing an autonomation policy [30,31].

The “TPS House” was developed in a way to explain TPS. The idea of representing
TPS through a house occurred because a house can only remain stable if the foundation,
pillars, and roof are strong and well connected [27]. According to [27], the roof represents
the goals of this system, which are to improve quality, reduce costs and lead time. The
foundation is composed of processes that guarantee the stability of the system, such as
level production (heijunka), stable and standardized processes, visual management, and
the Toyota Model philosophy.

The pillars that support this system are just-in-time (JIT) and production automation
with a human touch or autonomation [30,31]. JIT means that the correct material will reach
the assembly line of a flow process at the right time and in the right amount. On the other
hand, automation with a human touch, unlike conventional automation, allows machines
to automatically stop the production line whenever they identify a problem, using devices
capable of identifying product failures. These pillars enabled the large-scale reduction of
waste found in conventional car production [3].

As Toyota made greater profits than other companies did, even in times of crisis, the
interest of researchers and other Japanese companies in this Toyota production model
increased. TPS began to be studied and the ideas of this productive system began to
be disseminated throughout the world. With the publication of the first edition of the
book “The Machine that Changed the World” in 1990, TPS also became known as Lean
Production or Lean Manufacturing [3,28].

According to [28], the researcher at the International Automotive Vehicles Program
(IMVP), John Krafcik, explained why this production system is called “lean”:

[...] by using smaller amounts of everything compared to mass production: half the
factory worker effort, half the manufacturing effort, half the tooling investment, and half
the planning hours to develop new products in half the time. It also requires far less than
half of the current inventories at the manufacturing site, results in far fewer defects, and
produces an ever-increasing range of products.

The total elimination of waste, that is, the elimination of activities that do not add
value and generate costs, allows companies to reduce the efforts necessary to produce their
products and consequently increase the efficiency of the production system and reduce
costs [3,28]. The LM aims to produce products and services at the lowest cost and as fast as
required by the customer [32].

LM concepts have been widely disseminated and studied throughout the world. Re-
cently, this concept was expanded outside the production systems of factories, being called
Lean Thinking. According to [28], “lean thinking is a way of specifying value, aligning
the actions that create value in the best sequence, carrying out these activities without
interruption whenever someone requests them and carrying them out in an increasingly
effective way”.

2.1.1. Waste and Value

Waste and value are two key concepts of Lean. As discussed in [33] seven or eight
wastes are identified in the literature as well as the concept of waste as an activity that does
not add value; defining waste, in general, as any input to the system that is not transformed
into an output that represents value to the customer (customer satisfaction), at the right
time and amount (just-in-time). As for the concept of value, Ref. [28] stated that value is
something that can only be decided by the end customer, being expressed in a relevant way
only when it comes to a particular product, whether it is a good, a service or both, which
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meets the needs of the end customer at a given time and at a specific price. It indicates that
the value can be determined by what the customer is willing to pay.

2.1.2. The Eight Types of Waste

Taiichi Ohno was the pioneer in recognizing the existence of waste in production
systems, as well as the one who dedicated himself to eliminating it. Ref. [3] states that
the shop floor is the best source of manufacturing information, providing up-to-date and
direct information about the management. In addition, it is where you can identify the
waste present in manufacturing. Ref. [27] states that Toyota first identified seven wastes in
production, but the author includes an eighth type of waste (Figure 1):

1. Defect: the production of defective items or the reprocessing of defective items, which
generally result in wasted time and effort;

2. Overproduction: the production of items excessively, exceeding demand;
3. Wait: the time when the worker and machine are idle;
4. Non-utilized talent: the waste of employees’ time, ideas and skills;
5. Transport or unnecessary motion: the movement of materials excessively or inefficiently;
6. Inventory: inventory that is larger than necessary, causing additional costs related

to excessive transport and storage, obsolescence, damaged products, and longer
lead times;

7. Motion: the movement of an employee, during work, to carry out activities that do
not add value and are unnecessary;

8. Extra-processing or incorrect processing: processing too much of an item.

The eight types of wastes

D O W N

T I M E

Defect
The production of 
defective items or 
the reprocessing 
of defective items

Overproduction
The production of 
items excessively, 
exceeding demand

Wait
The time when the 
worker and machine 
are idle.

Non-utilized talent
The waste of 
employees'  time, 
Ideas, and skills. 

Transport
The movement of 
materials excessively 
or inefficiently

Inventory
Inventory that is 
larger than necessary

Motion
The movement of 
an employee
that do not add 
value and are 
unnecessary.

Extra-processing
Processing too 
much of an item. 

Figure 1. The eight types of wastes.

2.2. Quick Changeover

First, it is necessary to define a concept that will be broadly covered in this work,
the concept of machine setup time, also known as setup. According to [34], setup is the
change in production to manufacture another product in a machine, or in a sequence of
interconnected machines, through the exchange of parts, dies, devices, molds, among
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others. Setup time is the time elapsed between the production of the last item of the
completed cycle and the first item, of quality, of the cycle that has just been started.

SMED, also known as quick changeover, is a concept developed by Shigeo Shingo
between 1950 and 1969 to reduce machine setup time. It consists of a methodology with
the objective of reducing setup time to single digit minutes. In this way, it is possible to
reduce setup times from several hours to less than 10 min [29,35–37].

SMED was developed to solve one of the biggest problems faced by companies: to
produce in a diversified manner and in small batches. Believing that it was impossible
to reduce setup times drastically, line managers were for a long time forced to adopt
low-diversity and large-batch production to minimize the effect of machine setup time
on production capacity. However, large-scale production contributes to the waste of
overproduction, which leads to an increase in stock and consequently generates additional
costs [29,37].

Reducing setup time was the strategy that enabled diversified production in small batches,
without loss of production capacity, enabling a significant reduction in stocks [10,35,37].

In addition to the reduction in machine setup time, Ref. [10] highlights several posi-
tive effects of adopting the SMED methodology. The main ones are the improvement of
production capacity and machine utilization rates, production without stocks, elimination
of errors in the setup process, improved quality of products, improved safety in the setup
process, improved organization of the tools needed in the setup process, motivation in
relation to the occurrence of setup, reducing the necessary qualification of the operator who
performs the setup and improvement of production flexibility.

2.3. SMED Implementation Steps

While conducting studies to reduce setup times, Ref. [29] realized that machine setup
operations could be divided into two—internal setup and external setup. According to [10],
the internal setup or internal setup time (IST) consists of the machine setup operations,
which can only be performed while the machine is stopped. On the other hand, the external
setup or external setup time (EST), according to the author, consists of the setup operations
of the machines that can be performed while the machine is running. The stages of the
SMED implementation process, according to [10], are divided into four:

• Initial phase: Setup time is not divided into internal setup and external setup;
• Stage 1: Setup division into internal setup and external setup;
• Stage 2: Transformation of internal setup into external setup;
• Stage 3: Simplification of internal setup and external setup operations.

The initial stage is the step in which the methodology implementation planning takes
place. At this stage, a study of the current conditions of the setup process is carried out,
identifying all activities and the time spent on each one of them and the displacement of
operators [10,35].

Stage 1 is the step in which IST and EST are differentiated, which represents the most
important point of the methodology. This stage ensures that activities that may take place
while the machine is still running actually take place while the machine is still on. The
focus of this stage is the activities related to the setup and functional verification of raw
materials, tools, and fastening devices that must be performed while the machine is still
on [10,35,36].

Stage 2, on the other hand, is a stage in which internal setup activities are converted,
when possible, into external setup, minimizing the number of operations that are performed
while the machine is not in operation [10,36].

Finally, Stage 3 is the stage in which the activities of internal setup and external setup
are simplified as much as possible, with the objective of increasing the ease, security, and
speed of setup. Setup activities are modified in order to make them faster and can reduce
the workload. EST can be simplified, mainly through improvements in the storage and
transport of the elements necessary for the machine setup process. IST, on the other hand,
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can be simplified through the implementation of parallel operations, the use of functional
fixators, and the elimination of adjustments [10,36].

3. Methodology

The research method used in this study was action research. According to [38], action
research consists of a scientific research methodology that can be used to solve social or
organizational problems, with the participation of people who live with this problem,
through actions in the object of study. The steps required to implement this research
methodology are shown in Figure 2.

Context & Purpose
Monitoring

Data Gathering

Action Planning

Figure 2. Steps for implementing action research (Adapted from [38]).

This research method was chosen because it is intended to make changes to the object
of study. The authors plan to carry out the action research cycle twice. The first cycle to
perform stage 1 of SMED, separating the internal setup from the external setup. The second
cycle to execute stages 2 and 3 of SMED, transforming the internal setup into an external
setup and simplifying the setup operations.

4. Development
4.1. Context and Proposal

The object of study of this work is a medium-sized company located in east Minas
Gerais, Brazil. Its main activity is the processing, packaging, and distribution of beans,
in addition to the distribution of rice and cassava flour. The main product sold by the
company is carioca beans. The company also works with other varieties, black and red
beans. The flow of operations of the processing and packaging of beans throughout the
production process is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Flowchart of bean processing and packaging process.

After unloading the beans, the processing begins. In the operations of the processing,
impurities from the harvest are removed, such as straw, clods, stones, and dust. In addition,
bean husks and broken beans are also removed. All transport carried out in the processing
is carried out by bucket elevators. The packing process, on the other hand, consists of bean
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packing and baling operations. In the packaging, the beans are packed in 1 kg packages. In
the baling, these packages are again wrapped in 10 kg or 30 kg bales.

For the implementation of SMED, the setup chosen was the changeover of the 30 kg
bale of red beans for the 10 kg bale of carioca beans. This setup was chosen because it is the
most complete performed by the company since the improvements obtained in this process
of setting up the machines can be used in all other setups of the packaging operation. In
addition to the complete setup, the partial setup and the basic setup are also performed in
this operation.

The complete setup consists of activities in the processing, packaging, and baling
operations. The processing operator cleans all the machinery in this process to avoid
mixing beans of different varieties. The packaging/processing operator, with the help of
the repairperson, replaces the primary and secondary packaging, in addition to changing
the baler die. The partial setup consists of the same actions in the processing and the
replacement of primary packaging in the packaging operation. While the basic setup only
consists of replacing the primary packaging in the packaging operation.

For the implementation of SMED, a team composed of four members was first as-
sembled, with specific functions to monitor and map the execution of the setup. These
members are: the observer, who is responsible for observing and recording the activities of
the operators; the timekeeper, who is responsible for taking the time for each activity; the
shadow, who has the function of recording the route and the number of steps of operators;
and the Kaizen man, who has the function of identifying points of improvement in the
execution of the setup.

In order to map the setup in the initial phase, the team filmed the setup of the machines
to raise all the necessary steps for the implementation. Once the implementation steps were
defined, the first data collection was carried out.

Through the obtained data, it could be verified that there were 84 activities necessary
for carrying out the machine setup. Of these 84 activities, 15 were identified as external
setup, as they could be performed while the machinery was still in operation. In addition,
the total time for carrying out the activities corresponds to approximately 85 min.

In the data collection, the distance travelled by the operators was also measured
through the number of steps, as well as the path travelled by the operators in the production
system. The path was illustrated by the spaghetti diagram shown in Figure 4.
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Packaing 
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Tool
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Processing roomSilo elevator

Figure 4. Spaghetti diagram of setup in the initial phase. Each color represents a different operator.

During the machine setup, the operator responsible for processing, shown in blue,
covered 448 steps. In this work, each step of the operator was considered equivalent to
60 cm, so the processing operator covered about 269 m. The operator responsible for the
packaging and baling operations, represented in green, travelled about 453 m. Finally, the
repairperson, represented in yellow, moved approximately 143 m.

4.2. First Cycle of Action Research

From the first data collection, besides the analysis and classification of machine setup
activities between external and internal setup, the time of use of the repairperson during
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machine adjustments was also observed in order to increase its participation in the process.
The activities classified as EST started to be performed while the machinery was in opera-
tion. Furthermore, these activities, which were previously dependent on the operator, are
now performed only by the repairperson.

Based on these setup changes, a new data collection was performed to assess the effect
of EST elimination on setup time. With the elimination of external setup activities, the
number of activities performed during the machine setup period dropped to 69 activities;
in addition, the execution time was reduced to about 60 min, representing a reduction of
approximately 30% compared to the previous time. The paths taken by the operators and
the repairperson during the execution of setup underwent changes with the absence of
activities considered EST. In general, there was a reduction in the path of operators, as
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Spaghetti diagram of setup after cycle 1. Each color represents a different operator.

With the reduction in the number of activities during the machine setup process,
the operator responsible for the improvement process, shown in blue, started to cover
approximately 194 m. The operator of the packaging and baling operations, in green, and
the repairperson, in yellow, moved approximately 250 and 51 m, respectively. Table 2 sum-
marizes the results obtained with the implementation of the first cycle of action research.

Table 2. Summary of the first cycle of action research.

Data collection List and timing of activities:
- Internal Setup = 85 min
- External Setup = 0 min
Travelled distance:
- Processing:

Operator = 269 m
- Packaging/Balling:

Operator = 453 m
Repairperson = 143 m

Data Analysis Classification of setup activities into internal setup and external setup;
Repairperson usage time.

Implementation Separation of the internal and external setup in the execution of the setup;
Redefining the activities of operators;
Redistribution of external setup activities to the repairperson.

Evaluation Measurement of the new setup method:
- Internal Setup = 60 min
- External Setup = 25 min
Travelled distance:
- Processing:

Operator = 194 m
- Packaging/baling:

Operator = 250 m
Repairperson= 51 m
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4.3. Second Cycle of Action Research

Based on the information obtained in the data collection of the first action research
cycle, an analysis was carried out to identify improvements in the IST activities, unnec-
essary activities, the feasibility of using more employees, improvements in the sequence
of activities, opportunities for error reduction, layout improvement, and opportunities to
reduce adjustment time and the number and size of screws removed during setup.

Based on data analysis, an action plan was developed using the 5W2H tool in order to
obtain not only a reduction in setup time but also a reduction in the occurrence of errors,
gains in product quality, and gains in the organization of tools needed. The action plan is
detailed in Table 3.

Table 3. Action Plan.

What to Do?
(What)

Why Do It?
(Why)

How to Do It?
(How)

When to Do It?
(When)

Where to Do?
(Where)

Who Is Going to
Do? (Who)

How Much Does
It Cost? (How

Much)

Use the ratchet
wrench for

installation and
removal of screws

To reduce the
necessary

adjustment time

Through the
purchase of the
ratchet wrench
and operator

training

September/
October In the baler Packaging/

Balling Operator BRL 160.00

Reduce from 4 to
3 different screw

sizes

To reduce the
necessary

adjustment time

By replacing the
13 mm drive belt

screws with 14
mm screws

September/
October In the baler Third-party

company BRL 100.00

Use a method to
simplify

installation of
screws

To reduce the
necessary

adjustment time

By using a
method that

already existed in
the baling die but

which was
unknown to
employees

September/
October In the baler Packaging/

Balling Operator BRL 0.00

Install
compressed air in
the packaging silo

To improve the
quality of

cleaning of the
packaging silo,

which was
performed with a
piassava broom
since pieces of
piassava can

contaminate the
product about to

be packaged

By purchasing
and installing the

necessary
materials

September/
October In the baler

Packing/baling
coordinator and

operator
BRL 50.00

Implement 5S on
the tool table

To improve the
organization of

tools and reduce
the time wasted
in finding them

Through the
application of the

5 senses of this
methodology

September/
October Tool table

Researcher,
coordinator and
operator of the

packaging/
baling

BRL 0.00

Introduce a new
repairperson and
a new operator
into the setup

process

To share the
necessary

activities with
more employees,
reducing setup

time and
necessary

displacement

Through training September/
October

In the processing
and packaging

sectors

Researcher,
coordinator,

operators, and
assistants

BRL 0.00

Reorganization of
setup activities

So that the setup
in the packaging
sector can start
simultaneously

with the setup in
the processing

sector

Through the
redistribution of

activities with the
new employees
involved in the

setup

September/
October

In the processing
and packaging

sectors

Researcher,
director,

coordinator,
operators and

assistants

BRL 0.00

Create a new
standardized

work sequence

To optimize the
time needed to

run the setup and
avoid errors and

rework

Through
meetings and
discussions

September/
October

In the processing
and packaging

sectors

Researcher,
director,

coordinator,
operators and

assistants

BRL 0.00
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The method to simplify the installation of the screws is to place slots in two holes of
the baling die; this allows the installation of two screws before positioning this die in the
baler. In addition, there were two screws of similar sizes (13 and 14 mm), which allowed
the reduction from four to three different screw sizes by enlarging the smaller holes. Finally,
a ratchet wrench was purchased for the installation and removal of the screws, which
reduced the time for adjustments.

A new operator and a new repairperson were introduced to participate in the setup
since there were already employees available to perform the activities (they used to perform
activities with lower priority). The new operator was responsible for the activities of the
packaging operation, allowing the former operator to carry out only the activities of the
baling operation. The former repairperson started to help both the processing operator and
the packaging operator. The new repairperson was responsible for part of the activities
related to the processing.

Through the introduction of new employees in the setup, it was possible to reorganize
the machine setup activities. This reorganization of activities allowed the actions related to
the processing, the packaging operation, and the baling operation, which were previously
carried out in sequence, to be started in parallel. With all these setup changes, a new stan-
dardized work sequence was developed. The standardization of this new work sequence
contributes to the elimination of errors that could occur during the setup of the machines.

In order to assess the effect of the proposed improvements to the setup, set out in the
action plan, a new data collection was carried out. With the changes proposed in the action
plan, the setup time was reduced to approximately 36 min, which corresponds to the setup
time of the baling operation activities, as it is the procedure that demands the most time
of the entire setup operations. This reduction in setup time corresponds to around 40% in
relation to the time obtained after the first cycle of the action research, and a reduction of
around 58% in relation to the initial setup time.

As for the path taken by employees, there was a reduction in the path travelled and
the distance travelled, mainly due to the introduction of the new operator and the new
repairperson. The path taken by operators and repair people is illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Spaghetti diagram of setup after cycle 2. Each color represents a different operator.

At the end of the second cycle of the action research, the processing operator, repre-
sented in blue, started to walk approximately 60 m, while the new repairperson, represented
in brown, covered approximately 102 m. As for the new operator of the packaging oper-
ation, represented in red, and the operator of the baling operation, represented in green,
they moved approximately 63 and 172 m, respectively. Finally, the repairperson for the
packaging and baling operations, represented in yellow, started to travel approximately
35 m.

Table 4 summarizes the results obtained with the implementation of the first cycle of
action research.
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Table 4. Summary of the second cycle of action research.

Data collection New setup method:
- Internal Setup = 60 min
- External Setup = 25 min
Installation and removal of screws:
- Number of screws: 14 screws
Different sizes of screws: 4 sizes
Distance travelled by operators:
- Processing:

Operator = 194 m
- Packaging:

Operator = 250 m
Repairperson = 51 m

Data Analysis Improvements in internal setup activities;
Identification of unnecessary activities;
Feasibility of using more employees;
Improvements in the sequence of activities;
Opportunities to reduce errors during machine setup;
Improved layout;
Number and size of screws removed during setup;
Opportunities to reduce adjustment time.

Implementation Acquisition of a ratchet key;
Reduction from 4 to 3 different screw sizes;
Using a method to simplify the installation of the baling die screw;
5S Implementation on the tool table;
Installation of compressed air for cleaning the packaging silo;
Introduction and training of a new repairperson and a new operator
in the setup process;
Reorganization of setup activities;
Creation and implementation of a standardized work sequence;

Evaluation Measurement of the new setup method:
- Internal Setup = 36 min
- External Setup = 25 min
Travelled distance:
- Processing:

Operator = 60 m
Repairperson = 102 metros

- Packaging/processing:
Packing operator = 63 m
Processing operator = 172 m
Repairperson = 35 metros

Installation and removal of screws:
- Number of screws: 14 screws
- Different sizes of screws: 3 sizes

5. Results and Discussions

Both action research cycles carried out strongly contributed to the reduction of the
necessary setup time, in addition to also reducing the displacement of the employees
involved. Consequently, the reduction in the setup time of the machines contributed to the
increase in the company’s production capacity since part of the time required by the setup
became available for production.

It is important to highlight that the improvement actions performed for the most
complete setup also had a positive effect on the execution time of the partial setup and the
basic setup, mentioned above.

Productive capacity gains, as well as the effect of complete setup improvements on
partial and basic setup, are described in Table 5. At the end of each action-research cycle,
there were reductions in setup time and employee displacement, in addition to an increase
in the company’s production capacity. The result obtained in each cycle is described in
Figure 7.

As shown in Figure 7, at the end of the second cycle of the action research, setup time
was reduced by approximately 58%, the displacement of employees, even with the increase
from three to five employees, was reduced by around 50%. The productive capacity had an
increase of approximately 14%. During the implementation of SMED, operators initially
resisted, as they believed the changes would entail a greater workload. However, as the
methodology was implemented, operators began to realize the benefits brought by SMED
and that there would not be an increase in work. From that moment on, they started to
support the changes brought about by the methodology.
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Table 5. Effect of setup improvements on production capacity.

First Cycle of Action Research

Effect on setup time - Complete Setup: −30%
Average setup/month: 2

- Partial Setup: −38%
Average setup/month: 32

- Basic Setup: −45%
Average setup/month: 23

Effect on monthly - Operational availability (2 × 25 min) + (32 × 16.32 min) +
+ (23 × 5.37 min) = 695.52 min/month

productive capacity - Capacity increase: approximately 32,661 kg of beans/month (9.33%)
- Prior productive capacity: approx. 350,000 kg of beans/month
- Production capacity afterward: approximately 382,661 kg of beans/month

Second Cycle of Action Research

Effect on setup time - Complete Setup: −40%
Average setup/month: 2

- Partial Setup: −32%
Average setup/month: 32

- Basic Setup: 0%
Average setup/month: 23

Effect on monthly - Operational availability (2 × 23.23 min) + (32 × 8.42 min) +
+ (23 × 0 min) = 315.26 min/month

productive capacity - Approximately 14,823 kg of beans/month (3.87%)
- Approximately 382,661 kg of beans/month
- Production capacity afterward: approximately 397,484 kg of beans/month

Figure 7. Result at the end of each action research cycle.

6. Conclusions

This work aimed to evaluate the effect of SMED implementation in the bean packaging
operation in a company in eastern Minas Gerais, Brazil. With the implementation of this
methodology, it was possible to obtain a reduction in setup time and, consequently, there
was an increase in the company’s productive capacity, in addition to a reduction in the
displacement of employees. As for the increase in the productive capacity, there was
no change in the workforce or working hours, so it can be concluded that the company
achieved productivity gains.

In addition to the increase in productivity, quality gain, gains in the organization
of tools, and the reduction in the occurrence of errors mentioned above, SMED also had
the advantages of increased motivation regarding the occurrence of setup and increased
production flexibility, as the effect of set-up time on production capacity has been reduced,
allowing machine set-up to take place more times a day if necessary.

Finally, for the implementation of SMED, there was full support and encouragement
from the company’s management, which was already looking for alternatives that could
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expand the company’s production capacity. Management was satisfied with the results
obtained, mainly due to the low investment (approximately BRL 310.00).

In terms of a theoretical contribution, this work is one of the few studies that deal with
the implementation of SMED in a company in the grain processing and packaging sector,
showing the possible results obtained by the methodology and confirming its effectiveness
in reducing setup time. This study shows that the LM/SMED tool can be applied in a bean
industry and LM can empower the agroindustry to Agro4.0. Few studies have been carried
out in this context, so our manuscript tries to fill these gaps by conducting an SMED in
agroindustry through action research.

In terms of practical contribution and relevance to the sector, despite the little interac-
tion of Lean tools with companies in this segment, this study showed that SMED proved
to be an effective option for obtaining gains in productive capacity by reducing setup
time, opening doors for new studies on the implementation of other Lean Manufacturing
methodologies, such as line balancing and time planning.

As a limitation of the study, it is possible to highlight that the methodology was
applied only once. The findings were also not fully documented. So, there is still room for
improvement in the research method.

As future work, the relationship between LP and I4.0 and Agro4.0 can be explored.
Practical applications including process-related systems and technologies of I4.0 [12], com-
bined with scientific methodology, are an opportunity to fill the existing literature gap in
the area.
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Abstract: Mass customisation demand requires increasingly flexible assembly operations. For the
in-plant logistics of such systems, milkrun trains could present advantages under high variability
conditions. This article uses an industrial study case from a global white-goods manufacturing
company. A discrete events simulation model was developed to explore the performance of multi-
model assembly lines using a set of operational and logistics Key Performance Indicators. Four
simulation scenarios analyse the separate effects of an increased number of product models and three
different sources of variability. The results show that milkruns can protect the assembly lines from
upstream process disturbances.

Keywords: milkrun; in-plant logistics; flexible assembly; simulation; high-mix low-volume; lean
manufacturing

1. Introduction

Since the end of the 20th century, it is considered that demand trends are shifting
from mass production towards mass customisation [1] and mass personalisation [2]. To
address this situation, manufacturing companies need to produce an increasing number
of different products, in smaller quantities each, without compromising on quality or
price [3]. For consumer goods manufacturers, this means shifting from large batches of
very similar products towards high-mix low-volume production. To gain an advantage
or simply remain competitive, production flexibility, reconfigurability and resilience are
key [4].

In a typical discrete production process—e.g., automobiles, white goods, home elec-
tronics, furniture, toys—the assembly stage taking place after manufacturing is also of
capital importance [5]. Traditional assembly operations are performed in manual or semi-
automated lines or cells, which are usually dedicated to one product or a small family
of products closely related [6]. These products are assembled in batches to minimise the
losses incurred due to product changeovers [7,8]. Looking at existing assembly operations
approaches to build upon, Lean Manufacturing [9] proposes a methodology inherently
oriented towards reduced batch sizes, frequent product changeovers, multi-product as-
sembly cells and cross-functional operator teams [10,11]. In this context, it seems clear
that traditional assembly lines face serious threats when confronted with the high-mix
low-volume demand brought by the mass customisation paradigm. The main challenges
include dealing with complexity, uncertainty and disturbances, successfully deploying
disruptive digital technologies [12]—i.e., Industry4.0 [13] or smart manufacturing [14]—
and further integrating the sub-systems related to assembly: supporting functions such as
internal logistics [15], maintenance [16] or quality control [17].
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Internal logistics is the supply chain function most closely related to the assembly
operations since it is tasked with feeding components to the assembly line or cell without
introducing production constraints [18,19]. Flexible assembly lines driven by mass cus-
tomisation and featuring mixed- or multi-model production pose additional challenges
to internal logistics [20], which impact directly on the classic Lean supply performance
indicators [21]. In-plant milkruns [22] (misuzumashi [23], tow-train [18]) are one of the
best available Lean tools for efficiently supplying parts to flexible multi-model assembly
lines [24].

The brief literature review that will be presented in Section 2 shows that despite an
increasing research depth on the topic of milkrun logistic systems for flexible assembly
lines, there are still limited published works which include variability. Two papers are very
closely related to our research topic: Korytkowski et al.’s [25] is great but features a single-
model assembly line, while Faccio et al.’s [26] article considers mixed-model assembly
lines, but the sources of variability considered there are limited to milkrun train capacity
and refilling interval. This connects with the key avenues for future work identified by
Gil-Vilda et al. [19], which point to including variability and disturbances to the study of
milkrun systems.

In consequence, the goal of this article is to continue exploring the use of milkrun
trains for the internal logistics of flexible assembly operations featuring multiple manual
assembly lines. In particular, we aim to look at scenarios where demand presents mass
customisation characteristics (i.e., high-mix low-volume). The work presented here aims
to evaluate the performance of milkrun trains and assembly lines in this demand context
by focusing on two main aspects, following the lines for further investigation detected by
Gil-Vilda et al. [19], namely the product mix (multi-model in opposition to single-model
assembly) and the impact of variability and stochastic disturbances.

To address the aforementioned objectives, the following research questions are formulated:

1. What is the effect on the operational and logistics Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of
producing multiple models in an assembly line compared to single-model production?
Are there significant differences between mixed-model and multi-model production
from the milkrun internal logistics point of view?

2. How is the milkrun-assembly lines system affected by variability? In particular, to what
extent is it impacted by assembly process variability and supply chain disturbances?

To carry out this research, Discrete Events Simulation (DES) was the chosen tool. A
real industrial study case from a global white-goods manufacturer site located in northern
Spain is presented and used to provide the foundations of the different simulation scenarios
analysed to address the research questions.

The structure of this article is the following: Section 2 presents a brief literature review
on the topic, highlighting the key findings made by previous research and the open lines of
research derived from them. Section 3 Methodology introduces the assumptions used to
build the simulation model, details the study case data and the parameters as well as the
performance indicators selected to define and assess the simulation scenarios. Section 4
Results presents the outcome of the simulation, which is then discussed in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

Feeding the components to assembly lines requires complex in-plant logistics to
do so in an efficient, flexible and responsive manner. Although many feeding policies
could be used [27], some have clear advantages when facing a demand situation of mass
customisation or mass personalisation.

In the context of Lean logistics, milkruns (also named ‘tow-trains’ or shuttles) are
defined as ‘pickups and deliveries at fixed times along fixed routes’ [18]. Inbound and outbound
milkrun delivery systems work analogously, sharing a key aspect: ‘milkruns are round tours
on which full and empty returnable containers are exchanged in a 1:1 ratio’ [22].

Several authors have proposed different approaches for classifying milkrun systems.
For instance, Kilic et al. [28] proposed that the main problem for milkrun design is to
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determine the routes and time periods aiming to minimise total cost, which are composed
of transportation and Work In Process (WIP) holding costs. Their framework classifies
milkrun problems depending on the need to determine the time periods, the routes or
both; for one- or multiple-routed milkruns; and considering either equally or differently
timed routes. On the other hand, Mácsay et al. [29] described four milkrun-based material
supply strategies, while Klenk et al. [30] modelled milkrun systems using Methods-Time
Measurement (MTM) parameters and explored six major milkrun concepts.

Alnahhal et al. conducted a literature review in 2014 [31] that found a scarcity of
studies looking at in-plant milkrun systems as a whole, and that there was a research
tendency to drift away from Lean goals to look for optimality based on restrictive objectives
in its stead. Later articles, however, addressed in-plant milkruns from multiple angles;
in particular, for mixed-model assembly systems closely related to multi-model systems,
which are the focus of this article. A plethora of study cases have also been published in
recent years, helping to illustrate the benefits of milkruns and the production challenges
they help to overcome. The following subsections look into some of them in further detail.

2.1. In-Plant Milkruns for Mixed-Model Assembly Lines

Alnahhal et al. [32] looked into using milkruns for mixed-model assembly lines
from decentralised supermarkets. Variables such as train routing, scheduling and loading
problems were considered, aiming to minimise the number of trains, loading variability
route length variability and assembly line inventory costs. Different analysis tools were
employed: analytical equations, dynamic programming and Mixed-Integer Programming
(MIP). On the other hand, Golz et al. [33] used a heuristic solution in two stages to minimise
the number of shuttle drivers, focusing on the automotive sector.

This sector was also the focal point of Faccio et al.’s work [26], in which they proposed
a general framework using short-term (dynamic) and long-term (static) sets of decisions
allowing to size up the feeding systems for mixed-model assembly lines composed of
supermarkets, kanbans and tow-trains. In another article [34], Faccio et al. dived deeper into
the subject by investigating kanban number optimisation. It was highlighted that traditional
kanban calculation methods fell short under a multi-line mixed-model assembly systems.

Emde et al. also looked at optimising some aspects of mixed-model assembly lines,
namely (1) the location of in-house logistics zones [35] and (2) the loading of tow-trains to
minimise the inventory at the assembly and to avoid material shortages, using an exact
polynomial procedure [36]. Discrete Events Simulation was used by Vieira et al. [37] in an
automated way (using a tailored API on top of a DES commercial software) to model and
analyse the costs of mixed-model supermarkets.

2.2. Other Aspects of In-Plant Milkruns

A few articles examined the performance evaluation of milkrun systems. Klenk et al. [38]
evaluated milkruns in terms of cost, lead time and service level. Their article used real
data from the automotive industry with a focus on dealing with demand peaks. Bozer
et al. [39] presented a performance evaluation model used to estimate the probability of
(1) exceeding the physical capacity of the milkrun train and (2) exceeding the prescribed
cycle time. This model assumed a basic, single-train system and that assembly lines are
never starved of components. It highlighted some of the milkrun advantages: low lead
times, low variability and low line-side inventory levels. Other articles describe milkrun
systems evaluation methods which employ cost efficiency [29] or the required number
of tow-trains [40]. Many authors used discrete event simulation to evaluate the potential
performance of milkrun systems as a tool for milkrun design [41], evaluating dynamic
scheduling strategies [42] or digital twin verification and validation [43].

The Association of German Engineers (VDI—Verein Deutscher Ingenierure) proposed
the standardisation guidelines VDI 5586 [44] for in-plant milkrun systems design and di-
mensioning. Schmid et al. [45] discussed the draft VDI norm and found several drawbacks.
Their article states that algorithms can support the milkrun design process; however, this
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system’s design cannot be formulated as a regular optimisation problem. In a later article,
Urru et al. [46] highlighted that VDI 5586 was the only norm for milkrun logistics systems
design and that it is only applicable under severe restrictions. A methodology was then
proposed to complement the VDI guideline. Kluska et al. proposed a milkrun design
methodology which includes the use of simulation as supporting tool [41].

Gyulai et al. [47] provided an overview of models and algorithms for treating milkrun
systems as a Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). This article introduced a new approach with
initial solution generation heuristics and a local search method to solve the VRP.

Gil-Vilda et al. [19] focused on studying the surface productivity and milkrun work
time of U-shaped assembly lines fed by a milkrun train using a mathematical model. This
article established promising avenues for future research: (1) assessing the impact of the
number of parts per container and (2) analysing the impact of variability.

On the topic of variability, two articles stand out. Korytkowski [25] posed the research
question about ‘how disturbances in the production environment and managerial decisions affect
the milkrun efficiency’. This work analyses a single-model assembly line by employing
discrete events simulation including three variability parameters—assembly process co-
efficient of variability, probability of a delayed milkrun cycle start and the magnitude
of such delay—in addition to other three parameters: WIP buffer capacity, TAKT time
synchronisation, and the milkrun cycle time. The KPIs used were throughput, WIP stock,
milkrun utilisation and workstation starvation. The key conclusions were that TAKT sync
does not affect the KPIs, even in conjunction with limited WIP buffer capacity. It was also
found that a higher milkrun cycle time decreases the milkrun utilisation and increases the
assembly line stock. Finally, this article concluded that milkrun systems mitigate the impact
of production variations, which implies that they do not require large safety times built
into them. Faccio et al. [26] also introduced variability sources in their dynamic milkrun
framework for mixed-model assembly lines. In particular, this article includes tow-train
capacity variability (related to the number of parts per kanban container, which is linked to
the stochastic demand considered) and refilling interval variability.

2.3. In-Plant Milkrun Study Cases

There is no scarcity of published articles featuring study cases of in-plant milkrun
systems. However, there are not so many articles specifically focusing on milkruns feeding
multi-model assembly lines, and only a few articles consider stochastic variables. It is
also noteworthy that the majority of study cases on the topic belong to the automotive
industry. Table 1 summarises the study case articles found in this brief review, which
includes the articles mentioned previously as well as a few additional documents [48–52]
which specifically present milkrun study cases.

Table 1 shows some noteworthy points. First of all, no article specifically shows study
cases of multi-model assembly lines, although there are some articles on mixed-model
systems. Secondly, very few articles present real industrial study cases outside of the auto-
motive sector. Finally, variability has not been commonly considered by research articles on
the topic so far. The work presented here aims to cover the three highlighted shortcomings.
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Table 1. Key aspects of selected research articles on in-plant milkrun systems which include study cases.

Article Analysis Tool Objective No.
Lines

No.
Vehicles

Product
Mix

Variability Real
Industry

Case

Sector

Aksoy [51] MILP and heuristics MR route optimisation Multi Multi Single No Yes Automotive
Alfonso [53] Simulation Ergonomy and material

flow improvement
Multi Single Single No Yes Automotive

Alnahhal [32] MIP, DP and
math modelling

Min WIP, variability,
handling cost

Multi Multi Mixed No No NS 1

Coelho [43] Simulation Verify and validate digital
twin framework for in-
plant logistics

Multi NS NS Yes Yes Automotive

Costa [52] Simulation Train loading Multi Single Single No Yes Electronics
Emde [48] MIP and heuristics Min WIP Single Single Mixed No No Automotive
Faccio [26] Math model Min no vehicles and

WIP
Multi Multi Mixed Yes Yes Automotive

Faccio [34] Math model Optimal no. kanbans Multi Multi Mixed Yes Yes Automotive
Gil-Vilda [19] Math model Max surface

productivity
Single Single Single No Yes Unknown

Golz [33] MILP and heuristics Min no. trains Multi Single Mixed Yes No Automotive
Gyulai [47] Heuristics and local

search method
Min no. vehicles Multi Multi NS No NS Automotive

Kilic [28] Mixed Integer
Programming (MIP)

Min cost (no vehicles ×
distance travelled)

Multi Multi NS No Yes Automotive

Klenk [38] Math model Handling demand peaks Multi Single NS Yes Yes Automotive
Korytkowski [25] Simulation Effect of disturbances

and management deci-
sions

Single Single Single Yes No NS

Pekarcikova [54] Simulation Improve logistic flows Single Single Single No NS Automotive
Rao [42] Simulation Improve material flow,

reduce no. vehicles
Multi Multi Single No NS NS

Satoglu [50] Math model
and heuristics

MR route to minimise
handling and stock costs

Multi Single Single No Yes Electronics

Simic [49] Particle swarm
optimisation

Min stock costs Single Single Single No No Automotive

1 NS: Not Specified.

3. Materials and Methods

In this article, the operational performance of two assembly lines and the milkrun train
that feeds them is evaluated under different conditions. The system consisting of assembly
lines and internal logistics was studied by considering a set of inputs, a Discrete Events
Simulation model and a set of output KPIs, as depicted in Figure 1. The model consists
of two main parts: the assembly lines and the supply chain feeding the components to
the Assembly Line (AL) in containers using a milkrun train. Simulation was chosen for
building this model because it allows the introduction of stochastic elements [55], such
as process or logistics variability, which is necessary to achieve this work’s goals. The
simulation tool employed was FlexSim® (2022.0, FlexSim Software Products, Inc., Orem,
UT, USA). Several simulation scenarios are created by modifying different parameters and
disturbances values to analyse desired aspects of the system behaviour. Section 3.1 details
the modelling assumptions. Section 3.2 includes the notation and definitions employed,
and Section 3.3 includes the input data used in the models, which are used for validation
(Section 3.4) and the experiment design (Section 3.5).
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Figure 1. In-plant milkrun for multi-model assembly lines. Input parameters and disturbances are
changed when analysing the performance of the system using simulation. Model output includes
relevant operational and logistics Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for evaluation.

3.1. Assumptions

The simulation model depicted in Figure 1 is made of two main subsystems: (1) two
manual assembly lines, which feature operators, workstations, product buffers and compo-
nents racks; and (2) internal logistics, which include a milkrun train, the components Points
Of Use (POUs), a warehouse and the information flow necessary to ensure the assembly
line receives the required components on time; see Figure 2.

Assembly lines: Figure 2a,b show the elements of the assembly lines used in this
model, which feature the following assumptions following the classification of assembly
systems by Boysen et al. [6]:

• The assembly systems are unpaced, buffered lines.
• These are fixed-worker assembly lines: operators are assigned to stations.
• There is manual assembly only (no semi- or fully automated work content).
• The number of workstations is constant. Each station can process only one product

unit at a time.
• Operators need to gather all components specified by the Bill of Materials (BOM) to

proceed to assemble at their stations; see Figure 2a.
• The demand mix is known and it continues for the whole simulation horizon.
• The assembly lines can be single-model, mixed-model or multi-model. Single-model

lines only produce one product variant per AL. Mixed-model lines can produce more
than one model, but there is no setup time between products. Multi-model lines are
similar to mixed-model lines but they do incur setup time losses when changing over
from one product model to another.

• Setup times, where present, are not dependent on the product sequence.
• The product sequence consists of an alternating pattern of batches of products. The

batch size is stochastic, based on a discrete uniform distribution to represent the prob-
ability of a batch being released to the assembly line with fewer units than standard.
This represents the disturbances caused by upstream manufacturing processes. The
probability distribution is governed by the batch size coefficient of variability (CVq).
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• Processing and setup times are stochastic. They follow a lognormal distribution based
on mean values and standard deviations, which are expressed by the coefficients of
variability (CVp, CVs).

• Slightly different processing times on each station mean that these are unbalanced
assembly lines, as shown in the ‘Input’ subsection.

Figure 2. Simulation model subsystems interaction. (a) Assembly line stations; (b) Milkrun operator
loading and unloading containers to assembly station; (c) Milkrun train picking at the warehouse,
followed by the components replenishment cycle across all Points Of Use (POUs) of the route.

Internal Logistics: Figure 2 shows the main components of the internal logistics, which
consists of four subsystems:

• Information flow between the assembly lines and the milkrun train, so that the milkrun
picks up the right components for the product models that will be needed in the AL.
This includes the calculations of the number of containers of each component Ni. This
is worked out based on the expected consumption over the milkrun cycle time (d), the
no. of pieces of component i per product unit (ni) and the no. of pieces per container
(qi), with a minimum of 2, as shown in Equation (1). This minimum of 2 containers is
required to prevent assembly line starvation, which could occur otherwise since the
milkrun logic implies taking empty containers and replacing them with full ones on
the next cycle.

Ni = max
(⌈

di · ni
qi

⌉
, 2
)

(1)

• The number of pieces in each component container is stochastic, based on the standard
number of pieces per container and a coefficient of variability (CVc). A discrete
uniform distribution is employed, which uses CVc as the lower limit and the standard
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no. of pieces as the upper limit. This represents the probability of a certain number
of pieces being non-conforming due to quality problems, inaccurate counting at the
external suppliers’ production site or incorrect re-packing at the in-plant warehouse,
especially for components packed in bulk, such as nuts and bolts.

• Milkrun train picking at the warehouse (see Figure 2c) is modelled as a single POU.
The milkrun train is emptied upon arrival, and it is thereafter filled again with the
required containers for the next supply cycle.

• The milkrun transportation time from/to all POUs (Figure 2c) is based on historical
time measurements from the industrial study case. Since the data show very little
variability, the model assumes a deterministic transportation time given by the input
parameter Tt.

• Supply chain operator loading and unloading of component containers to the assembly
lines at each POU, as shown in Figure 2b. There are two possible situations: (1) Regular
cycle (same product model): the operator replaces the empty boxes in the ‘returns rack’
with full boxes of the same component. The handling time is different for full and
empty containers; see the input subsection. (2) Product changeover cycle (before the
assembly line changeover): in which the milkrun operator firstly replaces any current
product empty container to ensure that the current batch can be finished and then
loads the next containers of the next product components so that they are available to
the assembly operators when they finish the stations’ changeover.

3.2. Notation

The following notations are introduced:
Input: Parameters

Q Batch size
CT Assembly cycle time
CTMR Milkrun cycle time
L No. of assembly lines, index l.
K No. of assembly workstations (no. POUs) per assembly line, index k.
M No. of product models, index m.
Tp Processing time
Ts Setup time
WC Work content (i.e., total process time)
WIP No. of work in progress units between workstations
Tt Milkrun transportation time to/from assembly line
Te

h Milkrun operator container handling time, empty container
T f

h Milkrun operator container handling time, full container

Input: Disturbances

CVp Process time coefficient of variation: CVp = σTp/µTp

CVs Setup time coefficient of variation: CVs = σTs/µTs
CVc Conforming units per container coefficient of variation
CVq Batch size coefficient of variation

Output: Key Performance Indicators

P Productivity (units/operator-h): production rate of conforming units per assembly
operator.

LT Lead Time (min): average time for a batch of units to be finished from the moment
the last unit of the previous batch is finished.

U Milkrun Utilisation (%): fraction of total available time that the supply chain
operator is busy (picking components at the warehouse, driving the milkrun train
and handling containers to load/unload the components at the POUs).

S Stock in the assembly line (units): average stock of components held in the assembly
line measured in equivalent finished product units.
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3.3. Input Data

The simulation model uses data provided by the industrial study case, which presents
a common situation faced by plenty of manufacturing businesses globally. Table 2 shows
the model parameters base, min and max values.

Table 2. Input parameters and disturbances base and range values.

Parameter Units Min Max Base Value

Q units 48
CT s see Table 3
CTMR min 140
L lines 2
K stations 5
M models 2 4 4
Tp s see Table 3
Ts s 480
WC s see Table 3
WIP units 1
Tt min 4
Te

h s 1

T f
h s 2

CVp 0 0.50 0.15
CVs 0 0.50 0.15
CVq 0 0.50 0.10
CVc 0 0.20 0.00

The operations considered in this model include two manual assembly lines which
assemble four product models, two on each line. The mean processing times for each
model and station along with work content and cycle time is summarised in Table 3.
These processing times were obtained from the industrial company standard operating
procedures, which in turn are calculated using MTM.

Table 3. Product processing time input data.

Line m
Tp (s)

CT (s) WC (s)
k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5

1 1 192.8 187.5 185.5 188.2 190.1 192.8 944.1
2 214.3 210.2 215.4 212.0 210.7 215.4 1062.6

2 3 237.6 238.5 236.7 233.0 232.1 238.5 1177.9
4 176.1 176.1 175.1 173.2 173.0 176.1 873.5

The products within a line share materials, technological features and general pur-
poses, but they require different components, assembly fixtures and tooling. This calls
for changeovers to adjust the workstations when a batch of a different product model is
required. The parameter governing setup times is Ts, which takes each operator approxi-
mately 6 min (see Table 2), independently of the product sequencing.

Each product unit consists of many different components, as shown in Table 4. Most
components are required only once per finished product unit, although some components,
especially the smaller ones, may be required in larger numbers.
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Table 4. Bill Of Materials summary data.

m
No. Components Total No.

Components
Total

Piecesk = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5

1 16 6 10 11 4 47 62
2 28 4 14 13 13 72 132
3 20 7 20 18 21 86 160
4 16 9 9 24 14 72 105

Components are transported to the POUs and then presented to the assembly operators
in containers, i.e., boxes, trays or small trolleys. Each container carries a certain number of
pieces of one component, typically a few dozens for middle- and large-size components,
and about one hundred pieces for small components, such as bolts, screws and washers.

In this particular study case, an important number of components are packed in
very large quantities per container compared to the number of pieces needed to feed the
assembly line for the duration of the milkrun cycle. Note that the the milkrun cycle time is
approximately similar to the time required to complete a production batch. To illustrate this
fact, Table 5 shows the number of components of each product model that are packed in
large quantities. Here, large quantities refers to the case in which one single container includes
a number of pieces allowing to assemble more than two full batches of products—i.e., it is
equivalent to the assembly line consumption of two milkrun cycles.

Table 5. Details of the high number of components served in large quantities 2 to the assembly lines.

Number of Components
Product Model

Avg
m = 1 m = 2 m = 3 m = 4

Total no. components 47 72 86 72 69
Packed in large quantities 2

No. components 13 25 29 37 26
Percentage components 28% 35% 34% 51% 28%

2 Containers including a no. of pieces equivalent to the consumption of more than two milkrun cycles.

When the milkrun operator arrives at each POU, the containers are handled between
the train and the back side of the POU racks. Based on measurements at the industrial
partner facility, one second was estimated for handling empty containers and two seconds
for containers full of components, as shown in Table 2. When walking from the milkrun
train to the POU, the milkrun operator’s speed was considered 1 m/s. The milkrun train
speed in the assembly line area was found to be around 1 m/s, and the POU positions
are separated approximately 2 m from each other, resulting in a 12 m long assembly
line. Regarding the milkrun train travel from the warehouse to either assembly line, the
industrial partner measurements showed little variability for an average travel time of
approximately 4 min each way. The milkrun preparation time at the warehouse (picking
time) was simulated considering the warehouse as a single picking point and treated as
any POU of the assembly line.

The DES model takes into account the inherent variability of manual assembly op-
erations by using lognormal distributions for processing and setup times, following the
recommendations of [56]. The lognormal distribution is generated using the mean (µ)
values of Tp and Ts—see Table 3—and the standard deviation (σ), which is given as a
percentage of the mean by the coefficients of variation CVp and CVs. The base values for
the coefficients were estimated from historical data provided by the industrial partner of
this study case. The data allowed estimating CVp and CVs to be in the range of 0.15–0.20
for manual assembly lines. Note that since one of the goals of this work is to analyse the
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influence of processing and setup times variability on the internal logistics performance,
CVp and CVs will take a range of values in certain simulation scenarios. Another two
sources of variability, introduced in Section 3.1, are considered: the conforming units per
container variability (CVc) and the batch size quantity variability (CVq). They are relevant
along with the processing and setup variability because the logistic performance of the
milkrun system is directly related to them.

3.4. Verification and Validation

The validation and verification of the simulation models were performed separately
for assembly operations and internal logistics.

For the assembly operations section, historical production KPIs data were gathered
and compared against the results of a simple parametric model and a discrete events simu-
lation model. The results presented by the authors in [57] allowed the validation of both
models by comparison against real industry study case data. It was also possible to verify
the parametric model against the simulation model (considering no variability) because
their results difference was smaller than 3.5% for any considered performance metric. In
summary, the results indicated that both parametric and simulation models slightly under-
estimate total output and that they overestimate the production rate, labour productivity
and line productivity. Both models were found to be reliable for the context considered
here since the mean relative error was 1.63% and the max relative error was 4.9%.

Regarding the internal logistics part of the simulation model, the validation was
carried out using measurements at the industrial partner assembly lines from June 2022.
A total of 18 milkrun cycle measurements were registered, finding an average milkrun
utilisation of 78.4%. This was compared with the equivalent simulation model results
(U = 71.6%) to calculate a relative error of 8.7%, slightly below 10%, which was considered
satisfactory for the scope of this work.

3.5. Experiment Design

To address the research questions laid out in Section 1, several simulation scenarios
were designed and then implemented on the simulation model by modifying the model’s
parameters. Table 6 summarises the parameters and range of values used to set up the
simulation scenarios.

Table 6. Simulation scenarios.

Scenario Parameter Units Range

i. Product mix M models {2, 4}
Ts s {0, 480}

ii. Process variability CVp, CVs per unit [0, 0.50]
iii. Batch size variability CVq per unit [0, 0.50]
iv. Components quantity var. CVc per unit [0, 0.20]

The first research question—‘(1) What is the effect on the operational and logistics KPIs of
producing multiple models in an assembly line compared to single-model production? Are there
significant differences between mixed-model and multi-model production from the milkrun internal
logistics point of view?’—is examined by changing the number of product models under
demand (one model per assembly line for single-model, M = 2; two models per assembly
line per mixed- and multi-model, M = 4) and the setup time duration parameter (Ts set
to 0 s for mixed-model, 480 s for multi-model). For this scenario i., process and batch
quantity coefficients of variability take their base values (Tp and Ts 0.15, CVq 0.10 ), and the
conforming units per container coefficient of variability is set to 0, as stated in Table 2.

The second research question—‘(2) How is the milkrun-assembly lines system affected by
variability? In particular, to what extent is it impacted by assembly process variability and supply
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chain disturbances?’—will be decomposed into the three variability sources considered in
the simulation model. Firstly, process variability is governed by parameters CVp (assembly
processing time variability) and CVs (setup time variability). These parameters will take
values ranging from 0 (no variability at all) up to 0.50 (high variability), making up scenario
ii. Secondly, the batch size variability coefficient will be used to represent in-plant manu-
facturing issues leading to smaller-than-standard batches of products being released for
assembly. Similarly to the previous scenario, in scenario iii. CVq values will range from 0
to 0.50, covering from no disturbances up to half of the batches having fewer units than
it was intended. Finally, scenario iv. looks into external supplier perturbations which are
simulated using the components quantity coefficient of variability. CVc will take values
in the range of 0 to 0.20, meaning that each components container can have up to 20%
fewer valid pieces in the less favourable case. The effect of the interactions between the
variability parameters was not analysed because a preliminary two-level full factorial
design of experiments showed that two-factor interactions were not significant for the KPIs
under study in comparison to the effects of the variability parameters by themselves.

The following Section 4 Results shows the outcome of the simulation scenarios intro-
duced here.

4. Results

This section includes the outcome of the simulations corresponding to scenarios i.-iv.
Section 4.1 addresses the first research question, and Section 4.2 includes scenarios ii.-iv.,
which jointly address the second research question.

The results shown here are obtained with a simulation horizon of 74 h with a warm-up
time of 2 h (i.e., nine production shifts after the warm-up is finished). To account for the
stochastic nature of the results, each simulation scenario is run 20 times. This number was
chosen because it was found that using a larger number of runs did not affect the resulting
output in a statistically significant manner. At the start of each simulation run, all assembly
stations and buffers between them are empty as well as all the components racks and the
milkrun train.

The results shown in this section are presented in boxplots where the upper and lower
limit of the boxes corresponds to the first and third quartiles. The coloured line is the mean
and the whiskers limits are set to 1.5 times the interquartile range. Outlier data points
(beyond the whiskers) are marked by a circle. The charts scale has been kept constant
across all simulation scenarios to facilitate comparison.

4.1. Single-Model vs. Mixed-Model, Multi-Model Assembly

The selected operational KPIs comparing the performance of the assembly lines under
scenario i. demand conditions are shown in Figure 3 and summarised in Table 7.

The productivity of single- and mixed-model lines is significantly superior to multi-
model lines, as is expected considering that the setup time becomes zero (from 480 s per
batch of 48 units, which represents just below 5% of the time needed to complete the batch
on average). The difference in productivity between single- and mixed-model lines is
related to operator idle and blocked times following product model changeovers as a result
of cycle time differences between the incoming and outgoing products. Said difference does
not account for significant productivity results in this case. Batch lead time, as expected, is
slightly larger for mixed- and multi-model lines compared to single-model lines.

On the internal logistics KPIs side, milkrun utilisation and assembly line stock show a
clear differentiation between single-model assembly lines and the other two. Incorporating
multiple product models increases greatly the utilisation (from 51% to 72%, a +44% incre-
ment). Note that this steep increase could be linked to the high percentage of components
packed in large quantities. This will be examined in the next Section 5 Discussion.
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Figure 3. Scenario i.: Mean and deviation values of KPIs for single-, mixed- and multi-model
assembly lines. (a) Line productivity, (b) batch lead time, (c) milkrun utilisation and (d) assembly line
stock levels.

The component stock in the assembly line also suffers an increase for mixed- and
multi-model lines driven by the same reason: single-model assembly lines see their average
component stock decrease as the containers with very large quantities of pieces are con-
sumed over time. Contrarily, mixed- and multi-model lines are constantly fed with small
component boxes full of pieces. In the case shown here, the difference is significant but not
dramatic, at an approx. +22% increase (from 182 to 223 units).

In summary, increasing product mix negatively affects operational KPIs (reduces
productivity, increases batch lead time), which was expected. It also increases greatly
supply chain operator utilisation (+44% rise), although the magnitude of this sharp increase
could be attributed to the high percentage of components packed in large quantities.

Table 7. Scenario i: Mean and standard deviation (SD) of main KPIs for single-, mixed- and multi-
model assembly lines.

Product Mix
P (u/oper-h) LT (min) U (%) S (u)

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Single-model 3.33 0.015 188.9 1.5 50.60 0.82 181.7 1.9
Mixed-model 3.31 0.006 192.0 1.4 72.05 1.23 222.8 6.2
Multi-model 3.19 0.013 191.4 1.1 71.50 1.24 223.2 8.4

4.2. Variability and Disturbances

This subsection looks at how increasing levels of variability affect the operational (P,
LT) and internal logistics KPIs (U, S). As described in Section 3.5, simulation experiments
were set up to independently analyse the influence of assembly line process variability (CVp
and CVs, scenario ii.), batch size variability (CVq, scenario iii.) and conforming components
variability (CVc, scenario iv.).

4.2.1. Process Variability

To analyse the impact of the assembly line process and setup variability, the respective
coefficients were modified increasingly from 0 up to 0.50 (the base value for the industrial
case study is 0.15; see Table 2). Figure 4 shows the results of this simulation scenario, and
Table 8 includes the results’ numeric values for average and standard deviation.
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Figure 4. Scenario ii.: Mean and deviation values of KPIs for varying levels of process and setup
coefficients of variation. (a) Productivity, (b) batch lead time, (c) milkrun utilisation, and (d) assembly
line stock level.

In terms of operational KPIs, Figure 4a,b show that, as expected, an increase in process
variability negatively the performance of the assembly line, especially considering that this
lines’ number of work-in-process units is limited to one. In particular, it can be seen that
the productivity deteriorates greatly when CVp and CVs are greater than 0.20 both in terms
of mean and standard deviation. Batch lead time follows the same trend.

Figure 4c shows that U does not suffer any changes, although its standard deviation
increases slightly. On the other hand, the assembly line components’ stock levels are
severely impacted, rising from approx. 220 units for none or very small variability (CVp
and CVs at 0–0.10) up to an average of approx. 270 units for CVp, CVs 0.50, which represents
a noticeable +23% increase. Standard deviation also rises, but it remains small compared to
the mean values of S, as shown in Figure 4d. In summary, only AL stock levels are affected
by in-process variability, while the milkrun driver’s workload remains unaffected.

Table 8. Scenario ii.: Mean and standard deviation of main KPIs for increasing values of process variability.

CVp, CVs

P (u/oper-h) LT (min) U (%) S (u)

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

0.00 3.27 0.012 183.0 1.2 71.75 1.33 220.4 4.9
0.10 3.24 0.011 187.8 0.8 71.25 1.16 218.7 5.8
0.20 3.12 0.015 195.4 1.1 71.45 1.05 238.5 7.6
0.30 2.98 0.019 205.2 1.8 71.30 0.99 238.1 8.8
0.40 2.83 0.021 216.0 2.2 71.45 1.23 252.6 7.8
0.50 2.67 0.025 228.7 2.3 71.28 4.06 272.1 10.7

4.2.2. Batch Size Variability

To understand the impact that upstream manufacturing process issues would have
on the assembly operational and internal logistics performance, scenario iii. was set up by
changing the value of CVq, which determines the probability of an assembly production
batch smaller than standard. CVq takes values between 0 (no disruption) and 0.50 (meaning
that on average, half the batches released to the assembly lines have between 36 and 48 units.
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The simulation results of scenario iii. are summarised in Figure 5, and average and standard
deviation data are shown in Table 9.

Figure 5. Scenario iii.: Mean and average values of KPIs for varying levels of batch size coefficients of
variation. (a) Productivity, (b) batch lead time, (c) milkrun utilisation, and (d) assembly line stock.

Figure 5a,b shows that the average of both line productivity and lead time remains
constant despite changes in CVq. Although P standard deviation increases slightly, it
remains very low at about 0.25–0.43% of the average value. The lead time StDev, on the
other hand, does increase more than five-fold while remaining very low compared to
average values (StDev of 0.24–1.39%). Therefore, the data show that batch size variability
has no significant impact on the operational KPIs. Although variability rises as CVq grows,
it remains at very low levels in relative terms.

Figure 5c,d show very little impact on internal logistics KPIs as a result of an important
rise in batch size variability. The milkrun utilisation average does increase slightly (from 71
to 73%, c.+4% rise), but the StDev reduction (from 1.25% to 0.82%) is not statistically signifi-
cant. In a similar fashion, assembly line components stock decreases slightly in both average
and standard deviation values, but none of these changes are statistically significant.

Table 9. Scenario iii.: Mean and standard deviation of main KPIs for increasing values of batch size
variability.

CVq

P (u/oper-h) LT (min) U (%) S (u)

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

0.00 3.18 0.008 191.7 0.5 70.68 1.25 225.6 8.0
0.10 3.19 0.013 191.4 1.1 71.50 1.24 223.2 8.4
0.20 3.19 0.012 191.1 1.2 71.74 1.37 222.6 9.1
0.30 3.19 0.019 191.0 2.0 72.84 1.07 225.8 8.5
0.40 3.18 0.011 191.1 2.8 73.17 0.92 224.7 6.7
0.50 3.17 0.014 191.9 2.7 73.32 0.82 218.1 6.8

4.2.3. Components Quantity Variability

The goal of this subsection is to analyse the impact of the components quantity
coefficient of variability CVc. This coefficient is employed to represent disturbances within
in-house or external suppliers’ processes, resulting in a lower-than-standard number of
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conforming pieces in each component container. As explained in Section 3, the number of
conforming pieces per container is simulated using a discrete uniform distribution which
has the inferior limit set to CVc percent of the nominal value. Scenario iv. considers CVc
values from 0 to 0.20, as shown in Table 10.

Figure 6a shows that productivity is affected negatively by an increase in CVc, al-
though the magnitude of the impact is very limited: only a −2.2% reduction from the base
scenario when components containers have up to 20% less conforming pieces than expected.
Similarly, lead time is impacted negatively by CVc increase, as depicted in Figure 6b. The
LT average rises slightly (c.+2%) and suffers a greater dispersion of results (StDev increases
by +54%). All in all, even a substantial increase in components quantity variability does
not affect the assembly lines’ operational KPIs severely.

Figure 6. Scenario iv.: Mean and deviation values of KPIs for varying levels of components quantity
coefficients of variation. (a) Productivity, (b) batch lead time, (c) milkrun utilisation, (d) assembly
line stock.

Regarding internal logistics KPIs, Figure 6c,d show that an increase of CVc has no
significant impact on either milkrun utilisation or assembly line component stock levels.

Table 10. Scenario iv.: Mean and standard deviation of main KPIs for increasing values of component
quantity variability.

CVc

P (u/oper-h) LT (min) U (%) S (u)

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

0.00 3.19 0.013 191.4 1.1 71.50 1.24 223.2 8.4
0.05 3.17 0.015 192.4 1.2 72.17 0.99 217.5 6.2
0.10 3.16 0.016 193.5 1.2 72.26 0.81 220.0 6.8
0.15 3.15 0.019 194.0 1.6 72.00 1.05 222.0 5.6
0.20 3.12 0.019 195.2 1.7 72.40 0.50 221.9 5.9

5. Discussion

The results shown in the previous section have been summarised in Table 11.
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Table 11. Summary of KPI change trends resulting from each scenario considered.

Scenario Productivity Lead
Time

Milkrun
Utilisation

Line
Stock

Goal ↑ ↓ ↓ ↓
i. Product mix ↘ ↗ ↑↑ ↑↑
ii. Process variability: CVp, CVs ↑ ↓↓ ↑↑ = ↑↑
iii. Batch size variability: CVq ↑ = = ≈ ≈
iv. Components quantity variability: CVc ↑ ↘ ↗ ≈ ≈

Increasing the product mix from single- to mixed- and multi-model assembly lines
results in a moderate impact on operational performance (P, LT) but a very significant
negative effect on internal logistics KPIs, which could have further implications. For
instance, the rise of assembly line component stock would increase the required floor space
and decrease the assembly line surface productivity.

It is important to note that according to the results shown in Section 3.1, the greatest
factor affecting U is the product mix, with a remarkable +44% increase resulting from
changing from single- to multi-model assembly.

This sharp increase in U is caused by the rising number of containers that need to be
handled, which is due to two main reasons.

(1) First of all, the number of component containers to be handled is larger every time
there is a product changeover, which is the case for almost every milkrun cycle under the
assumption that the milkrun cycle time is approximately similar to the time required to
complete a batch of products (cf. CTMR, Q in Table 2 and CT in Table 3). The increased
number of containers to be handled is due to the fact that the supply chain operator needs
to take all the containers of the outgoing model from the POU racks regardless of how many
component pieces are left and replace them with components for the incoming product
model. During regular supply cycles, on the other hand, containers are only replaced if
needed (empty boxes work as kanban signals).

(2) The second reason is related with the compound effects of the first reason and
the fact that in this particular study case, we find a large number of components packed
in large quantities (see Table 5). This fact means that for a significant percentage of the
components, each milkrun train carries enough pieces to assemble more than four times
the required amount of pieces. Furthermore, the milkrun train will need to take back to the
warehouse a full container and a half-empty container every time a changeover is needed.

Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude that milkrun utilisation is higher on mixed- and
multi-model lines compared to single-model assembly lines. However, the magnitude of
the increase shown in the Results must be considered carefully, since it it would be strongly
related to the container quantities of this particular industrial study case.

As a closing remark on this subject, two aspects could be looked at in order to reduce
the milkrun utilisation for multi-model assembly lines. Firstly, if enough shop-floor space
is available, small components packed in large quantities could be left by the workstations,
forming an assembly line supermarket, independent of the regular milkrun cycles. For
larger components, relaxing the rule of minimum two containers (see Equation (1)) could
be considered. Secondly, packing components in smaller quantities (so that two containers
cover approximately the consumption of a milkrun cycle) could also reduce the milkrun
workload so that it is only slightly higher than for single-model assembly lines.

Production variability (CVp, CVs) is the most important disturbance factor affecting
productivity, lead time and assembly line components stock. However, it does not affect
supply chain operator utilisation because the productivity reduction implies a reduction
of output rate (which slows down components consumption). The reason behind this is
that the milkrun work logic establishes a fixed replenishment frequency (milkrun cycle
time), resulting in a supply chain operator workload effectively unaffected by several minor
variations over the course of a full replenishment cycle.
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Despite the previous expectation that variability would always impact performance
negatively, results from Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 show that the internal logistics KPIs are not
sensitive to disturbances originated by batch size and components quantity variability (CVq
and CVc respectively). This implies that employing milkruns for the internal logistics of
flexible multi-model assembly lines under high-mix low-volume demand is a way to shield
this part of the supply chain from upstream disturbances, arriving from either external or
internal processes.

It was also found that variability regarding batch size (CVq) does not have any notice-
able negative impact on operational performance, as shown in Figure 5c.

Note that as mentioned in Section 2, this article addresses a gap in the literature by
specifically addressing in-plan logistics for multi-model assembly operations, including
variability, and using a real study case—specially from an industry sector other than
automotive.

The fact that the simulation model used in this work is based on a real industry study
case provides valuable insight into the behaviour of similar assembly operations—internal
logistics systems under increasingly hard conditions in terms of variability and product
mix. However, it is important to note that this also limits the generalisation extent of the
results obtained due to certain aspects listed below.

First of all, the case employed here considers only a relatively small product variation
within each assembly line (∆WC 13% and 34% for AL no.1 and AL no.2, respectively) and
almost no difference in terms of average WC per model when comparing both lines (∆WC
c.2%). Understanding how much product variability affects the operational and internal
logistics KPIs could be a potential avenue for further research to understand the extent of
the potential benefits of employing milkruns for high-mix low-volume assembly.

Secondly, it could be argued that the number of conforming components coefficient of
variability (CVc) only modifies the number of pieces per container available to the assembly
operator, but it does not realistically capture the possibility of components actually arriving
at the assembly line and then causing quality control failures or unexpected assembly
process time increases, which would imply additional productivity losses due to reasons
such as product rework and idle/blocked assembly operators.

Thirdly, milkrun transportation time was considered deterministic because the industry
case measurements indicated this time were consistent. However, for multi-train production
sites, variability caused by occasional milkrun train traffic jams could be considered.

Finally, modelling the milkrun train as a single wagon could be slightly underesti-
mating its utilisation despite the satisfactory validation results. Specifically, in potential
scenarios featuring longer milkrun cycle times—note that the CTMR parameter was un-
changed through scenarios i. to iv.—this would entail a greater number of component
containers and therefore potentially a greater number of required wagons leading to an
increased walking time for the supply chain operator, which the current simulation model
would not capture.

6. Conclusions

To address a mass customisation demand context that drives high-mix low-volume
assembly operations, this article studied the implications of using milkrun trains for the
internal logistics of multi-model assembly lines. Based on a real industrial study case from
the white-goods sector, a discrete events simulation model was employed to set up four
different scenarios which evaluate the effect of product mix and three different sources
of variability. To measure such impact, a set of four Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
were used, two corresponding to assembly operations and two corresponding to supply
chain efficiency.

It was found that multi-model lines increase significantly the milkrun utilisation
and the assembly line components stock compared to single-model lines. However, the
magnitude of this large increase could be partially attributed to particularities of the study
case. Operational KPIs were also affected negatively but to a much lesser extent. Internal
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logistics performance is greatly affected by the variability of assembly line processing
time, especially in terms of component stock. Other sources of variability, such as the
ones affecting the number of units per production batch or the components quantity per
container, have very limited impact on the selected KPIs. This would imply that employing
milkruns for the internal logistics of flexible multi-model assembly lines under high-mix
low-volume demand is a way to shield this part of the supply chain from upstream
disturbances, arriving from either external or internal processes.

Two key limitations of this work are the relatively low product variability in terms of
work content and the milkrun train physical features simplification.

Further research paths include exploring the implications of much greater product
work content variability, incorporating more detailed physical models of the milkrun train
and expanding the simulation model to include adjacent layers that could constrain the
performance of the assembly system as a whole, such as quality (defects, reworks, quality
controls) or breakdowns and maintenance.
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Abstract: When order release is applied, jobs are withheld in a backlog from where they are released
to meet certain performance targets. The decision that selects jobs for release is typically preceded
by a sequencing decision. It was traditionally assumed that backlog sequencing is only responsible
for releasing jobs on time, whereas more recent literature has argued that it can also support load
balancing. Although the new load-based rules outperform time-based rules, they can be criticized
for requiring workload information from the shop floor and for delaying large jobs. While some
jobs will inevitably be delayed during periods of high load, we argue that this delaying decision
should be under control of management. A simulation study of a wafer fab environment shows that a
time-based rule matches the performance of more complex load-based backlog sequencing rules that
have recently emerged. The new rule realizes the lowest percentage of tardy jobs if the lower bound
that distinguishes between early and urgent jobs is set appropriately. It provides a simpler means of
improving release performance, allowing managers to delay jobs that have adjustable due dates.

Keywords: lean; order release; backlog sequencing; re-entrant flow shop; simulation

1. Introduction

Protecting throughput from variance is the key to achieving lean [1]. If order release is
applied, jobs (or orders) are not immediately released onto the shop floor upon arrival at
the production system, but release is controlled to meet certain performance targets, which
creates a so-called backlog or pre-shop pool that effectively buffers the shop floor. Well-
known approaches to order release include Constant Work-in-Process (ConWIP; e.g., [1–4]),
Drum-Buffer-Rope (DBR, e.g., [5–7]), and Workload Control (e.g., [8–11]), among others.
Meanwhile, a similar logic is also implemented in more recent manufacturing paradigms,
such as cloud manufacturing (e.g., [12–17]).

The decision concerning which jobs to release is typically subdivided into a backlog
sequencing decision, which determines the sequence in which jobs are considered for
release, and a selection decision, which decides for each job, in sequence, whether it should
be released given certain release criteria, e.g., applying a limit to the workload released to
a station. Most studies on order release have focused on the selection decision, implicitly
assuming that the sequencing decision should use some measure of urgency. Only recently
it has been shown that incorporating load considerations in the sequencing decision can
improve performance in the context of Workload Control (e.g., [18]), ConWIP (e.g., [19])
and DBR (e.g., [20]). However, including load considerations requires feedback from the
shop floor and significantly increases the complexity of the backlog sequencing decision.
The challenge is whether simple time-based rules can be developed that mimic the behavior
of load-based rules but without requiring regular information being fed-back from the
shop floor.
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Taking a closer look at load-based backlog sequencing rules reveals that they gain
an advantage by delaying large jobs during periods of high load. In other words, during
periods when the incoming workload largely exceeds the available capacity, load-based
rules focus on producing as many small jobs on time as possible to the detriment of some
large jobs. It has long since been shown that this improves overall performance [21]. In this
study, we mimic this behavior by proposing a new urgency-based rule that creates three
classes of jobs: early (non-urgent), urgent, and very urgent. Using a simulation model of a
re-entrant flow shop [22] we conjecture that prioritizing urgent over very urgent jobs leads
to similar results to those obtained for load-based sequencing, but in a simpler way.

Re-entrant flow shops are of high practical relevance. They can be found, for example,
in semiconductor wafer fab environments (see e.g., [23]) and in flexible manufacturing
systems (see e.g., [24]). Moreover, the advent of lean management and industry 4.0 fostered
a product-based view instead of a resource-based view [25]. This enables companies
to streamline their production systems, so products can be manufactured using a fixed
sequence of flexible resources [26]. However, re-entrant flow shops are also very challenging
environments for order release methods [27] since jobs repeatedly pass through the same
station (or stations) at different stages of processing. Our new rule not only provides a
simpler means of improving order release performance in such contexts, but by using
dedicated classes of jobs based on urgency it also facilitates the selection of those jobs that
should be delayed in practice. The new rule mainly differs from load-based rules by not
requiring feedback information from the shop floor.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The literature is next reviewed in
Section 2 to identify the order release method and the alternative backlog sequencing rules
to be considered in our study. Section 3 then outlines the simulation model used to evaluate
performance before the results are presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
puts forward a conclusion and outlines the managerial implications and limitations of
the study.

2. Literature Review

This section identifies the order release method, and the backlog sequencing rules to
be included in our study in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. A discussion of the literature
is then presented in Section 2.3.

2.1. Order Release

Given its importance, several Workload Control release methods have been proposed in
the literature, see e.g., the reviews by [28–31]. In this paper, we use a continuous version of
Workload Control order release given its good performance in previous studies (see e.g., [32]).
Workload Control restricts the load released to stations on the shop floor by load norms or
load limits. Whenever a new job (or order) arrives to the production system, or whenever
an operation is complete on the shop floor, the following steps are executed to decide on the
release of jobs:

(1) Jobs waiting for release in the backlog are sorted according to a sequencing rule, and
the job with the highest priority is considered for release first.

(2) If the load that results from releasing the job does not exceed the load norms for all
stations in its routing, then the job is selected for release and released. Otherwise, the
job remains in the backlog and the job with the next highest priority is considered
for release.

(3) The release procedure stops when all jobs in the backlog have been considered for
release or when there are no more jobs in the backlog to be released.

The load contribution to a station is calculated by dividing the processing time of the
operation at a station by the station’s position in a job’s routing [33]. That is, Ws := Ws +

pij
i

∀i ∈ Rj, where Ws is the workload released to station s, i is the station position in the
routing of the job, pij is the processing time of job j at the ith operation in its routing, and
Rj the set of jobs awaiting release in the backlog.
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2.2. Backlog Sequencing Rules

Many backlog sequencing rules have been applied in the literature. Most of this literature
has assumed that backlog sequencing is only responsible for ensuring that orders are released
on time. Consequently, most studies have applied a time-oriented backlog sequencing rule.
For example, refs. [18,29] used the First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) rule, a time-oriented rule
that sequences jobs according to their time of arrival to the backlog. Another time-oriented
rule that is widely applied, since it reflects the existence of different due date allowances
across jobs, is the Earliest Due Date (EDD) rule. This rule was used by, e.g., [18,34], among
others. Finally, the Planned Release Date (PRD) rule is a time-oriented rule that also reflects
differences in the number of operations and the operations throughput times in the routing
of jobs. It sequences jobs according to planned release dates given by Equation (1) below.
Two variants of this rule are used in the literature, where either waiting times or operation
throughput times are treated as a constant. This rule was used, e.g., by [11,18,29].

τj = δj −∑i∈Rj

(
ai + pij

)
or τj = δj −∑i∈Rj

bi (1)

τj = planned release date of job j
δj = due date of job j
ai = estimated waiting time at the ith operation in the routing of a job
bi = estimated throughput time at the ith operation in the routing of a job

More recently, Thürer et al. [18] questioned the assumption that backlog sequencing
is mainly responsible for ensuring orders are released on time. The authors introduced
a MODified Capacity Slack (MODCS) rule that combines load-balancing and urgency
considerations. MODCS considers two classes of jobs, urgent and non-urgent, depending
on whether jobs have a planned release date (refer to Equation (1)) that has already been
passed or not. Urgent jobs have priority over non-urgent jobs. Urgent jobs are sequenced
according to the Capacity Slack CORrected (CSCOR) rule. Non-urgent jobs are sequenced
according to the PRD rule. CSCOR is a load-oriented rule that sequences jobs according to
a capacity slack ratio, as given by Equation (2).

Sj =
∑i∈Rj

( pij
i

Ns−Ws

)

nj
(2)

The capacity slack ratio integrates three elements into one priority measure: the
workload contribution of a job to a station,

pjs
i ; the load gap, Ns-Ws at the station that

processes the ith operation of a job, and the number of operations in the routing of the
job, i.e., the routing length nj. The latter is used to average the ratio between workload
contribution to stations and load gap at stations across the routing of the job. The lower
the capacity slack ratio, Sj, the higher the priority of job j. This capacity slack rule was
originally proposed by [35] and later used, e.g., by [29].

2.3. Discussion

Studies comparing the performance of different sequencing rules (e.g., [18,29]) showed
that load-based rules (i.e., CS and MODCS) outperform time-based rules. However, there
are two major issues. First, the CSCOR rule is rather complex and requires detailed
information from the shop floor. Second, the CSCOR rule gains advantage by delaying
larger jobs. This behavior is maintained also within MODCS during periods of high load
when many jobs tend to become urgent. In this study we seek to address both issues
by asking:

Can a new backlog sequencing rule be designed that matches the high performing MODCS
rule whilst only considering job information and enabling a more controlled decision to
be taken on which jobs to delay?
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In response, we propose a new time-oriented rule. This rule creates three classes of jobs
based on urgency given by the PRD of the job, as illustrated in Figure 1: early (non-urgent),
urgent, and very urgent. We then conjecture that prioritizing urgent over very urgent jobs
provides similar results to those obtained for MODCS, despite the relative simplicity of
the new rule. The new rule differs from load-based rules as it does not require feedback
information from the shop floor. It only requires a PRD to be determined for each job to
create three classes of urgency that then are used to prioritize jobs. By using dedicated
classes, the new rule also facilitates the selection of jobs that should be delayed in practice.
In general, it should be noted that, as per the definition, some jobs will almost inevitably be
delivered slowly during periods of high load [36]. The simulation model used to test our
conjecture and the experimental design is outlined next in Section 3.
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3. Methods
3.1. Simulation

A simulation model of a re-entrant flow shop was implemented using ARENA®

software. In the model job inter-arrival times, processing times and due dates are stochastic
variables. The re-entrant flow shop considered here is balanced and consists of three
stations, each with two machines preceded by a single input buffer. Job routings are
based on the six-step Mini-Fab model of Kempf [37], as depicted in Figure 2. That is, the
production of each job is completed following a sequence of six processing steps.
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In this study it is assumed that all materials for job processing are available and all
the required information regarding job routings, job processing times, etc., is known at
order arrival. This is in line with previous simulation studies on order release control
(e.g., [10,29,38,39]). Processing times at machines follow a lognormal distribution with a
mean of one time unit. Processing time variability of jobs is considered an experimental
factor. We consider three levels for the coefficient of variation (CV) of the processing times,
namely: 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4. We further assume that set-up times are sequence independent
and considered to be part of the operation processing times. To avoid moving away from
the focus of the research question and to avoid confounding factors, batch processing and
unreliable machines were not considered. The inter-arrival time of jobs to the shop follows
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an exponential distribution. The mean of this distribution was defined to result in a system
steady-state utilization rate of 90%.

Due dates are assumed to be set exogenously, i.e., by the customer. A random al-
lowance, set between 15 and 30 time units, was added to the job entry time. Values were
chosen so that releasing jobs onto the shop floor immediately upon arrival yields a percent-
age of tardy jobs close to 10% for an intermediate level of CV of the processing time (i.e.,
0.2). Table 1 summarizes the simulated shop and job characteristics.

Table 1. Summary of simulated shop and job characteristics.

Shop and Job Characteristics

Routing Variability Re-entrant flows; same sequence for all jobs

No. of Stations 3

No. of Machines 6 (two per station)

Station Capacities All equal

Station Utilization Rate 90%

No. of Operations per Job 6

Operation Processing Times Log-normally distributed; mean = 1

Due Date Determination Due Date = Entry Time + d; d~U [15, 30]

Inter-Arrival Times Exp. Distribution; mean = 1.111

3.2. Order Release and Backlog Sequencing

Six settings of the load norms are considered, namely, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 time units. As
a baseline setting, immediate release (IMR) of jobs to the shop floor is also considered, i.e.,
without controlled order release. Since EDD and PRD backlog sequencing are equivalent
in shops with a single routing for all jobs, only PRD is considered. We consequently
consider three backlog sequencing rules from the literature: FCFS, PRD, and MODCS. Four
versions of our new rule are considered, where we change the bound a (see Figure 1) that
distinguishes early (non-urgent) and urgent jobs at four levels: PRD minus an allowance of
1, 2, 5, and 10 time units, respectively. These rules are referred to as NEW (−1), NEW (−2),
NEW (−5), and NEW (−10), respectively. The bound b (see Figure 1) that distinguishes
between urgent and very urgent jobs is set to the PRD plus an allowance of 10 time units for
all four rules based on preliminary simulation experiments, i.e., very urgent jobs are those
for which the PRD is more than 10 time units in the past. Finally, the allowance for the
operation throughput time at each station is set based on the cumulative moving average
realized during simulation experiments.

3.3. Dispatching

Jobs waiting in the input buffer of a station are prioritized according to operation due
dates. The operation due date for the last operation in the routing of a job is equal to the
due date of the job, as given by Equation (1), while the operation due date of each preceding
operation is determined by successively subtracting the estimated station waiting time and
processing time from the operation due date of the next operation. In this study, estimated
station waiting times are given by the cumulative moving average, i.e., the average of all
station waiting times realized until the current simulation time.

3.4. Experimental Design and Performance Measures

Our study considers three experimental factors tested at different levels: (i) three levels
of processing time variability (CV = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4); (ii) six levels of the workload norm
(4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 time units); and (iii) seven backlog sequencing rules. A full factorial
design was used with 126 (3 × 6 × 7) experimental scenarios, where each scenario was run
for 13,000 time units following a warm-up period of 3000 time units. Each experimental
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scenario was replicated 100 times. These simulation conditions allow for obtaining stable
results with small (i.e., precise) confidence intervals for the performance measures.

The key performance measures considered are the total throughput time, the percent-
age of tardy jobs, and the mean tardiness. The total throughput time refers to the time that
elapses between job entry to the system and job completion. The percentage of tardy jobs
refers to the percentage of jobs completed after their due date. Tardiness is defined to be
zero if the job is on time or early and it is equal to the completion date minus the due date if
the job is late. In addition, we also measure the average shop floor throughput time, which
is used as an instrumental performance variable. While the total throughput time includes
the time that jobs wait before being released, i.e., the backlog waiting time, the shop floor
throughput time refers to the time that elapses between job release to the shop floor and
job completion.

4. Results and Discussion

An initial statistical analysis of simulation results was conducted using an ANOVA
(Analysis of Variance). ANOVA results are presented in Table 2. All main effects and
most of the two-way interactions were found to be statistically significant. There were no
significant three-way interactions.

Table 2. ANOVA results.

Source of Variance Sum of Squares Degrees of Freedom Mean Squares F-Ratio p-Value

Percentage Tardy

Coefficient of
Variation (CV) 18,370.15 2 9185.07 1142.61 0.00

Norm 17,638.49 5 3527.70 438.84 0.00
Pool Sequencing (S) 34,028.43 6 5671.40 705.51 0.00
CV × Norm 2114.88 10 211.49 26.31 0.00
CV × S 1706.67 12 142.22 17.69 0.00
Norm × S 7315.81 30 243.86 30.34 0.00
CV × Norm × S 415.26 60 6.92 0.86 0.77

Error 100,266.43 12,473 8.04

Mean Tardiness

Coefficient of
Variation (CV) 418.28 2 209.14 1270.57 0.00

Norm 408.90 5 81.78 496.84 0.00
Pool Sequencing (S) 229.63 6 38.27 232.51 0.00
CV × Norm 161.29 10 16.13 97.99 0.00
CV × S 0.48 12 0.04 0.24 1.00
Norm × S 130.72 30 4.36 26.47 0.00
CV × Norm × S 3.90 60 0.07 0.40 1.00

Error 2053.07 12,473 0.16

Total Throughput
Time

Coefficient of
Variation (CV) 5585.58 2 2792.79 3435.25 0.00

Norm 400.46 5 80.09 98.52 0.00
Pool Sequencing (S) 18.12 6 3.02 3.71 0.00
CV × Norm 124.71 10 12.47 15.34 0.00
CV × S 9.12 12 0.76 0.93 0.51
Norm × S 3.00 30 0.10 0.12 1.00
CV × Norm × S 1.00 60 0.02 0.02 1.00

Error 10,140.30 12,473 0.81

Shop Floor
Throughput Time

Coefficient of
Variation (CV) 1865.34 2 932.67 6782.66 0.00

Norm 18,268.67 5 3653.73 26,571.01 0.00
Pool Sequencing (S) 3.40 6 0.57 4.12 0.00
CV × Norm 256.49 10 25.65 186.53 0.00
CV × S 0.80 12 0.07 0.49 0.92
Norm × S 0.24 30 0.01 0.06 1.00
CV × Norm × S 0.08 60 0.00 0.01 1.00

Error 1715.14 12,473 0.14
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As somewhat expected from the choice and the design of our backlog sequencing
rules, the backlog sequencing rules have the strongest impact on the percentage tardy
and mean tardiness. This can also be observed from the results for the Scheffé multiple
comparison procedure, which was applied to obtain a first indication of the direction and
size of the performance differences. Table 3 gives the 95% confidence interval. When
this interval includes zero, performance differences are not considered to be statistically
significant. We can observe significant performance differences for all pairs for at least
one performance measure except for between FCFS and PRD, for which performance is
statistically equivalent. This is explored further in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 where detailed
performance results are presented and their robustness evaluated.

Table 3. Results for Scheffé multiple comparison procedure.

Rule (x) Rule (y) Percentage Tardy Mean Tardiness Total Throughput
Time

Shop Floor
Throughput Time

Lower (1) Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper

NEW (−2) NEW (−1) (2) −0.92 −0.25 −0.03 * 0.07 −0.12 * 0.10 −0.05 * 0.04
NEW (−5) NEW (−1) −2.12 −1.45 0.08 0.18 −0.14 * 0.07 −0.06 * 0.03
NEW (−10) NEW (−1) −2.49 −1.82 0.34 0.43 −0.15 * 0.06 −0.08 * 0.01

MODCS NEW (−1) 0.17 0.84 −0.07 * 0.03 −0.12 * 0.09 −0.04 * 0.05
PRD NEW (−1) 1.85 2.52 −0.06 * 0.04 −0.05 * 0.16 −0.02 * 0.06
FCFS NEW (−1) 2.06 2.73 −0.03 * 0.06 −0.05 * 0.17 −0.05 * 0.04

NEW (−5) NEW (−2) −1.54 −0.87 0.06 0.16 −0.13 * 0.08 −0.06 * 0.03
NEW (−10) NEW (−2) −1.90 −1.23 0.32 0.41 −0.14 * 0.07 −0.08 * 0.01

MODCS NEW (−2) 0.76 1.43 −0.09 * 0.01 −0.11 * 0.10 −0.03 * 0.05
PRD NEW (−2) 2.43 3.11 −0.08 * 0.01 −0.04 * 0.17 −0.02 * 0.07
FCFS NEW (−2) 2.65 3.32 −0.05 * 0.04 −0.04 * 0.18 −0.04 * 0.04

NEW (−10) NEW (−5) −0.70 −0.03 0.20 0.30 −0.12 * 0.10 −0.06 * 0.03
MODCS NEW (−5) 1.96 2.63 −0.20 −0.10 −0.09 * 0.13 −0.02 * 0.07

PRD NEW (−5) 3.63 4.31 −0.19 −0.10 −0.02 * 0.20 −0.01 * 0.08
FCFS NEW (−5) 3.85 4.52 −0.16 −0.07 −0.01 * 0.20 −0.03 * 0.06

MODCS NEW (−10) 2.33 3.00 −0.45 −0.36 −0.08 * 0.14 0.00 0.08
PRD NEW (−10) 4.00 4.67 −0.44 −0.35 −0.01 * 0.21 0.01 0.10
FCFS NEW (−10) 4.22 4.89 −0.42 −0.32 0.00 0.21 −0.01 * 0.08
PRD MODCS 1.34 2.01 −0.04 * 0.06 −0.04 * 0.18 −0.03 * 0.06
FCFS MODCS 1.55 2.23 −0.01 * 0.08 −0.03 * 0.18 −0.05 * 0.04
FCFS PRD −0.12 * 0.55 −0.02 * 0.08 −0.10 * 0.11 −0.07 * 0.02

(1) 95% confidence interval; (2) allowance for bound that distinguishes early jobs; * not significant at 0.05.

4.1. Performance Assessment

Results for a coefficient of variation (CV) of the processing times of 0.1 together with
the 95% confidence intervals are given in Table 4. Results for different levels of the CVs are
presented as part of our robustness analysis in Section 4.2.

Table 4. Simulation results for jobs CV = 0.1.

Load Norm STT (1) TTT (2) T (3) P (4) (%)

IMR None 13.35 ± 0.18 13.35 ± 0.18 0.39 ± 0.07 7.85 ± 0.73

FCFS

4 09.30 ± 0.02 12.62 ± 016 0.42 ± 0.07 7.20 ± 0.61

5 10.34 ± 0.04 12.75 ± 0.16 0.34 ± 0.06 6.60 ± 0.59

6 11.14 ± 0.06 12.99 ± 0.16 0.33 ± 0.06 6.80 ± 0.62

7 11.67 ± 0.07 13.12 ± 0.16 0.34 ± 0.06 7.00 ± 0.63

8 12.02 ± 0.09 13.18 ± 0.17 0.35 ± 0.06 7.17 ± 0.65

9 12.26 ± 0.10 13.22 ± 0.17 0.36 ± 0.06 7.31 ± 0.66
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Table 4. Cont.

Load Norm STT (1) TTT (2) T (3) P (4) (%)

PRD

4 09.30 ± 0.02 12.58 ± 016 0.34 ± 0.06 6.25 ± 0.60

5 10.36 ± 0.04 12.77 ± 0.16 0.31 ± 0.06 6.17 ± 0.61

6 11.17 ± 0.06 13.00 ± 0.16 0.32 ± 0.06 6.65 ± 0.63

7 11.70 ± 0.08 13.14 ± 0.16 0.34 ± 0.06 7.02 ± 0.65

8 12.06 ± 0.09 13.21 ± 0.17 0.35 ± 0.06 7.26 ± 0.66

9 12.31 ± 0.10 13.25 ± 0.17 0.36 ± 0.06 7.42 ± 0.67

MODCS

4 09.30 ± 0.02 12.56 ± 0.15 0.36 ± 0.06 4.25 ± 0.39

5 10.35 ± 0.04 12.74 ± 0.15 0.30 ± 0.06 5.22 ± 0.51

6 11.16 ± 0.06 12.98 ± 0.16 0.31 ± 0.06 6.27 ± 0.60

7 11.69 ± 0.07 13.11 ± 0.16 0.32 ± 0.06 6.82 ± 0.63

8 12.05 ± 0.09 13.18 ± 0.16 0.34 ± 0.06 7.13 ± 0.65

9 12.31 ± 0.10 13.23 ± 0.17 0.35 ± 0.06 7.35 ± 0.66

NEW (−10) (1)

4 09.29 ± 0.02 12.64 ± 0.15 1.17 ± 0.12 3.74 ± 0.16

5 10.32 ± 0.04 12.74 ± 0.15 0.88 ± 0.09 3.06 ± 0.15

6 11.14 ± 0.06 12.98 ± 0.16 0.72 ± 0.08 2.75 ± 0.15

7 11.68 ± 0.07 13.11 ± 0.16 0.60 ± 0.07 2.93 ± 0.21

8 12.03 ± 0.09 13.17 ± 0.16 0.51 ± 0.07 3.45 ± 0.29

9 12.28 ± 0.10 13.21 ± 0.17 0.45 ± 0.07 4.32 ± 0.38

NEW (−5)

4 09.29 ± 0.02 12.58 ± 0.17 0.57 ± 0.09 2.24 ± 0.17

5 10.34 ± 0.04 12.74 ± 0.16 0.44 ± 0.07 2.18 ± 0.18

6 11.14 ± 0.06 12.98 ± 0.16 0.39 ± 0.07 3.07 ± 0.29

7 11.68 ± 0.07 13.11 ± 0.16 0.36 ± 0.06 4.50 ± 0.43

8 12.04 ± 0.09 13.18 ± 0.16 0.36 ± 0.06 5.64 ± 0.51

9 12.30 ± 0.10 13.22 ± 0.17 0.36 ± 0.06 6.46 ± 0.59

NEW (−2)

4 09.30 ± 0.02 12.58 ± 0.17 0.43 ± 0.09 2.59 ± 0.21

5 10.35 ± 0.04 12.74 ± 0.16 0.35 ± 0.07 3.21 ± 0.31

6 11.15 ± 0.06 12.98 ± 0.16 0.33 ± 0.07 4.84 ± 0.47

7 11.68 ± 0.07 13.11 ± 0.16 0.32 ± 0.06 6.03 ± 0.56

8 12.04 ± 0.09 13.18 ± 0.16 0.34 ± 0.06 6.67 ± 0.61

9 12.30 ± 0.10 13.22 ± 0.17 0.35 ± 0.06 7.10 ± 0.64

NEW (−1)

4 09.30 ± 0.02 12.58 ± 0.17 0.39 ± 0.07 3.24 ± 0.31

5 10.35 ± 0.04 12.74 ± 0.16 0.32 ± 0.06 4.25 ± 0.46

6 11.15 ± 0.06 12.98 ± 0.16 0.32 ± 0.06 5.72 ± 0.55

7 11.69 ± 0.07 13.12 ± 0.16 0.33 ± 0.06 6.54 ± 0.60

8 12.04 ± 0.09 13.19 ± 0.16 0.34 ± 0.06 6.96 ± 0.63

9 12.30 ± 0.10 13.23 ± 0.17 0.35 ± 0.06 7.26 ± 0.65
(1) Shop Throughput Time; (2) Total Throughput Time. (3) Tardiness (4) Percentage of Tardy Jobs.

For IMR, the percentage of tardy jobs is about 8%. When jobs are not retained in a
pool before release, the shop and the total throughput times are identical (13.35 time units).
However, when controlled job release is applied and workload norms are tightened, the
workload on the shop floor is restricted, and the shop throughput time is reduced. For
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example, shop throughput time is reduced to 9.30 time units when the load norm is
restricted to 4 time units under FCFS, i.e., a reduction of about 30%. This has a positive
impact not only on total throughput times, but also on the percentage of tardy jobs if the
workload norm is set appropriately. However, when norms are set too tightly, there may be
an increase in the percentage of tardy jobs because the time in the pool offsets the reduction
in shop floor throughput times, and there is an increase in sequencing deviations. That is,
when norms are set too tightly some jobs may be delayed for long periods in the pre-shop
pool (or backlog) before being released to the shop floor, which increases the mean tardiness.
Results also confirm previous literature in the sense that PRD outperforms FCFS at tighter
norms, and MODCS outperforms PRD. Since the superior performance of PRD over FCFS
only occurs at tighter norms, it was found not to be statistically significant in our ANOVA.

Most importantly, our new backlog sequencing rule has the potential to outperform
existing backlog sequencing rules if the lower bound that distinguishes between early
and urgent jobs is set appropriately. The results further highlight that there is no best
rule for all performance measures. NEW (−5) allows the lowest percentage of tardy jobs
to be obtained, while NEW (−1) approaches the tardiness values of MODCS and PRD.
Meanwhile, if the lower bound is set to be too large/loose (i.e., PRD minus 10 time units),
then we increase the set of urgent jobs to include some jobs that are still early. As a result,
the number of very urgent jobs is likely to increase, resulting in worse performance. This
can be observed from Table 5, which provides more detailed information on the tardiness
of jobs for a workload norm level of 4 time units.

Table 5. Distribution of the number of tardy jobs for a workload norm of 4 time units.

Lateness FCFS PRD MODCS New (−10) New (−5) New (−2) New (−1)

]0,10] 497 399 298 155 120 180 212
]10,20] 50 48 23 63 29 23 33
]20,30] 1 3 10 46 24 16 16
]30,40] 0 0 6 24 23 12 14
]40,50] 0 1 3 20 8 10 5
]50,60] 0 0 3 16 2 2 2
]60,∞] 0 0 3 23 15 4 2

Total 548 451 346 347 221 247 284

The results in Table 5 highlight that: (i) both MODCS and our new rule improve overall
performance by delaying some jobs and (ii) it is important for our new rule to capture only
the jobs that are at risk of becoming tardy and still have a chance of being delivered on time
as part of the urgent class of jobs that are released first.

4.2. Robustness Analysis

The relative performance of the different backlog sequencing rules is also not affected
by the CV of the processing times. This can be observed from Tables 6 and 7, which give
the results for a CV of 0.2 and 0.4, respectively. The main effect of the CV is on the best-
performing norm level. The best-performing norm level in terms of the mean tardiness
remains at five time units, but for the percentage of tardy jobs, the best-performing norm
level increases with the coefficient of variation since we also observe less of an impact on
the total throughput time and percentage of tardy jobs with an increase in the CV. A higher
variability in processing times increases the load balancing opportunities for the release
method, which in turn provides ‘less room’ for the sequencing rules.
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Table 6. Simulation results for CV = 0.2.

Load Norm STT (1) TTT (2) T (3) P (4) (%)

IMR None 14.09 ± 0.20 14.09 ± 0.20 0.52 ± 0.08 9.96 ± 0.85

FCFS

4 09.49 ± 0.03 13.58 ± 0.21 0.74 ± 0.09 9.96 ± 0.70

5 10.68 ± 0.04 13.52 ± 0.18 0.51 ± 0.08 8.55 ± 0.70

6 11.56 ± 0.06 13.68 ± 0.18 0.46 ± 0.07 8.55 ± 0.71

7 12.17 ± 0.08 13.81 ± 0.18 0.46 ± 0.07 8.80 ± 0.74

8 12.60 ± 0.10 13.90 ± 0.18 0.47 ± 0.07 9.08 ± 0.76

9 12.92 ± 0.11 13.95 ± 0.18 0.48 ± 0.07 9.34 ± 0.77

PRD

4 09.48 ± 0.03 13.49 ± 0.20 0.64 ± 0.09 8.85 ± 0.70

5 10.70 ± 0.04 13.51 ± 0.18 0.46 ± 0.07 8.08 ± 0.71

6 11.59 ± 0.06 13.69 ± 0.18 0.44 ± 0.07 8.43 ± 0.74

7 12.20 ± 0.08 13.82 ± 0.18 0.45 ± 0.07 8.80 ± 0.75

8 12.63 ± 0.10 13.91 ± 0.18 0.47 ± 0.07 9.16 ± 0.76

9 12.95 ± 0.11 13.97 ± 0.19 0.48 ± 0.07 9.41 ± 0.78

MODCS

4 09.47 ± 0.03 13.40 ± 0.19 0.71 ± 0.09 5.23 ± 0.33

5 10.69 ± 0.04 13.44 ± 0.17 0.46 ± 0.07 5.40 ± 0.44

6 11.57 ± 0.06 13.62 ± 0.17 0.42 ± 0.06 6.70 ± 0.57

7 12.18 ± 0.08 13.77 ± 0.17 0.42 ± 0.06 7.86 ± 0.65

8 12.60 ± 0.09 13.86 ± 0.17 0.44 ± 0.07 8.59 ± 0.70

9 12.94 ± 0.11 13.93 ± 0.18 0.45 ± 0.07 9.11 ± 0.75

NEW (−10) (1)

4 09.44 ± 0.02 13.42 ± 0.20 1.60 ± 0.14 4.85 ± 0.18

5 10.64 ± 0.04 13.40 ± 0.17 1.09 ± 0.10 3.78 ± 0.17

6 11.53 ± 0.06 13.58 ± 0.17 0.85 ± 0.09 3.29 ± 0.17

7 12.14 ± 0.07 13.72 ± 0.17 0.66 ± 0.08 3.63 ± 0.25

8 12.58 ± 0.09 13.83 ± 0.17 0.59 ± 0.07 4.94 ± 0.40

9 12.90 ± 0.11 13.87 ± 0.18 0.53 ± 0.07 6.27 ± 0.53

NEW (−5)

4 09.47 ± 0.03 13.42 ± 0.19 1.07 ± 0.11 3.91 ± 0.19

5 10.66 ± 0.04 13.41 ± 0.17 0.72 ± 0.09 2.97 ± 0.18

6 11.55 ± 0.06 13.60 ± 0.17 0.58 ± 0.07 3.29 ± 0.25

7 12.16 ± 0.08 13.74 ± 0.17 0.51 ± 0.07 4.81 ± 0.40

8 12.60 ± 0.09 13.84 ± 0.17 0.48 ± 0.07 6.45 ± 0.55

9 12.91 ± 0.11 13.90 ± 0.18 0.47 ± 0.07 7.67 ± 0.64

NEW (−2)

4 09.48 ± 0.03 13.43 ± 0.20 0.81 ± 0.10 4.00 ± 0.24

5 10.68 ± 0.04 13.44 ± 0.17 0.53 ± 0.07 3.74 ± 0.30

6 11.56 ± 0.06 13.63 ± 0.17 0.47 ± 0.07 5.05 ± 0.44

7 12.17 ± 0.08 13.77 ± 0.17 0.45 ± 0.07 6.75 ± 0.58

8 12.61 ± 0.09 13.86 ± 0.17 0.45 ± 0.07 7.94 ± 0.66

9 12.92 ± 0.11 13.92 ± 0.18 0.45 ± 0.07 8.70 ± 0.71
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Table 6. Cont.

Load Norm STT (1) TTT (2) T (3) P (4) (%)

NEW (−1)

4 09.47 ± 0.03 13.44 ± 0.19 0.74 ± 0.09 4.45 ± 0.28

5 10.68 ± 0.04 13.45 ± 0.17 0.49 ± 0.07 4.56 ± 0.38

6 11.56 ± 0.06 13.63 ± 0.17 0.44 ± 0.07 6.05 ± 0.51

7 12.18 ± 0.08 13.78 ± 0.17 0.44 ± 0.07 7.46 ± 0.63

8 12.62 ± 0.10 13.87 ± 0.18 0.44 ± 0.07 8.36 ± 0.69

9 12.93 ± 0.11 13.93 ± 0.18 0.46 ± 0.07 8.95 ± 0.74
(1) Shop Throughput Time; (2) Total Throughput Time. (3) Tardiness (4) Percentage of Tardy Jobs.

Table 7. Simulation results for CV = 0.4.

Load Norm STT (1) TTT (2) T (3) P (4) (%)

IMR None 16.36 ± 0.26 16.36 ± 0.26 1.10 ± 0.13 17.97 ± 1.00

FCFS

4 09.20 ± 0.03 17.50 ± 0.44 2.95 ± 0.29 18.09 ± 1.05

5 11.38 ± 0.05 15.52 ± 0.24 1.27 ± 0.12 11.73 ± 0.75

6 12.53 ± 0.07 15.49 ± 0.20 0.95 ± 0.10 11.79 ± 0.80

7 13.41 ± 0.09 15.66 ± 0.21 0.87 ± 0.10 13.03 ± 0.87

8 14.08 ± 0.11 15.83 ± 0.22 0.86 ± 0.10 14.49 ± 0.95

9 14.58 ± 0.13 15.96 ± 0.22 0.90 ± 0.10 15.50 ± 0.98

PRD

4 09.90 ± 0.03 17.38 ± 0.41 2.79 ± 0.27 17.13 ± 1.03

5 11.39 ± 0.05 15.50 ± 0.24 1.21 ± 0.12 11.43 ± 0.77

6 12.56 ± 0.07 15.49 ± 0.22 0.92 ± 0.10 11.78 ± 0.82

7 13.45 ± 0.09 15.68 ± 0.22 0.87 ± 0.10 13.33 ± 0.91

8 14.11 ± 0.11 15.85 ± 0.22 0.88 ± 0.10 14.66 ± 0.97

9 14.61 ± 0.13 15.98 ± 0.22 0.91 ± 0.10 15.67 ± 0.99

MODCS

4 09.87 ± 0.03 16.92 ± 0.36 2.87 ± 0.29 09.82 ± 0.38

5 11.36 ± 0.05 15.29 ± 0.22 1.26 ± 0.12 06.54 ± 0.33

6 12.52 ± 0.07 15.32 ± 0.20 0.91 ± 0.09 07.53 ± 0.46

7 13.40 ± 0.09 15.51 ± 0.20 0.80 ± 0.08 10.23 ± 0.65

8 14.06 ± 0.11 15.70 ± 0.20 0.79 ± 0.09 12.64 ± 0.81

9 14.55 ± 0.13 15.85 ± 0.21 0.82 ± 0.09 14.42 ± 0.89

NEW (−10) (1)

4 09.81 ± 0.03 16.99 ± 0.39 4.12 ± 0.33 08.22 ± 0.24

5 11.27 ± 0.04 15.19 ± 0.22 1.89 ± 0.15 05.81 ± 0.20

6 12.42 ± 0.06 15.19 ± 0.19 1.30 ± 0.11 04.98 ± 0.22

7 13.31 ± 0.08 15.41 ± 0.19 1.02 ± 0.09 06.21 ± 0.35

8 13.98 ± 0.11 15.61 ± 0.20 0.89 ± 0.09 09.36 ± 062

9 14.48 ± 0.12 15.78 ± 0.20 0.86 ± 0.09 12.19 ± 0.79
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Table 7. Cont.

Load Norm STT (1) TTT (2) T (3) P (4) (%)

NEW (−5)

4 09.85 ± 0.03 16.91 ± 0.37 3.41 ± 0.29 07.68 ± 0.26

5 11.32 ± 0.04 15.21 ± 0.21 1.55 ± 0.13 05.16 ± 0.21

6 12.47 ± 0.06 15.24 ± 0.19 1.09 ± 0.10 05.04 ± 0.26

7 13.35 ± 0.09 15.46 ± 0.19 0.90 ± 0.09 07.45 ± 0.47

8 14.01 ± 0.11 15.66 ± 0.20 0.84 ± 0.09 10.75 ± 070

9 14.51 ± 0.12 15.81 ± 0.21 0.84 ± 0.09 13.11 ± 0.84

NEW (−2)

4 09.87 ± 0.03 16.98 ± 0.37 3.03 ± 0.27 08.35 ± 0.31

5 11.34 ± 0.05 15.28 ± 0.22 1.35 ± 0.12 05.48 ± 0.25

6 12.50 ± 0.07 15.29 ± 0.20 0.97± 0.07 05.19 ± 0.39

7 13.38 ± 0.09 15.50 ± 0.20 0.84 ± 0.09 09.03 ± 0.59

8 14.04 ± 0.11 15.70 ± 0.20 0.81 ± 0.09 12.00 ± 079

9 14.54 ± 0.13 15.85 ± 0.21 0.83 ± 0.09 14.05 ± 0.88

NEW (−1)

4 09.78 ± 0.03 17.00 ± 0.37 2.93 ± 0.26 08.99 ± 0.35

5 11.36 ± 0.05 15.31 ± 0.22 1.30 ± 0.12 05.97 ± 0.30

6 12.51 ± 0.07 15.32 ± 0.20 0.94± 0.09 06.86 ± 0.43

7 13.38 ± 0.09 15.51 ± 0.20 0.82 ± 0.09 09.63 ± 0.63

8 14.05 ± 0.11 15.71 ± 0.20 0.81 ± 0.09 12.43 ± 0.80

9 14.55 ± 0.13 15.86 ± 0.21 0.83 ± 0.09 14.30 ± 0.89
(1) Shop Throughput Time; (2) Total Throughput Time. (3) Tardiness (4) Percentage of Tardy Jobs.

5. Conclusions

Load-based backlog sequencing rules were recently highlighted as an important means
to improve order release performance. However, they rely on feedback information from
the shop floor and they delay jobs with long processing times during periods of high
loads. In answer to our research question—Can a new backlog sequencing rule be designed that
matches high performing MODCS rule whilst only considering job information and enabling a more
controlled decision to be taken on which job to delay?—we have shown that similar performance
can be achieved in our simulations by simply subdividing orders in the backlog into early,
urgent, and very urgent orders, and then releasing urgent before very urgent orders.

Our new, purely time-oriented rule not only provides a simpler means of improving
order release performance, using dedicated classes, but it also facilitates the selection of
jobs that are desirable to delay. This allows managers in practice to delay specific jobs for
which customer due dates can be adjusted. It puts the control of which jobs to delay in the
hand of managers. In fact, it may be an alternative explanation for the Workload Control
paradox, which recognizes that order release methods often perform better in practice
than expected given their simulation results [40]. Managers in practice are likely to show
exactly this behavior–agreeing on new due date allowances for jobs that are otherwise
‘hopelessly’ delayed.

A main limitation of our study is that we have only focused on one order release
method. Although this is justified by Workload Control arguably being the best order
release method for high-variety contexts, future research could assess the impact of our
new rule on the performance of alternative release methods, such as ConWIP and DBR.
Another limitation is that the study only considered the specific case of a re-entrant flow
shop. Future research could consider other shop configurations, e.g., flow shops and job
shops. Meanwhile, a main advantage of our new method is that it uses dedicated job classes
to determine which jobs should be delayed. This allows for delaying jobs with flexible
customer due dates as part of the due date negotiation process.
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Abstract: Wire rope manufacturing is an old industry that maintains its place in the market due to the
need for products with specific characteristics in different sectors. The necessity for modernization
and performance improvement in this industry, where there is still a high amount of labor dedicated
to internal logistics operations, led to the development of a new technology method, to overcome
uncertainties related to human behaviour and fatigue. The removal of successive yarn coils from a
twisting and winding machine, as well as cutting the yarn and connecting the other end to the shaft in
order to proceed with the process, constitutes the main problem. As such, a mobile automatic system
was created for this process, due to its automation potential, with a project considering the design of
a 3D model. This novel robotic manipulator increased the useful production time and decreased the
winding coil removal cycle time, resulting in a more competitive, fully automated product with the
same quality. This system has led to better productivity and reliability of the manufacturing process,
eliminating manual labor and its cost, as in previously developed works in other industries.

Keywords: yarn winding; reels; yarn coil extraction; robotic manipulator; robotic arm

1. Introduction

The rope industry is a very old sector that encompasses three subsectors, namely, syn-
thetic ropes, net ropes and sisal ropes, each of which has a different production process [1].
The production of yarns (spinning) and the textile industry itself may be located in the same
company, but they comprise completely different manufacturing processes and equipment,
requiring that the yarns are wound into reels after their manufacture, which are then incor-
porated into the production equipment of the textiles. Thus, the yarn and rope industries
need winding and unwinding operations, from the production to their application in the
textile product, to be manufactured. The process of manufacturing yarn reels is governed
by the final product, depending on whether it is a cable, rope or yarn. However, for any of
these products, there is a need to include a system for unwinding, another for tensioning
and, usually, accumulating the product to be treated, and yet another for winding, that is,
a feeder, a dancer and a winder [2]. Even if automation is perfectly implemented in the
main textile yarn production equipment and in the weaving, the initiation and finalization
phases of the reels still require human intervention, which prevents this industry from
being able to integrate the intended Industry 4.0 (I4.0) principles [3,4]. This situation can
still be identified more intensely in the manufacture of synthetic ropes. This was the main
motivation for the development of this work, with a view to also automate this type of
operations. Nonetheless, it will be necessary to analyze whether the solution should be
based on automation only, robotics only, or a hybrid solution. Based on this doubt, a study
in the recent literature was carried out in order to consolidate the theoretical foundations
that can serve as a support for the development of the solution.
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Robotics has assumed a particular relevance in many recent studies, some of which
seek to summarize different models for the development of future solutions in this area [5].
Chemweno and Tor [6] developed a model consisting of five steps that allows one to
identify opportunities for robotization of manufacturing processes, which incorporates
steps such as the decomposition and analysis of tasks aggregated to a given process,
distributing, and allocating tasks between the operator and the robot, as well as design and
simulate the operation of the production cell. At the same time, an evaluation criterion
should also be developed at each of the stages; however, Säfsten et al. [7] argue that it is
necessary to have a perfectly defined strategy to make the decision to robotize a given
manufacturing process. This strategy involves previously carrying out of some refinements
to the processes, properly analyzing the human factors, and only then moving on to
the robotization of the processes. Process refinement aims to adjust operations to the
robots’ way of operating, while human factors intend to analyze operator safety aspects,
necessary training and human–robot interaction capacity. Zheng et al. [8,9] carried out
interviews having as target SME’s (Small and Medium Enterprises) managers trying to
identify the main difficulties felt in adopting robotic manufacturing systems. This study
had as output an approach able to offer the possibility of switching the design of a labor-
intensive manufacturing system to a robotic one. A similar study was also performed by
Simões et al. [10] regarding the factors influencing managers in adopting collaborative
robots in the industry, having identified 39 different factors, of which 12 have not previously
been identified in the literature. The developed framework helps managers to deal with
manufacturing evolution needs, helping in decision-making processes regarding the use
of collaborative robots. Gultekin et al. [11] and Gadaleta et al. [12] argue that a rigorous
study of the movement of robots is mandatory in order to avoid unnecessary energy
consumption, which affects the sustainability of production operations. In addition to the
numerous models developed by different researchers, some very interesting applications
have also been studied. Silva et al. [13] studied the application of a robotic system to a
cell for manufacturing suspension mats and cushions usually used in metallic car seat
structures. With a hybrid use of robotics and automation, it was possible to develop an
integrated inspection and packaging system for that type of product, based on a robot
equipped with a gripper specially designed for this purpose. In addition, an artificial vision
system was also developed, which allowed one to control different critical zones of the
product, validating the previous manufacturing processes, and allowing the later organized
packaging of the product in six stacks. This application made the process significantly
more productive and efficient, requiring no human intervention, thanks to the automation
of feeding and collecting the boxes where the product was deposited by the robot. On
the other hand, Castro et al. [14] recovered a robot that was already out of service and
adapted it to a welding cell for metallic structures for buses, giving new life to a robot
that, through reprogramming and adaptation to a track for movement, still had all the
necessary features necessary to meet the requirements imposed on this type of application.
Daniyan et al. [15] studied the use of robotic systems in the railcar industry. This study
involved a CAD/CAE software to determine the precision of movements when the robotic
arm was subjected to the loads imposed by the process, verifying that the robotic system
was capable of performing the functions for which it had been selected with the rigour
required by the process, significantly improving the overall performance of the production
system. Eriksen et al. [16] developed a robotic polishing system for forming tools, which
works together with traditional tools, allowing for the texturing of surfaces with a high
degree of repeatability. Sujan et al. [17] have developed a robotic system capable of grasping
the extremely complex shapes presented by polycrystalline silicon nuggets, which need
to be packaged in a fragile fused silica crucible. The system used a processing method
consisting of a triple gripper with suction, which is handled by a seven-axis SCARA robot
and an optical 3D vision application based on laser triangulation, capable of reconciling
the complex shape of the nuggets with the shape of the crucible. It is thus possible to verify
that several studies have been carried out in the context of raising awareness and increasing
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the adoption of robotic systems in manufacturing processes, and additional studies of
particular applications of robotic systems to solve specific problems can also be found.
Nevertheless, it is clear that robotics also need automation, both in peripheral systems
and in the handling of parts and tools. Therefore, coexistence in production systems is
recorded quite often, which is why it is also justified to carry out a literature search focused
on automation-based solutions.

Magalhães et al. [18] developed a system for collecting, sorting, electronic inspection
and repositioning for the next process at the end of automatic yarn bending machines.
The system presents a return on investment perfectly affordable regarding the automotive
industry standards and eliminates unnecessary manual operations, increasing the prof-
itability of the process. The next process of these bent yarns is the over-injection. Faced
with the need to feed and extract already bent yarns to/from plastic over-injection moulds,
Silva et al. [19] developed an automatic vertical yarn feeding system, which automatically
distributes these yarns on a tray, feeding them to a gripper specifically designed for this
purpose. It then rotates with the yarns into the mould, placing them in the correct po-
sition in its interior. After over-injection, the same gripper has the proper geometry to
extract the yarns already over-injected onto a conveyor belt, which dumps the parts into a
finished product container. This system allowed for remarkable productivity gains. Mar-
tins et al. [20] and Moreira et al. [21] developed an automatic piece of equipment devoted to
the manufacture of Bowden cables, which presents a series of small sequential operations.
The aggregation of different stages of the manufacturing process has drastically improved
the level of productivity and the reproducibility of the processes, increasing quality and
radically reducing the flow of semi-products within the factory layout. Araújo et al. [22]
developed an automatic system with application in guillotines for the cutting of thin metal
sheets. Through a pneumatic compensation system, it allowed one to eliminate problems
of bending thin metal sheets in the final zone of the cut, when they are still attached to the
part from which they are being cut, where their weight promotes the deformation of that
area. Nunes and Silva [23] developed a new concept of an automatic assembling system
for components used in car windshield wipers, which was based on an indexable table
provided with stirrer automatic feeding and positioning systems, increasing the flexibility
of the process a lot and eliminating some tedious manual operations. Nevertheless, the
developed solution needed an operator to feed the main/initial component. Based on a
very similar problem, Costa et al. [24] used an in-line approach, completely different from
that used in [23], more complex, but eliminating the need for manual feeding of the main
component, i.e., the solution developed is fully automatic. These two approaches show
how different strategies can be applied to fit an identical problem [25]. Strategic options
can have an expressive meaning in several aspects, such as an increase in production, an
improvement in quality or a decrease in breakdowns. Santos et al. [26], by substituting the
type of cylinders in an APEX tire component manufacturing equipment, significantly im-
proved breakdowns (−62%), also improving equipment efficiency by 9%. Araújo et al. [27]
modified the movement strategy of cushions and suspension mats, which are being man-
ufactured along a manufacturing line that still incorporated two manual workstations,
eliminating these workstations and achieving an efficiency gain of 40%, requiring a rela-
tively modest investment. Vieira et al. [28] and Figueiredo et al. [29], working on different
problems usually detected in the manufacture of Bowden cables, successfully solved these
problems through solutions based on conventional automation, reducing quality problems,
increasing repeatability and productivity, as well as concentrating disperse operations in a
single piece of equipment. The elimination of serious quality problems was also the main
motivation of the work developed by Costa et al. [30], who developed a new concept for
the assembly of gear subsets used in the movement of windshield wipers, based only on
ingenious mechanical solutions and conventional automation, still achieving a productivity
gain of 19%. Veiga et al. [31] have also successfully developed a new automatic system
for assembling electrical connectors used in automobiles based solely on conventional
automation. The literature is practically consensual in mentioning that the automation of
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industrial processes requires a very rigorous diagnostic phase, which must be followed by
a phase of selection of the best solution that takes into account flexibility, rigour of results
and a cost/benefit ratio [32]. It is thus clear that conventional automation can be perfectly
integrated into more complex robotic solutions, without jeopardizing the total flexibility of
the system, and even increasing that flexibility.

This work aimed to develop a new concept of a robotic system for the initiation
and completion of the textile yarn winding operation, eliminating the need for operators
connected to the process and allowing a manufacturing solution that permits an evolution
to an integrated process, following the basic concepts of Industry 4.0.

2. Materials and Methods

The focus of this work stands on a new concept for the removal of successive coils
of yarn from a twisting and winding machine. Afterwards, it cuts the yarn and connects
the other end to the shaft, so as to continue the process. Originally, this was performed
manually, but the need to eliminate human labor and improve the process led to its
automatization.

Initially, an evaluation of the previous concept was performed, where the problems
related to it and opportunities of improvement were identified. Then, the defined objec-
tives/requirements were described, after which the new concept was proposed. Finally, the
automated equipment’s project was introduced, revealing the main stages of development
and the final results achieved with it.

2.1. Analysis of the Previous Concept

The process described in this work consists in the treatment of a coil yarn and the
respective logistics operation of the product. This process arose from the need for an
improvement in the rope-making industry, which still needs a high volume of labor, and,
therefore, to reduce costs by introducing a more automated system able to integrate the
Smart Manufacturing concept in the near future.

The initial process to obtain this product requires a lot of labor, which is described in
the diagram present in Figure 1.
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shaft with a knot

Rotate the shaft to:
• Tension the yarn;
• Connect the yarn to the 

spreader;
• Spread the yarn over 

the shaft.

Start the winder 
to produce a 

new coil

Figure 1. Manual process for obtaining a yarn coil.

In the rope-making industry, intensive labor is still predominant. In the particular
case considered for this work, the removal of yarn coils (final product) from a winder and
their storage is performed in a completely manual way. This project aims to provide a new
concept for the automatization of this process, reducing the labor needed (ideally to make
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the process fully automatic), and also reducing the rate of defective products, increasing
production speed and, in the long term, reducing costs for the company, resulting in a
much more profitable process. In this way, the company can also start dedicating these
saved man-hours to other, more important activities, in order to improve the final product
and meet customer needs, adapting to market demand and always staying one step ahead
regarding competitors.

The problem is that, due to the complexity of this process, as shown above, it was
necessary to deconstruct the manufacturing process step by step, in order to understand
its weak points and where there was room for improvement by automating it, so that no
human labor was needed. After splitting into assemblies and subassemblies, a careful
analysis of the parts and inserts was carried out, being the machine optimised in design,
and being made a careful selection of materials, as well as a deep stress analysis using the
CAE method. This is a procedure which involves the continuous work of a specialised
engineering team to achieve the best possible result.

2.2. Defined Objectives/Requirements

Some conditions were established previously as requested by the market, which must
be respected. Most of these conditions are an addition to the initial requirements defined
for the functionalities initially defined.

Hence, the set of requirements determined are as follows:

• Coil dimensions can vary from Ø250 to Ø450 mm;
• Coil longitudinal dimensions can vary between 300 and 500 mm;
• Cycle time must be as low as possible, without exceeding one minute per coil.

The process to obtain the product should also follow the sequence of requirements
defined as described in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Diagram with the sequence of actions needed for the coil removal.

2.3. Proposed Concept

Taking into account the need to know which was the best approach for the develop-
ment of this procedure, the strategy followed consisted in:

• A brainstorming process, which was carried out for a better preparation and coordina-
tion of the path to follow;
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• An evaluation of the possible concepts, which could be adopted for the novel robotic
simulator;

• A weighing of the proposed options, in order to choose the best one;
• The development of the selected system, through a mechanical design and an automa-

tion programming of the equipment, for it to perform the intended tasks.

During the brainstorming session, considering the defined objectives, the need to
address the programming was verified, so a parallel reasoning process was also carried
out, where it was determined which types of automation would be feasible. Figure 3 shows
that process.
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Figure 3. Brainstorming results.

Given the necessary requirements and the results of the brainstorming, a SWOT
analysis was performed for each presented idea:

• The fixed solution brings greater freedom in the dimensions imposed on the project
and allows for a reduction in cycle time, decreasing the cost of the process and the
product; however, it is a solution that already exists on the market, it occupies a large
area on the shop floor and each winder requires its own machine.

• The solution of reconditioning the winder is solid and, because it has programmable
automation, it allows for the treatment of coils with different dimensions. This type of
automation is achievable due to a hardware update, a stage of utter importance to the
winder reconditioning. On the other hand, it is a complex project and the machine is
limited in terms of space.

• The mobile solution is more dynamic, can treat several winders simultaneously and is
an innovative solution, being an introductory method for the I4.0 concept. In spite of
this, it is a complex project, with a high cost and design time.

Accordingly, weighing up the advantages and disadvantages, the conclusion was
reached that the idea with the greatest potential for innovation is the Mobile System, due to
the fact that it allows for continuous twenty-four-hours-a-day work on the coil production
line, with little manpower involved.

3. Results

This section will include the design of the final equipment, detailing its most impor-
tant components, as well as how they function. After the design, the development and
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implementation of the new production process will be described, as well as the results
obtained after implementing it.

3.1. Equipment Presentation

Through the development of this project, it was decided to subdivide the EOAT (End
of Arm Tool) assemblies by their functions in the tool and/or by where this assembly will
be connected. The subdivision of the assemblies was carried out as can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. EOAT exploded view.

In Table 1, it is possible to observe the caption for Figure 4.

Table 1. EOAT exploded view’s caption.

1—Coil Support Assembly 2—Expandable Pneumatic Shaft

3—Extensible Arm Assembly 4—Nozzle Activation Assembly

5—Ball Screw Assembly 6—Cradle Alignment Assembly

7—Handle Cut Assembly 8—Base Structure Assembly

9—Robotic Arm Linking Assembly

3.1.1. Mechanical Project

For a better understanding of the various EOAT assemblies functioning, these will
be deconstructed. The methodology for the sub-assemblies’ presentation is by association
with the product in chronological order and the other sub-assemblies dependent on it.
This way, all the sub-assemblies that constitute the tool will be exposed. The diagram of
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Figure 5 gives a better perspective of the assemblies to be presented and which are their
dependences.
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Coil Support Assembly

The coil support assembly (Figure 6) is responsible for supporting the coil and every
element attached to it.
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Within this assembly, there is a sub-assembly that needs to be explored more rigorously,
depicted in Figure 7. This sub-assembly has four functions, namely:

• Connect and maintain the link between the EOAT and the Expandable Pneumatic Shaft;
• Support the coil in the EOAT;
• Transmit rotation to the Expandable Pneumatic Shaft;
• Activate the valve inside the Expandable Pneumatic Shaft.
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Figure 7. “Shaft connector” sub-assembly’s exploded view.

In Figure 8, the mechanism that was developed in order to fulfil the functions described
above is represented, where the nozzle has the purpose of activating the valve present in
the expandable pneumatic shaft. The outer tube’s task is to support the coil and protect
the mechanism, and it is made of AISI 304 stainless steel in order to prevent damage
to the product when they contact each other. The connection function is carried out by
the box wrench, which has a mechanical linear movement performed by a spring. The
nozzle, together with the inner tube, also serves to inflate the expandable pneumatic shaft.
The linear movement is provided by a cylinder, and the mechanism responsible for this
movement is also shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Sectional view of the mechanism responsible for picking up and expanding the expandable
pneumatic shaft.

For the spring present in the “Shaft connector”, the biggest restriction is its dimension,
as it is limited both by the rotation transmission tube to the expandable pneumatic shaft
and by the structural tube supporting the coil. Thus, a compression spring is required to
ensure that the affected elements are always forward. The elements in question are two
machined parts, one acting as a mating part in the hexagonal section of the expandable
pneumatic shaft (which is threaded), while the other acts as a stop for the spring and also
as an advance limiter.

A more pragmatic method was followed, where a spring was made for testing, obtain-
ing optimum results, which is the reason why this concept has been adopted. This spring
has its working displacement limited by stops, so it will not lose its quality. In addition, this
shaft also has a mechanism for transmitting rotation to the expandable pneumatic shaft,
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shown in Figure 9. This mechanism should be able to prevent the inertia of the expandable
pneumatic shaft and all the elements of which it is comprised.
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Figure 9. Sectional view of the mechanism responsible for rotating the expandable pneumatic shaft.

The torque, angular velocity, and the time for one revolution of the expandable
pneumatic shaft have been calculated so that, with any future changes/improvements to
the tool, the designer can be able to perform the calculations for the tool’s modification
without difficulty.

The expandable pneumatic shaft shown in Figure 10 has been sized to have an expan-
sion of 10 mm in diameter, so that it can expand from Ø50 to Ø60 mm, with a valve at the
inlet to ensure that this effect is possible.
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The nipple valve present in the mechanism of Figure 11, which is located on its
right side (brown), is activated by the nozzle present in the shaft connector, emptying the
pneumatic shaft so that it is possible to remove the yarn coil. It should also be noted that
it is the same valve that will allow the opposite process to be carried out before a new
winding process begins. Figure 11 also shows, through the centre of the shaft, the air flow
(in blue) from the valve to the expandable rubber sleeve, which is responsible for expanding
the diameter of the shaft.
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The airless shaft remains retracted by the action of conical springs, as depicted in
Figure 12.
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The winder’s pneumatic shaft spring is held inside a U-shaped aluminum profile,
with the flaps more closed, and it is through these flaps that the spring remains fixed.

Extensible Arm Assembly

In order to meet the requirements, a method is needed to take the coil, pick up the
yarn and transport it to some strategic points without damaging it.

Firstly, it is necessary to remove the coil without damaging the product, where all the
yarn of the coil is tensioned and, when the pneumatic shaft is contracted, the coil contracts
a little, a resistance that the bar must be able to withstand. A welded reinforcement has
been added to this sub-assembly, and the plate has also been oversized so that it does not
wrap. This sub-assembly shown in Figure 13 should also activate a lever that lowers a
spreader present inside the winding machine.

The coil bar sub-assembly must have a rotation movement in order to reach certain
necessary positions inside the winding machine. This movement is made by the mechanism
represented in Figure 13, the extensible bar assembly.
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The first sub-assembly in Figure 14 is named “coil bar”, the second “yarn arm”,
and finally the third “extensible bar”. The latter has the function of housing the entire
mechanism for transmitting movements to the other two sub-assemblies.
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Figure 14. Exploded view of the three sub-assemblies present in the extensible arm.

Besides the rotational motion, the yarn arm sub-assembly has a crucial movement
in allowing for a better accomplishment of the requirements, which is a linear motion,
depicted in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Linear movement of the yarn arm sub-assembly and its dependence.

The linear movement of the yarn arm sub-assembly is guided, with a 50 mm stroke.
The cylinder exposed in Figure 15 is embedded in the nozzle activation system and has the
visible inclination so that there is not much loss of stroke due to the angle at which it must
act, thus allowing it to act in a straight line with the yarn arm sub-assembly.

The yarn arm stroke has the purpose to fulfil the requirement of attaching the yarn to
the pneumatic shaft. This way, when the need arises to attach the yarn to the expandable
pneumatic shaft, it is necessary to operate this mechanism together with a 30◦ rotation
movement in all the EOAT, by moving the robotic arm. This 30◦ angle is essential, so
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that the yarn can reach the pins of the pneumatic shaft, since the stroke of the yarn arm
sub-assembly is limited in size. As such, the mechanism is able to catch the yarn.

As the cylinder will exert a force on the yarn arm sub-assembly, and as the tension
amount exerted on the arm is not known, a stock cylinder was used to carry out tests and
get a better idea of the force required. Nonetheless, in the first instance, it is necessary to
estimate the force it must overcome.

Within the yarn arm sub-assembly, another mechanism also exists, responsible for
catching the yarn and keeping it attached, so that it is manoeuvrable; this being the “hand”
of this tool. The mechanism is represented in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Gripper mechanism’s exploded view.

This mechanism has three important positions: the rest, engagement and disengage-
ment positions. Figure 17 shows the working positions of the gripper mechanism, and in
the coupling situation, the pawl/knob locks the coupling part in the pictured position.
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In the situation where it is necessary to disengage for a new process, the pawl is
activated, and the springs must act to return the mechanism to its rest position. Finally, the
linear movement of the arm is carried out by the assembly shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Spindle assembly’s exploded view.

The assembly represented in Figure 19 is responsible for providing an axial movement
to the extensible arm, allowing it to move inside the winding machine. The axial linear
movement executed by the spindle allows the mechanism to perform what is demonstrated
in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Linear movement of the extensible arm assembly and its dependence.

Cradle Alignment Assembly

The following assembly has a very simple function: to keep the cradle parallel to the
floor. This procedure is aided with the movement of the robotic arm, being performed by a
cylinder. This assembly was positioned at a strategic distance from the connection shaft
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(see Figure 20), so that, with the cradle aligned, the coupling between the connection shaft
and the expandable pneumatic shaft, present in the winding machine, can be performed.
The cradle alignment assembly is shown in Figure 20 and is fitted with a guide so that the
pneumatic cylinder does not have to bear the strain exerted by the cradle.
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Figure 20. Cradle alignment kit’s exploded view.

The pneumatic cylinder of this assembly must be able to overcome the frictional force
generated by the linear guide and the acceleration force.

Handle Cut Assembly

The assembly represented in Figure 21, besides guaranteeing the cut, must assure that
the yarn remains located in a strategic position, because the heated blade alone does not
guarantee a clean cut of the yarn.
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Figure 21. Handle cut assembly’s exploded view. Figure 21. Handle cut assembly’s exploded view.

By combining the two sub-assemblies in this mechanism, the plate creates a fixed and
flat surface where the yarn will be enclosed for the proper functioning of the cutting blade.
This system is represented in Figure 22.
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In this system, it is necessary to place the yarn in a certain position in order to achieve
the cut, and the plate attached to the cylinder of the yarn pulling system has its own design
for this purpose. Additionally, providing a flat area for the cutting system, it also ensures
that once the yarn is pulled, it does not escape. On the other hand, in order to guarantee that
the position of the sheet is not altered, a cylinder with an anti-rotation system (hexagonal
rod) was selected.

The cutting system, as can be seen in Figure 23, comprises a blade that is heated
through a resistance, and a probe to control the temperature. However, as most of the mate-
rials are metallic, this mechanism was made to avoid the temperature from damaging the
cylinder, using Celeron to decrease the thermal transmission between the fixing materials
to the cylinder.
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Base Structure Assembly

All the developed assemblies need a common base that will serve as support and
connection to the robotic arm. This assembly was developed in an aluminum profile, as
shown in Figure 24, as it allows for greater freedom for adjustments if necessary.
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The assembly that connects the base structure assembly and the robotic arm is the
robotic arm linking assembly, and is depicted in Figure 25.
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Figure 25. Robotic arm linking assembly.

This system possesses the function of supporting the entire EOAT, including the coil.
Accordingly, as it is a critical point that must ensure the integrity of the entire system
without collapsing, it must be studied to verify if its structural functionality has to be
redesigned.
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After a finite element analysis was performed, the simulation showed that it was
necessary to introduce a reinforcement in the part’s structure, as the EOAT was not safe in
any position. Figure 26 displays the optimised design.
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Figure 26. Optimized EOAT backing plate design.

3.2. New Production Process

The exposed design corresponds to one part of the solution for the idealised line,
shown in Figure 27. The complete project is a set of mechanical systems, which sums up to
an automated line capable of handling 17 winders and able to be expanded. The entire line
is formed by various mechanical components, namely, conveyor belts for transporting the
final product, robotic arms and rails for their movement, EOAT’s, a support structure and a
safety system.
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Figure 27. Designed line with 17 winders and their feeders (Image from KUKA SIMPRO).

Before the implementation of this new production process, all the winders were
operated manually, with only the human intervention to perform the removal of each
coil and replace it with another, in order to begin a new winding of the yarn. This had
many problems, such as waste of time, because a single operator was not able to remove
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all the coils simultaneously from every winding machine, in addition to the time taken
to replace it with another. This manual process led to production delays, which caused a
huge profitability loss, besides the possibility for mistakes to happen due to the human
factors (operator’s fatigue, mood variations or lack of attention). Accordingly, an automatic
production process solved every single one of these problems: the extraction of a coil and
placement of a new one can be made simultaneously in all the 17 winders, eliminating
the time loss. In addition, the winders are programmed, so the chance for mistakes to
occur in their usual function is reduced to almost zero. This way, this process constitutes a
novelty in the yarn rope manufacturing industry, where the Industry 4.0 methods were put
to practice in order to overcome the existing obstacles originating from the manual labor.

3.3. Implementation Results

According to data provided by stakeholders of this project, three operators are needed
to handle the 17 winders and, in order to meet the production output of the automated
solution, three shifts are required. It was empirically assumed that the annual salary of the
operators is EUR 14,000.

Another data provided by stakeholders is the time to remove the coil, which, according
to them, corresponds to about 60 s for an operator. On the other hand, the robotic arm will
be optimised (Equations (1) and (2)) to achieve a time of 40 s per coil removal.

Optimisation (%) = 100−
(

100− automatic coil removal time
manual coil removing time

)
(1)

100−
(

100× 40
60

)
= 33% (2)

Taking into account a gain in productivity of about 33%, which is achieved by switch-
ing to the automated system, it is also necessary to consider the number of operators
required to get the same productivity, shown in Equation (3).

100
3

=
133, (3)

x
→ x ∼= 4 operators (3)

Table 2 shows the annual cost data related to this process.

Table 2. Annual cost data with salaries if the automated systems are not implemented.

. Operators/Line Cost/Year/Shift Shifts Cost/Year

Operator salary 3 EUR 42,000 3 EUR 126,000

Optimization +1 EUR 14,000 3 EUR 42,000

Total cost/Year EUR 168,000

Electricity and maintenance costs were disregarded to calculate the return on the in-
vestment made in this system. The investment made, considering the line, was 400,000 EUR.

The payback period (PBP) is calculated according to Equations (4) and (5):

PBP =
New equipment cost

Pro f it generated per year
(4)

PBP =
400,000
168,000

= 2.53 years (5)

Assuming empirically that the service life of this line is 10 years, without requiring
corrective maintenance, the implementation of this solution brings an expected profit of
approximately EUR 1,000,000.
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4. Discussion

The industry is experiencing new times of change, through the integration of informa-
tion and an even greater automation of processes; however, these changes cannot be carried
out without the automation of all processes being completed and able to be integrated.
This problem had already been addressed by Pinto et al. [33], in a study focused on SMEs.
Automation can go through the robotization of processes when several models of the same
family of products are manufactured in the same production system and setups are re-
quired with high frequency. In spite of this, in many cases, more conventional automation is
sufficient to meet the needs at a lower cost, essentially when there is very little variation, or
no variation at all, in the product to be manufactured, as referred to by Silva et al. [19] and
Araújo et al. [27]. Sometimes, only a mixed solution integrating robotics and conventional
automation is able to overcome the real needs of the industry. Indeed, Costa et al. [24]
have also mixed a robotic system with conventional automation, generating some novel
mechanical solutions able to overcome all requests required by a workstation devoted
to the assembly of a semi-product used in widescreen washer engines in the automotive
industry. As referred in that work, high-level automated systems have been used around
a robot, as well as smart and cheap mechanical solutions, allowing for a high grade of
flexibility of the workstation, which became able to assemble a series of different sets of
the same family. Castro et al. [14] went further, reusing an out-of-service robot to use it in
a welding cell for bus side-body-frames, reusing it and expanding its initial capabilities,
through an integrated automatic system that made it possible to extend its range of action,
as the bus body-frames have a considerable length. The robot’s reprogramming and the
integration of its operation with the ability to move along the structure were the key to
success in overcoming the need presented by a company that manufactures that type of
bus body-frames. Silva et al. [13] also developed a solution based on a robot, due to the
need for flexibility and reprogramming, but they used conventional automation integrated
with robotics to develop a new system capable of controlling, through artificial vision,
cushions and suspension mats used in seats of vehicles, and then proceed to pack them in
an organized manner. The solution, although complex, made it possible to guarantee that
the quality control became practically 100% reliable and not dependent on possible human
errors, complying with the cycle time required by the automatic operation of the existing
equipment. Martins et al. [20] and Moreira et al. [21] developed integrated solutions based
only on conventional automation, eliminating intermediate stocks of components, reducing
internal logistics, and increasing productivity. This is almost always the main motivation
of this kind of works, but the development of solutions must be properly supported by
an economic study that allows for analyzing the feasibility of its implementation. In the
present study, the payback time is around three years, which is at the limit of what is
normally acceptable by the industry in general; however, it must still be safeguarded that
the reliability of the process is also highly enhanced. This value is much higher than the
one found by Magalhães et al. [18], which took just over 8 months, but the complexity of
the systems is also quite different. In fact, the complexity of the solution now developed is
closer to that of another solution designed by Silva et al. [13], which presented an estimated
payback period of 21.5 months. Despite this, in addition to the effort and economic return
of the project, it is clear that this solution translates into a production system that can be
fully integrated. This is similar to the work presented by Barbosa et al. [34], in which the
flexibility of processes and the integration of information allow the systems to approach
the concepts usually defined as Smart Manufacturing or Industry 4.0.

Although many studies have as main motivation the reduction in the production
cycle time and the cutting of jobs, the main motivation of this work was essentially to
ensure a continuous workflow and the integration of a large amount of equipment in the
same production line, as this is the reality normally experienced in the textile industry.
This contrasts a bit with the reality experienced in the automotive components industry,
where competitiveness is in most cases the main motivation, but it is also possible to
find works in which the main motivation was quality improvement [22,30], or process
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integration [13,21,33,34]. There are also cases where automation is modified/improved in
order to reduce production stoppages due to breakdowns, as mentioned by Santos et al. [26].
The mechanical solutions developed around the automation used in this work are also
noteworthy, being at the level of others developed in similar works [18,23,24,27,28,30],
and represent systems that, in addition to solving the problems defined in this work, may
constitute extremely interesting solutions to overcome other similar problems in other
types of industry. Therefore, the innovative solutions presented by this work can, alone
or together, be used to solve other problems. This is one of the main reasons for the
presentation of this work, which is intended to enable the integration of these systems, or
the development of even more sophisticated ones, which may constitute a starting point
for further studies. Video S1 provided as supplementary material, corresponding to the
first tests performed with the prototype resulting of this work, will help to understand the
operational functioning of the novel robotic manipulator in action.

5. Conclusions

The spinning/textile industry uses coils as systems for storing and transporting yarn
between production operations. The winding of these coils, despite being automatic, also
included manual operations of starting and ending the winding. Automating this process
was the main motivation of this work and, to this end, new solutions were developed to
couple to a robotic arm that collects the coils. The developed solution translates in the
total automation of the process, allowing it to adapt to a system usually defined as Smart
Manufacturing, or Industry 4.0, in which the coils are finished, sent to a common conveyor
belt, and the winding of a new coil is started fully automatically, i.e., without human
intervention. The developed system made use of several ingenious solutions, which are
effectively innovative and, in addition to solving the problem described in this work, can
be used to solve other similar problems in other types of industry, which may contain their
own specificities. A portfolio of relatively simple and economic solutions is thus created,
but interesting enough to be disseminated and included in other solutions aimed at solving
other problems. It is worth mentioning that the coils’ extraction system was designed to
fulfil the necessary functions, always without damaging the yarn used in the process.

The developed equipment is capable of extracting coils of yarn automatically and
can be adapted to extract coils of other materials, as well. With the flexibility offered by
the robotic arm together with various components in the developed project, this complex
operation became feasible. In addition, an equipment capable of cutting and burning the
end of the thread was developed, so as not to deprive the product of its quality due to
fraying. In order to allow easy cleaning and maintenance, all the equipment has a modular
construction. Finally, the cycle time was reduced, since at the end of this project, the
execution time was 40 s. The payback time of this solution is about 36 months, which is
within the usual acceptable period for this kind of project.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/machines10100857/s1, Video S1: Prototype working.
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